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JOURNAL 
O F  THE 

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL. 

Part I.-HISTORY, LITERATURE, &c. 

A Glammar of the Dialect 04 Chhatttsgarh in the Central Provinces. 
Written in Hir~di by MR. H f s h l l ~  K~WOPLDHYXYA, Headmaster of 
the Anglo-Vernacular School in Dhamtari, District Mipur, Central 
Provinces, translated and edited by GKORGE A. GBIEEBON, EsQ., C. S. 

INTRODUCTION. 

1. Chhattisgarh (the thirty-six forts) is the name of the most 
eastern of the divisions of the Central Provinces. It is bounded on the 
north by Chntiyir NBgpnr, on the east by Orissa, and on the south and 
west by other portions of the Central Provinces. 

2. The language spoken in this tract belongs clearly to the Eastern 
Gaodian Family. It may be classed as a dialect of Bihhri. I ts  verbal 
forms are most closely connected with those of BaiswBri, while its 
system of declension more closely resembles that of Bhoj'puri. In  one 
important point, the formation of the plural, it shows a close connesion 
with UriyB. 

3. The present grammar has been written by Mr. HirPlil . KAvybpBdhytiya, Headmaster of the Anglo-Vernacular school at  Dham- 
tari, District Rhipur, Central Provinces. I t  was written in the Hindi 
language, and it has fallen to my lot to translate it, and to rearrange a 
portion of it, according to the custom of European grammars. Here and 
there I have added a few philological notes. 

A 
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4. We are all indebted to Mr. HirBlil KQvybpBdhyBya for his very 
careful and interesting work, and I gladly welcome him as an accession 
to the small band of those who are attempting to throw light on t h e  
dark byways of Indian vernaculars. I t  is only by enlisting t h e  
assistancu of gentlemen like him, who take an intelligent interest in t h e  
subject, and who are willing and able to put in writing that knowledge 
of facts which can only be attained by local experience, that we can 
hope to be able to finally map out the true relationship between t h e  

I 

various languages of India. 
s. A. s. 

PART I. 

CHAPTER I. ORTHOGRAPHY. 

5. The nasals r, 9, and T, when standing alone are all equally 
pronounced like the dental T, thus ' battle ' is pronounced ~ q .  

6 .  A Tatsama q is pronounced like 8. Thus, %, ' cold ' is pro- 
nounced %. A Tatsama, rl is prononnced like 8. Thus, m, ' l a n p -  
age ' is pronounced m, and @v, ' a fault ' is pronounced m. 

7. EXCEPTION,-In the word ifrl-m, ' the serpent of eternity,' is pro. 
nounced like 8,- thus, W-mq. 

8. The remaining letters are pronounced as in Hindi. 
9. I n  the following grammar, words will be spelled as they are I 

prononnced. So that we shall spell T9 and not TT, fi and not %, 
and not m, @W and not Vai, q v - ~ q  and not ih-mq. 
10, Note by t~anslator. The above are very few of the letter changes in this 

dialect. This i ~ ,  however, of little importance, as all will be found in Dr HoernleSs 
Gauqian Grammar. 

One very important change may be noticed here,-the shortening of an 
antepenultimate vowel. When, in a tadbhava word, a long vowel, owing to  
inflexion, conjugation, or other cause, finds itself in the antepenultimate or other 
earlier syllable of a word, that vowel is  shortened. Thus, the long form of 
' a  mango ' is and of ' a horse,' h. For further particulars on this 
point, and also for particulars regarding Long and Redundant f o r m ,  the 
reader is  referred to the Gaudian Grammar, and to the Introduction to A Camp-tive 
Di~tionary of the BihBri Language by 8. F. B. Hoernle and G. A. Griermn. 

The short vowels GT (like &:in bdllo), 9 e (like B in mdt), and q$,) o (the short 
of *,> 6) ; the imperfect or neutral vowel (as in ghor'zocf) ; and the 

S 
peculiar long d & (pronounced like a in fall), which occurs in the root BB, will all 
be found in this dialect, and the reader is referred to the preface of the BihM 
Dictionary, above referred to, for further information conoerning them. 
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PART 11. NOUNS. 
CHAPTER 11. FORMATION OP NOUNS. 

(Secondary and other nonzinal su..zes.) 
11. Secondary sufl8xes form nouns from other nouns, 8s distinct 

from primary suffixes which form them from roots. 
12. The following secondary suffixes are those given by the anthor. 

The translator has added references to Dr. Hoernle's Gaudian Grammar 
which will be found useful. Primary suffixes will be found discussed in 
chapter X. 

13. Some of the so-called suffixes given by the anthor are not 
tadbhavaa, being either tatsalnas or of foreign derivation. These the 

I translator has put at  the end after the others. 
I 14. n, feminine 3, signifies a person connected with anything, or a 

I vessel for containing anything. 
Example,- - ' a traveller ' from - ' a road.' 

' a rider ' from d h  ' a horse,' 
W~TW or ' a marketer,' ' a petty shopkeeper,' 
W-, fem. d ) from W-, ' a market! 
SWT'  an oil-vessel ' ' oil.' 
f 1 1 4 ~  ' a ghi-vessel ' ' ghi.' 
m, ' a milk-vessel ' g~ ' milk.' 

See Gd. Gr. $5 206,207. 

15. q added to nouns forms nouns of agency. 
Example,- 

qm ' illusion ' - ' one who causes illusion.' 
See Gd. Gr. $5 209, 1, ZI and 210. 

16. qf or a added to adjectives forms abstract nouns. 
Examples, - 

qn: ' acrid.' ' acridity.' 
' beantiful.' or ' beauty.' 

PTWT ' sour.' a ' sourness.' 
See ad. Gr. $5 220, 221. 

17. m or m added to adjectives forms abstract nouns. 
Examples,- 

why ' old ' T,V ' old age.' 
qm ' sour ' ' sourness ' 

See Gd. Gr. $§ 228, 229. 

18. Diminutives are formed by using the feminine termination f. 
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Sometimes the masculine long form in is used and more often the  
feminine long form in WT. 

Examples,- - a ' palanquin.' .?a ' a petty palanquin.' 
SK.~T ' a basket.' ' a little basket.' 
3zg ' a son.' %ZW ' a little son.' 

' a water-vessel.' t&%tf~ ' a little water-vessel.' 
Q ~ T  ' a pestle.' ' a small pestle.' 

See Gd. Gr. $5 256, 257,195, 199,201. 

19. w added to adjectives forms abstract n o w .  
Examples,- 

W- ' sweet.' ' sweetness.' 
Cf. (fd. Gr. $5 281, 282. 

20. m, fem. d, added to nouns forms nouns signifying posses- 
sion. 

Examples,- 
qq ' wealth.' -1, fern. -, ' a  wealthy 

person.' 
See Gd. Gr. $5 293,294, Cf. $5 315 and ff. 

21. m, or m, feminine m h  or hffiq, signifies an agent.  
E. g., -hi, fem. e T f C i l  or d ~ h ,  ' a  woodman ' 

from -3 ' wood.' 
This is probably the same as m, through confusion of the suffixes 

.I- and .m%m. 
See:Gd. Gr. 5s 293-296, 315-321. 

22. 9 added to substantives forms adjectives. 
Example,- 
' hunger .' 54 hungry! 
These are connected with the BihBri termination w, forming the 

past participle. Cf. Gd. Gr. §$ 302 and ff. 

23. er, or m, added to a substantive, forms adjectives of relation. 
Example,- 

BT ' a house.' $i. or mw ' of ' or ' belonging to a 
house.' 

See Gd. Br. $5 330, 331, where however a is given only as a 
primary suffix. 

24. f is used to form adjectives from subst,antives ; e. g. 
?a ' possessing qualities,' ' wise ' from %q ' quality.' 
This is not a tadbhava termination. I t  is the Sanskrit termination 

f ( q ~  ), and is only found in tatsamas. 
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25. ' possessing ' is added to substantives to form adjectives. 
Example,- - ' beauty.' IP;Vlrl, ' possessing beauty,' ' beauti- 

ful.' 
This is not a tadbhava suffix a t  all. The word is borrowed direct 

from the Sanskrit, ready compounded ae a tatsama. 
26. 551 added to numerals, signifies multiplication. 
Example,- * ' three ' three-fold.' 
This is not properly a suffix a t  all, but is derived from a compound 

already formed in Sanskrit. 
27. f added to adjectives makes substantives. 
Example,- 
' young.' F# ' yonth.' 

This is the Persian s d i x  s. 
28. ~TT,  signifies p0118899i011, e. g. d k t ~  ' a land holder,' from 

fi ' land.' 
This is the Persian suffix )Id. 

CHAPTER 111. 
GENDER. 

29. There are two genders,-Masculine and Feminine. The gender 
of names of living thinge follows their nature, males being masculine 
and females being feminine. Of things without life, those names which 
are identical or nearly identical with Hindi names generally follow the 
Hindi usage. The following rules will be found nsefnl. 

30. Words ending in w and in a silent consonant which is not W, 
are generally masculine, and those in f and w are generally feminine. 

Examples. 
Mmculine. 

Chattiagarhi. Hindi. English. 

KIT ' a doorway.' 
s ~ P B  ' rice.' 
vm ' betel.' 
irra ' sackcloth.' * ' clothes.' 
PBT ' a  stone.' 
m T W l  ' bedding.' 

. Feminiae. 

d? ' earth.' 
~~a -- ' wood ashes.' 
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' a stick.' 
' a mat.' 
' a word.' 
' night.' 

EXCEPTIONS. 
Masculine. 

' an elephant! 
ah ‘ a village! 
%*w ' a black-ant.' 
WU ‘ boiled rice. ' 

Feminine. 

TTB ' pulse.' 
8.m mu ' a shield.' 
u h r  - ‘ a neck-ring.' 

w k f f  u6xr ' a kind of veil.' 
and others as described below. 

31. Abstract nouns in T, .R, m, n, TT, m, w, m, are 
masculine. 

Those in f, 3, e, pf, W, a, are feminine. 
Emmples,- 

Masculine. 
m, ' meeting.' 
m, ' drinking.' 
m, ' decking! 
a m ,  ' cheating.' 
a,w, ' Inching.' 
%em, ' union.' 
qm, ' 80~111e88! 

Feminine. 
mdt, ' ripeness.' 
gar*, ' cheating.' 
m, ' giving to drink.' 
m. ' acidity.' 
m. ' sweetness.' 
B T ; ~ ,  ' confusion.' 

32. Feminines are formed from mssculines as follows : 
(1) Masculines in  form their feminines in f ; Thus,- 

Masculine. Feminine. 
?p, ‘ a boy.' i@, a girl'. 

or Bm, ' a master.' GlSt or fi*, ' a mistress.' 

(2) Long forms in XT form their feminines in ; thus,- 
*T, a horse.' .$rft~, ' a mare.' 
m, en old man.' 
4 

w, ' an old woman! 
so also 

' a buffalo bull-caU!' VfTVr a buffalo heifer.' 
(3) Sometimes in the last case is substituted for ; thus,- 

-, ‘ a tiger.' m, a tigrese.' 
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This is sometimes applied dif£erently ; thus,- 
(4) M ~ c n l i n e s  containing a long vowel, shorten it before *, 

thus,- 

-, ' a bard.' a, ' his wife.' 
&s, ' a camel.' G F ; ~ ,  ' a she-camel.' 

( 5 )  Masculines in f, and its long form w, take :h regularly ; 
thus,- 

em, ' an elephant.' -, ' a cow-elephant.' 
d, ' a shop-keeper.' ~ l h  or Tfirq, ' his wife.' 
d, ' a  daughter's son.' ~ h ,  ' a  daughter's 

daughter.' 
4 % ~ '  ' a shop-keeper.' &w, ' his wife.' 
Bfgm ' a grass-cutter.' ER%W 'his wife.' 

(6) So also words in a silent consonant, PT, and f, eignifying persons 
of a certain trade or profession ; thus,- 

*, ' a washerman.' e f 4 9 ;  ' his wife.' 
q i ,  ' a smith.' &&, ' his wife.' 
6- ' a cowherd. -119, ' his wife.' 
m, ' an oilman.' h*, ' his wife.' 

Sometimes the Hindi custom is followed; thus,-*, m, 
*, &c. 

(7) Names of BrBhman tribes take  sf^ ; thus,- 

m .itg is fqq  
M W  fhdrcW, or b-dh. 

*-em. 
33 ?p*. 

(8) Some nouns are irregular; thus,- 
qqr ' @ hther.' a ' a mother.' 
~ n ;  ' a brother.' m, ' a  sister.' 
$&XI, ' a he-goat.' $3 or a h ,  ' D she-goat.' 

CHAPTER IV. 

33. There are two numbers, Singular and Plural. 
34. (1) The Plural is formed from the Singular by adding the 

sn& m ; thus,- 
Singular. Plural. 

49w, masc., ' a man.' Wyu-Wt. 
q w ,  maso. ' a bullock.' =ficaT 41. 
M, masc. ' a potter's wheel.' 6%a~.  
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q j ,  IIIMC , ' a  cup.' VT-in.  
m, rmc. ,  ' a man. ~ w - a m .  
wW, maso, ' a sister's hnaband.' w b ? - i n .  
*%, fem., ' goods and chattels.' fw%wiw. 
a h ,  fern., a neck-ring.' * am. w, fem., ' a  she-goat.' 3q-41. 
m, fem., ' a daughter-in-law.' Wit-in. 
35. (2) in is sometimes omitted, especially in the nominative 

plural, and in the case of things without life ; thus, T, ' a man,' or 
' men '; m, ' a bullock,' or bullocks '; ' a she-goat ' or ' she- 
goats,' and so on. 

36. (3) An-old form of the pl~ra1, which is now very rarely 
used, is formed by adding to the singular. If the word ends with a 
long vowel, that vowel is shortened; thus m, ' a bullock '; nom. 
plur. w, acc. plur. w - W .  

37. Afiity. With the plural anffix ila, oompare the old Hindi m, ' men,' 
and the UfiyL plnral a&= flljt. The old form in W ia the regular Bihgri plnral 
oblique termination. 

38. (4) Sometimes the plural is formed by prefixing the words 
w, 84f, d, 4111, or millT ; thus,- 

Singular. Plural. 
W X ~  B T S ; C B T , ~ ~ ~ ~ W ,  W ~ ~ , s l i r ~ m ,  or mm. 
i* w t W , 8 4 f 3 ? t , w i ? 3 , m i & o r w u r 3 W .  
39. ( 5 )  Sometimes with 8~ &o., w is also used a t  the same time, 

thus,- 
Singular mif. 
Plural BT mif-41, 84f mif-41, &t ~ ~ i - i i ~ ,  m-41, or- 

Wit-91 
This last form is very common. 

CHAPTER V. 

40. The cases are formed with the following postpositions, which 
are added to the noun direct. I n  the plural, they follow the suffix W. 

Nominative - or w. 
Accusative w or W. 
Instrumental W. 
Dative W, till 01' Ti. 
Ablative %. 
Qenitive 3. 
Locative d. 
Vocative - 
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41. The postposition $T of the nominative  doe^ not correspond to 
the Hindi 3. It is nsed to give the idea of definiteness. Thns m, 
' a neck,' but m - $ ~  ' the neck.' In  the plural it is rarely nsed with 
the s d x  m, thus m-$T, rarely m-w'cl-w, ' the necks.' 

42. In  the Accusative and Detive, is more need by the polite, 
and 81 more by rustics. In the Dative, rnstics sometimes use ~ f h q  or 
m, with or without the Genitive postposition % prefixed,-thus, 
m-*, m - m ,  ar7-6-d2K *T-iii-m. 

43. The typical vocative interjections are T and .h, which are 
sometimes written 3, and .h; 

44. Afiitiee.-Exceptm, all these postpositiona are the same 8s those in 
nse in B U  and other Eastern Gandian languages, or, at most, are but slightly 

ahanged. Begarding TT, I do not know of any olosely related word in other Gandian 
languages. In Bih6ri, the pleonastio long form termination W is need in a similar 

eense. This tends to point to the probability of the origin of gi: being the Priktit 
pleonaatio termination 8 or PT (ECm. IV, M.) Thna Wt, m, 
or, with euphonio W, m. G. A. G. 

45. The following is an example of the declension of a masculine 
noun ending in a silent consonant. 

IT, a neck.' 

SIMQULAR. Nom. m ,  m-m ' a neck,' ' the neck.' 
Ace. ~ T - W  m-87 ' a neck.' 
Instr. m-@ ' by a neck.' 
Dat. m-m, m-w, m-TT ' to ' or ' for a neck.' 
Abl. m-32 ' from a neck.' 
Gen. m-g ' of a neck.' 
LOC. IT-d ' in a neck! 
Voc. T m ' 0 neck.' 

PLURAL. Nom. m ,  m-wrl, m - m ,  . 
(ram) m-41-m, ' necks,' ' the necks '. 

Acc. n-41-q ax-41-81 ' necks.' 
Instr. m - ~ - +  ' by necks.' 
Dat. m-w-w, m-ii9-81, 

IIT-ii9-TT ' tO ' or ' for necks.' 
Abl. a~T-m-@, ' from necks.' 
Gen. *T-m-@, ' of necks.' 
LOC. amTwif ' in necks. 
Voc. P m-41 ' 0 necks.' 

The old, rare, form of the plural is m, *T3-87 
Similarly are declined, PT, 'fruit,' am, 'ficus religiosa,' m, 

' a man,' h, ' flonr,' f l i ~  ' a dog,' kc. 
B 
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46. The 'following is an example of the declension of a mascul ine 
noun, ending in long PI. 

w, ' a boy.' 

47. All nonns are declined in the same way, and i t  is hence need- 
less'to give further paradigms. The following are examples of nonns 
of every possible termination. ,. 

48. (3) Masculine i n  short q. 
There are no nonns ending in short q. Sanskrit words ending in q, 

when adopted as tatsamas into this dialect, (a) sometimes drop the 
final vowel, and are declined like nonns ending in a silent consonant, and 
( b )  sometimes lengthen-it, and are declined like nonns in f. 

Thus, ( a )  ' a  gem,' becomes in, and (71) ' an offering ' 
becomes -3, and ' Vishnu,' a. 

49. (4) Masculines in long Q. 
Examples ; ' fi ' an elephant,' ~pm ' a black ant,' ' s 

neighbour,' ' a potter's wheel,' gVQ 'a village.' 
50. (3) Masculines in short W. 

There are no nonns ending in short W. Sanskrit words ending i n  
s, when adopted as tatsawas into this dialect, (a) sometimes drop the 
final vowel, and are dedined like nonns ending in a silent consonant, 
and ( b )  sometimes lengthen it, and are declined like nonns in 8i. 

Thus (a) ' a brute,' becomes W, and ( b )  ' a  saint,' becomes 
qTyi 

51. ( 6 )  Masculines in long a. 

Nom. Wm, WFm-w 
Acc. v - m ,  v - W T  
Instr. and Abl. ~m-iji 
Dat. -1-m, -w, -n 
Gen. Wmil-Gi 
Loc. mm-4f 
voc. @ m T  

Examples ; WT: ' a  cup,' a i i  ' wheat.' 

V ,  W T s n - W ,  WWl-in 
WTyn-W-W, -WT 
titT?Kl-in-@ 
~FF~~-w, -wT, -TT 
~ a r - i n - $  
~~~m-4t 
T --in. 

The old, rare, form of the plural is v , ' W m m ,  &o. 

Similarly are declined, 

TW ' a  bullock,' ~ R T  ' a horse,' 
film ' a whelp,' dm ' clothes,' 
WT a basket,' ' a moustache.' 

' a calf,' &c. 
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52. ( 7 )  Masculine in 9. 
Examples ; d ' a man,' & ' a man,' M.' the b a t  day.' 
53. (8) Masculines in +. 
Examples ; ' a sieter's husband ' ; wfl (Skr. .~TR) ' news.' 
M. (9) No masculine nonns end in ? or in *. 
55. (10) Feminines in a silent consonant. 
Examples ; fkfW ' goods and chattels,' ~ c l  ' mind,' ja( ' wisdom,' 

f i  ' conversation,' rn ' ink.' 
56. (1 1) Feminines in tong W, 
Examples ; dk ' a mill-stone,' a neck-ring,' ' a  

small basket,' ' a kind of veil.' 
57. (12) Fenzinines in short see masculines in short q, No. 3. 
58. (13) Feminines in 1on.g f. 
Examples : ' a she-goat,' ' gravel.' 
d ' earth,' a ' mother,' 'sister,' M. ' ink-stand," 
' a waaher.' 

59. (14) Feminines in short W. See masculines in V, No. 5. 
60 (15) Feminines in +. 
Examples : Vrjt ' a daughter-in-law,' ' a test.' 
61. (16) There are no feminine nouns in 3 or in *. 

CHAPTER VI. 6 

62. The following is a list of common adjectives, with their 
Hindi and English equivalents. 

Chhattisgayhi. Hindi. English. 
good. 
big. 

small. 
long. 
wide. 

& 

yellow; 
dark blue. 
black. 
white. 
green. 
red. 
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3fim7 TF, m ' intelligent.' 
qw7 w-' d7 ~27~ yy m ' many.' 
*, *' *$ M$ f;sfri, 

fW73t9 ritVr 'few.' 
63. Tadbhuva adjectives in w form their feminines in Q ; thus,- 

&, *, -, d; but this rule is often neglected, and the 
genders are mixed up ; thns, or m4 ' a little geutle- 
man ' ; * -, or - * ' a little girl.' 

64. To give the meaning of likeness or resemblance, the follow- 
ing suffixes are used,-equivalent to the Hindi W. 

With nouns or with the genitive cases of pronouns, ?a, W, wy 
m .  

With adjectives, mq, qm, m, -, w, fqn, ; thus,- 

Uhhattisgayhi. Hindi. English. 

ie-?vi7 G w t - m ,  iaS-w5 
or $*-m a f s - ~  ' like a village.' 

.rsn-im, m-m7 m-w7 
or W-Wi Vk-q ' like the moon.' 

wifT-?Wf7 m-my r i h - w ,  or 
m - m  h - ~  like me.' 

*-tvi, em--, *- 
W7 *-w =-WW ' like that.' 

v - Y W 7  ST--, T j - - 7  

v--, v-w, v--; 
qF*T-wm, WpTiT-w, 
9qxif-m7 --girl7 r1qxif-3F W - W  ' biggish. ' 

+Tzr-w$ h-'pm, h - w s r ,  
d3qFfR7 *-girl, *-* *-w ' littleish. 

N w a l s .  

65. The Cardinals are the same as in Hindi. The syllable .h 
added to a cardinal makes it definite ; thus,-* ' the one,' x! ' the 
two,' ' both,' 'the three,' b = t  ' the hundred.' 

66. Indefiniteness is given by adding or v, thns &- 
ym ' about five,' x-'pm 'about two,' *-- 'about a score,' 
a 
8-wm ' about a hundred.' 

67. Exactness is given by adding the syllables 3, f81, or a9 ; 
thus,--w-a, w-fkil, w-a ' exactly one.' %-a, 5-fkil, Fm ' exactly 
two.' 

68. Multiplication is denoted by adding the syllables y, %ir, 
m, or at, before the first of which a long vowel is usually shortened ; 
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#ns,-g-;?p, FF ' twice,' fk-9, ift-v 'thrice,' T T - ? ~ ,  VTT-9 ' fonr 

times,' TU ' once,' H r w  ' twice,' h ' thrice,' Wf ' fonr 
times,' f i  ' five times,' h-:~ ' five times,' w-m ' seven times,' 
--*a ' eight times.' * 

69. Fractional numbers ;-the following may be noted. 
WBT or WBI, ' a quarter.' 
WW ' a half.' 
'gm ' three quarters.' 
?Y ' one and a half.' 

~t two and &-half.' 
-a ' three and s half.' 

70. Ordinals ;-the following may be noted. 

First, P&, v?%, -, PfherfaR, -. 
Second, ~ w ,  w, -a, pXW. 
Third, h, my M-m, WV. 
Fourth, T7$, +, h~3;~. 

The words in qw and .(w may optionally have annn6sik on 
either of the last two syllables ; thus, m, or g n n ' ~ ,  %8;Tfsa, or 
me*, and so on. 

Adjectives used as Substantives. 
71. When adjectives are nsed as substantives, they are treated as 

such. 
Thus ' s big' is thus declined sa a substantive. 

Singular. Plural. 

Nom. *, w+w 3-41, 
Acc. ~ - ~ F I , - $ I T  v-in-n,- w 

ctnd so on. 

CHAPTER VII. 
P a o ~ o u ~ e .  

72. The declension of pronouns is somewhat peculiar. Each pro- 
noun has in each number three forms,-a direct, an obliqne, and a 
genitive. The direct form is that nsed with the nominative, the oblique 
is that nsed in the aqxmative and sometimes in the dative, the genitive 
is that nsed in the other cases, and sometimes in the dative. I n  other 
words the obliqne form is used in the accusative, with the postpositione 

and w, and i t  is also used in the dative with the same p~stposit~ions. 
The genitive form is nsed by itself for the genitive, and with the usual 
postpositions for the other cases. Moreover i t  is nsed with the post- 
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position. w acd or r m ~  of the dative. We thus get the follow- 
ing scheme. 

Nom. Direat form. 
ACC. Oblique form wit11 w or W. 
Instr. Genitive with 1 
Dat. Oblique form with r(n or w, and Genitive with TT, m, 

or m. 
Abl. Genitive with 3. 
Gen. Genitive form. 
LOC. Genitive with ai. 
73. I n  the plural, there are moreover two forms, a simple, 

declined as above, and a periphmtic formed by adding w to the simple 
plural form. This periphrastic form is declined regularly like a sub- 
stantive. 

74. In  some places the instrumental and ablative are used with 
the oblique and not with the genitive form, but this custom is dying 
out. 

Personal Pronouns. 
75. The Personal Pronouns of the first nnd second persons axe arr 

follows.-For the third person, the Remote Demonstrative Pronoun is 
nsed. 

First person. Second person. 

I 
Direct :or% ' I '  4 or 9 'thou.' 

Singular Oblique 417 ' me ' 'thee.' 
Genitive 4h 'my ' ritC 'thy.' 
Direct TU, w e '  W, 'ye.' 

Simple ,Oblique 1 [ 1 TU, 'ns' ' you.' 
Genitive 'our '  'your.' 

Periphrasfic -4-w ' we ' p~ ' ye.' 
The forms 5 and are nsed by the. vnlga~, ? and ? by the 

educated ; sometimes or 3% is used instead of ?, to express respect. 

76. 4 or &" ' 'I is declined as follows : 

Gingzdlar. 

 om. 8 or ? ' I.' 
Acc. ih-~,ih-w ' me.' 
Instr. e - 3  ' by me. 
Dat. *-my ih-%l; *-W, *- 

m, m-mt ' to ' or ' for me.' 
AbL 4th-@ from me.' 
Geu. iftC ' my.' 
LOC. rifT-ilf ' in me.' 
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Plural. 
Simple. Periphrastic. 

Nom. g(l W-Wl ' we.' 
ACC. g(l-W. g4 81, g(l-W-W,-W ' us.' 
Instr. 3 g(l-w-ii 'by us.' 
Dat. W-w,-81; W R - i i  

$0. g(l-W-W, -W,- m, 
&c. ' td orqfor us.' 

Abl. w7~i-G Wi-m-Gi ' from us.' 
Gen. gTm g4-in-s ' om.' 
LOC. m-qf g4-in-nf 'in US. ' 
77. $ or $ ' thou' i similarly declined ; thus,- 

Singular. 

 om. ff or f L thou.' 
ACC. it'f.~, u?-w - ' thee.' 
Instr. iik-fii ' by thee.' 
Dst. *-qn -W; *-w,-*, 

-m, ' to' or ' for thee.' 
Abl. 7fk-@zi ' from thee.' 
Gen. 8% ' thy.' 
LOC. m-d ' in thee.' 

Plural. 

Simple. Periphrastic. 
Nom. jfl 3F-- 'ye.' 
ACC. J%-~,-W g'W-KII-O;T,-W ' you.' 
Instr. w s  w-ilw-q ' by JOU.' 

Dat. m-m,-W, my 
&c. ~ m - W , - W , - ~  &c. ' to ' or ' for yon.' 

A --a W-W-G L from YOU.' 

Gen. w-3iw-e ' of you.' 
LOC. g%l~-d w-W-d ' in you.' 
In  the oblique plural form, w is sometimes written for J%. 
When a or ~a is used to express respect, the formsare aa follows :- 

Singular. Simple Plural. Periphrastic Plural. 
Direct a or rn wanting rn-in. 
Oblique ~a wanting ja-w. 
Genitivo 31m-W man. 
This ~.espectful form i rarely used, aud appears to be dying out. 
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78. An already explaiued, the instrumental and ablative of these 
pronouns in some places are used with the oblique instead of with the 
genitive forms; thus-*-a, m-@, TI-% and p e ,  instead of m*, 
m - i j ~ ,  m-G and --a. 

79. The periphrastic plum1 is formed, it will be seen, by adding 
to the simple nominative plural. Sometimes, however, it is added to 

the simple genitive plnral, thns m - W ,  m-in-m,  ma*; 
ma, lJviTT-Tn-ar, pwl7-Tn-3$ dm. 

Reflexive Pronin~n 
80. The Reflexive Pronoun prn ' self ' is declined regularly in 

the singular like a substantive, except that the genitive takes no termi- 
nation ;' thns- 

Nom. P~,w-= ' self.' 
ACC. pm-w,-W ' self.' 
Instr. --w ' by self .' 
Dat. ~W-W,-W,-- ' to'ior ' for self.' 
Abl. VW-@ ' from self .' 
Gen. m ' own.' 
LOC. prn-~f ' in self.' I 

The p l u d  i8 formed by repeating the word thus Nom. rn 
prn prn-w ' selves,' Acc. prn WIT-WT~ and so on. 

This pronoun is frequently compounded with personal pronouns ; 
thus,- 

c\r 
Acc. il m - B T  ‘ myself.' 
Acc. ? PW-w ' thyself.' 
ACC. ~ m - ~ F I  ' himself.' 
Acc. W-ilq r n - w  ' ourselves., 
bcc. W-UV Pm-KI ' yourselves.' 
Acc. . i f - ~ n m - w  ' themselves.' 

The Mutual RefEexiue Pronoun. 

81. The mutual reflexive pronoun m or occurs only in the . 
Genitive and Locative of both numbers ; thus,- 

SINQULAB. 
Gen. erge 5 ~ 8 - 4  ' of each other.' 
Loc. ~ T g - n f ,  tr~g3-t-d ' in each other.' 

PLURAL. 
Gen. B T ~ B  qgq-@, q*-$ ' of each other.' 
Loc. q ~ g - u f ,  e a  q r a - u f  ' in each other.' 
The vulgar sometimes make a plural with rTc( ; t h u s , - m - i l q - i  

WJa-m-G, &c. 
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Demonstrative Pronouns. 

82. The proximate Demonstrative Pronoun T, sometimes spelt 3 
' t h i s '  and the Remote Demonstrative Pronoun 'he,' 'she,' 'it,' 
' that, '  are declined exactly like the personal pronouns. 

The principal forms are as follows : 
Direct T, Q-BT a, *-In 

Singular Oblique r .it 
Genitive P-KC .if-- 
Direct -, m-= -, 89-$7 

Simple Oblique rn 
P l u d  [ { Genitive m-W, m-m 

Periphrastic Q-wsl or ~ - W I  e - ~ ,  W T - ~ n  
The accusative frequently drops it's postposition thus T a 'see 

this,' instead of y - 3 ~ ~  a; r8f a 'see that,' instead of ~ j - B T  e. 
I n  the genitive case singular, the forms T-% .it-% are sometimee 

used. So also, in the genitive case plural, the forms m-5 and m-iii are 
sometimes used. 

Instead of rn and w a ,  and ~9 are sometimes used. 
I t  is unnecessary to decline these in full. 

The Corn-elative Pronouns. 
83. These include the Relative Pronoun3 ' who,' and its Correla- 

tive 3 'he (who).' They are declined exactly like the Demonstrative 
pronouns, except that the nominative has three pairs of forms, founded 
on the three sets, 8, i s h  and -4, and 8, ~ i l q  and a-9 respectively. 

The principal parts are as follows : 
(Direct 3, 8-W; *9 *-w; 3, 8-~7; m9 

or m, 1W-gT *.BY; or 
Singular T199, aW9.$T 

Oblique 3, * or 431 a ,  ern or a- 
UGenitive %-KC a - m ~  

fm, fjTil-gT fcn, m-T7 
&a 

Plu1.al ft.a-w 
Periphrastic 3-W, w%-w, m - W I  8 m ,  ifFf-~9, 

or fsl%-41 , or 
C h - w  a 

The accusative frequently drops the postposition ; thus 459 g q  
(He) whom you see ' ; Q am-%?, 8 T W i  ' show that about which 

you speak.' 
In the genitive case singular and plural is sometimes substituted 

-, C 
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for m; thus 34, m - G ;  a-G, f'ka 5, instead of $-m, h - m ;  ii-w, 
fim-iii~, &c. 

Instead of m and M, and fh are sometimes used. 
I t  is not necessary to decline these prononm in full. 

Interrogative Pronouns. 

84. The Masculine and Feminine Interrogative Pronoun 
ww or is declined like the Correlatives. The only difference is 
that there is no direct form 3 as might be expected, and that there is 
an additional singular oblique form m. 

Principal Parts. 

t 
Direct ghq, qifq-W, or m, ~WFTT 

Siugular Oblique h ,  or a7 
Genitive W-qli 
Direct 

Simple Oblique 

{ I  Periphrastic ghq, 1 h - W W ,  or m, ql-9-WW 

not u s d .  
Plural Genitive 

The genitive singular is also qifrl-dii, m-i or n-iii 
To signify ' which of many,' this pronoun is frequently repeated, 

and is then thus declined in the plural. 

Nom. $vr h (-97) ; glDil WT (-n); 
h ghq-41; or TWT or q v q - ~ ~ .  

Acc. $19 *a-m,-w ; W T  m¶T-TI,-W ; * *w.U=r-m,-wT ; -9 mT-WW-m,-W; 
w-WT w-w ; or rlC7-w~ W-w. 

And so on : when the oblique form qlr is nsed, the postposition is 
repeated after each member of the compound, while with other forms, 
it is only nsed after the second member. 

85. The Neuter Interrogative Pronoun srr ' what,' is one of the 
few survivals of the neuter gender in the dialect. 

It has an oblique form id, but in other respects is declined in the 
singular regularly like a substantive, thus,- 

Nom. 81; Acc. ~ - w , - w  ; Instr, e-@, and so on. 

Sometimes g s ~  is nsed instead of ; thus, ~ - W , - W ,  w-g, and so I 
on. 

The plural is formed by doubling the pronoun ; thus- I 

Nom, m w; Acc. 6 m%-qn,-wl; Instr. -1% @, and so on. 
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' IndeJinite Pronouns. 

86. The Indefhite Pronoun 6Mt or wosit ' any one,' some one,' 
is declined regularly in the singular like a substantive ; thus,- 

Nom. M, W Z ~ ~ B T  ; or me, --= 
Acc. my-w ; or m - m , - ~ ,  and so on. 
The plural is formed by reduplication,-thus, 
Nom. wfW q r r ,  m-dfiif-vx ; 

or 89;Tf qrv*, & ~ ' i i t - V T  
ACC. d f i i f - ~ , - ~  ; &c. 

and so on. 

The vulgar sometimes add in ; thus,-Acc. ~W-W-W, and 
so on. Sometimes an oblique form m - d  is nsed; thus, Acc. m - d -  
zn; and so on. 

87. %ip& 'anything ', ' something ' is declined similarly ; thus,- 

sing. Nom. -; Acc. wh: n - m , - w ,  and so on. 

Plur. Nom. vhgiu> Acc. w o \ q ,  or gish . g i / q . ~ ~ , - ~  and so on, 

the vulgar adding in as above. 

88. Other Indefinite Pronouns are 9~ ' a,' ' a  certain ' ; ple~, 
m, f-11 ' another,' WT, w ' other ' : m, @f ' both ' ; qq, -7 

a11 ' ; 'some,' ' several.' 
These are all declined like v-, above. 

89. When two pronouns are used together, or when a pronoun 
and a noun are nsed together, the case postpositions are added to the 
latter of the two ; thus, 

QX v - m  (acc.) ' one or other ' 
4- m-l ' from whosoever ' 
W W  W T - 7 T  ' for what bullock ' 
?gyx %?a7 d-KI ,' each to a different man ' 
%BC 4---in -a ' each by different men ' 

and so on. 

90. The following are Pronominal Aaect ives .  

A. Quantity. 

Proximate De- 
monstrative ycm, y*, ma, *3C, &, 

or B?T:m, W~S, w e ,  ' this much' 

or 9%8 

l 
or (vulgar) T K ; ~ ,  @q, K K : ~ ,  fi*, 6,, I 

j 



Remote De- 'I 
monstrstive M, ifiiw, v-, dh, p* I 

or m, , *, h, d that much.' 
or (vulgar) o m ,  *sr, ma, uiitsr, P&, 

or qw. 
1 
j 

Relative &, Gih, &c. 
or U~KW d w ,  &c. 

or (vulgar) m, W w  , $c. 1 ' what much.' 

. 0' TY 
Oorrelative %w, *q~, &c. 

or , Kiiw, &c. 
or (vulgar) m, h-~, &c. I ' that much.' 

or m 
Interrogative , $fa, &c. 

I 
-~ 

or m, W~T, &c. 
or (vulgar) WXT, *-my &c. 

' how mnch.' 

Or y q f  
Sometimes 3 is used to mean ' what much,' and 3 to mean 'how 

I 

mnch 3' 

B. Quality. 

Proximate Demonstrative am, W, 25, VB 'in this way,' 'this.' 
Remote Demonstrative h, &I:*, % ((w is not used), ' in that 

way .' 
Relative *, $6, k, w ' in what way.' 
Correlative WW, T B ~ ,  $5, (W rare) 'in that way.' 
Interrogative Saw, &;ii, SG, w ' in what way.' 
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PART 111. THE VERB. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

INTRODUOTORY. 

91. There are two numbers,-Singular and Plural. 
92. There are three persons, first, second, and third. 
93. There is no distinction of gender. 
94. 'In the present tense of the defective auxiliary verb in the 

future tense indicative of all verbs, and in tenses derived from them, 
the polite and the vulga~' use different forms for each person. These 
will be made clear in the paradigms. 

95. Every verb has a root, from which every other form is derived. 
The root may be fonnd by taking the infinitive in 9 and discarding that 
letter. The remainder is the root. Thus ' to move,' Root 7- 
' move ' or i t  may be fonnd by taking the third singular present con- 
jnnctive, and discarding the termination ?. Thus $ '(If) he move,' 
Root 7. The 2nd singular Imperative is always the same as the root. 

96. There are two auxiliary verbs in use ;- (1) the Defective 
auxiliary verb, (2) the Complete auxiliary verb. 

The Defective auxiliary verb uses up two roots in its conjugti- 
S 

tion, v t . ,  J $T 'be,' and the J TV 'remain.' 
The Complete auxiliary verb is formed from the J ~7 ' become,' 

and is conjugated regularly throughout; except that its preterite is 
irregular. I ts  preterite k never used as an auxiliary, but only as a verb 
substantive. 

CHAPTER IX. 

FORMATION OF  MOOD^ AND TENSES. 

97. There are three moods, the Indicative, the Conjunctive or 
Conditional, and the Imperative. 

The moods have the following tenses : 
INDICATIVE,- Preterite. 

Future. 
Present Definite. 
Imperfect. 
Future Dnrative. 
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Perfect. 
Pluperfect. 
Future Exact. 

CONJUNCTIVE,- Present. 
Preterite. 
Future. 
Present Dnrative. 
Fntnre Exact. 
2nd Preterite. 

IMPERATIVE,- Present. 
The Imperative has also an Honorific form. 

Tenses may be also divided into simple (or Radical and Participial), 
and Periphrastic. The former are formed by taking the Root or a 
Participle, and adding the personal terminations direct. The latter are  
formed with the aid of auxiliary verbs subjoined to the present or 
past participle. Classifying them according to this system we get 

Simple,-Indicative,-Preterite and Future ; Conjunctive,-Present 
and Preterite ; Imperative,-Present and Honorific. 

Periphrastic,-Indicative,-Present Definite, Imperfect, Dnrative 
Future, Perfect, Pluperfect, and Future Exact ; Conjunctive,-Future, I 

Durative Present, Future Exact and 2nd Preterite. 
In tho following Paradigms, the tenses will be classed according to 

this last system. First the Simple and then the Periphrastic tenses, in 
order. 

The tenses are formed in the following way : 

A. Birnple Tenses. 

98. The Preterite Indicative is formed by adding the following 
terminations to the root : 

99. The Future indicative is formed by adding the following 
terminations to the root. This tense has two forms, one used by the 
polite and the other by the vulgar. 

Plural. Person. 

E o r m  1 
w 

Singular. 
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When the root ends in a vowel, these terminations are liable to 
s l ight  changes. 

100. The Present Conjunctive (Conditional) is formed by add- 
ing the following terminations to the root. 

P e r s o n .  

When the root ends in a vowel, the .I of rn and 89 is sometimes 
elided. 

101. The Preterite Conjunctive (Conditional) is formed by add- 
ing the terminations of the Preterite Indicative to the Present Partici- 

Plural. 

Person. 

1 
2 
3 

ple. 
102. The Present Imperative is the same as the Present Con- 

Singular. 

Polite. 

.n or * 
x? 

- 
junctive, except that the termination rn is dropped in the second person 
singular. 

The Honorific Imperative is formed by adding Q to the root. 

Polite. Vulgar. 

01- :a9 

3$ 
3i 

Singnlar. 

Gtf 
PB 
? 

B. Periphrastic Tenses. 

103. The Definite Present is formed by adding the persons of the 
Present tense of the Defective Auxiliary Verb, to the Present Parti- 

ciple ; thus,-% 7~-37, or (vulgar) ?--a? ' I am moving.' 

With negative particles, irregular forms like 87- m - 2  ' he is 
not going,' 811 1m-84 ' I am not going,' occur. 

104. The Imperfect Indicative is formed by adding the persons 
of the Preterite tense of the Defective Auxiliary Verb to the Present 
Participle ; thus, 8*wn-+ I was moving.' 

Vulgar, 

j 
3 
3 

I 

Plural. 

89 

-7 
i 

1 
2 
3 

+H 
3 
8 or Q 
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Sometimes the Perfect of the Defeotive Auxiliary Verb is nsed 
instead ; thus, ?ym-e-+t ' I was moving.' 

105. The Durative Future Indicative is formed by adding the 
persons of the Future Indicative of the Complete Auxiliary Verb to the 

a* 
Present Participle ; thus,- T ~ a - f i 3 f  ' I shall be moving.' 

106. The Perfect Indicative is formed by adding the following 
terminations to the root. It will be seen that the latter half of the 
terminations is the Present of the Defective Auxiliary Verb. 

lf the root ends in a vowel, @ is used instead of J, 
107. The Pluperfect Indicative is formed by adding the persons 

of the Preterite tense of the Defective Auxiliary Verb to the Past 
Participle ; thus, ?'J*-+V ' I had removed.' 

Sometimes the perfect of the Defective Auxiliary Verb is nsed 
instead ; thus- 

a* a ~ * - < ~ - q i  ' I had moved.' 

108. The Future Exact is formed by adding the persons of the 
Future Indicative of the Complete Auxiliary Verb to the Past Parti- 
ciple ; thus,--?:fi-*% ' I shall have moved,' ' I may have moved.' 

In the third person, sometimes, instead of adding J to the root, the 
third person of the preterite is used. This gives the idea of greater 
uncertainty. Thus, 81 w G - 6  means ' he will almost certainly have 
moved,' but it :RW-&* ' he will probably have moved.' - 11- 

I I Z - ~ T - W ~ ?  ~G-w% ' to-day BB1 Makuud will almost certainly have 
gone to school.' This would be said if he always went I-egularly, and 
never missed attendance ; but if every now and then he missed, and hie 
attendance to-day would not be so certain, the phrase used would be 
~ T W  9 ~ ~ 1 .  ma-tlm1-ilf nw-*. 

109. The Future Conjunctive is formed by adding the p?rsons 
of the Present Conjunctive of the Complete Auxiliary Verb to the Pre- 

sent Participle : t h u s , - f i V ~ ~ - ~ ? %  ' (If)  I be moving.' 

Person. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Singular. I Plural. 

- 

Vulgar. 

9-=+ J-%a 
i;s-49 

Polite. 

9-47 
J-W? 

%y-? 

Polite. Vulgar. 

-------- 
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110. The Durative Present Ooqjunotive formed by adding the 
persons of the Preterite Conjunctive of the Complete Auxiliary Verb to 
t h e  Present Participle ; t h ~ s , - - % ~ ~ ~ - ~ $ ? ~  ' (If) I were moving.' 

111. The Future Exact Conjunotive is formed by adding the 
persons of the Present Conjnnctive of the Complete Auxiliary Verb, to 
t h e  P a s t  Participle ; thus,-$*g g w  ' (If) I have moved.' 

112. The Second Preterite Conjunctive is formed by adding 
t h e  persons of the Preterite Conjnnctive of the Complete Anxiliary Verb, - 
to t h e  Past Participle ; thus,-Ww3-geq. ' (If) I had moved.' 

113. The Conjunctive Participle is formed by adding the 
participle fii to the first infinitive ; thus,-y-6 ' having moved ' ; m-6 
' having been.' 

CHAPTER X. 
OTHER VERBAL DERIVATIVES (PRIMARY SUFFIXES). 

114. The formation of verbal nouns and adjectives, including 
infinitives and participles will now be described. In  the paradigms 
only the Present and Past Participles and the three Infinitives will be 
given. 

115. The following terminat.ions make nouns of Agency. 
? W, e. g .  added to J S I  ' speak,' forms &qr ' a speaker.' 

3' 9 9  J 3 ' drink,' ,, f i ? ~  ' a drinker.' 

9' 9 9  J qFin ' labour,' ,, & ' a labourer.' 

h 9 '  J q i  ' speak,' ,, h?h ' a speaker.' 

) P J WT ' eat,' ,, a h  ' an eater.' 
9' J 3 ' drink,' ,, ~&II ' a drinker.' 
' 9  J qlii~ ' labour,' ,, qlii+q~ ' a labourer.' 

WK 1 ) J TW ' keep,' ,, ' a keeper.' 

.IT, fem. $ ' 9  J fm ' laugh,' ,, firm71 fern. h s ? l  
' a laugher.' 

w, fem. a 11 J fim ' laugh,' ,, f k w m ,  f em. mf 
' a lnugher.' 

9 ,  J m~ ' cheat.' ,, im-1, fern. m* 'a 
cheater.' 

9 9 J BZT ' gabble,' ,, -1, fom. WT* 
' a gabbler.' 

WT, fern. w%? ,, J * ' weep,' ,, ~'r?r;ar, fern. h+ 
' a weeper.' 

er 1 ' J qlii~ ' labour,' ,, i rnm ' industrione.' 
D 



- 
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116. The following terminations form abstract verbal nouns 
or nouns expressing the act of the root. The first three are d y  
treated as infinitivee. 
-,* oblique y (fht J m ' speak,' m, obl. M 'the act of speak- 

infinitive) ing.' 
J p ' move,' ' the act of moving ;' 

dat. 6-rn ' for moving.' 

J * ' be,' itV, ' the act of being ;' obl. 

*. 
J ' go,' ' the act of going,' a b b  

tive fi-g ' from going.' 

9 (2nd infinitive) ' give,' w, ' the act of giving,' ' to 
give.' 

J m ' speak,' the act of speaking,' 
' to speak.' 

W, OT,W,t V (3rd J 'speak,' 'the act of speaking,' 
infinitive) ' to speak.' 

J fil% ' meet,' f 3 1 ~  'the act of meeting,' 
' union,' ' to meet.' 

J 3 ' drink,) h or h 'the act of 
drinking,' ' to drink! 

J ' array,' ~ ~ l r  or ' the act of 
m y i n g , '  ' to array.' I 

J a ' to cheat,' m, or m ' the act of I 

cheating,' ' to cheat.' 
J w ' come,' ' the act of coming,' ' to 

come.' I 

J an ' sing,' a ~ m  ' the act of singing,' 
' to sing.' 

J -1 ' be amaz- ' the act of being 
ed,' amazed,' ' to be amazed.' 

* I, e., the root i a  need without termination in the nominative, but takes the 

termination 9 in the oblique form. Sometimes V is added to the direct form of 
verbs ending in vowels. 

t I T  is used when the root ia c a d ,  and ends in a long .IT ; also with the 
roots W 'come ' and an' sing ' . W ia used with other verbs in .IT. may Lw 
wed whenever the root ends in a vowel. 
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J fi.rl' be visible,' ' the act of being 
visible,' ' to be visible.' 

J @ ' show,' -T ' the act of showing,' 
' to show.' 

J WI ' eat,' PW ' eating,' ' to eat.' 
-JT'J J h ' unite,' filgm ' union.' 
PTFI J 3 ' drink,' f@q-ru ' the wt of drinking.' 
Ws? J ~ 1 ( ~ n  ' be arnaz- 4 ' amazement.' 

ed.' 

W ,/ touch,' ' a tonoh.' 
.rt vF4* J ~g ' cut,' @ ' cutting.' 

J ;ft ' drink,' fWlf ' drinking.' 
J .n 'come,' ' &vd.' 

117. The following terminationa form nouns of instrument : 
In J .7tap ' cover,' qm ' clothes.' 

J m ' bind,' i?qm ' bonds.' 

*/ ?% ' to spread out,' 3- ' a rolling pin.' 
J ' swing,' 7 ' a swing,' ' B cradle.' 

J ~iiq ' dig,' ' a hoe.' 

t ,/ ' sweep,' ~ h ~ a  or ' a broom.' 
118. Participles are formed with the following terminationa : 

Present, U, or % ; e. g. J ' do,' pres. past M or & ' doing.' 
J m 'go.' ,, m or en3 ' going.' 

Past. (der. & obl.); J ' do,' past past. ' done.' 
J ~a ' remain,' ,, ~3 ' remained.' 
J m ' beat,' ,, ' beaten.' 

J EJB ' move,' ,, ;* moved.' 
J ' seize,' ,, ' seized.' 
J ' 13%' ,, mq or ' gone.' 

Examples of the adjectival use of prticiples. 

ullif ~ - - w  ' for a going man,' ' for a man who is going.' 

m?ram-~fgrlf la  ' do not stop a work in progress.' 

7% i8t-w ' for the she-goat that has removed behind.' 

* is ased only with oaneal roote in P, and with the roots lll ' oome,' and , ' ,kg! 
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CHAPTER XI. AUXILIARY VERBS. 

119. As already stated, there are two auxiliary verbs, one Defec- 
tive, and the other Complete. 

The Defective auxiliary verb is quite irregular, and is not bound 
by the foregoing rules. . 

The Complete auxiliary verb is only sometimes slightly irregnlar 
in the Past Participle and the tenses connected with it. 

DEFEOTIVE AUXILIARY VERB. 

a3 be,' J g remain.' 

120. There are only three tenses, the present, the preterite and 
the perfect ; the rest is borrowed from the complete verb J ' become.' 

s 
The present is formed from the J -$, and the preterite from the 

J 7-v. 

121. Present, ' I am ' bc. 

The final vowel of the second person plural is often not clearly 
prononnced, so that i t  is difficult to say whether it is 3, +, or w. 

Pro- 
noun. 

i? 
? 
.h 

Plural. 

122. Preterite, ' I was ' kc. 

Polite form. 

4s 
a 
Y 

Singular. 

Polite form. LJ vulgar form. 

Singular. 

Vulgar form. 

4- * 
,Y a 

T 

Plural. 

5- 

OT 
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123. Perfect, ' I have been ' ec.  

Singular. Plural. 
Pro- 

Vnlgar. 

*-vr 

NOTE. In  future paradigms the Personal Pronouns will be omitted 
and only the numbers of the persons will be specified. 

COMPLETE AUXILIARY VERB. 
C/ a ' be ' ' become.' 

A. SIMPLE TENSES. 
INDICATIVE MOOD. 

124. Preterite Indicative, ' I became ' J-c. 
(Irregular) 

Pereon. Singular. I Plural. 

Sometimes 

-sw 

HP$ I * 
a%, W%B I wm 
w3 HTs 

this tense is conjugated regularly ;-thus, a&, $?*, &c. 
This tense is never used as an auxiliary but always as a verb sub- 

shntivo. 

125. Future Indicative, ' I shall be,' pc. 

Person. 

1. 

Plural. 

s i  
php3 

Singular. 

Polite. 

*T 

sits) 

Polite. 

&T 

Vulgar. 

wr * 
MY' 

Vulgar. 

w* 
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CONJUNCTIVE (CONDITIONAL) MOOD. 

126. Present, ' I may be,' ' (If) I be ' 40. 

127. Preterite, ' (If) I had been been,' 80. 

Person. Singular. 

. 
a3, ahrahrTJ 
m w  

Plural. 

* * 
ifto 

Person. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

IMPERATIVE MOOD. 

128. Resent, ' Let me be ' 80. 

Singular. 

. itat * 
a? 

Honorific Imperative, ' Ple~le to be.' 
2nd Person VR 

Person. Gingnlar. Plural. 

B. PEIlIPBEULEJTIO TENSES. 
129. Present Participle (in Composition) vflW 

Past Participle ili or 

1. 
2. 
3. 

itat 

er? 

* * 
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INDICATIVE MOOD. 

130. Present Definite, ' I am becoming,' &c. 

131. Imperfect, ' I was 'being ' &c. 

Pereon. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Person. 

Singular. Plural. 

Sometimes the Perfect of the Defective Auxiliary verb is used, and ' - a 
the forms are * - T G - ~  or *-T.v-$~, and so on. 

Polite. 

*-9t 
*-dw 
em-? 

Singular. 

w-* 

132. Future Durative, ' I shall be being ' &c. 

- - 

Plural. 

em-* 

Vulgar. Polite. Vulgar. I-- 

--+ or ih-TW 
*-7f+P3 

*-+l 

ih-3 
*-"i 

Person. 
Polite. Vulgar. 

1. 
2. wtrr-it? 
3. 

i h - d s  w 
ih-da 
.i--43- 

Plural. 

Polite. 

*-*q 

*-&I 
*a-6r 

Vulgar. 

*-dl* 
--*a 
*-*i 
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133. Perfect, ' I have been,' .&c. 

Singular. Pluml. 

Pemon. 

Polite, Vulgar. Polite. Vulgar. 

1. 
2. we-& *-%b 
3. 

Sometimes ~'tij sf &c. are nsed instead of *-*, &c. 

134. Pluperfect, ' I had been ' 4 c .  1 

Sometimes *-T% &c. are nsed instead of #cia'$. 
Sometimes the Perfect of the Defective Auxiliary verb is nsed, and 

*v a 
me get &--8--f cr + - ~ ; i - ? f ,  and so on. 

135. Future Exact, ' I shall have been,,' ' I m a y  have been,'&c. 

Person. 

Sometimes &c. are used instead of *-Gf &c. If doubt 
is to be clearly expressed, the third person would be w--&, w-ea 
z r ; ~ 9 - 6 ,  and w - ~ ;  or m-$6, m-M, 9ifw-i& and m- 
-3, See 3 108. 

Singular. 

Person. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Plural. 

U G - C i W  
we-ev 
WG-~fss 

1. we-<'$ 

Singular. Plural. 

Polite. . Vulgar. -I-. Polite. Vulgar. 

2. 
3. 

us-* or WG-T~B 
wu'-* 

-- 
6-m 
+-* 
*-MI 

w ~ - & f  w+*i 
wG-*=$ 

+-~a% *-* 1 ~ ~ - 5 r n  *& 
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CONJUNCTIVE (CONDITIONAL) MOOD. 

136. Future. ' (If) I be being,' &c. 

13?. Present Durative. ' (If) 1 were being,' &c. 

Person 

1. 
2. 
3. 

138. Future Exact. ' (If) I have been,' kc. 

Singular. 

circr-%fit7 
*a -m 
-+?n-*? 

Person. I Singular. I Plural. 

Plural. 

m-tfh 
e-e14h 
liii?-H 

Sometimes *%a?, &c:are used inateed of wi-%l+f, &c. 

h ~ - + d ~  
im?-*'C77 

an-W?m 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Person. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

139. 2nd Preterite. ' ( T f )  I had been,' k c .  

--*?q 

h-w, am-3&3 
tra-+rftre 

Sirigular. I Plural. 

wG-+&f 
*-31~ 
H$%T% 

Person 

1. 
2. 
3. 

- 
w + h  
4*%1& 

*-a? 

Sornetilrlea @fi-$$q &c. ~ r e  used instead of 4<-*1%, &u. 

E 

Singular. I Plural. 

-.- 
WV-$178 

~ii-313, e-tl?~~ 
uG-3rW 

u~-%I<T 

a t - t n q  

4G-+1%4 

-- 
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140. PARTICIPLES. 

Adjectival. 
Preaent. an or a*, ' being.' 
Past w i  or w, ' been.' 

Ooqjunctive. 
*-a or am-$, ' having been.' 

141. INFINITIVES. 

1. or w, obl. 
2. 6371 ' the act of being, ' ' to be.' 
3. tn 

The first is declined like a noun,-thne 
Nom. h or 
Acc. w-ln 
Instr. 
Dst. tfi-ar 
Abl. 3lcj-G 
Gen. %re-@ 
Loo. 36-4f 

CHAPTER XTI. THE REGULAR VERB. I 
142. There is only one conjugation of all verbs, if we except 

a few irregular ones to  be noted further on. Active and Neuter Verbs 1 
are conjugated in the same way. Verbs whose roots end in vowels I 

. exhibit slight variations, which will be explained at  the proper place. 

Example of a Neuter Verb. ' I 

' to move' (J  v, 'move'). 

A. SIMPLE TENSES. 
INDICATIVE MOOD. 

143. (a) Preterite : ' I moved,' pc. 

I 
-- 

Person. I Singular. Plural. 
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144. Future : ' I sha i l  move,' &c. 

IMPERATIVE MOOD. 

Person. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

147. Present : ' Let m e  ntove,' k c .  

Person.  

1. 
2. 
3. 

Singular. Plural. 

4% 

m 

3 

Person. 

CONJUNCTIVE (CONUITIONAL) MOOD. 
145. Present : ' I m a y  move,' ' (If) I move,' &c. 

Plural. 

Singular. 

146. Preterite : ' (If) I h a d  seen,' k c .  

Person. Plural. 

1. * 
p * 

Singular. 

Singular. 

Polite. 

or 
w* 

+? 

Plural. 

Polite. 

fl 
9 
y f G 0 r  * 

Vulgar. 

f l t o l ,  

'jwv 
mma' 

Vulgar. 
- 

yS 
mF3 

+?I 

- - 

8W 

mi 
*4* 
Bul 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Honorific form, Second Person ; ~3, ' be good enough to move.' 

fa 
7' 
9 
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B. PERIPHRASTIO TENSES. 

148. As these are conjugated fully in the cage of the J 9, it will 
suffice to give here the first person singular of each tenae. 

149. Present Participle (in composition) WWV. 
Pa5t Do. i*. 

INDICATIVE MOOD. 

150. Present Deflnite : ' I am moaing.' 
R W  u F-3, vulgar Z 4 3 ~ .  

151. Imperfect : ' I  wan moving.' 
Qw u :wz-<k 

152. Future Durative : ' I shall br moving.' 
bh* 

u grr-ir-i~%T, vulgar S ?m *. 
153. Perfect : 'I have moved.' 1 

t *-?f. vulgar i 9-4%. 
154. Pluperfect : ' I had moved.' 

%  ST, 
155. Future Exact : ' I shall have moved', ' I may have wed. '  

r;* 9-337, v Jgar f; F-i&$. 
CONJUNCTIVE MOOD. 

156. Future, ' (If) I be moving.' 
$ y - a * .  

157. Durative Present, ' (If) I a r e  mowing.' 
Cw n ~?~-a??q. 

158. Future Exact, ' (lf) 1 have moved.' 
R v  a 5-.%iv7: 

159. Second Preterite, ' (If) I had moved.' 

% 5-FiCq. 

160. PARTICIPLES. 

Adjectival. 

Present, y?? - or y*, ' moving ' 
Past, F, 'moved.' 

Conjunctive. 
F-G, ' having moved.' 
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- 161. INFINITIVES O R  VERBAL NOUNS 

(1 .) F, oblique d 
ACC 5 : ~  ' The act of movirty,' Instr. 9 - G ,  and so on 

(2.1 8- 
to move.' 

(3.) + 
162. Similarly is conjugated the  ' to come out '  ( J  *, 

' come out'), ' separate.' Aa this root contains a long vowel, i t  is 
shortened when i t  falls in the antepenultimate. 

The four simple tenses are as follows : 

~ndicative ; ~reterite : ? ~ZB, I came out.' 

Future : $ m, ' I shall come out,' ? f- ' tllon 
wilt come out,' and so on. 

Coninnctive Present: ? qw, ' (If) I come out.' 
Preterite : % f q d ~ ,  ' (If) I had come out.' 

The Periphrastic tenses are quite easy ; thus, Indicative, Present, 

$'am-%, ' I am coming out,' and so on. 
163. Transitive verbs are conjugated in  the same way. A n  

example is ' to cover ' (J rifV, ' cover '). Thus :- 

164. Indicative ; Preterite : ' I covered,' &c. 

165. Future : % ~~~, ' I shall cover ; ' ? *d, ' thou wilt 
cover,' and so on. 

166. Coqjunctive ; Present : $&i, ' (If) I cover.' 

167. Preterite : ?**B, ' (If) I had covered.' and so on. 

CHAPTER XII I ,  VOCALIC ROOTS. 

168. When a root ends in a vowel, the  conjugation is slightly 
different, owing to the fact that, when the termination commences with 
a vowel, an  euphonic v or v is nsually inserted. I n  the futare, however, 
the terminations N*, h., which commence with T, lose that vowel. 

The following examples will make the matter clear. 

Plural. 

-- 

ms 
WS 
?iffin 

Person. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Singular. 

?rev 
fi? cr  W-ie 

u* 
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169. ' to place,' (J q, ' place.') 
Indicative ; Preterite : %--, ' I placed ' 3 my or $-, 

' thou placedst,' .if v, ' he placed,' and so on. 

170. Future: 2 d, ' I  shall place,' $ my ' thon wilt 
place,' and so on. 

171. Conjunctive ; Resent : ?-'t' or qb, ' (If) I place,' 
$-.or - ' (If) thou place,' sif W@ or 4, ' (If) he place,' 
QPI ilv or q84, ' If 1 we place,' g4 47&? or 4*, ' (If) ye place,' 
m rrgr; or +, ' (If) they place.' 

172. Preterite : % W+B, ' (If) I had placed,' and so on. 

173. Resent Participle : v g  placing,' 
Past ,, w@, ' placed.' 
Conjunctive ,, q-e ,  m-aii, ' having placed.' 

174. Infinitives : (1) eyu, obl. eq-d 
(2) 4V19, I ' to place.' 
(3) Wm or qlwl 

175. ' to fill up' (J my ' to fill up.') 

Indicative ; Preterite : $T*, ' I filled up,' $ wi% or mft%, 
' thou filledst up,' sif -+8, ' he filled up.' 

176. Future : ?WP%, ' I shall fill up,' i? d a y  ' thdn wilt fill 
up,' and so on. 

177. Oonjunctive ; -Present : %#, ' (If) I fill up,' 2 witw 
' ( I f )  thon fill up,' .if T*?, ' (If) he fill up,' CBII my ' (If) we fill up,' 

QT WId ' (If) you fill up,' w &, ' (If) they fill up.' 

178. Preterite : ?T*?%, ' (If) I had filled up,' and so on. 

179. Present Participle : witif ‘ filling up.' 
Past ), %* ' filled up.' 

Conjunctive ,, m - S ,  m - S  ' having filled up.' 

180. 1st Infinitive : rsrh or my obl. wii, ' to fill.' 

CHAPTER XIV. IRREGULAR VERBS. 
181. The verbs J 9% ' become,' J m, ' go,' J q i ~ ,  ' do, ' ' make,' 

J % ' give,' J 3, ' take,' are irregular in the formation of the past 
participle, and its derived tenses. The conjugation J has already 
been given in full. The irregular past participles are as follows : 

Past participle. 
(J Pl), ' to become,' a or w3. 

wr;s ( J  a), ' to go,' a7. 
W (J w), ' to do,' 6, my or W. 
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Past participle. 

2.w (J t), ' to give,' w, or w. 
ih ( J  a),  ' to take,' fee or k. 

4.a - 4e -m 
Examples. u or $ m-~, 'I became,' rr rn ' I went,' e 

-, ' h e  went,' &, W m, .it*, 'he  did,' ?*<or? 
fiF~, ' I gave,' e? &fw ' he took.' 

CHAPTER XV. THE U8E OF NEGATIVES. 

182. The following examples will show the use of negatives used 
emphatically. 

;r"**,%*& 
P*anw,?*anSlf, 

) ' I certainly will not go.' 

P*ns' r;-*ns' } thou shalt not go.' 
?*mW)?*mW, 

aod so on. 
Note also irregular optional forms like 

-.lit ~f am-3, for e *--#, ' he is not going.' 
- for gir a --9.r(, ' we are not going.' 

CHAPTER XVI. THE PAB~IVE VOICE. 

183. The Passive voice of any vorb is formed by conjugating 

t h e  J with tho past participle of the verb : thus,- 

,/ &, ' stop,' ' prevent,' ' stand across the way.' 

Passive Indicative,- 
4 w  -, u 

Preterite : 4 Q~F-m~,  ' I was stopped.' 

Future : % di&, ' I shall be stopped.' 
Present : $ *-df, ' (If) I be stopped.' 

Y- 

Preterite : fl W ~ - V I  $v, ' (If)  I had been stopped.' 
And so on. 

CHAPTER XVII. CAUSAL VEBBB. 
1%. A Causal verb is regularly formed by adding pl to the root 

of the simple verb, and a double causal by adding m. The stems thus 
formed are conjugated exactly like verbs whose roots end in m. See 
5 169. 

185. Thus take the simple verb J wk, 'run.' The first future 
indicative of its causal would be ? vG*, ' I  shall cause to mu,' . 

and of the double causal, %&Sf, ' I shall WU8e to cause to mn.' 
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186. The following are examples of the regular formation of 
causals and double cauaals. I 

Simple Verb. Causal. Double Causal. 

*/ e, (Hindi ?k) d t ,  ' a n m  to run,' Gw, ' cause to cause 
' run,' to run.' 

J BB (Hindi v)) 'as- ' lift,' V ~ T ,  ' cause to lift.' 
cend ,' 

J BT, ' befit,' -1, ' fit,' W ~ T ,  'cause to fit.' 
J y, ' be moved,' F, ' move,' 7, ' get moved.' 
d WV (Hindi W) ' raise,' W, ' cause to raise.' 
' rise,' 

187. If the simple root contains a long v ~ e l ,  it ie shortened in 
the causal and double causal ; thus,- I 
J %l ' split,' 

J *, ' let go,' 

*/ 3, ' drink,' 

J *, ' draw,' 

*/ PI ' give,' 

J 3, ' take,' 

J 'press,' 

,/ dt, ' wash,' 

J w, ' cherish,' 

fiqTT, 'cause to split,' b, ' cause to cause 
split.' *, ' get set free,' cause to get se t  
free.' 

fvvT, ' give to drink,' fh~, 'cause to give fo 
drink.' 

filT~, 'cause to draw,' Wr, ' cause to canse t o  
draw.' 

k, ' cause to give,' e r ,  ' canse to canse to 
give.' 

.w, ' canse to take,' 537, ' cauae to canse to 
take.' 

h, ' c a u ~ e  to press,' k ~ ,  ' cause to cause to 
press.' 

m, ' cause to wash,' h, ' cause to cause to 
wash.' 

h, ' cause to che- -1, ' cause to cause to 
rish,' cherish.' 

188. Some causala are formed by adding -3 Thus,- 

*/ ‘ be wet,' w, ' moisten,' -, ' cause to mois- 
ten,' 

J v, ' dry ' (neuter), 9, ' dry' (active), YTW, ' cause to dry.' 
J gi, ' ripen ' (neu- 33, ' ripen ' (active), VW, 'cause to ripen.' 

ter), 
*/ WR, ' solidify ' (neu- m, ' solidify ' (ac- m;in, ' cause to solidify.' 

ter), tive), 
J v, ' be watered,' m, irrigate,' -1, ' cause to irrigate.' 
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(2) Those formed with participle are- 

1 ( a )  Continuatives, I ( b )  Staticals. 
I 

189. Some primitive neatare verbs, having a monosyllabic 
root enclosing a short vowel, form the first causal by simply leng- 
thening that vowel. The double causal is formed either like a regular 
cansal or in the usual way ; thus- 
4 p~ or m 'fall, or m~ ' throw down,' or ~n or -I or 

% mm ' cause to throw 
down.' 

J ' be beaten,' 'beat,' k or M ' cause to 
beat.' 

J ' be open,' ' be ' open,' ' unlock,' or ' cause 
let go,' to open,' &c. 

J fBT ' be split,' ' split,' h or fb-I ' cause to 
split.' 

190. The following are irrema,r. 
J w or  la 'burst,' 8 1 ~  ' burst,' =I or ~ ~ 3 l  ' cause to 

burst.' 
J ' remain,' w 'place,' TVI or m 'cause to 

place.' 
d an ' go,' ' send,' WI or M 'cause to 

send.' 
J BT ' come,' w or ' bring,' ' cause to bring.' 
J ' be,' 3 i ~  ' make,' g ~ + r  or WX~, ' cause to 

make.' 
J *a ' come out,' ' take out,' 'h or 3-1 ' cause to 

take out.' 
J fw or ' be visi- e~ ' see,' %W or qw ' show.' 

ble,' 
CHAPTER XVTII. COMPOUND VERBB. 

191. Oompound verbs are either formed from a verb and a 
noun, or from the union of two verbs. The first are called nominal 
verbs ; and examples are, m, ' to do remembering,' ' to remember,' 
wqw, ' to give attention,' to attend,' and so on. 

192. The second class consists of compound verbs proper. 
The compound consists of either a verbal noun or a participle prefixed 
to some other verb. The latter alone is conjugated. 

(1) Those formed with a verbal noun are- 
(a) Intensives, 
(b) Potentials, 
(o) Completives, 
(a) Frequentatives, 

( e) Desideratives, 
Cf) Inceptives, 
(g) Permissivea, 
(h) Acquisitives. 
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Class I.-40MPOUNDS FORMED WITH TEE VERBAL 
NOUN. 

193. There are many varieties of the verbal noun, but only two 
are used in componnd verbs ; oiz., 

(a) Those ending in w (silent) with an obliqne form i n  y; 
thus 88 ' the act of moving,' oblique 9. 

This oblique form ~honld be carefully distinguished from the simi- 
larly formed Past Participle. 

(b) Those ending in 4; thus ' the act of moving.' 
194. With the direct form of the m t  variety are formed- 

(1) Intensives, (2) Potentials, (3) Completivee. 
With the oblique form of the first variety are formed 

(1) Frequentatives, (2) Desideratives, (3) Inceptives, and 
sometimes (4) Permissives, (5) Acquiitives. 

With the second form are sometimes formed- 
(1) Permissives, (2) Acqnisitives. 

195. Intensive Oompounds intensify or otherwise modify the 
meaning of the verb whose root stands first in the componnd. They are 

1 
! 

formed by adding, to the direct form of the first variety of the verbal 
noun, one of certain other verbs, which latter verb, in conjunction with  
the verbal noun, i then conjugated as usual. This second conjugated 
member does not, however, retain its separate character and significance, 
but only modifies, in accordance with the general idea which i t  embodies, 
the meaning of the unconjugated verbal noun to which i t  is attached. 
Examples are- 

' to place,' TnJf %W ' to put down.' 
rn ' to eat,' -T ' to sit down and eat,' ' to eat up.' 

' to place,' YT ' to put down.' 
3~ ' to drink,' 3 ' to drink up.' 
w~sl  ' to eat,' W PTTS ' to eat up.' 
PTS~ ' to come,' BT 4 F 9  ' to arrive.' 
qqm ' to go,' w ' to  set out.' 

I 
' to look at,' h ' to inspect.' 

196. The auxiliary verbs usually employed to form intensivee 
are- 

a~ ' to give,' implying irrtensity. 
~ T T  ' to throw,' uiolenoe. 
P ~ I  ' to come,' 
Ulrl ' to go,' 

completion. 

or & ' to fall,' c?u.zcancs. 
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ag.r to rise,' ezcddenness. 

' to take,' rejlexiveness. 

197. Potentials are formed by adding to the same form of the 
verbal noun of' any verb, the verb ~m ' to be able,' which may then be 
c o n j u g a t e d  throughout. Examples are ~ C T  w ' to be able to do,' an 

' t o  be able to go,' B? W ~ T  m-$ ' he can go.' 

198. Completives are formed by adding to the same form of the 
verbal noun, the verb v w  ' to finish,' which may then be conjugated 
t h r o u g h o u t .  The compound denotes the completion of the act denoted 
by the primary member of the componnd. Examples are- 

-? w l  *-%, ' he has done eating.' 

um B? 367 Q*, ' when he shall have eaten.' 

**Wl:hW, ' he is indeed already gone.' 

199. Frequentatives are formed by adding, to the oblique form 
of the  first variety of the verbal noun, the verb qTil to do,' which may 
then be used in any tense. Examples are- 

Bl% gift, ' be good enough to come often.' 

2 m3i q ' always obey my words.' 

w% M, ' to keep digging.' 

al* (not a13) 9 ~ i 9 ,  ' to go often.' 

200. Desideratives are formed with the same form of the verbal 
noun, substituting a m  ' t o  wish,' for w. The componnd denotes 
~ r i m a r i l y  desire to do action expressed by the principal member, and 
secondarily, the immediate futurity of the action. Examples are- 

.Tt *?I WW-%, ' he wishes to go.' 

* (not G) m-Tf iW,  ' he was wishing to go.' 

f * BWU-3, ' the clock is on the point of 
striking.' 

vibT?VWi%, 'he is a t  the point of death.' 

The desiderative compound in the precative form with is idio- 
I 

matically used to express obligation or duty. Examples are- 

T ~IG?-w @ a ~ ? ,  ' one ought to read this book.' 

W ~ - Q T  mi wry -7, you ought to go there.' 

201. Inceptives are formed by using the oblique form of the first 
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variety of the verbal nonn with the verb ' to begin ; ' and denotes  
the action of the verbal noun as beginning. Exmmples are- 

*eBlffBs ' he began to say.' 

w a  .Tfil8, 'the tiger b e p  to eat.' 

202. Permissives are formed by combining the same form of the 
verbal noun with the verb w ' to give,' and exprees permission to do 
the act denoted by the verbal nonn. Examples are- 

fi-m d l  -, ' let me go,' 

qf 93-n ftw, ' he allowed him to eat.' 

203. Acqniaitivea are the exact converse of the preceding; and 
are formed in the same way, substituting w ' to get,' for ' to give.' 
Examples are- 

$ & * ~ 3 ,  ' thou wilt not obtain permission to go there.' 

$3 * , ' I waa not allowed to sit.' 

Sometimes Permissives and Acqusitives are formed with the second 
variety of the verbal nonn W :  thus 3CT9 e~ to allow to do; ' a 
q?-qir arm ' he allowed him to go ; ' q?-qil evm pn 'we shall 
be allowed to place it.' 

Class 11.-OOMPOUNDB FORMED WITH THE PARTIOIPLEB. 

2041. Continnatives are formed by combining the present parti- 
ciples of any verb with the verbs to go,' or ' to remain.' The 
compound with implies steady progreseion, and that with w, the 
continuance of a complete action. Examples- 

B? %- WTB-9, ' he is going on writing.' 

~f a*, ' he went on walking.' 
+ qi+f U I W - ~ ~  ' those girls were going on reading.' 

I~S? q?iT WIT-+, ' the water keeps flowing away.' 

-7-3 ~ T T  ni+r -?I-$, ' the stream of the river keeps flow- 
ing on.' 

205. Btaticals denote motion in a state of doing anything. They 
are formed by combining a verb of motion with a present participle. 
Examples are,- 

~f ifBn W?r % ' he comes weeping.' 

q~TfiB, ' a woman was coming singing.' 
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PART IV. INDECLINABLES. 

CHAPTER XIX. 

ADVERBS. 

206. Adverbs of Time 
W, ' now.' 
"w ' when.' 
m, ' then.' 
-9 

' when ? ' 
-9 ' to-day.' 
W ~ Y  ' to-morrow,' 'yesterday.' 
M, ' the day after to-morrow,' ' the day before 

yesterday .' 
stt, ' the fourth day hence ' or ' to come,' (three 

days intervening). 
f'hfM, ' to-morrow morning.' 
wy etit, ' a t  evening.' 
-9 a t  midday.' 
-9 ' continually.' 
-1, ' quickly.' 
99, ' again.' 
m-~ ' at once.' 

207. Adverbs of Place. 
' here.' 
' there.' 
' where.' 
' there,' (correlative). 
' where ? ' 
' hither.' 
' thither.' 
' whither.' 
' thither,' (correlative). 
' whither ? ' 
' far off.' 
' near.' 
' before.' 
' behind.' 

' elaewhere.' 



' on this side.' 
' on that side.' 
' on what side.' 
' on that side,' (correlative). 
' on what side ? ' 
' here.' 
there.' 

' where.' 
' there,' (correlative). 
' where ? ' 

208. Adverbs of Manner. I 

?w, w, ?%, my ' iB this way,' ' thus.' 

h, a, %ay ' in that way.' 

Swy G e ,  &, my ' in what way,' I how.' 
h, I?-, %, (rare) IW, ' in that way,' (correlative). 

%m, h, GG* my ' i n  whatway? '  ' how? '  

Sa Say ' gratis.' 

~rt,*,m'Y:* ' not.' 
w, *Y 'do not,' (prohibitive, with im- 

perative.) 
my m, W K ~ ,  wmbi% ' at once.' 
f48z9a-m, ' entirely .' 
wf-Y ' certainly,' ' truly.' 

209. Adverbs of Quality. 

m%, mar, d, *3~,  ' this mnoh,' 'so mnch.' 
M, my M, W X ~ ,  ' that mnch,' ' so much.' 
~6%, arr(XT, dy W-W, 'how mnch.' 
*,m~, &, dq, F,%, ' 80 much,' (correlative). 
ih, ms e m ,  ism, w%, ' how much ? ' 

For other forms see $ 90. 

BBT?ls d Or *, e ~ ,  ' very,' ' much.' 
f@f-y m, Wzm, fQftfwr, 

e f A % ~ ,  f ~ g i w ,  emi~, ' Iitt,Ie.' 

210. gs or +n or nv or ~3 added to an adverb give Emphasis. 
Examples- 

~~1-s . ' a t  this very time.' 
*, ' at even any place.' 
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faw, . ' even a little,' ' very slightly.' 
-, ' even much,' ' very much.' 
-7, m-w, ' absolutely and entirely.' 
.17?%% ' even this much.' 

211. By inserting rl between two adverbs, indefiniteness is ex- 
pressed. Examples- 

4 9  & ' in some place or other.' 
-9 srY,wt ' even a t  some time or other.' 
9mr q srlG?, ' now-a-days.' 

212. Adverbs are sometimes compounded. Thus- ** ' continually.' 
WCG* ' never.' 
XX -9 ' twice each.' 

213. They are capable of being declined, like substantives ; e. q. 
w-e 'from now,' W T - ~  'from when ' ? d - 3  of here ; ' but they or 
adjectives used adverbially do not change for gender: e. g. .it mi 
h - 9  ' she walks well.' 

CHAPTER XX. 

' before.' 
' behind.' 
' within,' 
' outside." 
' in front of.' 

' beneath.' 
' near,' ' by the side of.' 
' on a level with.' 
' together with.' 

These are added either to the nouu,or pronoun direct, or to its geni- 
tive. Examples- 

--or *% ~ P I I  ' before the mother.' 
33 or d *, ' beneath the tree.' 

ritT ~h,  ' behind me.' 
q j j  or .it-- d, ' beneath it.' 

Sometimes the nominal postpositions are added to prepositions. 
Examples- * &-iif ' under the fig-tree.' 

ik %-+, ' from by me.' 
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CHAPTER XXI. 

w or PVT, ' and.' 
at ' then ' (illatively). 

3, ' on the other hand.' 
' whether,' ' or.' *, ' otherwise.' 

we;cr (Hindi eq), ' nay rather.' 
3, ' that.' 

CHAPTER XXII. I 
216. Examples are- I 

Interjections of SOITOW ; VIW W, W, VVl, ' alas.' 1 
y s  s* a, ' ah Mother,' &a. 

,, of astonishment ; qq-T', w~P-?, ' 0 Father ! 
,, of joy; m, rr%-si, vr, w-ur, W-TT, &c. 
,, of disgust; 3, *, ' fie.' 

CHAPTER XXIII. I 
217. These are gs, and w, which mean ' even ' and a, M, 

which mean 'also.' 
Examples- 

? f 8s.m, ' even to the mother.' 
i l i ,  ' even mine.' 
GlwJ3, ' his also.' 
8 3 3 ~ 9  I I also.' 
MJ ' even thy.' 
TMiV, thy also.' 

CHAPTER XXIV. 

218. These are the same as in Hindi. Examples- *, signifying ' deficiency,' e. g. * 4 ~  ' a fadt, '  8ha # 'nntimely.' 
q, ' oonnexion,' e. g. a 'a cgmpanion,' & ' 8  fellow.' 
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W, s, 'inferiority,' e. g. m, ' a bad son,' or ' a bad-tempered fellow, 
m, 'a bad sign. P. 

q, a, ' excellence,' e. g. T, ' a good son,' or ' a  good-tampered fellow,' 
w, ' a good sign.' 

I 
VfC, ' circuity,' e. g. -1, ' circnmambulation.' 

I m, ' subsidiarines8,' e. g. WM, ' benefit.' 
I q, ' badness,' e. g. p, difficult of accomplishment.' 

V, ' negation,' e. g. g~m, ' inaccessible.' 

PART V. 
CHAPTER XXV. SYNTAX AND COMPOUND WORDS. 

219. The rules of syntax are the same as those in Hindi. 

The following notes on Compound Words may be useful. 

Oompound words. 

220. These may be classified as in Sanskrit. Examples are- 
(a) Tatpurnsha, *--, ' the eating of flesh ;' --m, 'a kicking;' 

m-w, 'staying a t  home ;' F-m, ' a work- 
thief,' i. e. ' a  lazy servant.' 

(a) Dvigu, i%w@q, ' the three worlds;' ift9-?lfta7 (fem. -*) 

I 
' one with three heads.' 

(c) K a r m a d h k a y a  V-nr ( + ) ' great-father,' ' a father's 
elder brother;' v-d (*+d) 'great-mother,' 
' a father's elder brother's wife ;' m-cm, ' a 

Bmhmaniml god,' i. e., 'a Brhhman equal to a god ;' 
e-nr 'a fraternal father,' i. e., 'an elder brother.' 

(d) B a h ~ m ,  m-*qr, ' he who sees everything,' ' God;' m- 
q h  ' he who crosses one over (the sea of exis- 
tence),' t God.' 

I (e) Dvandva, 4T4-m or *-*, ' mother and children ;' m- 
<a, capital and stock ;' mf-fm, ' 'giving to 
eat and giving to drink,' also ' eatingand drinking.' 

Cf) Avyaflbh&.va, gim ' in a bad fashion;' Q - W  ' in a good way.' 
(To be continued.) 

[Mr. Grierson wishes to explain, that he has pht the sign on & on his own 

responsibility, on the analogy of the pronnnciation of the word in neighbonring dia- 

lects. He has not been able to satisfy himself on the correct pronunciation of this 
root in Chhattisgajh, and the sign is inserted subject to subsequent correction. The 

meaning of the sign is that & is pronounced something like the English word "haw," 

while the is $T, withont the would be pronounced like the hu in '' hurry." The 

aign will be omitted, as doubtful, in the selections to be aubsequently published. ED.] 

0 
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Notes on a Buddhist Monastery at Bhot B 4 d n  (Howrah), m two rare 
and valuable Tibetan MSS. discovered there, and on P h a n  +r 
Gosai?n, the celebrated Indian Achdrya anal Government Emissary 
at the Court of the Tashi Lama, Tibet, in the last century.-By 
GAUR DISs BYBACK. 

(With two Plates.) 

Opposite to Calcutta, on the right bank of the river, is the village 
of C3hnsafi.l Ascending the flight of steps of a gh4t at  this place, a. 
visitor is struck a t  the sight of a range of temples, behind which is a. 
building of a peculiar structure, exhibiting marks of old constrnction 
with subsequent additions. It is a two-storied house of worship with 
a boundary wall, having in its centre a gateway facing the river, and  
affording a passage into the main quadrangle within the enclosure. 
The special feature in the construction is  the absence of arches, and its 
partaking of a Tibetan character. A garden is attached to it, and t h e  
lands which formed part of the demesnes are let out to tenants on per- 
manent leases ; on one of the holdings, stands the " Goosery Cotton Mill." 
The following is a detailed description of the building for which I a m  
indebted to the kindness of Mr. W. B. Gwyther, A. R. I., B. A., of 
the  Public Works Department, who very readily complied with my 
request to visit the place and examine the structure. (See Plate I.) 

" The structure, in the main, consists of the principal courtyard 
" for religious, and a back-yard, for domestic purposes. The former is I 

" towards and entered from the riverside by the gateway which forms 
" the subject of one of the sketches. A casual visit,or arriving at  the 1 
L6 gh& would, on glancing a t  this face of the structure, find his atten- 
"tion first drawn to the portion over the entrance where the primitive 

trabeated form of construction is now seen in its original character, 
6' despoiled of course to a great extent by the hand of time." 

Without speculating upon the details and forms in any minute 
degree, it must be expected, from the history and associations of the 
" Tibetan visitors who established this place of worship, that a feeling 1 

l 4husayir tydmk (m 8Fa~ sometimes spelled ghusuyir, Ed.), 'the 
turning jut of Cfhusa~i,' and the Vishdlakshm4r* daha or Visdldkshirt daha 'the I 
whirlpool of disastrous water' or 'whirlpool of the broad eyed (Dm&),' are 
the Scylla and Charybdis of the Hughli river between Calcutta and Barmkpur, 
the maelstrom being near Titagbar. The danger8 in doubling the tydtpk are illns- 
trated in the familiar song of the East Bengal boatmen. They are now not so maoh 
beaded rm in former days. 

Pieha 'water,' alakshmi ' misfortune.' 
t Tiidla , large,' akshi ' eye.' I 



" and peculiarity common to their own rtrohitectural instincts must have 
"been imported: but there is nothing a t  present known which can 
"show how much was originally bnilt, and when and by whom snbse- 
" qneut tidditions were made. It cannot, however, be questioned 
" tha t  the portion closest to the river presente those peculiarities 
"which might be Iooked for in a structure bnilt under Tibebn in- 
" fluence. A plain wall, pierced here and there with small openings, 
"forms the outer boundary, in the centre of which is the doorway. 
"Over this doorway is a sort of gallery which overlooks the river 
"on one side and the principal court on the other. Just within the 
"enclosure wall is a double-storied construction : the ground floor, 
"about B foot high, extends from that wall to the edge of the court; 
"about a yard back, a row of massive square pillars, abont 7 feet high, 
" stand carrying a wooden architrave which forms the outer support to 
" the beams, resting on the wall a t  one end and cantilevered forward a t  
" the other to form a projecting verandah." 

"The same constrnction is repeated on the upper story. The 
" projecting ends of the beams are in some cases moulded ogee or double- 
" ogee fashion and protected by means of an eaves-board, the lower edge 
"of which is ornamented with a tooth or saw profile. The moulded 
"beams and particularly the eaves-boards have come down to us from 
'' the original structure. The saw-edges are those which merely have 
" triangular pieces cut out so as to leave a row of consecutive triangular 
" points. In  the tooth form, the face of the projecting points is dressed 
"back towards the apex and a line or groove cut longitudinally where 
'' the teeth spring from." 

"The constrnction of the roof over the gcrllery appears to be a 
"feature of no small significance. The strictly trabeated arrangement, 
" t o  the exclusion of the arch, the use of which is suggested by the 
" circumstances of the case, and the manner of obtaining height and 
" prominence to this central portion by stilting the roof, are decidedly 
" classic in idea. That classic influence extended to Kashmir and 
"North Western India is well-known, and i t  is quite as possible as not 
'' that a careful examination of existing buildings in Tibet would 

reveal traces of several features associated with European architecture. 
" The windows which pierce the enclosure wall already mentioned, 

c L  and others which look out into the quadrangle, are peculiar in their 
c L  construction, and must have been put up in the first instance, being 
L L  made up on the lines given to the builders by Tibetan architects. 

The outer frame is cross-braced by means of a vertical and a transom 
bar, which divide the opening into four eqnd spaces. In  some cases 

" ordinary square bars are interspersed vertically for the sake of security, 
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" The two leaves of the window, which open inwards, close np a g a i n s t  
' I  the stouter bars." 

The locality goes by the name of Bhot Bciga'n,' the structure ia 
called B?wl Mandir or Math, the priest in charge of it is styled BhoZ- 
Gosains or Bhot-3fahant,s and the ghit  passes nnder the designation 
of Bhot-Mahant's ah&[. 

Inaide the Math are to be seen a lot of idols of the Hindd a n d  
mostly of the Tibeto-Buddhist mythology. Among the former m a y  
be mentioned those of Vishnu, Durgi, Vindhyivhsini, Gtitneia, Gopi la ,  
S'hlagrhma, and S'iva-lingas of various sorts, including the rare oviform 
ones of three different colours, also Siva's bull ; and among the l a t t e r  
those of Krya TLrB, Mah4kAlrt Bhairava, Sambhara Chakra, Sam6ja 
Guhya, Vajra BhrGkuti and Padmapini.4 There are also a stamp of 
Kapila Muni's foot, and a pair of kharams or wooden sandals. A 
description of the first five Tibetan divinities, by my friend Bhbh Sarat 
Chandra Dris, is given below. Such a room full of images is 
designated Lha-khan96 in Tibet. On the ground immediately be- 

Bhot Ba'gdm, St., ' Tibet garden.' Bhot or Bhod is the name by which the 
Tibetans call their country ; ba'gdm is the Bengali form of the plural of the Peraian 
bd&, ' garden.' 

a Bhof Qosah, lit, Tibet Cfosain. Qosain (properly gos6iq1 M) is the ver- 

nacnlar form of Cfoswhmi, which has several literal significations such as maeter 
or possessor of kine, controller of the organs of the senses, the oomprehender of 
the Gdyatd, the lord of the earth or of the heaven. In these latter significations the 
term implies (I holy man, a religious teacher or a saint. Among the B'aivas, or fcl- 
lowers of S'iva, the Uda'ds, or non-householders, prevail more than in any other 
seot, and they pass nnder the designation of Saanydsis or Qosdiw, though the latter 
appellation is appropriated in Bengal by the Vaishvva gzcrus, specially the follow- 
ers of Dhsitanya, the descendants of Adwaita and Nityhnanda. In the Upper Pro- 
vinces the term 8a'dhu is applied to the Vaishqava UdLfs, and Cfosain to the S'aiw 
Bannyhis. The people of the two persuasions are easily distinguished by their tilakaa 
or lines painted on the foiehead. 

Bhot diahanta, Zit. a mahanta or chief or superior of a Tibetan monastery. 
The term Nahanta generally signifies the head of a religious establishment of the 
mendicant orders. 

4 This is the name of the Boddhisatva who incarnated himself as Cfedun-tubpa, 
a reformer, who received the spirit of the previous reformer Tsong-khapa in 1419, and 
built the monastery of Taahi Lhunpo in 1445 and repeatedly appeared as a Tashi Lama. 

Lha-Khang (WP q ' )  Lha is the Tibetan for gods and spirits who, by transmi- 
gration into other bodies in blisafnl regions, reap the rewards of their meritoriona 
deeds. They are invoked and revered. There are six plaoes for the trensmigration 
of the soul of every living being. 



hind the Math is a low roofed small house, which may be c h a m -  
terised rts a temple. Within i t  is a cubiform saddhi-s tadhal  ro 
b m b ,  which the Tibetans would call a Dungten or relic repository. It 
ie surmounted by the usual lingam or phallus of Siva or Mahtideva. 
T h e  services performed in the Matha consist of a mixture of Hind6 and 
Tibe tan  rituals. 

No. I. TARA. 

'' The  principal deity is drys TtirB. She is identified by the 
Nepalese Buddhists with Prajfiil. PBramitB or transcendental wisdom 
and is universally believed to be the mother of all the past TathB- 
gatas ,  or Bnddhas, in Tibet. According to the esoteric doctrine 
of t h e  Tdntric school of the Northern Buddhists, she is the wife 
of all the present, paat and future Bnddhas, in which case she 
resembles the female energy or Sakti of the Indian TBntrics. The 
Tibetan name of TBrB is Grolmtt. Her image is made of copper, gilt 
wi th  Chinese gold. It waa evidently brought from China (Peking) by 
P d r a n  Gir who accompanied the Tashi Lama to Peking. 

" During my stay at  Peking I paid a visit to the image manu- 
factories near Hwangs-se or the yellow temple, which is situated 
a t  a distance of three li to the n ~ r t h  of the Antaman gate, where 
I saw images resembling thi8 (image) in coustruction. The goddess 
TB& holds a mendicant's bowl filled with gems in her left hand. With 
her right hand she holds a lotus. She wears a crown with five spires 
all of which are studded with rubies and turquoises. Her locks are 
coiled, in the Indian Buddhist fashion, a t  the crown of her head, at  
the  top of which there is a beautiful gem, called Norbu-mimbar. Her 
dress is different from that of the Tibetan image of TtirB. She wears 
a Chinese petticoat with broad and loose sleeves, and a pair of Chinese 
embroidered shoes like a Manchu lady. The image is about two feet 
high. The daughter of the Emperor Tai-tsung of the great Tang 
dynasty was married to the first Tibetan king in 630 A. D. She 

' Samddlui-starnabha. Its familiar meaning is a tomb, with a stambha or monn- 
mental oolnmn erected on a, samddhi-kshetra or burial ground. But this term s a d -  
dhi, in its esoterio aimoation, is the absorption of the jivdtmd or vital principle 
in the p a r d h a d  or supreme son1 of the universe, as stated in the verse 

q wmf@ mv4 I ~ ~ i p d  sirrfe& n Though the burning of 
the dead is now the principal onstom among the Hindha, yet among most A'khard- 
dud Vairdg4s and 8'aiva Samyds4s, burial or throwing the oorpse into the river is the 
~lllvwying onatom. In Benares, Mirzapnr and other dietriots in the North-West, 
the dead body is often put into a stone ooffin before depositing it into the earth. 
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wm an acknowledged incarnation of TB1.8. The image probably r e p r e -  
sents her figure."' 

No. 11. 

The most ingeniously constructed image is that of MahhkhIa B h G -  
mva. It represents him in a hideons mood, with hie Sakti in hie embrace. 
His nine heads on all four sides, with a central one on the top, his thirty- 
six arms and eighteen legs, his weapons, and the string of skulls hanging 
down his neck to the extremity of his belly, give him a truly horrible 
appearance. He is the principal guardian of the Tibetan L a w ,  parti- 
cularly of the Tashi Lama." 

No. 111. 

Sambhara Chakra is the chief of the Thntric deities of Tibet. He 
has ten arms, but one head. He also h~ the S'akti in his clasp. He 
&and8 on the breast of a vanquished demon, probably the devil MCir6. 
He is painted with yellow. The image is of copper gilt, about nine 
inches high." 

No. IV. 
g L  Samtija Gnhya i~ another Thntric deity, with three faces and six 

arms. He clasps his consort S'akti who also has three faces and six 
arms." 

No. V. 

Another form of T h ~ ~ h  is called Vajra Bhr6kuti. The figure of it, 
evidently cast in Nepal, represents the second wife of king Srongtsan 
gampa. She was the daughter of king Prabhtivarma of Nepd, who 
reigned between 630 and 640 A. D. There is a mint's glory round her 
head." 

There is an inscription on the door top of the tomb in the Bengali 
language and character. It states, in very ungrammatical and corrupt 
language, that the principal Mukhtiydrbcira and c7LeZh (or disciple) Daljit 
Gir Mahant placed the symbol of Mahhdeva on the samridhi of the late 
P h r m  Bir Mahant, and enjoins that all people should honour and war- 
ship this shrine and the MahBdeva ; a Hind6 not doing so would incur 
the sin of bhhmanicide, and a Mnsalmhn and others, for the like 
offence, would go to dozaEE (hell), as affected with guilt a t  the seat of 

1 On the pedestal of the statue is inscribed in Bengali the name S'rf g h h  
 mini (* or female energy and yk chief, favonrite), and the date, perhaps 

of the mneecration, Sarpvat 185% 16th of the light half of the month of M&&im 
( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b e r ) .  Then follows the -9 Bhol6 Giri of L h w  in the country of Bhota- 
kshetra. 

2 &fuptiy&rk&r is the Br. )&>lid" " a  ~nperintendent.'~ 



I ,@dci-ta'ciZ,i or the most high God. The date of the conaemtion ie 
given ss Saqvat 1852, S'aksbda 1717, Bangribda 1202,123rd VsisBkha, 
Sunday, within 12 daqdd of the P6rpim6. This date corresponds with 
the 3rd May 1795. 

T h i s  cursory examination of the p h e ,  and its important objecta 
suggest most important enquiries such ae these : what in the history and 
origin of the Buddhietic temple on the river side so near to Calcutta, 
established in the early days of the British power in India? How 
comes it that images of Hind& gods and goddesses are mixed up with 
those of Tibet and receive due worship ? Who was Piiran Gir Gossin 
Mahant, claiming worship and honour from Hindfis, Musalmsns and 
other religionists ? 

My request to the present head of the establishment Umrh  Gir 
aosain Mahant for any papers and documents in his custody that may 
throw light on these questions, wr~ very readily and kindly complied 
with. His presentation to the Society, at my suggestion, of two rare and 
wlnable Tibetan m m c r i p t s  was noticed at the January meeting. 
H e  produced four Persian saeads or grants and a passport in Tibetsn, 

i of which I have taken copies; end these, with tnrnslations, in the 
annexnres appear, I believe, for the first time before the publio. 

Nos. 1 and 2 show that the former grants, free of rent, 100 bighh 
and 8 biswhss of land on the river side, made np of one portion 
situated in Man* Bbrbakpiir, Parganah Boro, and of another portion 
situated in Maup Ghusayi, Parganah PPBMn, unto Piiran Gir Gossin,b 

1 [The Bang6bda or B. 8. (Bang6l;bli S q v a t )  is the same as what is oommonly 
known as the I' Fazli year." See the Tables in General Sir A. Cunningham's Book of 

Indian Eras, p. 196, ED.] 
* D a ~ d a ,  one-sixtieth of a day and night ; hence equal to 24 minutea 

Bimb, lit .  a twentieth part of a b4gM. Hence it is equivalent to a katth4. 

4 P&TM Oir Goeain. In  the sanads, Pdran is written ~zt?, but in the Bengali 

inecription g t l  PurBn. I think these are vnlgar readings of the Sanskrit 
LI 

P*. %, o~couree, is the vernwnlar of Qik, indicating that the h s a i n  belonged 
to the sect of the ~adandm48, and that he was initiated at  the J y o d  M@h in 
the BadarikGrarna, a fact which is confirmed by the statement of the present 
Mahanta of the Bhot Blg&n. It is aaid that the great philoeopher S'ankar$chBq.ya, 
towards the end of the 8th centnry, tried to introdnoe reforms baaed on the  
dc&rhes of the Vedantic school, and for the purpose of spreading hie teachings, 
founded four m t h a s  in four different pl-8 ; V ~ Z .  Bfinga Qiri Matha near Tnnga- 
b- where V ~ y h  L said to have had his monestery, B&radd Matha in DwBrikh 
in Gujadt, Govardhana Matha in JqpnnBthapnd, and J Y O ~  MNhfl in the Badarikl- 
a, Gtnated near the sources of the Ganges. S'ankarhhhrycl had a t  firat 
four disciples and eaoh of them had Several others: 1, Padmapeda who had 
two followem who reoeived the titlea of T&ha and xh.ama : 8, H&&malaka who 
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the moat sage and wise and the head of all the seekers of tmth, in - 

consideration of his virtue and piety that he may erect a temple the re -  
on and plant a garden. The latter gmnts to the same individual in 
the same terms, 50 bighBs of land on the same site in M s u p  BBr- 
bakpcr, consisting of three portions situated within the properties 
of YbhBr$ja Nab Kishan,' Raj Chrtnd RBi, and R6jB RBm Lochan.% 

also two with the titles of Vann and Aranya : 3, Mandana who had three designat- 
ed &ri, P h a t a  and Sdgara : Totaka who had likewise three with the appellatiom 
of BaraswatC, Bhhat4 and Pw4. Da6anBmi (having ten names) is the name of these 
four disciples and their followers collectively. The f i s t  two founded a school of 
teaohing'in the SBradB Matha ; the seoond two in the Govardhana Matha ; the n e r t  
three, including Giri, in the Jyoai Matha ; and the last three in the S'ringagiri Matha. 
The common charactoristio of all the Da6anLmis is their regarding S'iva aa another 
name of Brahma, and their faith mainly aocepts the teachings of the Vedantic philo- 
sophy amording to the interpretation of S'ankara'a commentary. The S'iva S@t& 
teaches the contemplation of S'iva as Ilirdkd~a (having no form), the achhtya or in- 
conceivable, the ananta or infinite, the camara or immortal, the one, the all-pervading 
&c. Among the D&4mis were oelebrated charaoters of great scholarship and asoetio 
lives, authors and commentators : the name of &mda Giri is well-known as  
the writer of the S'ankara Digvijaya and of the glosses on the commentaries of 
the Vedanta S6tra and of the Upanishats ; Rbm&s'rama was a commentator of the 
Veda, Mbdhaviich&ryo had the title of Vidyhuya Sv6mi. There were also, amongst 
this class of asoetics, men who were possessed of indomitable courage and of extra. 
ordinary powers of endurance, who were great travellers in India or in the most 
distant countries beyond it, as seekere of knowledge and experience, or as enter. 
prising merchants. Our P6-a Giri Gosain and P h a  Puri are the names of two 
most unique characters reflecting the highest credit on the DJan4mie as enter- 
prising spirits, combining the qualities of active benevolence and philanthropy with 
knowledge of philosophy, piety, devotion, and in the case of the latter, of a travel- 
ling tapaswl practising the most astounding austerities. The life of the former 
appears in the text, and that of P h a  Pug has appeared in the Researches of the - - 
Society and in other books. Captain Turner saw him and heard mnoh of him from 
the Regent at Taahi Lhunpo, and he gives some notices of him in his report. [gee 
Jonathan Duncan's account in the Asiatic &nearchss Vol. V, p. 37ff, VI, p. 10%. 
With regard to S'ankarLcGrya and the Dagan&mis, see H. H. Vilson's acconnt, ibid., 
vol. xVII, p. 178.182. According to him, the Giris, Phrvatas and 8 b  are 
disciples of Totaka. ED.] 

1 Nab Kishan, corruption of Navakrishna. The sanad has only & Nab g k h .  

The well-known MahWja's estate still holds hnds in Bhbakpiu, on the other side of 
the river opposite to Calcutta. . a ~ 4 6  Bdm Lochum and G j  chand Rai. These persona were the sons of am% 
ch-n Rai, who was the Dewh of Governor Vansittart and General Smith. He 
acquired s large fortune and lived in PathnriyBghatta in Calcutta, his descendants 
removed to Andnl, and were known as Andnl Rkjha. One of their scions, RBjB a j a .  
d r e a n a ,  attempted to establish the identity of his oaete (Kbyastha) with the 
Kshatriya, and is said to have pnt on the sacrificial thread, bnt his caste-men 
rnpndiated the prentension, or dared not follow his example. He was &o 

introduce a new era in his family, styled the lndzlldbda ! 



at Bhot Ba'ga'n in Howrah. 

I Both these sanads nre as usual addressed to  Muhaaddis,' Chau- 
dharis,a Qhntingos, Ta'aluydirs, &c., their jnrisdiction being described as 
that of Dari Rhrbakpiir, Parganah Boro, in Sarkhr SSBtghon,8 appertain- 
ing to Chaklah Hiigli in 96bBh Jannatu-Lbilrid' Bengblah. Both 

a Muta?addl has various meanings, such as clerk, amountant, bo., but in the last 
c e n t u r y  it was nsed to signify snperior officers in the fisoal department. 

a Chaudhad k nsed both in Hindi and Bengali to mean the headman of 
a aaate or profession, also aa an honorific title. Mr. Bogle speaks of a " chaudri " 
who came to visit him while he was in Tibet; and Markham, p. 172, on the antho- 
r i t y  of Hamilton, explains in a note that I' chaudzwi " or 'desali' in Nepal is a ~ n b -  
ordinate  revenue officer under the Fanzddr, and he identifies the word with chautariya 
(minister), an officer next in rank among the Kerantia in Nepal whose title and office 
w e r e  hereditary. Hamilton also describes a chauduri as a zamindk acting aa a mink- 
t e r  t o  a chief among the Kemt i s ,  and says chautariya i i  the title of the oollaterde 
of t h e  royal Gorkha family who sometimes became ministers. I n  Bengal the titular 
affix chaudhari is common to names of persons belonging to the highest as well as 
t o  t h e  lowest castes. I n  the latter case i t  bears the sense of headman of a guild or 
profession, and in the former i t  is an honorific epithet, whioh is borne out by tracing 
it t o  the Sanskrit chatzwadhurlna "sagacious chief or manager of affairs" or to 
chaturdhu+a "chief of four (departments)!' I n  the Upper Provinces the term is 
applied, I believe, only to the headman of a trade or goild. I n  early days, in Bengal, 
it waa a title of laudholders superior to talnqdhrs. There are many families whose 
ancestors, from one reason or other, had this title, and among them i t  has become, 
like Majnmdks, SarkLrs, &o., hereditary. 

Sarkdr Sdtgdon. The Muhammadan empire in the time of Akbar was a t  first 
divided into twelve large sections, called f-6buhs or viceroyalties, which were snbae- 
quently increased to fifteen. Each of these was subdivided for fiscal purposes into 
sarkrirs or provinces, each sarkdr comprehending a number of purganahs or mahals. 
Aggregates of several parganahs again were formed into gonps  which in the reign 
of Shih Jah4n were designated chaklahs. In  the tablos of the taqdm jamn'in the 
Ah-i-Akbari Gbah Bangcilah is divided into 24 sarkcirs, one of which is Sa'tga'on 
(Sanskrit suptagrcima), a group of seven villages. In  its relation to chaklah Hugli, as 
described in the sanads to the Tashi Lama and Phran Gir, i t  must, with the latter dis- 
trict, have formed part of the dominions of the ancient kinqs of T&mralipti (Temlnk) 
which had been visited by Bahirtn. I t  was formerly of immense size, the residence of 
kings, and had a famous place of worship in it. A reference to the tables of the fiscal 
divisions of the Mn&al empire in the Kin-i- Akbari, will show that Sarka'r Sdtgcion, in 
which the s a n d s  speak of the place being comprehended, contain m a h ~ l s ,  two of which 
are named BirbakpGr. One standa by itself, and the other is linked to Kalkattci and 

i 
t o  another place Bakni. No doubt the place opposite to Kalkatth (Calcutta) derived 
i ts  name from the one a t  the Calcutta side. Whether the names Bcirbakpltr and Bakud 
were the old designations of the place, now known as Sutbnnti and Govindpr, 
which together with Kalkatt4, formed old Calcutta, is a point worthy of reseeroh. 
Aa to the Maha1 BBLrbakpur in the 'Bin, Bloohmann indicates in a note to the 
Persian text that another reading gives Bhrikpm. SO has Baku& many other 

! readings, ss MaqumB $0. Our Kalkatt4 is variously named Kaltis, Kaln4 and Talp&. 
4 ~ ~ ~ a t u - l - b i l 6 d ,  the paradise of civilized nations. This epithet was applied 
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of them also beer on the top two square seals.' The date of No. 1 
is 12th June 1778, 1st Lshtidha 1185 B. S., 16th JnmBda-1-awal of t h e  
20th year of the imperial reign; and that of No. 2 is l l t h  February 
1782, 2nd FBlgun 1189 B. 8. 

The two other saneds, marked No. 3 and No. 4, bear the same dates  
as, and grant the same quantities of land as those mentioned in Nos. 1 
and 2 respectively. 1 n  fact the two former appear to be duplicates 
of the latter two, with this very material difference that, in Nos. 3 
and 4, in place of the grantee's name being Piiran Gir, i t  ia TeshL 
Lcimah Panchan Ardani Bakdeo Panchan,s and the attributes of the  
latter are exactly those of the former. The seals also are different: 
on Nos. 3 and 4 they are those of the East India Company as dewdn and 
servant of Shdh '#lam BBdshBh. No. 3, moreover, bears two seals, one 
a t  the top, the other on the right margin. Both sanads bear the signa- 
ture of Warren Hastings almost obliterated. 

The simple facts now disclosed are, that in the years 1778 and 1782, 
a Hindii ascetic, named P h a n  Gir Gosain, and a Buddhist Pontiff 
conjointly, but by two sets of grants, one in the name of each, received a 
certain quantity of land on the river side, which aggregated 150 bighis 
and constituted the area of Bhot BBgBn, and that the former died in 1795, 
and was buried as a saint near hie Math there, by his chela or disciple 
Daljit Qir Gosain. 

This information, though by itself it does not satisfy but rather 
magnifies the curiosity already raised, affords a clue to the line of 
historical investigation which would carry us to the goal. The inquiry, 
however, leading, as it does, into the most eventful period of British 
Indian history, proves almost nnfmctnons. Vain is the search for 
such apparently trifling incidents as the foundation of the Bho! Mandir 

- - 

or the career of merely a Hind6 mendicant, in the annals of the 

to Bengal by Anrangsib, and in the last century it was customary to describe Bengal 
in public records and formal documents with this title. Hume6n called Gaw 
Jannatcibdd, ' a  paradise settlement,' though when the plague was raging there, 
whi& depopulated it and led to its desertion, the pun came into vogue aa Gaur 
ba gor, "from aanr to the grave." 

One seal has an inscription in NLgari characters. See footnote on p. 95. 
Teshl ( & ), so spelled in the sanads. The Tibetan is bkra6is blama, pro- 

nounced Tashi Lama. The full name of the Lama was Panchhen fiagwafi Loseafi 

Paldan Yeshe. The first element, spelled panchan ( & ) in the sanada is a 

oomponnd of Pan ' 8 pandite ' or ' ktmned man and cham ' great ' or ' conepicnona' 
ArdanC is e corruption of Edeni, gem. The Gem epithet, though not exolusivelp 
applied to a Tashi Lama, indicates, in his case, perfeotion and the effioaoy of hie 
adoration. The terma erteni and the Sanskrit ratna seem to be congeners. Bak*. 
is the Sanskrit Pdkyadeva, equivalent to the Tibetan i?wwa4. 
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I s tatesmen who were laying the basis of t,he British Power in India. 
I n  practice,  " History," says Arnold, '' has been beguiled, so to speak, 

1 from its proper business, and haa ceased to describe the life of a Cornmon- 
wealth," much more so in respect of the history of this country under 

i its pecul iar  circumstances. I t  is, therefore, from the bye-ways of history, 
personal narratives, acconnts of travellers, published correspondence, 
and official reports, and authentic traditions, from materials in  fact out 
of w h i c h  history is constructed, that threads have been gathered and 
Woven into the following story. The story itself, apart from many 
of its interesting features and almost romantic character, has important 
bearings upon questions of the greatest moment whioh occupied the 
a t tent ion of the infant British Indian Government, and whioh still 
perplex its Council in its imperial growth. 

T h e  first part of the retrospective inquiry leads to the time when 
the great Uhhiycittara Manwantara,' as the great famine of 1176 B. 8. 
is called by the people of Bengal, was raging in its fiercest fury in the 
country, and decimating its people by thousands, when the streets of 
Calcntta were strewn with bodies of the dying and the dead, and when 
Governor Cartier was feeding daily 15000 people in the city. A little 
earlier than this catastrophe on the plains, a cruel and destructive war 
h a d  broken out on the mountain heights and valleys on the frontier. 

The aggressive incursions of the ambitious Prithvi Nartiyan, chief 
of the Gorkhas, into the valley of Nepal, led to that great revolution 
in this State which subverted its tripartite rule! and brought it under 

Chhiya'ttara Manzunntara the famine of 1176 B. 8. or 1770 A. D. Preceded 
by three years of scarcity, and followed by three years of plenty, i t  was strictly 
a one-year's famine, but i t  was the most appalling and disastrous calamity that ever 
visited Bengal, or perhaps any other part of the world. It exhibited, in its course 
and its sequel, such harrowing and extensive scenes of dreadful suffering, pain, misery, 
disease and death, as to have obtained in our country the singular name of a man- 
wantara, whioh literally means a period equal to 4,320,000 years, implying thereby 
that i t  was such a visitation as recurs only a t  intervals of mons, the ordinary names 
of famine dwbhiksha ('when alms are not obtainable') and akdla 'bad time' not 
being thought of suflicient significance. I n  fact, no Sanskrit dictionaries that I have 
wnsdted attach to Manwantara famine as its synonym. Some information on 
thia great famine will be found in Sir W. Hunter's Rwal Bengal and in the letters 
of Mr. Bogle (see Markham, p. cxxxix) who was himself an  eye-witoesa of the cale- 
mity, as well as in sundry notices and poems. 

a Tripartite rule of Nepal. Before the Gorkha conquest of Nepal proper, 
it was occupied by an agricultural and commercial race called Newars, who had 
borrowed their arts and civilization from Tibet, and who encouraged trade between 
Tibet and India by allowing it to be carried on through the Nepal passes. Their 
chiefs had the title of Wall (Sanskrit malla.) Since the death of the sixth kiug 
of this dynasty, his dominionn according to his directions, were divided into three 
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the subjection of that warlike tribe. It is said that unheard of cruelties 
were perpetrated in this war, which were witnessed by two members of 
the Roman Catholic Mission. This warfare, brought on by internecine 
dissensions, led one of the Nepalese old dynasties to entreat for aid 
from the Enplish in India, with the result of the despatch, in 1769, 
perhaps for the firat time, of a force under Captain Kinloch to  the 
frontiers, though it proved nnfrnctuous. Following close upon the 
Gorkha conquest of Nepal, Depa Shidar,' the chief of Bhutan, urged by 
purely hostile propensities, pounced upon Sikkim, retained possession of 
it, for a short while, and sobsequently in 1772, when Warren Hast ings  
had just assumed the rule of Bengal, invaded the Kuch Behar Gj.9 
This RLj, in its distress, sought the aid of that keen-sighted statesman, 
who lost no time to send a battalion of native infantry against t h e  
invaders.% The Bhutanese, after a desperate resistance, were utterly 
routed, pursued into their fastnesses, and forced to sue for peace. ~ e ~ a  
Shidar entreated the Taahi Lama who was then Regent of Tibet and 

principalities governed by three branches who had their respective capitals in 
Kathmandu, Lalita Pattan and BhatgAon. These were subverted by the Gorkha 
chief. Their religion was Buddhist, but they recognised caste. Their descendants, 
now obscure, still follow the Buddhist faith. The dissensions of the kings of the 
three principalities led to the ch id  of BhatgLon to seek the aid of the Gorkha 
Prithvi Nir6yan who, after subduing the enemies of his ally, turned his arms against 
the letter, and after long years of fighting made himself completely master of the 
whole country. 

Depa Bhidar (i'q'616'7~') ; also oalled De-tar-yag or De-tar-ya, the " D2h 

Terria" of Turner. 
Kuch Behar, a state on the north-east frontier of British India. It lies 

between Bengal and Assam, and is divided from Bhutan by the Dudrs. I n  olden 
times i t  wns very extensive, and formed the western division of the ancient KLmr6p 
Rhj. The name of the place is a museum of mythic history. According to a certnin 
Tantra (the Yugini) HirL Devi was a great devotee of S'iva who incarnated himself 
and lived in Kuchinipaiya', a settlement of the Kuch or K w h  tribe, and the fruit of 
his amour with her was a chief who became a great RQja, and as the &? was the result 
of S'iva's vihdra (cor. Behar) or ' dalliance,' the State received the appellation of 
K w h  Vihdr. KBmr6p is the mine of the Tantras, and hence these works spread on 
both sides, to the hills and the plains. Wilson, in a note in hie translation of the 
Vishgu PurBqa, includes Kuch Behar in the Hatsya DeSa. 

Hastings in his two letters to Sir George Colebrocke and John Purling 
dated, respectively, 16th January and 31st March 1773, writes of the famine and of 
this war. Among other things, he says, I' I shall ever oppose remote projects of con- 
quests, yet I shall sedulonsly promote every undertaking which can complete the 
line of our poseessiona or add to its security." The Bhutanese " are a resolute and 
daring people. They made a desperate defence of the fort of Behar!' (Cooch 
Behar.) 'I Many of them meeting death a t  the muzzle of the sepoys' pieces!' (See 
Gleig's Memoirs of Warren Hastings, I. pp. 278 and 295.) 



the  guardian of the minor Dalai Lama of Lhasa, to intercede in h b  
behalf, and the Lama accordingly sent a deputation to Calcutta, with 

I a l e t t e r  to Warren Hastings in 1773. This letter of mediation was 
received by Warren Hastings on the 29th March 1774, when i t  waa laid 
before  the Board. I t  is a remarkable document, and is given in Captain 
Turner ' s  Account of an Embassy to the Court of the Tashi Lama in 
Tibet .  

" The affairs of this quarter in every respect flourish : I am night 
'' and day employed in prayers for the increase of your happiness and 
LC prosperity. Having been informed, by travellers from your country, 
" of your exalted fame and reputation, my heart, like the blossoms of 
" upring, abounds with satisfaction, gladness, and joy. Praise be to 
" God that the star of yonr fortune is in its ascension. Praise be to 
" him that happiness and ease are the surrounding attendants of myself 
" and family. Neither to molest, nor persecute, is my aim : i t  is even 
" t h e  characteristic of my sect, to deprive ourselves of the necessary 
" refreshment of sleep, should an injury be done to a single individual ; 
' L  b u t  in justice and humanity, I am informed, you far surpass us. May 
" yon ever adorn the seat of justice and power, that mankind may, in 
" the shadow of your bosom, enjoy the blessings of peace and affluence. 
" By yonr favour I am the Ri ja  and Lama of this country, and rule 
"over a number of subjects, a circumstance with which yon have no 
'' doubt been made acquainted, by travellers from these parts. I have 
" been repeatedly informed, that you have been engaged in hostilities 
"against the D8h Terria (De-tar-ya), to which, it is said, the DBh's 
" own criminal conduct in committing ravages and other outrages on 
L L  your frontiers, gave rise. As he is of a rude and ignorant race, past 

1 " times are not destitute of instances of the like misconduct,, which : " his own avarice tempted him to commit. It is not unlikely that he 
L L  has now renewed those instances : and the ravages and plunder which 
"he  may have committed on the skirts of the provinces of Bengal 
" and Behar,l hare given yon provocation to send your avenging army 
"against him. Nevertheless his party has been defeated, many of 1 " his people have been killed, three forts have been taken from him, 
" and he has met with the punishment he deserved. It is as evident 
"aa the sun that your army has been victorious; and that, if yon 
" had been desirous of it, yon might, in the space of two days, have 
"entirely extirpated him ; for he had not power to resist your effo1.t~. 
" But I now take upon me to be his mediator ; and to represent to you, 
" that, as the mid D8h Terria (Deb R6ja)a is dependent upon the Dalai 

Knch Behrrr. 
a The person who performa all administrative functions in Btntrtn ie called 
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"Lama, who rules in this country with unlimited sway, though, on 
" account of his being yet in his minority, the charge and administration 
" of the country, for the present, is committed to me ; should yon pers i s t  
"in offering further molestation to the D6h Terria's conntry, it w i l l  
"irritate both the h m a  and all his subjects against yon. Therefore, 
" from a regard to our religion and customs, I request yon will cease 
"from all hostilities against him; and in doing this, you will confer 
'' the greatest favour and friendship upon me. I have reprimanded t h e  
" D6h for his past conduct ; snd I have admonished him to desist from 
" his evil practices in future, and to be submissive to you in all thinga. 
" I am persuaded that he will conform to the advice which I have 
" given him; and it will be neceseary that yon treat him with com- 
'I passion and clemency. As to my part, I am but a Fakeer ; and it is 

the custom of my sect, with the rosary in our hands, to pray for the 
welfare of mankind, and for the peace and happiness of the inhabi- 
tants of this country ; and I do now, with my head uncovered, 

UentreJ that you will cease from all hostilities against the Dbh in 
future. I t  would be needless to add to the length of thia letter, as 

" the bearer of it, who is a Gosein,' will represent to yon all particulars ; 
' 6  and i t  is hoped that you will comply therewith. I n  this country the 
'4 worship of the Almighty i the profession of all. We poor creatures 
' 4  are in nothing equal to you. Having, however, a few things in 
'4 hand I send them to you as tokens of remembrance and hope for your 
"acceptance of them."P 

I t  will be seen from the letter that the Tashi Lama alludes therein to 
Gosain who headed the deputation, and Turner thus speaks of him :- 

I' Of the persons deputed on this occasion by the Lama, two only 
" ventured to encounter the burning atmosphere of Rengal; one a 
" native of Tibet, named Paima ; the other a pilgrim from Hindostan 
'6 whose name I have already mentioned, Poornngheer Gosein."B 

The request of the Lama was very favourably received. Warren 
Hastings became eager to know more intimately the writer of this 
letter, which was conceived in a very friendly spirit and founded on 

~ e b  Wja, ale0 Kneho D e w  while the #piritual head ia oalled Lama Binpoohe or 
Dharma Uja .  I' But the real power baa long been in the hands of the military 
governors, or Penlos of eaat and west Bhutan, whose capitals are respectively at 
~ ~ ~ ~ - s a r  and Paro." Markham, Narrative of the Mission of Ueorge Bogle to Tibet, etc., 

Introd., p. lv- 
1 This is Peran Gir. 
* T-er'e Account of an Embassy to the Co'ourt of Teshoo Lama m Tibet, Introd., 

pp, ix-xii. 
Tmnar, ibid., Introd., p. xiii. 
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: good Sense, which evinced high sentiments and self-respect and, at  the I same time, conveyed a gentle menace, couched in the 111ost humble 
language. H e  perceived in it also the best opportunity to carry out 

I hi8 cher ished view for the extension of British intercome with the 
terra incognita on the Himalayan heighte. 

A treety  of peace was accordingly entered into and ratified between 
t h e  Governments of Bengal and Bhutan, on the 25th of April, 1774. Bg 
t h e  difEerent articles of this treaty i t  wae, among other things, agreed 
that the English would relinquish the Deb Rhja's possessions acquired by 
c o n q u e s t  ; that they would deliver up the Kuch Behar %ja Dwijendra 
NBrByan and his brother Devan Deo who had been taken away as 
pr isoners  of war ; that the Bhutanese Mahants shall have their former 
pr ivi lege of duty-free trade, and allowed to visit Rangpur annually ; 
that t h e  Bhntanese shall not cause incursions into the country, nor 
moles t  the rayats (or subjects) of the Company ; whatever Sannydsis are 
considered by the English as enemies, the Deb R&ja shall not allow to 
take shelter in any part of the districts now given up, nor permit them 
to enter  into the Honourable Company's territories or through any part 
of hie.' 

This treaty having been conclnded in the interest of Kuch Behar 
and the Company on the one hand, and in that of Bhntan on the other, 
whereby the Lama's intercession was completely respected, Warren 
Hastinge' mind waa turned upon mmmercial schemes, which were not 
a little matured a t  the eight of the presents which the Lama had sent 
by his deputation. He conceived the idea of sending a mission to the 
Lama in  Tibet, and accordingly framed a letter to him, proposing, among 
other things, a treaty of amity and commerce between the Bengal and 
Tibetan states, and entrusted it to a deputation composed of Mr. George 
Bogle, servant of the Company, and Dr. Hamilton, with Pdran Gir 
&main, as their sincere and faithful friend. 

This is the first of a series of missions which Hastinge successively 
sent to the cis- and trans-nivean states on the frontier heights, and it is from 
among the incidents of this initial deputation that the main facts which 
led to the grant of the sanads, the foundation of the Bhot Mandir, and 
the consecration of the motley group of idols there, are to be gleaned. 
In this mission as well as in the semnd attempted embassy to Tibet 
under Mr Bogle in 1779, in the third, under Captain Turner in 1783, 
and in the last, under Pfiran Gir Gosain himself, just at  the closing 
pried of tbe same statesman's career in 1785, are to be sought all the 
important services that the great Gosain has rendered to the British 
Government, and the conspicnous traits of his remarkable character, and 

1 Captain B. Boilem Pemberton'e Beport on Bhutan, App., p. 178. 
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sortie portions of the concluding history of the Bhot Bighn down to the 
period of the chivalrous Gosain's tragic end. A rapid sketch t h e r e f o r e  
follows, of the broad features of these missions, bearing upon the p r e s e n t  
subject, based mainly upon the records left by Mr. Bogle, which form 
the narrative of Mr. Markham, and upon Turner's report. 

It wm moreover from the proceedings of these missions t h a t  the 
first adminstrator of India obtained a thorough knowledge of the 
wonderful politico-religious influence which, emanating from Tibet, 
operated, with more or less effect on China and Mongolia, and on its 
then protected state of Sikkim, and the semi-independent principality 
of Bhntan as well as on Nepal. 

The communication of the Lama stirred the fertile brain of W a r r e n  
Haetings, to conceive a consummate policy of peace and friendship w i t h  
the hierarchical chief, believed to be an incarnation of Buddha himself, 
rteated in his snow-clad mountain home. By this policy he aimed a t  t he  
commercial prosperity of Bengal. Through two successive miss io~~s  
to Tibet, and four to Bhntan, he succeeded, in some respect, to re-estab- 
lish the old trade routes and re-open, in a partial way, that active com- 
mercial intercourse which had subsisted and prevailed, from before the  
Muhammadan rule, between the plateau of Tibet and the plaim of 
Bengal through the passes of Nepal, Bhutan and other channels, but 
which were sadly interrupted and checked by diverse causes. 

The fiwt mission under Mr. Bogle started from Calcutta in 1774, 
and, after proceeding to tLe hills, called Nagarkot in Bengal and Bodlal 
iu Tibet, which form the common boundary of thess two countries in the 
north, Bogle says, the ouly scanty information about the roads, the 
clin~ate and the people which he there received, was from the Sannyisis. 

Proceeding, stage after stage, Mr. Bogle, with his party, arrived at  
Tashi Chhoijong? the capital of Bhutan, and met the Deb R&ja,8 who gave 
him a good reception, but great obstacles having been raised in respect 

Bod (native name of Thibet) + la ' a pass' = ' The pass into Thibet ' 
Markham, ibid. ,  p. 15. 

Tashi Chhoijong is the modem capital of Bhutan, 106 miles from the town 
of Knch Behar. There is in i t  a palace and a citadel. The latter is ct lofty stone 
bnilding of seven stories, in the fourth of which the Deb R6jo of Bhutan resides. 

Deb Rhja. According to Sir Ashley Eden, the country, now called Bhutan, wan 
formerly occnpied by a people from Knoh Behar, who were, three centuries ago, driven 
away by an invading army of Tibetans over whom a Lama of the Red sect named 
Dugwang Sabdnng acquired paramount influeltce as I' Lama Rinpoche or Dharrna 

a .  On his death Sabdnng became incarnate in  a little child a t  Lhasa who 
" was conveyed to Bhntan. When this child grew up, he confined himself to spiritual 
" concerns and appointed a Regent called the Deb Rbja." He is now elected by a 
council of six for three years. 
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of his intended visit to Tibet by a concatenation of influences ultimately 
emanating from China, they were finally removed by the zealous, per- 
severing and masterly services of PGran Gir Gosain. The party accord- 
ingly left that  capital, on the 13th October, and came to a place called 
Phari-jong,l where were observed the bonndary-marks that separate 
Bhnten  from Tibet. Thence the? rode up, on the 8th November, to the 
gate of Tashi Rabgya,P the palace of the Taabi Lama. After several 
interviews with him, and residence there for some time, they, a t  his 
desire, accompanied him to his next palace and monastery, Tashi 
Lhnnpo. Here, during a sojourn of five months, Mr. Bogle picked 
u p  some knowledge of the Tibetan language, acquainted himself with 
the  religious tenets and practices of the people, studied their character, 
habits and manners, noted their unique marriage customs, penetrated 
into t h e  mystery of their peculiar hierarchical government, threaded 
his way into the mysterious labyrinth of their politics, and, with cautious 
o r  rather furtive observation, acquired a partial knowledge of the pro- 
ductive resources and the trade routes of the country, old and new, but 

I 
could carry out the object of his mission in only a limited way. And , the  little that he was able to do in this last respect, was due to his 
frankness and ability to understand the people and above all to conform 
to their ways that were innocent. He himself says, "The Lama used 
" dail J to send a priest to me in the early morning, with some bread and 
' L  tea or some boiled rice and chopped mutton, of which last, as I always 
L'like to do a t  Rome as they do a t  Rome, I nsed to eat very heartily." 
H e  nsed even to put on " a Tibetan dress consisting of a purple satin 
" tunic lined " with " Siberian fnrskins, a yellow satin cap, faced round 
" with sable, and crossed with a red silk tape and a pair of red silk Bulgar 
" hide boots." He  followed the Lama's example and gave alms to the 
Sanny4sis and Faqirs. He was not only admitted into the churches where 
he saw the idols, and the nature of the holy service, but introduced to 
the ladies of the Lama's household ; and thus there grew up between 

i Mr. Bogle and the good Lama a real personal friendship. PGran Gir 
I Gosain, who en j~yed  the esteem and confidence of both these persons, 
b 

contributed in a great measure to bring about this desirable state of 
things. The deputation left Tashi Lhnnpo, in April 1775, and returned 
in  June following. Warren Hastings, in order to keep up an inter- 
course with the Himalayan states, so auspicionsly opened, sent Dr. 

1 Phari-jong is a pass at the head of the Chnmbi valley which was nsed both by 
 ogle and Turner. Near it is the city of Paro whiah Mr. Bogle selected as a trade 
mart for the merohandhe of Bengal and Tibet. 

Tashi &bgycl is a small place in whioh the Tashi Lama temporarily reeided, 
when small-pox broke out at Tashi Lhnnpo. 

I 
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Hamilton, who had accompanied Mr. Bogle to Tibet, to Bhutan on t w o  
~uccessive missions, one in November 1775, and the other in July 1777. 
With these the present theme has no concern. 

Mr. Bogle was again appointed an envoy to Tibet in April 1779,  
and Pdran Gir Gosain, who had returned with him, was also t o  have 
accompanied the mission as before, but it was postponed on account  of 
the arrival of the news that the Tashi Lama waa, a t  the invitation of 
the old Chinese Emperor Kiiuglung, abont to start for Peking. Dnring 
this delay Mr. Bogle, with all the pereevering zeal he possessed in t h e  
ttause of the Government, made the grand project of presenting himself 
before the Chinese Court, through the influence of the Lama, t h a t  he 
might thereby explain matters in a proper way, in the hope of removing 
Chinophobia from the Tibetan authorities in the matter of dealings w i t h  
foreigners. And in thie &air also, as on other important occasions, 
P b a n  Gir, the trusted and fawurite agent of the Lama and the Bengal  
Government, was desired previously to join the Lama before he l e f t  
Tibet. This the Gosain accordingly did, when the Lama had already 
started on his journey, and accompanied the Lama to the Chinese capital 
where his most important services will be described further on. There 
was the greatest probability of the success of Mr. Bogle's most wisely 
conceived scheme, which was founded upon the previous assurances h e  
had received from the Lama while at  Tashi Lhnnpo, and which, a s  
the sequel will show on the evidence of P6ran Gir, the good honest 
Lama had almost brought about, but the death of the Lama in November 
1780 from s ~ a l l - p o x  a t  Peking, and of Mr. Bogle a t  Calcutta in April 
1781, prevented the realisation of this great object.1 

According to  the politico-religious theory which regulates the elec- 
tive hierarchical Government of Tibet, and of its dependencies, and of 
the territories- which acknowledge a theocratic sway, a grand Lama 
revivifies himself after his death in some infant form which is discover- 
ed by some signs, and the child becomes tbe succeeding Lama. There 
are two principal Lamas in Tibet: one the Tashi Lama, a t  Tashi 
Lhnnpo, the other the Dalai Lama a t  Lhaaa, with equal authority, but 
the latter, on account of the residence of Chinese officials and troops 
a t  his capital, is assumed to be 6he superior. 

A t  the time of Bogle's mission in 17741, the Dalai Lama was a minor, 
and the Tashi Lama was his Regent, and on account of his learning, 
piety and great virtue, was deservedly esteemed and revered through- 
out Buddhadom. On his death, his brother Chanjo Kusho was ruling 
a t  Tashi Lhnnpo, as Regent during the inljerregnum. 

This Regent communicated to Warren Hnstings the sad intelligence 

' Markham, ibid., Introd., p. lxx. 
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o f  the death of the Tashi Lama a t  Peking by a letter which was received 
o n  the 12th February 1782. In  this letter, among other things, the 
Regent spoke of his fervent hope in the return of the hour " of trans- 
" migration, that the bodies may be speedily exchaaged, and our depart- 
" ed Lama again be restored to our sight."l 

The happy news of the discovery of the epirit of tihe Taahi Lama, 
incarmated in an infant in the valley of Painom,a was soon received by 
Hastings, and he determined to seize the opportunity of communicating 
to the Regent his congratulations on this auspicious event, aa the best 
occasion for sending another mission to Tibet. He accordingly selected 
Captain Samuel Turner for this purpose, who, with Lieut. Samuel 
Davis and Dr. Robert Saunders and the inevitable P6ran Gir Uosain 
as their guide and adviser, left Calcutta on the 9th January 1783. 

Captain Turner followed the previous route of Mr. Bogle, and on 
arriving a t  Tashi Chhoijong transacted such affairs relating to Bhutan as 
he  had been instructed to attend to, and after a stay of three months 
at this capital, proceeded to hie destination. Early in the morning of 
the 22nd September, daeed a t  the sight of the resplendent beams of 
the rising sun reflected from the gilt tops of the monasteries, and 
regaled with "the deep tone of many sonorous instruments which were 
"summoning the religious to their morning orisons," the party found 
fhernselves nshered into the very splendid apartments of the Tashi 
Lhunpo palace.8 The Regent gave the Gevernor-General's envoy a 
hearty and respectful reception, assured him of the identity of the Lama 
who, in his previous existence, had been a great friend of Hastings', and 
informed him of his regeneration having been acknowledged by the 
Emperor of China. The mission had indeed arrived in Tibet at  one 
of i ts  most important eras; i t  WM a t  a time when the nation was prepar- 
ing by a grand demonstration to announce their acknowledgment of the 
regenemted Lama who was then being removed into the Tharpa Ling 
monastery for that customary training and education, for which the 

I Chinese Emparor had issued strict injunctions. The Captain witness- 
ed here most interesting objects and scenes, and collected materials by his 
intelligent observation and inquiry, whereby he confirmed and widened 
the knowledge regarding the country which had been laid open by his 
predecessor. When the time came to leave the place, he was introduced 
to the infant Lama, then only a child eighteen montha old, and he givee 
the most surprising and most romantic account of this audienoe, and of the 
manner in which this little Avathr comported himself. Throughout the 

i whole period of the sojourn of the mission our P6ran Gir wm most 

' Tnrner, ibid., p. 450. 
' Turner, ;bid., p, 2 4 .  

Turner, ibid., 280. 
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aatively engaged in d l  such departments of bnsiness in which he c o u l d  
prove himself useful. At length on the 2nd of December the mission 
departed from Tashi Lhunpo on the return journey to Bengal, w h e r e  
they reached Patna in March 1784, and there the Captain submitted 
to Mr. Hasting8 hie official report detailing an account of the r e s u l t  
of his mission.' 

At  the commencement of 1785 Warren Hastings contemplated 
appointing Pfiran Gir Gossin as a diplomatic agent a t  the Tibetan court, 
and delivered to him despatches for the new or rather regenerated Tashi  
Lama and the Regent. On the 8th of February 1785, he resigned his 
Governor-Generalship and embarked for England. Captain Turner 
introduced the Goaain to the officiating Governor-General John Mac- 
pherson, and he was allowed to proceed on his mission which started 
in March of the same year. Passing through Bhutan and transacting 
business there, the Gosain arrived a t  Tashi Lhunpo. He too had come 
here on rt momentous occasion, he saw the removal of the child Lama 
from the Tharpa Ling monmtery, and his installation on the throne of 
his predecessors, who in fact were believed to have been dif€erent cor- 
poreal forms of his own spirit. He had frequent interviews with the 
Regent and various Tibetan authorities, during which he did his best 
to confirm the friendship between the Bengal Government and the 
Tashi Lhunpo Court, under the shadow of which he remained for five 
months, and then returned to Calcutta with letters from the Lama and 
the Regent, which together with his own report he delivered to the 
above statesmau.s 

Thus ends a brief summary of the salient points of the missions 
to Tibet under Warren Haatings' rule ; a n c l  in fact PJran Gir's diplo- 
matic agency is the last of the missions which the British Government 
has, up to this moment, been able to send to that land of mystery. 

The Bhot BBgBn originated from the incidents of the first mission 
in the following way. Mr. Bogle in relating the conversations he had 
with the Tashi Lama a t  Tashi Babgya says, that on one occasion the 
Lama assured him that " his heart was open, and well disposed towards 
"the English, and that he gave no credit to the representations which 
it had been made to their disadvantage." 

" ' I wish to have a place o-n tha banks of the Ganges to which I 
might send my people to pray. I intend to write to the Governor on 
' this subject, and wish you wonld second my application.' " " I replied 
('that as I knew how desirous the Governor waa to cultivate his friend- 
" ship, I was persuaded on this or on any other occasion he wonld find 
" him very ready to gratify him as far as in his power."8 

Turner, ibid. ,  pp. 3.26-358. 
3 Tnmer, ibid., p. 419. 

' Markham, ibid., p. 188. 
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Mr. Bogle in his letter to Mr. Hastings of the 5th December, which 
perhaps he wrote from the above place, alludes to the Lama's desire of 
founding a religions house on the banks of the Ganges, and adds what he 
had heard from the Lama. " About seven or eight hundred years ago, 

the Tibetan PontSs had many monasteries in Bengal, and their priests 
used to travel to that country in order to study the religion and lan- 

" guages of the Brahmans and to visit the holy places in Hindnstsn. The 
LLMusulmins, upon conquering Bengal, plundered and destroyed their 
"temples, and'drove them out of the country. Since then there hae 
"been little intercourse between the two kingdoms. The Lama is 
" sensible that it will throw great lustre on his pontificate, and serve to 
" extend his fame and character, if he can, after so long an interval, obtain 
" a religious establishment in Bengal, and he is very solicitous about 
" this point. He proposes, also, to send some of his Gylongs, during the 
I' cold season, to wait upon you a t  Calcutta, and afterwards to go on 
"pilgrimage to Gaya and other places, and has written to Chedznm 
I' Tarnbe: a t  Peking, who has great interest with the Emperor, inform- 
"ing him that the English are now masters of Bengal; that jou, their 
" chief, have shown him great favour ; that the English allow e v e q  one 
to follow his own religion unmolested ; and advising him to send some 
persons to wait upon yon, and to visit the principal temples in Bengal. 

" I own I encouraged all this, in the view of strengthening the inter- 
'I course and connection with Tibet, and thinking i t  would be of advan- 
I6 tage to the Company to open any channel of commnnication with t,he 
" Court of China ; and although I am not so sanguine as the Lama 

about the success of his endeavours, however sincere, to obtain leave 
"for you to send a person to the Emperor, I do not altogether despair, 

by your favour, of one day or other getting a sight of Peking."a 
Again, in the course of the first visit which Mr. Bogle paid to the 

Tashi Lama, on his return to Tashi Lhunpo, the latter referred to his 
previous proposal in respect of forming a religious house on the Ganges, 
end on receiving the reiterated assurance of the former, as to its compli- 
ance, the Lama spoke of the Chankya Lama,8 the high priest a t  Peking, 
and of his great influence a t  the Chinese Court, rtnd of his intention to 

Properly Jetsun Dampa, identified with the TLr6nLth Lama. He is the third 
Pontiff of the Qelngpa or yellow cap sect, and resides north of Tibet among the 
Khalka tribes of outer Mongolia near Urga. 

Markham, ibid., p. 134. 
8 The Tashi Lama always spoke to Mr. Bogle of this high priest of China 

6 t h  great respect, and described him as having great influence over the Chinese 
emparor. Through his mediation an attempt was made for resort of Chinese 
trading pilgrims to HinddstBn. 
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write to thie personage, to the effect that the Feringisl were masters of 
Bengal, and had shown him great favonr, and added that he thonght  
i t  probable that the priest wonld send some of his people to visit the 
principal religious places, and expected, in the event of his doing so, t h a t  
the Governor would give them a good reception.= At another interview, 
the Lama desired that Mr. Hastings should send an embassy to the Dslai 
Lama,, when he would come of age, and that, in the event of his obtaining 
a grant of land on the banks of the Ganges, he would place Pziran air 
Gosain there, and if he should stand in need of any small matter, he 
trusted the Governor wonld supply him.8 

On Mr. Rogle's inquiry as to what site he wonld prefer, the Lama 
said, he would lilce some place in the neighbourhood of Calcutta, that t h e  
people to be sent down might have opportjunities of seeing the Governor, 
to whom and to the Pandits he would leave the matter; the only thing he 
wonld press for, was that i t  might be near the Ganges. He  further 
explained his idea on the subject of building a house there, and said, " I 

propose that Phran Gir who was then down in Calcutta should settle 
" it. I do not wish i t  to be a large house, and let it be built in the 
" fashion of Bengal." He intimated, that he wonld give the necessary in- 
structions to Phran, who, he said, " has served me well, and I have 

not found him guilty of so many lies as most other fakirs, and I hope 
'' the Governor will show him favonr." He  here mentioned the name 
of another old Gosain ' Sukh Deb ' who, he said, " has also asked me 
6 L  leave to go -down to Calcutta, he will accompany yon ; and I have 
also " written to the Governor about him, and I hope he will favonr 
him."' 

On another occassion the Lama showed Mr. &gle the images with 
their dress which he intended to send down to Bengal, through Phran Gir, 
to be put up in the proposed temple, and inquired particularly about the 
situation of a town called Sambhal.6 The reason assigned by the 

fivingis, a term usually applied in most parts of Asia to Europeans. I t  i~ 
said to have been derived from Frank. A stranger is generally called Pelimg. 

Yarkham, ibid., p. 146. 
' Markham, ibid., p. 164. 
4 Markham, ibid., p. 165. 

Markham, ibid., p. 168. S'ambhal is a fabulous city, the Utopia of the Northern 
Buddhists, on which Bdbh S. 0. DBs has supplied the following information. The 
Tashi Lama wrote a book called Shambalai Lamyig, i. e., a journey to Shambala. 
According to the Tibetan work ' I  Selki-melon," the name S'ambhala is derived 
from that of king S'ambhaka of the S'akya race. Literally i t  means "one who 
makes happy," and S'ambha is the name of PBwma. According to the Tibetans, 
the position of the country of S'ambhala is as follows. I t  is a vast plain of 
the shape of a lotus of eight petals, entirely surronnded by a wall of snowy 
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Lama for  his fondness for Bengel was that ' L  although in the different 
" periods of his reviviscence he had chosen many regions for the places of 
" hi8 birth, yet Bengal was the only country in which he had been born 
" twice ; for which reaeon," he said, " he had a predelectiou for i t  beyond 
" any other, and was desirous of making it a place of his abode, ap- 
46 parently esteeming the sanctity of the Ganges, aa a consideration of 

I " inferior importance."l 
The  religions prejudices which endear Bengal to the Tibetsne, are 

again thus explained by Turner, who bmes his information upon what he 
had heard from the Regent and Sopon Chenpo But Bengal is ren- 
" dered peculiarly deltr to them by the powerful influence of religioue 
" prejudice. The regeneration of their Lama is said to have taken 
" place, in times of remote antiquity, near the site of the ancient and 
'L mined city of Gowr, and all those places held in veneration by the 

I " Hindoos, as Gya, Benares, Mahow and Allahabad, are equally ob- 
" jects of superstitious zeal, with a votary of the Tibet faith, who 
" thinks himself blessed above his fellow disciples, if he oan but perform 
'' a pilgrimage to these hallowed spots."S 

After Mr. Bogle'e return to Calcutta, the Lama, as he had proposed 
in his f i s t  conversation with him on the subject of his proposed temple, 
wrote to  Mr. Hastings on the subject,' and Mr. Bogle in his general 
report, speaking of the apprehension of Tibet merchants, in respect of 
the heat and unhealthiness of Bengal, urged that "prejudices of this 
"kind are to be cured only by habit, and your compliance with the 
" Teshn Lama's desire of founding a monastery and temple on the banks 

mountains, and conveniently intersected by many great rivers. At the centre 
of thia great country stands as the filament of a lotus, its capital, the city 
of KaGpa, with extensive gardens and parks round it, which are protected by a 
circnlar wall of very lofty snowy mountains with four gates. Four rivers issuing 
from the snowy barriers, water the city and .  its garden, and then flow into two 

I lakes, called Upaslgara and Pundnrika, which adorn the earthly paradise of KalLpa. 
At the southern extremity of the city stands the garden of Malaya, with the palace 

I of the Chakravarti Bija Chandra Bhadra. The mansions of the 25 Kulika emper- 
I om, who followed the line of the seven Dharma RLjas, stand on the bank of the river 

and line the lotus. The first Chakravarti emperor of Sambhala was SGryaprabha. 

! In each of the eight petal-like divisions of S'ambhala there are 12,000,000 cities, 
in consequence of which 96,000,000 of cities cover the entire empire. The Enro- 

l 
pean scholars of Northern Buddhism are inclined to identify S'ambhala with Europe, 
making London (the Western) KalLpa. 

Turner, ibid., p. xv. 
Sopon Chenpo was cup-bearer and minister to the Tashi Lama; he was dur- 

ing the Regenoy of Chanjo Kusho second in rank a t  the court of Tashi Lhnnpo. 
Turner, ibid., p. 268. 
' Markham, ibid., p. 138, note. 
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" of the Gauges will probably tend to remove these strong prepossessiona 
" against the climate of Bengal, and to produce an intercourse with the 
"northern nations. The safe return of the people whom the L a m a  
L'proposes to send next winter to  visit the holy places in Bengal will 
" serve to inspire their countrymen with confidence ; the fondnes~ to 
"the Tibetans for every thing strange or curious, strengthened by r e l i -  
" gion, will probably lead many others to undertake so meritorione 
" a journey ; and these pilgrimages, like the Hajj at  Mekkah, may in 
" time open a considerable mart for the commodities of Bengal."l 

Warren Hastinge, apprised of the Lama's wish by his direct com- 
munication, and urged by Mr. Bogle as to the paramount necessity o f  
complying with it, issued the necessary orders under which a piece of 
land waa purchased and given to the Tashi Lama, and the con- 
struction of a Buddhist temple was commenced under the direction 
of Mr. Bogle, who had been previously trusted by the Lama with e 
considerable remittance in money. As soon as it was completed, Has- 
tings wrote thus on the subject to the Lama, who had previously sent 
image0 to be deposited in i t "  By the blessing of God it will be the 
"means of making your name known in this country, and of streng- 

. " thening the friaddship which is between us, and you will consider i t  as 
I' a mark of the confidence and regard which I bear to you".a 

Mr. Markharn discovered a note on the manuscript of Mr. Bogle 
which he supposes to be in the handwriting of A. Dalrymple, Esq. It 
records some of the above facts, and adds that '' people from Tibet and 
" Bhutan constantly resorted to i t  " (Bhot Mandir) " during the time for 
which my knowledge reaches."s 

The connection of the British Government in India with the Bhot 
BBg6n is now so far revealed as to make it clear that Warren Haatings 
a t  the earnest and repeated solicitations of one of the Grand Lamas 
of Tibet designated the Tashi Lama, and wishing to cultivate his friend- 
ship in the interest of Tibeto-Bengal trade, made choice, a t  his direc- 
tion, of a little upwards of a hundred bighhs of land (either originally 
rent-free or subsequently made such), purchased it, and in 1778 by 
the sanad No. 3 gave i t  to him formally, and actually to P6ran Gir 
Gosain as their protege and deserved farourite. It does not appear in 
the history of the missions how the 50 bighhs of land, mentioned in the 
sanads ~ o s .  2 and 4, came to be granted to them in 1783,b but from 

Markham, ibid., p. 198. 
a Markham, ibid., note 1, p. 138, note 1, p. 146, and Turner, ibid., Introd., p. xv. 
' Markham, ibid., note 1, page 138. 
4 It ehonld be noted here that the Sanad No. 4 for 60 bighh was executed in 

favour of a Lama in 1783, bnt hie name is identical with that of the chen deceased 
Lama, who had, while living in 1778, reoeived a grant of 100 bighie by sanad No. 



an  episode relating to the Bhot Bdgh,  which will be noticed here- 
after, it will be seen that Captain Turner refers to these 50 bighh, when 
h e  a y s  in one of his commnnic~tions to the Governor-General (John 
Macpherson) in 1786, that it "is a part of the land situated on the 
" western bank of the river, opposite to Calcutta, which was formerly 
" granted, under a sunnud of this government, to Teshoo Lama, for the 
"fonndation of a place of worship, and as a resort for those pilgrims 
" of his nation, who might occasionally make visits to the consecrated 
" Ganges."l He also in the same paper describes the whole as Pdmn - - 
" Gir 's  little tei~itory." 

History then corroborates the statements in the saimds that the 
total area of the Bhot BQgBn is a trifle npwarda of 150 b i g h l ,  and 
shows  that the object of the grant was fully carried out by the liberality 
of t h e  Lama, the amount of whose remittance, received by Mr. Bogle 
f o r  the construction of the temple and dwelling, though not traceable 
now, is stated to have been 'considerable,' and hence the strncturea 
were no doubt originally commensurate with the large expenditure that 
h a d  been incurred on account of them. There were also pest-houses, 
(as the traditions of the place confirm), in which people £ram Tibet, 
some of whom were important enough to have been introduced to 
Warren Hastings, were lodged. The building that is liow seen, with 
partial reconstruction of some ruined portions, must be the remains of 
what was once of much larger dimension and extent? 

Of the grantees whose names the sanads mention, one is the Lama, 
the other P$ran Bir Bosain. The title of the former, as given in the 

I 
! Persian, and as already set forth, is Teshi Ldmah Panchan Ardani Bak- 

deo Panchan, which I think would be correctly Tashi Lama Panchan ~ Erteni V6hya Deva, meaning " the Tashi Lama Pandita, the gem of great 
Panditas, VQkyadeva (lord of speech.)" It was thus for the first and 
last time in the annals of Tibet and Buddhadom and of British India, 
that an Avatcir, the living divinity, who from his palace on the highest 

1 regione where man can dwell, exercises his hierarchical sway over the 
largest extent of territories in the world, condescended to accept sanads 
from the representative of the British Power in India and to become his 
Jagirdhi a hundred and twenty years ago ! The personage who gave the 
kindest reception to Mr. Bogle m d  formed with him a real friendship, 

2. Thie anomaly may be explained by the fact that it isynot the name of a person, 

I but the official designation that ia mentioned in both the sanada. 
Turner, ibid., p. 432. 
' The Bhof BBgLn or rather Bhof Mandir in fact was conetitnted a alnth in 

whiah character it is perhaps the only one besides that of the celebrated Tarkegwar, 
in Bengal. 

K 
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and who waa in fact the formal msignee of the Bhof BBgh land, is de- 
scribed by the latter as having been forty yearn of age, and of low s t a t u r e ,  
fairer than an ordinary Tibetan with jet-black hair, and eyes small and 
black. He could speak Hindfisthi tolerably. His disposition was open ,  
candid, and generous, and merry and entertaining in his convei~atiou. 
Says Mr. Bogle, " I endeavoured to find out, in hi8 character, t l ~ o s e  
'I defects which are inseparable from humanity, but he is so universally 
" beloved that I had no success, and not a man could find in hie heart to 
" speak ill of him."' He remarks elsewhere, that the Lama's thirst for 
knowledge was insatiable. The other assignee's name in the sanads 
appears in Persian as Phran Gir, and in the Bengali inscription on t h o  
tomb-house door-top in the Bhof BhgQn as P u r h  Giri Mahanta. 

The next point of inquiry is, how under the influence of Buddhism, 
e religion so well-known to be antagonistic in its main tenets to Hinduism 
as derived from the Vedas and PurPnas-repre~entatives of Hind6 and  
Buddhist mythology are found mixed up in the Bhof Mandir ? 

In  the sixth century before the Christian era Buddhism was 
founded in India ; three centuries later it became the state religion of the 
country, and in the early part of the fourth century before the same era, 

I 

it was introduced into Ceylon where it is believed to have been pre- I 

served in its purest state, but as missionaries began to spread i t  in 
different countries out of India, great departures from tho original 
institution began to take place. It was accepted in China, a t  the corn- 
mencement of the era, and i t  reached Tibet,' in the beginning of the 
seventh century through the influence of a Chinese princess. I t  came 
from China and India in two mixed streams ; from the former conntry 
flowing through successive beds of old religions and indigenous philoso- 
phy, and from the latter, as from its main source, it came in  continuous 
currents through translations and retranslations of its hagiology, and 
through Puritnic and TBntric literature under the teachings of the 
Brahmans, and from both weighted with exhaustless legends since the ' 

days of S'akyamuni. Among the holy books imported into Tibet from 
India are mentioned the Tantras in twenty-two volumes. According 
to the commentary on the Kilachakra Tautra, after Buddha's death 
" the compilers writing in three books the three vehicles (or works on 

Markham, ibid., p. 84. 
" It is  said that a native king established the seat of Government at Lhasa 

"in 617 A. D.;  that he married a Chinese princess of the Buddhist persuasion, 
"and that he sent his minister to India, who returned with the great body of truth 
"contained in the Buddhist canonical Scriptures, framed the Tibetan alphabet from 
"the Devanagari of India, and commenced the translation of the canon from Sans- 
" krit into the language of the country. Yarkham, ibid., pp. xlv, xlvi. 
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" three  fold principles), they expressed all the three truo repositories of 
" Sntra ,  of Tathagata, in his language. The PrajiiyLpPramit4 and the 
" M a n t r a s  in Sanscrit ; the several sorts of Tantras in several languages, 
" Sanscrit ,  Pracrit, Apabhransha, in that of the mountaineers, and all 
" sor t s  of mlechchhas. Accordingly all the three Vehicles (y4nam) in 
' L  T i b e t  were written in the Tibetan language."' Csoma Kiiriisi describes 
four d s e r e n t  systems of Buddhism derived from India. 

I Ma114mhyPP, a revered name in Hind6 mythology, and specially in 
t h e  S a k t i  doctrine, is also the name of the mother of Buddha, and as 
such, m n n d  it have accnmulated legendary accretions, which, in Tibet, 
h a v e  greatly predominated. The incarnation of the Grand Lamae, 
t h o u g h  i t  may a t  first appear, in ita temporal aspect, peculiar to Tibet, 
is in ita essence the widely accepted doctrine of metempsychosis in 
Hind6 mythology and philosophy. 

Besides thecircumstance of the import of Hindfi 54stras of difIerent 
periods into Tibet, its very situation in the midst of mountains and lofty 
peaks,  sources of great rivers and springs, and lakes held equally sacred 
by t h e  H i n d h  and ~ n d d h b t s ,  has, from the remotest times, rendered 
it t h e  common meeting ground of pilgrims of both faiths, not to mention 
the frequency of snch meetings between the mountaineers and the 
people of the plains bent upon mercantile errands, whereby a blending 
of the two religions became inevitable. 

The history of the missions, moreover, brings out striking proofs 
of such blending. The very first thing, a t  every stage of their journeys 
from the dl&s8 of Bhutan np to the mountain terraces, to Tashi Lhnnpo, 

! which the two envoys Bogle and Turner marked, waa the very great 
respeot paid by the people and the chiefs to the Gosains and Sannyiisis, 
the Gelongs,4and even Faqirs.6 They both in the palace of the 

I 
Lama, in the temples and monasteries, and in other places, idols and 
church services, to c o d r m  them in the belief that Tibetan Buddhism 

I was intimately connected with many important phases of medieaval and 
I 

modern Hinduism. Says Bogle " The religion of the L a w  is some- 
" how connected with that of the Hindus, and many of their deities me 

the same, the Shaster is translated into their language ; and they hold 

a Hardy's Eastern Mmachism, pp. 188-189. 
MahCm6y4. In one of the J4takas there is a legend that king Sanja became 

Snddhodana, the father of Gotama Buddha ; the queen Phusati became Mah4m4y& 
Devi, his mother. Hardy's Manual of Buddhism, p. 118, 133. 

Du& from Sanskrit dvdra, door, gate. 

I Gelong, i. e., dBe-slong, a monk. 
' Faqhs. Though applied to Muhammadan mendicants, the term is loosely 

applied to mendioants of all religions. 
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in veneration the holy places of Hindustan." In the gallery of the Teshi 1 
Lhunpo palace he ssw, among others, the image of the god of war; pro- 
bably it was that of Kbrtikeya. In speaking to him on one occasion 
on the subject of trade, the Tashi Lama said that "the Lama had t e m p l e s  
" in Benares, Gaya, somewhere in Purneah and a t  several other p laces  ; 
"that  their priests used to travel there to study the Shaster and the 
" religion of the Brahmans ; and after remaining there ten, twenty, or 
"thirty yeam, returned to Tibet communicating their knowledge to 
" their countrymen, and thereby gaining greatreputation; that a b o u t  
"eight hundred years ago Bengal waa invaded and conquered by the 
" Mussulmane, who destroyed and pillaged the temples and plundered 
"the people, so that such as escaped returned to their mountains a long  
" with some Brahmans who fled from the persecutions ; since which 
" time the iuhabjtants of Tibet have had little connection with Bengal 
" or the southern countries." In  a conversation turning specially on 
religion, the Lama pointed out the connection between his faith a n d  
that of the Brbhman, said, the Tibetans worshipped the three Hind6 
gods BrahmP, Vishnu and Siva, but not their inferior deities.1 These 
three names symbolically express the three attributes of the deity a s  
comprehended in the Vedic holy syllable Otn, but the three emblems 
O p  Hun Hoorpg which Bogle aaw on three round brms plates on the front 
of the Tashi Rabgya palace, are said to refer to Buddha, Dharma and 
Sangha. 

Turner, when speaking of the places of pilgrimage in India which 
Tibetans frequented, says " Gungasaugor (Gang6 sigara) an uninhabited ~ 
" island situated a t  the confluence of tho Ganges with the sea, and the 
" pagoda of Jnggernath (JagannBtha) on the coast of Orism, are also 
" deemedof equal sanctity." He notices also the practice of pilgrimage by 
proxy-he had heard the late Tashi Lama having by his agents pilgrimiz- 

l 
ad to KBBi, PrayBga, GangB S e a r ,  and Jaggannith Puri. Among the 1 
assemblage of gods he saw in Tibet, he mentions the Hind6 deities, 
DurgB and Kili, Gape& and KBrtikeya. H e  refers elsewhere to a 
Bhutanese Dnrgi P6j6. Thus cumulative proof is found to justify 
Tibeto-Buddhism, allowing Buddhistic and Hind6 idols to be worshipped I 

in  the same temple, as it is seen in the Bhot Mandir. 
The public services of P6ran Bir commenced, so far as records I 

show, when as a young SannyBsi, not more than perhaps twenty-five years 
old, he received from the Tashi Lama, the famous letter of mediation on I 
behalf of Depe Shidar of Bhutan, and with a single Tibetan companion 
of the name of Paima, came down the mountain heights, and " ventured 

~ 
"to  encounter the burning atmosphere of Bengal " towards the end 
of March 1774. 

Markham, ibid., pp. 72, 142. 



We see in our mind's eye this personage in his ascetic garb with 
&+$a a n d  kamandalu in his hands, and with his tiger skin flung on his 
shoulders, ushered into the saloon of our Government House, and intro- 
duced t o  t h e  first Governor-General as the holy envoy from the Grand 
Lama. He presents his credentials to him, and lays before him the Lama's 
presents, which included "talents of gold and silver, bulses of gold dust, 
and bgs  of " genuine musk." Long and searching were the inquiries 
which were made by the inquisitive Mr. Haatings, and the answers he 
received were most satisfactory and suggestive, and led to the mission of 
Mr. Bogle. When Pdran Gir accompanied Mr. Bogle on this mission, his 
services were found of immense valne, and almost indispensable a t  every 
important stage of the journey. At  Tashi Chhoijang, while the mission 
waited to receive the Lama's permission to proceed to Tibet, Chinese 
intrigue and jealousy a t  Lhasa, operating at  the Tashi Lhnnpo Court, 
threatened to cut short the progress of the deputation. The Tashi Lama 
had written letters to Mr. Eastings, to Mr. Bogle, and to P h a u  Gir, which 
were received by the Deb X j a .  In  the two former, the addressees were 
informed that " his (the Lama's) country being snbject to the Emper- 
" or  of China, whose order it is that he shall admit no Moghul, Hindu- 
" stani, Patan or Fringy, he is without remedy, and Chim being at  the 
" distance of a year's journey, prevents his writing to the Emperor, for 

1 " permission, and desires me therefore to return to Calcutta."l The com- 
munication to Pdran Gir again informed him that he (the Lama) wished 
to postpone Mr. Bogle's visit to Tibet on account of small-pox breaking 
out thore. Suspecting these to be mere pretences to cover some real 
cawe of aversion on the part of the Lama to me him, Mr. Bogle now al- 
most in despair turned towards our Gosain Pdran, and says he, "In this 
" situation all my hopes of seeing Teshu Lama were chiefly founded on 
" the Gosain. As my journey had been undertaken upon his assurances, 
" he waa engaged in honour to see it accomplished, and I endeavoured 
" to strengthen this principle by powerful motives. While he remained 
" a t  Tassisudon (Tashi Chhoijang), he could be of no sorvice, and I 
'' readily consented to his proceeding to the Lama."* 

The noble Gosain was keenly alive to a true sense of honour ; he 
was much trustled by the Lama, and his words carried weight. He ex- 
plained to him the true state of things, and disabused his mind of wrong 
impressians against the English, and a t  his suggestion the Tashi Lama 
wrote to the Dalai Lama's Minister, drawing his attention to the courtesy 
and high-mindedness of the Peringh in their dealings with the defeated 
Depa Sbidar in compliance with his request, and warning him of the 

I 

consequence of refusing permission to the admittance of the mission. 

I Markham, ibid., p. 46. ' Markham, ib id . ,  p. 46. 
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The permission wm granted and forwarded to  Mr. Bogle through t h e  
Deb K j a .  Not content with being instrumental in obtaining passports,  
he came down to meet the mission in their jonrney up, and joining t h e m  
a t  Girtnsn, conducted them at once to the Lama's Tashi Rabgya palace. 

During the whole period of Mr. Bogle's sojourn in Tibet, P G r a n  
Gir was not only his cicerone, interpreter, and adviser, but h e  was 
unremitting in his endeavours to establish a friendly disposition in the 
mind of the Tashi Lama towards the British Government, and to bring 
about that intimacy which grew up between these personages. He  w a s  
the constant referee of both on varioua matters of importance, and o f t e n  
cited by them as a witness in respect of the personal dealings of each 
relating to the mission on any points in the administrations of Tibet 
and Bengal. Bogle asking him to say how tolerant of religious matters,  
and how snccessfol in promoting security of life and property was t h e  
Government of Hastings, and the Lama inviting him to testify h o w  
peace-loving and quiet were his people, and how grateful were his senti- 
ments towards Mr. Hastings for his ready compliance with his request, 
of whom he said I' he (Mr. Hastings) has made him very happy, a n d  
"has done a very pions action. My servants (among whom was 
IL P6ran Gir) who went to Calcutta were only little men, and the kind 
'I reception they had from the Governor I consider as another mark of 
" his friendship."' 

I t  has been already stated that the contemplated second mission t o  
Tibet under Mr. Bogle in 1779 was prevented by the departure of t h e  
Tashi Lama a t  the time to Peking, and by the death of Bogle himself 
iu 1781, and that P6ran Gir Gosain had, a t  the instance of the Govern- 
ment of Bengal, accompanied the Lama to China. 

He showed his powers of observation by taking notes of every 
important event in the journey of the Lama, of his interview with the 
Emperor and of his reception. He actually wrote out a graphic account 
of all this. Who translated i t  is not known, but a translation was with 
Mr. Hastings from whom, through various channels, Mr. A. Dalrymple 
obtained it, and published i t  in the Oriental Repertory. It is most in- 
teresting and of special value in connection with the present subject, it, 
or rather its original, being the literary production of our versatile 
Gosain. Among many facts contained in it, those that should be noted 
here are :-the extraordinary veneration and esteem which the Chinese 
Emperor exhibited towards the Lama in his repeated entreaties, whereby 
he pressed him to come to China on his having at first declined to go 
there ; in the grand and expensive preparations that were made through- 
out the enti% course of a long and slow journey, and in the assiduous 

Markham, ibid., p. 136. I 
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I and respectful attentions shown him during his sojourn in Peking, 
where, on his arrival, he waa seated on the highest cushion on the 

I 
imperial throne on the right side of the Emperor; the proceedings 
of the spiritual 'initiation through the Lama's whispering of the 
mantra or sacred text into the Emperor's ear after the Hind6 fashion 
i n  t h e  presence of Changya guru ;l and the particular interview in 
whioh the  good Tashi Lama, true to his word, informed the Emperor 
t h a t  " in the country of HindhstQn, which lies on the borders of my 
6 & country,  there resides a great prince or ruler for whom I have the 
" greatest  friendship. I wish you shonld now regard him also, and if 
" yon will write him a letter of friendship and receive his in return, it 
" wil l  afford me great pleasnre, as I wish yon should be known to each 
" other,  and that a friendly communication shonld, in future, subsist 
" between you." 

The Emperor, on hearing this request from the much venerated 
Lama, replied that it was a very small one indeed, "but that this or any 
" thing else he desired, fihould be complied with. He continued to 
'' inquire of the Lama what that Prince or Governor's name was, the 
" extent of the country he ruled over and the number of forces &c." 
At this stage the Lama sent for his coufidential Phran Gir, presented 
him before his Celestial Majesty, and desired him to answer the inqui- 
ries of the Emperor regarding the Governor of Hindlistin "as  (he) 
the  writers had often been in his country. The writer " then informed 
" him that the Governor of Hindhstirn was called Mr. Hastings, that 
"the extent of the country he governed was not near equal to that 
"of China, but superior to any other he knew, and that the troops of 
"that country were upwards of three lacks of horsemen."s 

On another occasion the Lama in the presence of Phran Gir remind- 
ed the Emperor that " he had some time before mentioned to him a 
L'pr in~e  or governor of Hindhstin, called Mr. Hastings, with whom 
" he (the Lama) held strict friendship, and repeated his wish that the 

I 'I Emperor should know him and hold friendly intercourse with him also 
, '( by writing to him and receiving his friendly answers. Much more 

" was said by the Lama on this subject, to all of which the Emperor 
" replied, that he could only assure the Lama, he joined most heartily 
L L  with him in what he wished, as i t  would give him much pleasure to 

know and correspond with the Governor of Hindhstin, his friend ; and 
convince him of his sincerity, he would, if the Lama desired it, 

"cause a letter immediately to be written to the Governor in snoh 

The Chinese high priest. 
* PGran does not speak of himself in the flrst person but as 'the 'writer.' 
' Oriental Repertory, VII, pp. 145-164. 
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" terms ae the Lama should dictate, or if the Lama thought, it w o u l d  
L L  be more effectual towards establishing the friendship, he wished that 
" the letter should be in readiness when the Lama took his depar ture  
"from China, and that he shonld take i t  with him, and have the care 
L 6 ~ f  forwarding it, in such manner as he thought best, to the Governor 
"of HindbstQn. The latter mode the Lama made choice of, and expres- 
" sed much satisfaction." 

It was destined, however, that all this friendly endeavour on the 
very eve of bearing fruit should be frustrated, for the Lama was seized, 
as elsewhere stated, with small-pox, about which he had forebodings 
before he left Tashi Lhunpo, and in fact had written to the Emperor aa 
one of his apprehensions which disinclined him to go to China. Of t h i s  
disease the Lama died on the evening of the 12th November 1780 as he 
sat a t  prayer. PGran Gir, whom the Lama in his dying hour had sent fo r  
and conversed with, describes his death " t o  have been remarkably 
tranquil." 

The Emperor who, on receipt of the sad news, had come to see the  
dead body still remaining in a sitting posture through the help of 
pillows, was moved to tears.' In that position it was put into a co&, 
then into a large temple-shaped receptacle of pure gold, with an outer 
covering of copper, and was sent in great procession to Tashi Lhnnpo, 
under the charge of the departed Lama's brother, to whom t,he Emperor 
said that "he trusted to the Almighty soon to hear of his arrival there, 
'(but above all other things he would impatiently long to hear of the 
u ~ a n m ' s  regeneration," which i t  was his special request strictly to in- 
form him of. 

Fbran Gir accompanied this procession, and saw the gold cased 
earthly tenement of the Lama deposited in a mausolenm in Tashi 
Lhunpo, while the Buddha world in the north remained expectant for the 
appearance of an infant, vivified by the departed spirit of the Tashi 
Lama to be elected his successor. 

The Chinese Emperor Kuen-lung's proceedings with reference to 
the Lama closed with a letter which he addressed to the Dalai Lama, 
informing him of his death, and touchingly alluding to the foreboding 
which had at  first disinclined him to visit Chiua.8 

The affecting scene described by Pban Gir, when the Chinese Emperor was 
shedding tears at the bedside of the dying Tashi Lama, bears some resemblance 
to the great Akbar repairing with his Hakim to the house of his favourite Faiei 
the celebrated poet and scholar, when he found him breathing his last, throwing 
away his head gear as a mark of great sorrow and bitterly uttering an extemporised 
mourning verse. 

a A translation of this letter by M. Amiot, a missionary, is also published in 
the Or. Rep. vii, p. 273. Xr. Amiot had previously communicated information to 
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! 
T h e  Regentl above named as well as the minister to the late Lama 

Soipon Chenpo, in two very curious letters, conveyed to Warren Has- 
tings t h e  melancholy intelligence of the death of the Lama a t  Peking, 
expressing a t  the same time a hope for the speedy incarnation of his soul. 
I n  both these letters our PGmn Qir is often and often mentioned with 
expressions of great confidence in hie character and ability. The Soi- 
pon Chenpo writes-"From the relation of PGran Gir inform your- 
" self of those things which are past, and of those which are present, and 
'lo£ those things which are to come to pass," and the Regent after 
giving a brief account of the late Tashi Lama's visit to China and 
hie melancholy fate and funeral, s a p ,  " Poorungheer Gosein arrived 
'I here i n  the year 1193, after the departure of the Lama towards China 
" and two letters, and nine strings of pearls, &c. &c. arrived safe " * * 
" I have communicated other matters, and other things, to the faithful 
" Poornngheer by whom you will be informed of them. I n  compliance 
" with your wishes, you will permit him to remain under the shadow 
"of yonr protection, and favour him with such marks of your kindness, 
"as may enable him t o  paas his days in returning thanks for yonr good- 
" ness.9 

There is, in the last letter, tillusion in two places to some " village 
of the  Raja " in respect cf which Hastings had showh the Lama some 
favour and likewise with reference to " the certain portion of land and 
" the mahsool thereon and in settling the disputes appertaining thereto." 
It is  obvious that the allusions refer to the.encroachment on the Bhot 
B&&n to  be noticed further on. The Regent also applies for the grant, 
of a lot of land8 in the noble city of Calcutta, on the bank of the 
river." Concerning thie affair ssys he, " I  have spoken fully and 

to the Gosein Poornngheer, and he will make known to yon 
"the whole thereof, and yon will comply with my request." 

i Pfiran Gir, when he accompanied Captain Turner to Tibet, rendered 

I services in promoting the object of the mission as valuable as in the 
ewe of Mr. Bogle, and the Regent reposed in him the same confidence 

i as had been done by the deceased Tashi Lama; and thong11 the Captain 
does not, in his report and narrative, refer to him aa often as hi8 prede. 

a Paris Jonrnal of the imperial preparation for the oelebration of a ceremony on the 
seventeenth birthday of the Emperor, to  which the Pan-tchan Erteni, as he him, 
was invited. The Emperor writes in the above letter, 'I Although I am well aware 
that to c o w  and to go are but as the same thing to the Panchan Erteni, yet when I 
reflect &c." 

1 The Regent's letter has already been incidentally noticed. 

I 1 Turner, ibid., Ap., pp. 449-6156. 
8 This seems to have been a fresh request for land within the city of calcotta. 

It ie not known how it was dealt with. 
L 
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cewor did, he always speaks of him with great appreciation, calls him 
a Hind6 Goaain, a kind of religious hermit or pilgrim, and says, "Motives  
" of r e l i ~ o n s  duty, which, among the order of Goseins more specially, 
" attaches peculiar respect to every kind and degree of penance, h a v i n g  
" orcaaion~lly led Poornnaheer among the different tribes of Tartars, h e  
" had acquired, during his residence amongst them, a very competent 
'I knowledge of their manners, and of their language, which he s p o k e  
" with apparent ewe ; and by the exemplary regularity of conduct h e  
"had uniformly preserved in his intercourse with the inhabitanta of 
"these regions, I found that he had strongly recommended himself to t h e i r  
" notice, and obtained the favour of all their chiefs."L And again t h a t  
he as well as the Tibetan Pauima "were men of acute understanding 
" and ready information, and from them much knowledge was collected 
"both of the country from which they came, and of the way which l e d  
" to it." 

It was a grand and momentous occasion when the Bengrtl Mission 
arrived in Tibet. It was the ~ l e b r a t i o n  of a festival on the Tashi 
Lama's (a Boddhisatwa) having sacrificed his Buddhahood for the 
behoof of his devotees and reappeared in the flesh. There was a mighty 
stir and flutter throughout the Buddha domains, extending on the 
one hand to China and Tartarg, and on the other to Bhutan, Sikkim 
and Nepal. Magnificent preparations, calculated to produce a specta- 
cular effect, were made to remove the infant Lama from his house in the 
Painon valley to the monastery of Therpaling for his training. Turner 
sought, through the mediation of P6mn Gir, to obtain for him admittance 
into the arena of the imposing ceremony, but the assiduous Goaain failed 
in his endeavour. Chinese jealonsy of strangers was apprehended, and the 
Regent's and Soipon Chenpo's conversation on a former occasion ex- 
plained this, when tbey cited P6ran Gir as witness to '' the anxiety they 
"had laboured under, in contriving to conduct " the Capt,ain to Tashi 
Lhunpo. Captain Turner was perfectly satisfied as to the genuineness 
of this dread of Chinese influence, though this nation deify the Lama. 
He  says in the recital of their embarrassments, "though they are averse 

to own any immediate dependance upon the Chinese, I could plainly 
L'trace the greatest awe of the Emperor of China, of his officers 

stationed a t  the court of Lassz styled Umbas, es well as of the Jasoos, 
and the Raja of that place, Gesub Rimbochaya who had usurped even, 

' Tnrner ; ibid., p. 98, note. 
Properly Gyetshab Rinpochhe (also oslled Sadag for which Tnrner finds no exact - - - 

English equivalent, but BnppOseS it to mean Prime minister and something more, 
i b i d . ,  p. 245) is a temporal sovereign who, during the minority of the Dalai Lama 
at Lhasa, presides as the Regent. As this minority is of frequent occurrence, the 



"from the hands of the Dalai Lama, the greatest portion of his te~n-  
" poral power." 

The Regent and the minister, however, soon after the retirement of 
the Chinese troops and officers, who had been sent by the Emperor to escort 
the in fan t  Lama to the monastery, allowed Captain Turner to obtain, 
through the Gosain's endeavour, a ready compliance with such requests 
ae he made from time to time. He was admitted into the monasteries, 
and allowed to enter the mausoleum of the late Tashi Lama, the structure, 
adornments, and richeu of which, and the ceremonies in which, he des- 
cribes with great circumstantiality. He saw depicted, upon the pedestal, 
t h e  imperial Chinese dragon--a conspicuous indication of the suzerainty 
of t h i s  nation. Under the portico of the maneoleurn, aat a priest reading 
8 book1 with the greatest attention, indserent to what waa going around ; 
there  were others to relieve him, it being their duty to pray perpetually 
npon the same spot, and keep alive the sacrod fire4 that burns before 
the shrine. The departed Taehi Lama, whose corpse cased in gold was 
deposited a t  the brae of the pyramidal tomb, in an upright sitting 
devotional attitude, was represented on the top in an effigy of gold. 
P d r a n  Gir Gosain and others " prostrated themselves nine times with 
devout humility." The Captain saw also every religious edifice adorned 
with the head of the lion evincing the Tibetan veueration for the 
animal. 

Towards the commencement of December, when, on the retnrn 
journey, the deputation came to the foot of the hill on which was 
situated the Tharpaling monastery already noticed, in which the infant 
Lama, then eighteen months old had been lodged for education, Captain 
Turner was allowed to visit this Lama, whom he found seated in great 
form npon his throne with his parents on each side. The child tnrned 1 towards a crowd of visitors that came to worship him, " and received 
them all with s, cheerful look of complacency." The father, among 

I 
I 
I 

other things said, that the Lama rose earlier than usual, " because the 
English gentlemen were arrived, and he could not sleep." "During 
the time we were in the room," says the Captain, " I observed that 
" the Lama's eyes were scarcely ever turned from ne, and when our 
" cups were empty of tea, he appeared uneaay, * * until 
"they were filled again. He took some burnt sugar ont of a golden cup, 

. Qesab in fact is considered as the real sovereign, the Dalai on coming to years of 
maturity often tries to shake off the control of the ambitions Qesabs, bnt the latter 
snooeed by foul means to retain power. 

Like the reading of the C h d i  in the Hind6 ehrinee ; but the Tibetan practice 1 of unremitting mitation ie nniqne. 
a The preservation of the eaared fire ia another old Hind6 religiow practice 

adopted by the Tibetans. 
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"containing some confectionary, and, stretching out his arm, made a, 
" motion to his attendant, to give them to me. * * # 

" I found myself, though visiting an infant, nnder the necessity of 
'' saying something ; for i t  was hinted to me, that notwithstanding 
"he is unable to reply, it is not to be inferred that he cannot  un-  
"derstand." He, the Captain, then made a brief speech, beg inn ing  
with an allusion to his (the Lama's) death in China and happy regenem-  
tion, and to the joy of the Governor-General at  this last auspicious 
event, and ending with a request for an extensive commnnication be tween  
hie votaries and the dependants of the British Nation. "The little 
creature turned," writes Captain Turner, " looking stedfastly towards  
" me, with the appearance of much attention while I spoke, and nodded  
'' with repeated but slow movements of the head, as though he nnder-  

stood and approved every word, but could not utter a reply. f 

"His whole attention was directed to us ;  he was silent and sedate, 
"never once looking towards his parents ; * * * his be- 
" haviour, on this occasion, appeared perfectly natural and spontaneous, 

and not directed by any external action, or sign of authority. * * 
He made the most expressive signs, and condncted himself with asto- 
nishing dignity and decorum. * * He had an animated expres- 

'' sion of countenance ; altogether, I thought him one of the handsomest 
"ohildren I had ever seen." When a watch on another visit wrss 
presented to him, " he admired it, but with gravity and without any  

childish emotion."' 
The work pedormed by Pfiran a i r ,  when he himself as envoy of 

the Governor-General presented himself before the Regent of the minor 
T ~ h i  Lama, has already been briefly noticed. In his journey through 
Bhubn, he received from the subjects of the Deb Rdja the most ample 
and voluntary aasistance to the frontier of his territory, and experienced 
upon the borders of Tibet such an unnsually inclement weather by a 
heavy fall of snow as to leave him no doubt of his falling a victim to it, 
but an early change taking place, the party were enabled to advance. 
The mission reached Tashi Lhunpo on the 8th May, and P6ran Gir 
immediately presented himself a t  the Dnrbar of the Chanjo Knsho, 
Panchhen Ertini Nomankhan, and explained the object of his mission 
which was the same as the previous ones. The Gosain received a most 
favomble reception, as due to one in whom the late Lama, the Regent 
himself and the Governor-General of India reposed the utmost con- 
fidence and whom the people of Tibet and Bhutan venerated. He was 
introduced into the @rden, where the young Lamag waa then taking 

'. Tnmer, aid., p. 334-36. 
2 Then within his fourth ye=. 
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his recreation, attended by the Regent, his parents and others. Here 
he made h i s  prostration, and showed other marks of veneration. Tlle 
despatches were broken open by the Lama, who examined every article 
of the  present brought to him, and regarded the Gosain with a very 
kind and significant look, talked to him in the Tibetan language, and 
gave h i s  dismissal by laying his hand upon his head which he had 
previously uncovered for the purpose. 

P6mn Gir witnessed one of the grandest and most imposing cere- 
I monies in Tibet, which was the removal of the child ~ a m a  from the 

T h a r p l i n g  monastery to that of Tashi Lhunpo, and his installation there 
on t h e  throne of his predecessors. Here he saw ambassadors from 
China, the Dalai Lama himself from Lhasa, and deputies from many 
other  countries, accompanied by numerous trains of attendants and 
officers, swelled by an unprecedented crowd of people whose devotion 
or  t h e  pleasure of sight-seeing had drawn thither, and he beheld with 
wonderment arrangements which were conducive to pomp and parade, 
grandeur and magnificence. 

The Gosain had frequent interviews with the Regent and the 
Tibetan authorities a t  Tashi Lhunpo, who all assared him of their desire 
to encourage the commercial intercourse established under the auspices 
of the  late Governor-General, and of the respect they entertained for 
the  integrity of the character of the English nation, of which they 
h a d  been convinced by intercourse with the agents of Warren Hastings, 
specially as the Regent said that " the views of the English tended to 
" no scheme of ambition, but were confined merely to objects of utility 

I " and curiosity." 
I 

With P6ran Gir's mission in 1785 ended the statesmanly and most ~ wisely concerted proceedings of the first Governor-General of India, 
to open friendly and commercial relations between the Tibetan, Bhutan- 

1 ese and other Himalayan states and Central Asian regions on the one 

I side, and the British Government and its subjects on the other-relations 
which received a rude shock under the aovernment of Lord Cornwallis, 
when he failed to realise the importance ,of promptitude of action in 
protecting the Tashi Lama's realm from the unprovoked and wenton 
invasion by the Gurkhkli dynasty of Nepal, in 179.2. The tardy 
measures which led to " the despatch of Captain Kirkpatrick, followed 
too late after the Chinese General Sand Po had vindicated the hol~our of 
the Tashi Lama, and curbed the ambitious chief of Nepal by a crushing 
defeat of his army." 

It will now be seen that while the establishment of Bhof Bigin 
and the despatch of the Tibet missions owe their origin remotely to the 
Gurkha invasion of Sikkim, followed by the Bhutanese invasion of 
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Kuch Behar, in 1769, and the meeterly and conciliatory policy of 
Warren Ha~t ings  ; and proximately to the mysterious doctrine of Lama 
metempsychosis and the zealous and faithful service of a Sivite S a n n y h i  ; 
the most audacious Gnrkhili invaeion above alluded to, culminat ing 
in the sack of Tashi Lhunpo and the flight to Lhasa of the same Tashi 
Lama who as an infant had received the Turner and the Gosain 
missions, as well as the foresightless and the masterly inactive policy 
of the Cornwallis rule, are to be regarded as immediate causes of t h e  
final closure of the gates for British officials to the Ois- and Trans-nivear 
states. It was also within a short while subsequent to those even ts  
that in the Bh* Bigin the brave Gosain met his death a t  the handa  
of robbers, the sequel of the narrative will show. The Gurkha inva-  
sions, therefore, of 1769 and 1792, should be remembered as the two 
mile-stones oE very important occurrences in the history of Brit ish 
India. 

The important features of the extraordinary character of Phan 
Gir, the co-assignee of the Tashi Lama, have been gleaned from t h e  
history of the missions to Tibet. He possessed remarkable intelligence 
and wisdom, a fund of inexhanstible energy, a mastery of many lan- 
guages including Tibetan and Mongolian, a wide range of experience 
acquired by travel in and out of India, a practical insight into all the  
commercial relations of Asia of which Tibet formed the heart, and enjoyed 
and deserved a reputation for piety and integrity which made him t h e  
trusted agent of the Tashi Lhunpo authorities and the Bengal Government 

Of the personal history of this remarkable and extraordinary. 
SannyLi, unfortunately there exists no record; whatever was known 
of him, has, like that of most of our illustrious countrymen, passed into 
oblivion. It is a happy thing that so many particulars and incidents 
connected with his public life and snch abundant testimony to his 
character, capacity and comprehensive knowledge of the important 
affairs of the time, have been preserved in the pages of Markham's 
" Narrative of the Mission of George Bogle to Tibet "--a narrative the 
materials of which were traced by the author in the possession of 
private individuals, and were not found in the public records of Govern- 
ment ; and in the Reports of Captain Turner as well as of the Gosain 
himself. The statement of the Gosain was taken down by Turner and 
submitted to the Governor-General Macpherson, and this forms an 
annexure of the Report. But even snch information as is here given 
from these works is of a meagre character, and is so promiscuously 
scattered rather as digressive matter that it had to be collected with 
great circumspection. 

Among the papers which were kindly delivered to me by Umrao 



Gir, the present Mahanta of Bhot BigBn, is, as alrerrdy stated, a pnssport'l 
in Tibetan, which had been given to PGran Gir by the Tashi Lama for his 
pilgrimage to the celebrated sacred T~ake of Mans Sarovara, the source 
of the Sntlej, 800 miles from Lhaaa. This document shows what great 
regard and respect the Lama had for our Gosain, for whose comfort 
and convenience most minute injunctions were given in it. A facsimile 
of the text (see Plate 11) with a tranilation by BabG Sarat Chndra  Dbs 
is annexed. 

Some particnlars about the Qossin have been gathered from the 
statements of the said Mahanta. According to him Pfiran was a B d h -  
mags by caste, though as a Dandia he had caat off his sacrificial thread. 
His title Cfir (or Qiri) sbows he was a follower of Sankadchbrya's teach- 
ingsand one of the Daianiimi dun& and must have been initiated a t  the 
Jyoa' math. In  the passport the Tashi Lama describes him aa an 
Achlrya. He was a young man when he went to Tibet as a pilgrim, he 
had fair features, and was tall, strong and sinewy. Hi€ usual dress consist- 
ed of the Sannybi's kaupina, with a short red ochre-dyed piece of cloth 
wrapped round his loins, and a tiger skin thrown over his shoulders, but 
on certain public occasions he wore a kind of toga, and covered his head 
with a turban. He was also a good rider, as testified to by Messrs. 
Bogle and Turner, with whom he rode races on the 'Himalayan plateau. 
His  habits were simple and his heart pure, he took a single spare meal, 
and cooked his own food consisting of rice and vegetables only. He 
never ate before feeding his guests. Pions men of all sects frequented 
his monastery, and many of them lodged there. He used to  be entrn~ted 
with valuable commodities, chiefly gold, for sale in Bengal, and he had 
a Concern of his own also, but he never amassed any fortune, which he 
could easily have done, but he bestowed what he gained in large and 
open-handed charities. It was the special wish of the Lama that in the 

The passport granted to P6ran Gir by the Taahi Lama, from Tsshi Lhnnpo, may 
be compared with the one granted by the Dalai Lama, from Lhasa, to an Armenian 
in 1688, published with a translation by Csoma de Koros in the 2nd volume of this 
Jonmal. Thongh indeed they are for dSerent purposes. I t  may be here stated 
in passing that the seal attaahed to P h n  Gir's passport is the oval signet seal of the 
Tmhi Lama, and that on the Armenian's passport is a square seal of the Dalai Lama. 

I ~f the engraving in the latter had been shown, there would have been an opportunity 
of comparing it with tbe seals on the Persian sanads given to P h n  Qir. PGran 

\ Gir is described in the passport as an A c h h a .  
Dandf, lit .  one who carries a dnnda in his hand. Thongh this term applies 

generally to a mendicant carrying a staff, it is the peonliar appellation of a mendi. 
cant of that partionlar order which follows the teachings of S'ankar&chhrya. 

Kaufina ia a strip of 010th worn crosswise between the thighs to cover the 

privities. 
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Bhot BBgln monastery Tibetans, who resorted to places of pilgrimage 
in Bellgal and its neighbonrhood, should meet with Phran Gir's hospi- 
tability. Captain Turner himself gives an instance of a tall, emaciated 
Sannyhsi pilgrim from Tibet, whom he met in the streets of Calcutta,  
introduced to the Governor-General, and made over to PGran Gir to be 
lodged in the Bhot B k 4 n  during. the period of his sojourn in Bengel.  
Mr. Dalrymple also, as alluded to elsewhere, testifies to such facts by 
his personal knowledge. 

In speaking of PGran Gir's last mission it has already been s t a t e d  
that he returned to Bengal after its successfnl prosecution. Capt.ain 
Turner, in his most valuable memorandum of information, which he 
gathered from the Gosain and which he eubmitted to Mr. Macpherson 
on the 6th February 1786, draws among other things, the attention of 
the Governor-General to the important facts which he ascertained with  
infinite satisfaction from the Gosain and says " I learn from the reports 

of Poorungheer, the flourishing state of the lately projected scheme of 
"trade ; to promote which, he assures me, not anything has been want- 
" ing in facility of intercourse ; that the adventurers, who had invested 
" their property, had experienced perfect security in conducting their 
'1 commerce, had carried their articles to an exceeding good market, and 
'' fonnd the rate of exchange materially in their favour."l 

When Phran Gir was away in Tibet on the Government service, he 
had left the Bhot BBgBn inaharge of his cheld or disciple Daljit Gir, 
but when he returned with despatches from the Taahi Lama, he fonnd 
to his mortification that a portion of his, or the Lama's, property on the 
bangs of the river had been invaded and taker) possession of by a 
Zamindhr. On the subject of this encroachment, the good Captain 
Turner thus put in a paragraph in the memorandum alluded to :--'I the 
" little territory his adopted chela was left in charge of, having during 
$1 hie absence been violently invaded by Raaj Chund, a neighbonring 
'1 Zemeendar, and to the amount of 50 begae forcibly taken out of his 
" hands. Prevailed on by his earnest and repeated solicitation, I am 
" induced to say for him, that in your justice and favour are his only 
11 hopes of relief from his embarassments, and he humbly asks your pro- 
11 tection iu restoring and securing him in the possession of his invaded 
61 rights. The liberty of this intercession, I am confident to think, would 

be forgiven, were it not in favour of one who has rendered various 
16 services to this Government ; but though of trivial importance, 
( 6  it affords also an authentic instance, of the encroaching disposition of 
61 inferior zemeendars. Yet another circumstance, it may not be improper 

to point out ; that the ground alluded to, is a part of the land situated 
Turner, ibi'd., p. 433. 
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o n  the western bank of the river, opposite to Calcutt~, which wae 
" formerly granted, under a sunnud of thie Government to Teshoo ~ a k ,  
" for the foundation of a place of worship, and as a resort for those 
" pilgrims of his nation, who might oaoae iody  make visits to the 
" consecratad Ganges."' 

I t  will be remembered that in one of the s a d  dregdy described, 
dated 11th Febrnsry 1783, a portion of the 50 bighbs of land, thereby 
granted to Phran Gir or the Lama, is  stated to be situated within the 
property of BBjchsnd RBi. Now in the absence of PGran from hie math, 
this Rhjchand, believing perhaps he was dead and not recognising the 
t i t le  of his ohel. to the property, seized not only the portion of land 
which no doubt had been purchaeed of him or his brother RBmlochan, 
b u t  the other portions which, together with it, made up the 50 bighh 
mentioned in the aanad. It does not appear what wae the result of 
Captain Turner's medidion for the metoration of the land ; probably 
P b n  regained possession of it. 

Our P b m  Cfir  Goeain, now between 1785 and 1786, settled down 
for good in his demesne, which, in his time, it is said, was e rc ldve ly  
and rigidly devoted to the purposes intended by the Lams. They were 
both religions and secular, that is, the encouragement of the Tibeto- 
Buddhist religion and the promotion of the interests of the Tibeto-Bengal 
kade. His little territory had numerous cottages all around for the 
accommodation of pilgrims and traders from Tibet, and he divided his 
time between .devotion and the carrying out of mercantile projects, 
which latter, so far as he was concerned, he advanced to enable him 
to perform those acts of piety and charity, in which the Lama, his patron, 
and he took supreme pleasure. 

H e  is said to have understood the eeoterio principles of the B'hkta 
T a n h a  as well ae those which, perhaps in a modzed form, found their 
way into Tibet or were of indigenous origin there, and he adopted the 
ideas of the Vedhnta philosophy, ae represented in gaivaism by Sanka- 
r&h&rya, to the Udri branch of whose school he belonged. He, 
moreover, was constituted an went  to conduct mercantile transrtc- 
t iom in which regnlsr traders as well as pilgrim from Tibet and 
Bhutan participated. With reference to the latte'r it is stated by Mr. 
Bogie d Turner, that SannyLis used to be entrusted with "articlea 
of greet value but of little bulk and weight." Hk principal agency 
bminess was directed to help the traders or their people in disposing 
of their wares and making purchaees. The principal commodities, 

Turner, ibid., pp. 431, 432. 
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which people from the various regione used to bring, were gold d ~ t l  
in  bambG barrels, musk, h. ; and the goods they carried back to their 
countries consisted chiefly of cotton, Maldah cloth, broad-cloth, epicee,  
eandalwood, indigo, amber, and various miacellaneons articles, e u c h  rte 
knives, snuff boxes, &c. 

For about a decade since hia final return from Tibet, PGran Gir 
Goaain lived happily, piously and nsefnlly in the Bhot ~ h g h n ,  e n j o y i n g  
the pious veneration of all people who came into oontact with him, and 
the high eeteem and regard of the Bengal Government. The Governor- 
General, i t  is Baid, used to vieit him a t  times in his math. 

But a terrible catastrophe soon happened which cut short h is  ex- 
traordinary career and the happy and nsefnl life he waa enjoying u n d e r  
almost the very shadow of the Government House. The fame of Bhot 
BBghn, as a store-house of the riohest gold, had spread far and wide. 
Dakoities, whioh in their terrible aspect, formed the sequel of the great 
famine known to our countrymen as the rruamwantara of '76, were t h e n  
the order of the day. The ranks of the dakoitss were also swelled by 
roving bands of mnnyhis, who in the guise of mendicants traversed dif- 
ferent countries, and lost no opportunities of ravaging and plundering 
them. The official correspondence of the time is rife with statemerife 
regarding them, and projects for their suppression. It will be remem- 
bered that, in the treaty with the Deb R6ja already noticed, there is 
an extradition clause regarding these sannyhsis. 

On an unlucky night a gang of dakoits, whether dakoifs or hypo- 
orite sannyhis who had perhaps experienced the hospitality of the 
Bhot Bhgbn, it is not known, burst within its precincts and sacrilegi- 
onsly entered the math with the intention of pliindering i t  ; but our 
d a n t  Gosain, it is said, snatched a sword, kept the robbers a t  bay 
by its dexterous we, fought for a short while, and a t  1wt was over- 
powered and fell senseless, pierced with the thrust of a sarki or bamb6 
epear. The robbere took no further notice of him, and swept clean 
the temple and dwelling of whatever valuables could be found therein, 
and decamped as quickly aa possible. The news of this calamity waa 
promptly conveyed to the Governor-General, who lost no time to send 
a surgeon to help the poor Gosain, and if possible to bring him round, 
but a11 the arts of the physician were of no avail, and the viotim of 
violence and perhapa treachery and ingratitude, after lingering for 
about thirty-eeven hours, breathed his laet, nnfavonmbly commenting 
no doubt on his own statement to the Tashi Lama and Regent aa 

It in said a mama of gold dnet need to oome from Tibet every year. Thin 
quantity at the rate of 16 Ba. a told would be worth 61,200 Bs. 

Deooite, properly qdkait, i. e., robbera. 



1 to t h e  undisturbed security of life and property under the British rkj 
at t h a t  time. This occurred most probably in the early part of 1795, the 
date of the consecration of the tomb being the 23rd Vaidkha of 1202, 
3rd May 1795. At  this time his age is said to have been not less 
t h a n  fifty years, a statement which harmonises with the fact, which 
Mr. Bogle has incidentally noticed in his narrative, that P h n  a-ir, when 
he first mw him, that is in 1774, was a young man. 

Thus ended the life of the great Pliran Cfir Closain, the Bhot Bdghn 
mahmt, the linguist, traveller, religionist, and merchant, the first and the 
on ly  ambassador of the Tashi Lama sent to Bengal, the guide and material 
helper of the British missions to Tibet, the companion of the Lama in his 
journey to China, where in the court of Peking he stood before the Em- 
peror, and perhaps in Chinese described to him the grandeur of the Rdj 
of Hindhthn ruled by a great king of the name of Haatings Sahib who 
was solicitous to open a friendly and commercial intercourse between 
Bengal and Tibet and his empire, and lastly, the man who exhibited 
such strong and repeated instances of his ability, intelligence, intrepe- 
dity and faithfulness as to be appointed, by that keen-sighted statesman 
Warren Hastinge, the sole envoy accredited to the court of Tashi 
Lhunpo in 1785. 

One may be excused in indulging a hope that had this Gosain's 
life been prolonged, he would no doubt have succeeded, with officers 
of the style of Bogle, Turner and Hodgson, to open that desirable com- 
mercial intercourse between the Himalayan states generally, and spe- 
cially the commerce-promoting, peace-loving and peace and knowledge- 
seeking Tibet, on the one hand, and the Indian provinces on the other, 

1 and saved that trouble, expense, and waste of energy which our Govern- 
ment, under one policy or other, is, up to this time, undergoing to attain 
that great object 

Daljit Gir Gosain mahant, the chel6 and successor of PGran Gir, 
formally reported the melancholy news of his death to the Government. 

I Sharp waa the enquiry and quick the vindication of justice that follow- 
ed :-four dakoits expiated their guilt on the gallows, erected in the 
Bhot BLgLn itself. 

The pious Daljit lost no time in performing the funeral rites of 
his guru or spiritual teacher, whose corpse was laid in a coffin in a sitting 
posture, as was the case with the Tashi Lama's dead body, and interred 
in a place behind the main portion of the math. A samkdhi stambha 
or tomb was raised over the grave with the already mentioned inscrip- 
tion in the BengBli language and character, end the structure was 
crowned a t  the top with the phallus emblem of MahSdeva, into whose 
spirit, aa the inscription describes, that of P b a n  Qir was absorbed. In  
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order to carry the account of B h 4  B&4n and W m n  Gir Bhot mahanta ,  
down to the preeent time, I should ssy in passing, that the Lama,  of 
rather the Regent, had requested Captain Turner to take with him to 
Bengal the old Snk Deo (Sukha Deva) Gomin, who waa afra id  to 
travel through Bhutan with his wealth accnmulated by his forty yea.raY 
mercantile journeys over wriona distant countries reaching to Siberia 
on the north. This old Gosain is said to have lived for a short time in 
the Bhot Bhg4n monastery. 

After Pbl-an Qir's death, his eucceseor Daljit Gir continued fo be 
the head of the math for nearly forty-three years, aa his death irs 
recorded on the said tomb to have happened on the 6th M4gha 1243 
B. 5. His place was taken by K4li Gir Mahanta, who built one of t h e  
Biva temples in the vicinity of the math previously noticed, on the 15th 
#4wina 1 2 a  B. S., and died on the 2nd Vaishkha 1264 B. S. One of 
the two present1 Mahantas, Bil6e Gir Qossin, having consecrated the 
mid temple in the month of Vai44kha 1265 B. S., was installed on t h e  
gaddl of the math. There wlba some litigation between him and another 
Qosain, named Umrslo Gir, who, having established hie claim, haa be- 
come au associate Mahanta with equal rights and privileges. 

The Bhot BBg4n has gradually lost its primitive character; for  
a long time since the murder of Phmn Gir, and the plunder of the math, 
the place became notorious as  a nest of robbers and wicked people ; 
guest houses fell into ruins, and hospitality and charity died away, a 
mere mummery of unmeaning p6ja has been kept up, the lande have 
been leased away piecemeal in lnaurzisi and muparrad tenure, and 
nothing but the math now remaim, enshrining grotesque and even 
obscene figures of Hind6 and Tibeto-Buddhistic mythology, a solitary 
monument of the genius and policy of the first Governor-General of 
India, of the piety of the Tashi Lama, and of the Tibeto-Bengal trade 
which flourished centuries ago, and was restored, though in a stifled 
form, a century ago. 

Before concluding this paper I am tempted to point to certain facts 
and make some observations, which the account of Bhot B4g4n and the 
s t o q  of P6mn Qir Gosain suggest. I n  the first place, the history of 
the missions connected with these accounts unfolds the fact that Tibet, 
from time immemorial, has been the resort of merchanh. 

Tibet, in the days of Warren Hastings, waa little known except to 
readers of the rare w o r h  containing accounts of the traveller8 and 
Cspuchin Missionaries, whom curiosity, love of knowledge, or religious 

' B i l h  Cfir Mehanta, who had been suffering from a lingering disease for 
Borne time, expired on the 28th February 1889, and was duly buried by hie wemiate 
Urnrho Gir Gosain, who has now become the sole mahanta of the math. 



zeal  impelled to visit that plaoe, and it is said by his faithful Boswell, 
Qleig, that he prepared himself by a study of some of these books to 
give  proper instructions to the first mission nnder Mr. Bogle, as to how 
he shonld proceed, and what he should do. With an eagle's glanoe he 
ascertained what wealth the bleak regions on the mmmits of the lofty 
HimBlaya could yield, and through hie missions completed hie know- 
ledge of the trade and commerce, and of the most curious hiewrchical 
form of government existing in the world that, with the aid of roligion, 
minimises the dangers of an elective monarchy. HiEl grand policy wlls 
h tap, by a really sincere and friendly method, the vast productive 
resources of that region, to link the trade of Bengal with those com- 
mercial arteries, which from Tibet aa their heart, ramify down the 
Himalayan slopes, and extend to China and Scythia, and confines of 
Siberia; and well did he, with his reputed sagacity for selection, choose 
his officers, not despising the mendicantGosain P6ran Gir to make one of 
hi8 ambwsadors. He moved step by step, understood the difficulties of 
his friend, the Taahi Lama, inspired though the latter was with a natural 
and sincere desire to promote Tibeto-Bengal trade, in the face of Chinese 
opposition. He understood the people he was dealing with, an nn- 
ambitions, peace-loving, peace-seeking race, bent upon promoting com- 
mercial prosperity, and in spite of repeated attempts by interested 
monopolisera and prejudiced Chinese, embracing Europeans with open 
arm~l, who by their learning, sincerity and ways of dealing captivated 
their h d s .  

Great and most powerful are the ties which bind Tibet to Bengal ; 
I the religions associations, the traditions and remembrance of ancient 
1 commercial internurse should attract the Tibetans to our country. If 

the policy of the first administrator of India had been only continuous, 
our Government could, by this time, have enjoyed its best results. 
A sensitive people like the Tibetans, where a disturbing object is 

I 
rightly or wrongly apprehended, shrinks from contxt, as the tortoise 
draws in its limbs nnder a similar instinctivo fear. A statesmanship 
with tact, caution, delicacy ahd foresight, and guided by a knowledge 
of the political history, religion and customs of the country, cannot but 
serve to restore the old policy of the last century. Nor at  times 
should native agency, about which Bogle and Hodgson say much, be 
despised. Even if sannyhi agency be sought, there would be no difficulty 
perhaps to find men who, though not equal to PGrm Gir and Phran 
Pnri,' may be their not undeserving followers. We lately saw sannyhis, 

l Pnran P M .  Turner saw him in 1783 in the streets of Calcutta riding upon 
I Tangan horse from Bhutan. He was then forty ywrs of age. Two Gosains attended 

him and assisted him in mounting and alighting from his horse, for his handa were 



I 

I 
! 
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learned in the Shstras, with an nnqnenching thirst for knowledge, in 
their mendicant dreee, and with matted hair, orating cleverly in E n g l i s h  
in the midst of a large audience a t  the Toun Hall, and a t  other pltaoes. 

And cannot Bhot Bdgdn or any other place .be utilieed to draw 
the affections of the Lama towards Bengal ? 

I cannot resist the temptation of quoting here a kind of peroration 
and prayer of Mr. Bogle. 

'I Farewell ye honest and simple people ! .May ye long enjoy t h a t  
happiness which is denied to more polished nations, and while t h e y  
are engaged in the endless pursuits of avarice and ambition, defended 
by your barren mountains, may ye continue to live in peace and content- 
ment, and know no want but those of nature." And who wonld n o t  
say Amen ! 

sunad, No. 1.1 

Square 

Seal. 

Square 1 :;; 1 

immovably fixed over his head with the fingers locked into eaoh other. " The air- 
" oulatiod of blood seemed to have forsaken his arms, they were withered, void of 

sensation and inflexible," but he assured the Captain that he wonld reoover their 
use in the following year when his penance would end. He is said to have been e 
Panj6bi of the Kehatriya caste, he started "by crossing the Peninsula of India, 
" through Gnzerat ; he then passed by Surat to Busaora, and thence to Constanti- 
" nople, from Turkey he went to Ispahan ; and sojourned so long among the different 
" Persian tribes, as to obtain a considerable knowledge of their language, in which 
a he oonversed with tolerable ease. In  his passage thence towards Enssia, he fell in 
"with the Knssauce (hordes of Cossaoks) upon the borders of the Caspian Sea, 
"where he narrowly escaped being condemned to perpetual slavery : at  length hb 
" was sdered to pass on, and reached Moscow ; he then travelled along the nor- 
" thern boundary of the Russian empire. and through Siberia arrived at  Pekin in 
"China, from whence he came through Tibet, by the way of Teshoo Loomboo 
I' and Nipal, down to Calcutta." Tnmer, ibid., p. 271. 

Of the two square seals on Sands  I end 11, the red seal is larger than the 
black one. The former, which is the Grand Lama's seal, contains a legend, in three 

u 
perpendicular linee, in Lantshan (Nkari) characters, the exterior ones beings n (man- rn 



No. 2, Sqnare 
red 

8eal. 
Square 

gala), the medial, an illegible monogram. The latter is the Conrt seal of the Tmhi 
Lama, oontaining an illegible legend in two perpendicular lines, in the eqnare form 
of the nnaient Mongolian o h w t e r ,  called the Yugar, wed in Mongolis in the 11th 
and 12th centuries A. D. In the upper margin of the red s d  i a  inserted the sign of 
the lingom, in that of the b h k  s d  the mark W. 
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No. 3. 

Black ovd. 

rt 
Government. 

Two figures of the Engli~h dadate are torn away. 



at Bhot Bdgan in Howrah. 

&ha u ~ ? f i ~  V V A  &u a+ Pajlf~ ~ ' k  " 

'J,Yl 2,'" >@ t.~il" ,jJp A'& 1 1 A, ri. 8SL.l sb 

m.\.=u.'jdl!,u,J+r*A 

[N. B. This seal bears the autograph signature of Warren Hasting& 
on the l e f t  of the.seal.1 

NO. 4. Rlack oval 

eeal of English 
Government. 
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Translation of Sawd I, 

Know ye, the Mutagaddis of affairs, for the present and future times, 
Chaudharis, Qbnbngos, Ta'aluqdhrs, .tenants and cultivators of Dari 
BBrbakphr, eft., in parganah Boro etc., sarkir Satghon, appertaining 60 
chaklah Hughli, in the g6bah of Bengal, the Paradise of countries, l[that 
100 bigahs and 8 biswahs of cultivated land, out of which 66 bigahs are 
situated in manza' Dari Bhrbakphr, parganah Boro, and 34 bigahs and 
8 biswahs in rnauss' Ghusari, parganah PBikBn,] and all collectively 
situated on the bank of the Ganges, are rent-free granted to s[Phrangir 
Gosain], the store of wisdom and prudence, the head of the unpretending 
seekers of truth, and the Bource of perfect righteousness, in consideration 
of his rigliteousness aud devotion to truth, for the purpose of erecting a 
temple and planting a garden, from the beginning of the Bengali year  
8[1185]. I t  is desired that ih erecting a temple and planting a garden 
on the land, he should possess and enjoy the same. Yon must know the 
said land to be free of rent ; you shall not receive the rent thereof, shall 
not in any way inkfs re ,  and shall not demand any new sanad. You are 
to know that in this matter strict observwoe is required. 

8[Dated the 12th June 1778 English, oorresponding to the 1st 
AsBrh 1185 Bangili and 16th of the lunar month Jamidi-I-Awal of the 
20th year of the .reign]. 

Sanad I1 is identical with Sanad I in every respect, excepting the 
two portions, marked' and3 in brackets, which run as follows : 

'[that 50 bigahs af aultivated land i n  the said ma-' BBrbakpGr, 
out of which 9 bigehs and 7 biswahs are on the property of MahBrBjah 
Nabkish, 29 bigahs in that of Rijah RBi Chand RBi, and 11 bigahs and 
13 biswhs in that of RBjah $am Lachaul. 

3[Dated tlie l l t h  ...... 17 ... E~glisb,  corresponding to the 2nd 
of PBlgun 1189 Bangili]. 

Sawd 111 identical w&b h n a d  I in rarary respect, excepting the 
portion markeda in brackets, which runs as follows : 

4[t0 Teshi lAmah Paachan Ardani Bakdeo f anchan]. 

Snnad IV is identical with Sanad 11, but eontains the pol*tion, 
marked% in brackets, as given in Sanad 111. The date, which is muti- 
lated in Sanad TI, is perfect ig +hie ISauad, end runs as follows : 

B[Dated the l l t h  Feb,rwry i788 English, ~~r respondiag  to the 2nd 
of FQlgun 1189 BangBli]. 
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Literal translation of the Lam-yig or passport from Tmhi Lhunpo. 

To-the districts of NarthaA, Gya-chhvh, Ro-dsoh, Phuii-tshog-liii, 
Lhar- tee ,  Ramriii and the Lama of Neriil. Take notice-that one of 
the servants of this (Qovernment) Xchhrya Punagiri with three atten- 
dants proceeds to make ablution in the lake Mapham (Mansamwara) 
and to walk ronnd it. In  the above mentioned places, (the party) 
shou ld  be provided with fuels, earthen ware, &c,  cooking utensile, 
ponies,  cook servants, &c., other necessaries when required, during morn- 
i n g  and night halts. 

Fonr ponies and seven strong beasts of burden will be required. 
The relay of ponies shonld be arranged from here to Phun-tshog-liil, 
from Phun-tshog-lih to Lhar-tse, from Lhar-tse to fiamrifi, from Ramrill 
to Sagah-wa. The chief grooms in charge of the pasture lands in the 
different districts and snb-divisions, should, aa directed by the letter 
preceding this, arrange for relaying strong ponies of the above named 
number and also send pony returners quickly and render (the party) 
all possible help (in the journey). The relay of the beasts of burden 
should be arranged from the town of Shiga-tse to Pliun-tshog-lih, from 
Phun-tshog-lii to Ibrnriii through, from Ramrifi to Nerih and from 
Nerifi to Sag&-wa a t  once. The party should be furnished a t  every 
stage with returners of the conveyance animals and an experienced and 
intelligent guide to accompany them (in their journey). All possible 
help ahould be rendered to (the party). Similar arrangements to 
the above effect should be made during the return journey. This is 
important-dated year Earth-Dog, 1778 A. D. 

of the 
Minister. 

- c' 
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I PART VI. 

Specimens of the Chhattisgarhi dialect. 

CHAPTER XXVI. ELEMENTARY. 

Section I .  Useful Words and Idw~natic Phrases.+ 

M - ~ Y  money generally, (l i t .  a score of cowries). 
fl-w-9 somewhat, something. 
=-gall-% dwelling place, (lit. house and door). 
87s?9PX, to light fire, to begin cooking, to cook. 
nmf7 ~ d f i w ,  to sweep (a place clean) ; lit. to sweep and 5 

collect (rubbish). 
*MY to die (lit. to become cold). 
VIT-I q% WIW, to die (lit. to go on four men's shoulders). 

* Verbs are given in the infiuitive form in q, 

N 
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W W, to jest. 
f m l w  W, to jest. 
n ' r a  q-h, to depart to the other world, to die. 
w 3 h Q m  to lose the other world, to lose the virtue 

5 which gives heaven. 
wwn dtrr, to have ill-luck, to fall into misfortune. 
~ F T F ~  m, or m, to have ill-luck, to fall into misfortnne. 
V d I  m, to have ill-luck, to fall into misfortune 

(lit. to be the deluge). 
10 fils-, to die, to disappear. 

fhn ~TT,  a holiday, a festival-day. 
~fwr d?, medicated drinks, medicine. 
wm -, to buy or sell in the market. 

-, to buy or sell in the market. 
15 m - 9  to do a great deal, to act extravagantly, 

to give oneself great airs, to be a tyrant. 
-, d QPJW, to do a great deal, to act extravagantly, 

to  give oneself great airs, to attempt an 
impossibility. 

20 (or m) dtrr, to be good, to be well. 
aT.lpr, to be attentive, to pay attention: to be 

assured in one's mind, be a t  ease ( 4 ~  

--wm). 
q ;lrrsl-i?a., (or $a*) to sit with head bent forward, to be silent 

25 or @ f i p l l ,  and ashamed ; also, to be busy, to be 
busily engaged. 

~*-d V, to mount on the head, .to be insolent, to be 
disobedient. 

4% 'b,% m, to occur through me, to be done by me, (so 

30 also ?i'R qh, &c.) 

-7 a -9 
to work, labour. 

(or m ) - 4 ,  vegetables. 
m-m, children. 
~;aT-miFr l ,  mixed up, confused ; odds and ends. 

35 rr?-, to apply the mind to, to be devoted to, to 
love (see % m), lit. to go to be dead. * a m ,  * tij m, to apply the mind to, to be devoted to, to 
love (see W? am) ; lit. to give up life, to 
give up as i t  were one's life. 

40 eqim, sleeping continually, lit. sleep is the bnsi- 
ness (see BViQ F). 

wart qp, eating continually, lit. eating is the busi- 



ness (see aKlf-=m). (So also with any 
other verb). 

K i n  (or m) 4fT- to scream out two words, to be in a rage and 

-3 shout out contradictory statements. 
5- h, to sit still for a long time (so also other 

verbs, intensively, e. g., mlf m, to sleep 
soundly). 

flr?r v, to forget a thing and go to sleep, to go to 
sleep and carelessly leave a thing undone. * PWmml, not to be satisfied, to feel the time heavy. 

W V r  ? ~ 9 ,  to put by carefully, especially to put by 
dishes &c. after eating; also to pack up 
goods &c., when starting for a new place. 

vffms or in ffnpr to decide in one's mind, to be assured in 
or Wl nTs, one's mind. 

% u r n ,  or 6 ? ~  the same as ~4 m n .  
-or*-, 

m -9 the power (of any one) to go as far as ;  to 
be able (with genitive of subject), as C 
iih a a 7% I am not able. 

(or m) m, labour to be the lot of a pewon (dative of 
person), en g., labour will fall to you, will 
be your lot. 

(or ) ,  to be moved with indignation, lit., to have 
the bosom burst. 

1 @ q m ,  to be unable to see, to be moved with indig- 
nation or jealousy. 

m, 6 ;ms, to be burnt up, to be greatly burnt, to be 
qw, moved with great indignation. 

m7-t 7m T I ,  

3k Wm, to learn the truth about a thing after it has 
occurred and after i t  has been felt, (lit. to 
receive heat or warmth, as if from fire). 

I - , to feel joy in anyone's company (especially, 

I when we have heard or seen good news of 

him or them). 

qm-+ %-, to look with open eyee, to understand tho- 

roughly. 

esw ih, to act promptly oT quickly ; m, to 
act hurriedly. 
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WlRT WtW, to inspect thoroughly, to make signs with 

eyes (frowning &c.) vigoronsly. 

7- (or im), 6?- to become a Sati, to be very intent on doing 

% * W  ih, a thing to the neglect of manners. 

5 ?i\~%-ilt alnm, to  give oneself airs on small excuse. 

wf?fVr3W9 even when one is dead not to visit him. 

iml m, to bathe on the third or tenth day after s 

relation has died ; as i?h m m, ge 

m m'm. 

Short Sentaces. 

I am going, I go. 

Thou ar t  going, thou goeet. 
He is eating, he eats. 

We are walking, we walk. 

Yon are movinp, you move. 

They are weeping, they weep 

I went. 
Thou didst obtain. 

Yon came. 
They will have arrived. 
We will be talking. 

A horse is grazing or grazes. 

A bullock is coming or comes. 
A dog was barking. 

The cat ate. 

You have eaten yesterday's rice (i. e , 
rice cooked the night before and 
kept in water). 

Hail (or a stone) hm fallen. 

The children are reading or read. 
They were spreading. 
The mother is sleeping or sleeps. 
The father has gone. 

Bring (it) for the girl w -bring the 

girl. 
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r 
! him3 I Thou didst dig. 

p- ik  e m  PW f 
~ S T ~ T C ~  a a *  
m-9~ I T  w6i-ve or mw 
-*-w m-%" 
v-ar firsr 4-d 
Wv urn --ti- 
w& 6-n ant 

Kill the he-goat. 
Evening came (lit. became). 
They were eating. 
(Thou) hadst gone to market. 
It is hot (il fait chhazul). 

Your girl is good. 
I t  is their basket. 
Ask his (or her) name. 

The she-goat hrta grazed. 10 
The men are walking or walk. 
Bathe in the river. 
Hail is falling. 
A cloud hm come. 
The washerman haa washed. 15 
No one is in the house. 

He (or she) had gone near his (or 
her) father. 

Yon a t  least will obey. 
They were saying. 20 
Do not talk with any one. 
What is in his (or her) mind ? 
When will yonr elder sister come ? 
Call the son. 
Day has broken. 25 
Thon wilt go after cooking and 

eating yonr meal. 
How many bullocks have you ? 
It is the cultivation of one plough. 

What hast thou brought for me ? 30 
The women are crying or cry. 
Do not beat the (orphnn) boy. 

We are eating pulse and boiled rice. 
Thon wilt go to husk the rice. 
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Section III. Longer Idiomatic Sentences. 

-a-ilf &-w s - m  ~i I had gone into a market to fetch 
7% I something. 

sin W - ~ W  m - T f i e  I Thy mother's brother was buying 
5 odds and ends. 

h b  ~fi-ilf d i r ~  m-# I A man's honour diminishes, when 
he calumniates any one. 

g T  ' I I ~  d w wf I How widely different are true 
words and false ones. 

10 m ~T2-a k P 3  a jWi3 1 Thirst i8 not quenched by l i ck ing  

dew. 

a w-m 2% a h  I Thy mother was saying that she 
would not go. 

8 8-r-g v ~ - ? ~  How many boys study in this 
15 school P 
a-a~ wit dm-~n-~fb I His son's wife was cooking and 

eating. 

Bi a%m ia hm &[ * I The master of the honse will 

depart to-morrow a t  midday. 

20 if>-BT h *-% ii? m - w  I When you have felt, you come. 

e ---if-$ ft e-m He was saying ' I am attacked 

mif-*, ww -7 WI@B-*, -TOT with lassitude. My mind is not 

~ - ~ a + ?  W?~W% I a t  eaae, and even a t  night sleep 
does not come.' 

25 %?ri*m~!U-~31 Thou ar t  sleeping very sonndly. 
m - m  90 Children attempt impossibilities 

$ - ~ f  qsn-?~ and are disobedient. 
e -~f  'II$ * ,q~  * ~ - u T  BT # I  In  study there is benefit, and in 

wandering, what is there kept ? 

30 a wfiVIVTI-m?, Thy grandfather will be scream- 

* a n 3 1  ing out very (loudly). I t  will 
be seen. 

3111 Tf4rm a, e firvrrr YOU are a good man (ironically), 

am % ~ i i ~ - #  I and that poor man gives his life 

35 for you. 



: * BTTP & d, fh d He is such a bad husband that he 
a e l  will not listen to what is said 

(to him). 
e-VT ~ - W T  m-$, POT His brother is sick and medicine 

d *-~srr-$ I is also being (used for him). 5 
h a, e-47 W- There ie laughing and talking 

$mi (with one's friends), but when 
one dies does anything go (with 

YOU) ? 
?iW a ?it a-~b m-m $ I Thy mother is very intent on 10 

doing (it) to the neglect of man 
nera (lit. is become Sati). 

3 fbfrHirl a $hila I Come for a while a t  leaat near me 
and converse. 

vrr W war m-$ m See, all are coming, and mwic is 15 

~ m r  ~ ~ - $  I also being played. 

e 67 w-ar a, WJ W ~ R  H e  is a p a t  prater, and t a l k  a 

*,f+rm-P I lot. 
<m-n W-s e-m, q-7 The villagers came (lit. had come) 

~ - 3 h - i i i  * -I from the field, and went away, 20 
having eaten and drunk. 

W W I ~  d~ f k d  Last night a very large snake 

-*I issued (lit. had issued) (from 
its hole.) 

upyq & 6, rn $W e, As a man will do, so will he re- 25 

gil-w I[ ? I wive. What is i t  to us ? 

e - q - ~  a *-* I I t  was only for you that we had 
gone. 

I W-T W-W, po\d -'"ram I Wonderful ! Nothing can be 

said. 30 

vpqq, wiq-af wf m- Is it true ? Did a lamp-wick 

I * I  
burn in your urine ? (a pro- 
verb, on ct very p a t  man). 

m-Gi k ~ V I ,  ?jh KS-rif Do not speak lies before me. Act 

a13 $3- I as seems good to you, (lif. as 35 
it comes into your mind). 
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~rf-m* 9n * si: Not one nnderstands better t h a n  

? 1 (our) father and mother. 
hhVI i h f h l  W i? W* He kept saying 'midday, mid- 
my UO d ' t  *-mi-$ 1 day,' but now it is evening, and 

5 night is coming on. 

~ w I  .i\ G, M t  Nothing comes from concealing. 

$ml$ I Tell the whole truth. 

m-F 7- W?W, rlfT I 101d my honse and home. There  

*dl is nothing in my possession (lit. 

10 near me). 

wq---@i n - ~  n 6-w $, From them what is there for ns 

wit, a9 e-d I to do. We will come to-day, and 

then i t  will be manifest. 

g ~ r n  m - - G  drh -9 I No one believes a liar. 
15 m d-@i TIT%, W T  WW From affection illusion increases 

e-irf iiiJlft-@ siTfi-3 I and from covetousness even 
what is in (a man's) possessionl 
goes away. 

iif~-& - ~ - W J R  ~ q f i m t  *, I had two and a quarter (lit. g 

20 m$trn*~;m;c~l quarter more than two) rupees, 
but all are lost. 

-> m - a t  n-7 I No profit comes from calumniat- 
ing. 

m-q?km M-w @ mm-a I All people believe a truthful 
J 

25 man. 
5~ - e-d, ~ T W  $TT-BW Preserve kindness and affection. 

?&T$I I will have to depart to-morrow 

when the day (sun) rises. 

CHAPTER XXVII. 

30 THE THENTH VILLAGE DIALECT. 

This lively conversation deserves the special attention of the 
reader. It is an excellent example of the style of talk which goes 
on every day in every village between natives of the lower orders. 
Note the frequent occuwence of expletives, and the way in which 

35 proverbs are interwoven with the inner life of the people. The 

language used is full of idiom, often untranslatable, except by a 
periphrasis.-G. A. G. 
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A Conversatiolt between four Villagers. 

Dramatis Personce. 
A (w) and B (8), 
c (r) and D (8), 

w- an, 8, ?a 6-7 ?3-w I 
a r b  W-vT T? m-* I a-s 
6 - q i  ma-* I wr g, r warp. 
&T~+JI nmmTtamr- 
$ f & = a l  

Two male villagere. 
Two female villagers. 

A.-What ? B. You are   it- 
ting silent. Yon said yon 
u ould go to the village. 
I also mean to go. See, 
C was also about to go. 5 
But who knows if she is 
going or not ? 

B.-Yes, A, I do mean to go. 
I'll certainly start to- 
morrow morning. Come 10 
let us call a t  C's house. 
We will ask her also. 
Come along, brother ; 
don't delay. I have other 
business. 15 . 

8.-Come along. 1'11 do just 
as yon say. What, C, 
will you go to the village 
to-morrow ? See, D is 
also coming. Come, D, 20 
come. 

B.-Hulloa, C, you were say- 
ing you wonld go to the 
village ? Won't yon go 
to-morrow ? My mother 25 
is sick. I'll have to buy 
some medicine also. 

C.-Yes, A, I'll go. I told 
yon, B, (that I wonld). 
I'll certainly go, whether 30 
any one (else) goes or 
not. Hnlloa, D, you seem 
to be very high and 
mighty. How often have 
I called you ! and you 35 
aro only just come. Mercy 
on us, mother ! Are you 
all right P 
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a-m *, s,ar ftr***l 
w-wr 99 ? faam, a 1 
v h  WW-BS iH v$t I m 
m, m, 87-irf wi Wr W? 
~ * * m l m w ,  w, 
rit-d iit-wr em-- 
m-v3 1 w-- 87-irf m 
win mr-qe ml M 
me-< qfq-w I 

a - m  am, Grsntmf+wt-@~ 

D.-What, C. How am I high 
and mighty ? There is no 
pride in me, my lady. T h a t  
is the way you talk. Well, 
A, are your people s t  h o m e  
a11 right ? Well, B, yon too 
seem to be quite well. W h y  
do you keep quarrelling at 
home ? What have you tied 
up in your bundle ? 

A.-Good. If there are a few odds 
and ends in B's bundle, what  
is it to you ? Don't chaff with 
him too much, or his mother 
will abuse yon. (I'll take my 
oath) by my father (to it). 
I wouldn't tell a lie. 

D.- Wah ! Why are you swear- 
ing by your father ? What 
chaff am I giving ? FOP a11 
that, I know (lit. as if I do 
not know that) his bundle 
holds parched pail; and gram. 
What else (should it ba) ? 

B.-Look, my fellow, she's talking 
of parched grain and gram. 
It's sweetmeats that are in 
my bundle. I have just 
bought two in& worth. I have 
just bought twenty cowries 
worth of mz~ri  for Bibh, and 
I'll have the sweetmeats for 
the way to-morrow. I always 
feel unwell in that village. 
But what can 1 do ? I have 
to go. There are some things 
to bring. 

C.-0 dear. The devil take your 
sweetmeats.* Well, A, so 

* Lit. M y  your sweetmeats do yon good,-sarcastically, mnoh good may they do 
yon. 
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i-* t, * Wl * M-? w-G 
4-%1 3-TT 'ifr fa% 7%- 
am-f  I mni3GkmSaT, 
w * w w ,  * m1 q-e 
d B %-BIB - - T h  I 

your girl has been marri- 
ed, and you never asked 
me (to the wedding). 
Have you sent for yolir 
eldest daughter this 
year ? Wouldn't i t  be 
well if I too had seen her. 
As they say, "There's 
something pleasant in 
seeing with your eyes, 
who's dead, and who's 
alive." 

A,-Look here, gossip B, since 
when has my eldest girl 
come (i. e., she has been 
here for long) ? This 
woman (C) is only tnlk- 
ing here. How often have 
I sent for her (C) ! but 
she hasn't come, not R 

bit. of her. Poor D, here, 
came for her twice. 

C.-What could I do, gossip, 
I was too busy to come. 
I'll come to-morrow even- 
ing. It's now time (to 
eat). There is a pond 
close by here, let us all 
bathe and eat our snacks. 

B.-Yes, I too am huugry, 
but I bathed (before 
starting). Fetch the cold 
food. Clive a pinch of 
salt, for plain cold food 
isn't nice. Have a littlo 
salt, A. 

8.-Yes, give me a little. 
There are clouds about 
to-day, and one feels quite 
cold. I am very fond of 
B, and will give my 
daughter to his son. 
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I'll have a fine wedding. I 
won't do i t  this year, for I am 
in debt. I have to p a y  my 
landlord his money, and what 
I'm to do for it, I can't say. 

C.-That's it. As they say, " not 
enough oil for an itchy spot, 
and he keeps a light in the 
stable." Don't you do like 
that. If it won't be this year, 
don't trouble yourself. N e x t  
year we'll see about it ; w h e n  
you will be out of debt. 

D.-Dear me, C, you are a great 
hand at speaking proverbs, but 
you understand nothing else, 
and are making a difficulty 
about debts. His daughter is 
also getting very old. IE it 
not so (i. e., will you not see 
to this). And besides marri- 
ages can't be next year. I f  
it won't be this year, then it'e 
postponed to the year after 
next. 

C.-It's unlucky, isn't it, dear? 
But what can one do?  It 
will be the (old) story. (Let 
me see.) How does i t  run ? 
" His name is M6ti Chand 
(The MagnXcent), and he 
hasn't as much lustre as is 
in a seed of cotton." That's 
what i t  will be. Less than 
a month ago, a cow and a 
buffalo of his had each a, calf, 
and they're all dead already. 
He's reaping the fruits of his 
sins (committed in a former 
life). 

D.-Good luck has left us, my love. 
There are some terrible wit- 

* 3 Hindi W? 
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ches in this village. This 
has happened through 
some old hag of a witch. 
How else could i t  have 
been ? My son also has 
been out of sorts for the 
Let  two or three days, 
and trouble about him is 
eating me up. 

0.-(As they say) "A horse 
worth only fifty cowries 
end (yon give him) two 
hundred cowries' worth of 
grain." That's true, and 
it (the proverb) comes to 
speak to yon. Let the 
girl grow up. Whatever 
happens, where ia the 
poor fellow to get the 
money from ? There's no 
calculating (the amount 
of) one's debts. The 
man who has debts, knows 
that. 

A.-There, it's just going to 
be sunset. Well, come 
along, friend B, we'll see 
about it. The day is sink- 
ing while we are discuss- 
ing. We'll continue i t  
afterwards. Come along, 
else my father will be 
angry. It's time to tie 
up the cows. 

C.-Hoighty, toighty-Yes, 
indeed, (I suppose yon 
think) that you have won 
in the discussion. As 
the proverb goes "His 
name is Jabar Singh (The 
Mighty), and he has to 
lean on the ground when 
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3-in 4?hndtm he gets up." You a r e  the 
*-w I only person who can tie up the 

cattle (I suppose).' 
8-Btil ? Wlf, 31, Btil d? 1 B.-Come dong, brother A, come 

5 ?la-* h, %-81  a along, or the discussion w i l l  
fsem *-% I continue. I also am late. 

*-BB 3% 8, a-$ ud I C.-Well, D, dear, are you going 
too ? 

CHAPTER XXVIII. 

PBOVEBBS AND RIDDLES. 

10 Proverbs. 

mW-nmyr4,izarr.m~n !N 

Asking impossibilities. 

He hasn't a ladle for stirring his rice, and he is asked to flourish 
a sword about. (1). 

15 n ? i r r t , g i i & P ~ ~ p r  

fiblime audacity. 

The father kills me and produces his son as a witness (in his 
defence). (2). 

m-at Cii 4 h  e, dh-d * - 1 1  p 11 

20 False display. 

Not even refuse hemp in his house, and outside he t w i ~ t ~  hia 
moustache (like a hatchis-eater). (3). 

ra-n 3a nT, v - n  PI I 11 

Extravagance. 

25 Not enough oil to apply for the itch, and he must have a light for 
his stable. (4). 

~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ I I Y I I  

Decking ugliness ; pearls before sun'ne. 

A shaven mother, with earrings as big as a grinding pestle. (5). 
30 9 $ % ~ ~ , % * ~ - * 1 1  f N 

* Lit. to yon only labour will wonr for tying up corn. 
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i "Arcades m n e s ,  blackguards all." 
The cow-herd, the shepherd, and the toddy-seller, am rascals 

all. (6). 
a f f ; $ r w P n f G a w ~ ~ m ~ a - @ m ~ ~ ~ ~ u  

Expellas naturam furca. 
No matter how well-read (even) in prosody cow-herds may be, 5 

they will still worship their twelve ghosts. 
(Ahirs  are greatly addicted to demon worship). (7). 

srk m-m, wm kh-3 -3 II = II 
Great cry, little wool. 

Named (His Majesty) Moti-Chand (Pearl-Moon), and not the 10 
lustre of a cotton seed. (8). 

9 i P ~ - f 8 ~ ,  wBa<*n (C 1 

raph ~ p ~ ~ 6 0 ~ l a ~  
Named Jabar Singh (Samson), and he leans on the ground when 

he gets np. (9). 15 

m r ~ &  %i,kw GiTa?t-Svm~ k II t o  II 

" Baccy i s  the staff oj life." 

Let him be ever so clever at  preaching and praying, but how 
can a BrLhman exist without his tobacco pipe ? (10). 

9m Wm*, p d ,  T-iif-C m7 w?-rij. PTf I1 tt II 20 
Hereditary vice. 

The father unjust, the son unjust; the fault of the one appears 
in the other. (1 1). 

u r n  * * m, w* & %, -1-6 WrCR-iif [I ft I1 
E m p t y  threats. 25 

" I'll strike you with a sword, and yonr head will tumble off.' 
" Where is yonr sword ? " "In the house of the father-in-law of 

1 my grandfather." (12). 

an-uf a, ew-6 ir' 11 gp II ~ e\ 

Cinderella dreams. 30 
He sleeps in the dnst, and dreams of Heaven. (13). 

gf8 $t3-% W, r l ~  ale ii f i ~ b  11 t s  II 
De minimis curat. 

An earring worth five cowries, (and he is asking) where he is 
to put i t  (for safety). Shall I hide it in my house or indoors (tauto- 35 

logy) (14). 
~ ~ w r h ~ , ~ % r ~ - s n ~ ~ ~ i ~  gwu 
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Family pride. 
My father has eaten clarified butter, smell my hands (to see if i t  

isn't true). (15). 
mQm m-S giint Vwc-m-irt n tf II 

5 Ruined. 
The earnings of my whole life are lost in a swindle. (16). 
~ ~ - i i  *, M-+ mm II pa n 

Not worth i t  ! 

A horse worth ten mites, eats grain worth forty mites. (A 
10 nindhi is ten times five cowries. A doglini is worth forty timee fire 

cowries). (17). 

i w ? t ~ f i r v r , ~ n - ~ ~ n  9=1 

Labour wasted. 
The bnfhlo-calf is blind, and yon hobble ite feet. (18). 

15 W-iiF P9;TI, * w-iF a~ I \e II 
Undiscriminating rage. 

He slips on a rock in the forest, and (in revenge) splits the 
grindstone a t  home. (19). 

m-ir M, d - 3  6 a i  r pe II 

20 He adapts himself to circumstances. 
When he has (wealth, he wears) a waist-cloth; when it goes, he 

wears a rag. (20). 

n 4 fan, a - r r  m $ 1 1  p t II 
Counting chickem before they are hatched. 

25 Neither bridegroom nor wedding, and he's pounding rice for the 
chhathi. (The chhathi is the ceremony performed six days after a 
child's birth). (21). 

hwfk8lf,mm*.rr411 pp II 
Unreasonableness. 

$0 Not a drop of oil, not a frying-pan and he is shouting for 
fritters (22). 

stv w d, iiym wr 11 pp 11 

A bad workman compluins of his tools. 
He doesn't know how to dance, and says it's the pavilion which 

35 isn't levsl. (23). 

m-?'e't VR arm, $3-P m-ilf - r 714 I 
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A fool. 
His cowe and buffaloes are dead ; so he ties the neck-log to the . 

goat's neck. (A khar'pari is the necklog tied to a cow or buffalo to 
prevent it attacking people). (24). 

Ga;w-S m n  qnP-+ii II  pw u 5 
A test of strength. 

We know (the strength of) the Tet'kli-worm, from (the distance 
of) the garden-wall ( i t  can run up to). (25). 

A poor mala feels the burden of useless children. 10 
When e man loses wealth, (he finds out that) one-eyed grand- 

children have been born to him. (26). 
n 3  arm, w%-rlf iSmr y m  II pa 11 

Foolish pride. 

He goes to beg for buttermilk yet hides behind him the earthen 15 
pot. (27) 

-7-rlt m7-r gw, m9 w h  BiasTnr I1 N 
A POOT devil ! 

He hasn't a rag on his loins, and of course (sarcastically) he 
eats betel. (28). 20 

Jast like hi9 i ~ ~ p d e t l a e  ! 

Great people are being washed away by the flood, the shepherd 
ie saying " ferry me across." (29). 

A carpet-knight ! ! 

He knows warlike gestures, he knows how to flouriah arrows. 
"My dear Sir, please fetch some clarified butter." (Heroes eat 
much clarified butter. The sentence is ironical). (30). 

3K 7lw~ib-e II Ff II 

Procrastination. 

He took an honr to search for and examine the ecykhe, and 
mother honr in sharpening it. ; it, is already late (lit., the time is 
d~cending) ,  and now he wants to tie the bundles tighter. (31). 35 

Q-w G* BT F R ,  it-T7 2~ Wm 

e - a ~ * d w , i t - q i ~ ? 3 m n ~ p n  
P 
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Like from like. 
As his house and doorways, so are his #at#4 doors; and as 

the mother and father, so is the child. (32). 
m ~ - 5 . d t , . 1 I Q l a B ~ v r i i t l l  gp11 

5 A tree is known by i f s  fruits. 
A n  oil-press full of rubbish gives half oil half water. (33). 

nn-atf ? n t + t - W W i W t ~ ~ n ~ ~  
Something like absent-mindedness ! ! 

In  BBwan's legs a blister has burst, and in i t  nine hundred 
10 scorpions have taken up their dwelling, (yet he does not notice 

it). (Pee the story of Ohandti). (34). 

(*) 

15 wrarny-@w6t,d3itafl-m~rr I a i w ~ ~  t r  
The stem is sturdy, its leaves (pdn) are like Bangtili betel 

(p6n). When one eats it, it is sweet as treacle, and one thin& 
i t  a sweet Krishna. (Bdpli2 bhdg is also a kind of plantain). A d .  
A plantain. (l) ,  

20 ~ T - w ,  w q*l, t0 W, d t T i  I 11 9 11 

The stem is delicate, the leaf myrobalan, the flowers jewels, and 
the h i t  plantains. Ans. The silk-cotton tree. (2). 

~ ~ t f i ~ i ~ i a l m , w ~ ~ * q g 7 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1  

A dense set of Korai-trees with tight tying. He who does not 
25 know this, will have to prick the cart-ropes. Ans. A comb. (3). 

m a w  ww fim %it, -1% TW vh 373 fv7t I 11 r II 
An unknown tree, with a bird of brass. When the tree shakes, 

the bird sings. Ans. Anklets. (4). 

? a S w P , ~ -  4s $; 8 ~ 8  ~9 6 $, -%+I  
30 mf? Il U. 11 

It is twisted and twirled, and sits on a mountain ; flowers and 
betel are laid on it, and yet it is not a god. Ans. A turban. (5). 

w 41% PB~. WT, TW 4Tf 91-* I 

WK 44 BTTT-~13, 3Rl HTQ si?t I p%*-3l39 II f 11 
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One brother (a pumpkin) lives on the hills; another (the 
green u ~ i d )  brother lives in the jungle ; another (ginger) in the 
spice-garden ; and the three are all together. Am. A pumpkin 
pie. (6). 

*-~TV ~ a ? l - ~ m ,  *-4t I 5 

e w a w w , ~ % ~ ~ Y ~ m r n ~ ~ ~  
King of white, king of whiteness, in the land not born. I t  eats 

u p  a hundred fruits, and with no hollow for its month. Am. Hail. 

(7). 
m - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ - ~ * m ~ l ~ l l ~ l l  10 

A little sparrow (Certhia tula) hops along, and makes nine 
hundred holes as he goes. Am. A needle. (8).  

n&dtrm,~*nilhr.i*ncn 
When i t  gets its dinner (is oiled), i t  gets lean, and without its 

dinner i t  gets fat. Ans. A pig-tail (of hair). (9). 15 

Everything may burn, but the smallest garment of the old man 
may not. Ans. A road. (10). 

m - u f  y-ay, mar-irf ;rta I dt ud II \\ n 
Soft when it is unripe, hard when it is ripe. Am. An earthen 20 

vessel. (11). 

~ - i r f ~ , ~ ~ , v w a 3 , v ~ ~ ~ b 1  & n \ p e  

. A black she-goat, with a string ronnd its neck. Come along 
my little girl. It is time for market. Ans. A pair of scales. (12). 

A rose-dower blooms, and its shadow pervades the city. I t  is not 
in the  mcflCs garden, nor does it go to the king's palace. Ans. The 
sun. (13). 

Four posts (points of the compass), drums all round (thunder- 
ing), tens of thousands of bnllocks, two drivers. Ans. The sun, 
moon, stars and thunder. (14). 
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An upright horn of an old bullock. It dances up and down, 
straight and high. Ane. A pestle. ( 1  5). 

How is the jniee filled in a small vessel fallen in front of Rsijsi 
6 R4m. Ans. Lemon-juice. (16). 

During the eight watches and the sixty-four yharz's (i. e., all day  
and night), a woman is mounted on a man. Ans. The Tnl'si tree. 

(Tul'd i s  feminine, and vyili~h, tree, or m9 the mud plat- 
10 form on which i t  is planted, is masculine). (17) 

Sixty yards when a new-born boy, one yard when full-grown. 
Thirty yards in old age; 0 Papdit, distinguish it. Ans. A shadow. 

15 (18). 
T W ' ~ S ! ~ ~ ¶ * W  W W T I  

~ ~ d m m P y P f ~ s F T i f 4 8 ~ u  

Six ears, two tails, ten legs, four mouths. In  one mouth, no 
20 tongue, 0 Pandit consider. Ans. At milking time, the milkman, 

the cow, the calf, and the milking-pail. (19). 
-3 a i  84-wr eY GS P B ~  km I 

I t  whizzes when i t  flies, and spreads its wings when i t  site. It 
25 kills ten thousand lives, and itself eats none. Am. A fisherman's 

casting net. (20). 

qrn yr-i TG q@rl d - 3  m& 4h I 
T * % W ~ W - % , ~ S ' W ~ ~ ' ~ & U  -1pt11 

The father (the tree) and the son (the flower) have the same 
30 name. The daughter's (branches') daughter (nut) is something 

else. If yon understand this tale, lift up your mouthfuls (and eat 
them). Am. The m a h d  (tree or flower), whose nut is called kdin. 
(21). 

?ifpq;fil-~f?Ktrrml ~ w j i * ~ T i f ~ m n 8 a ~ p p I  
35 In the corner of your (house) is a flat COW. When i t  dnnge, 

may your father eat its droppings. Ane. A millstone. (22 ) .  
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The rider and the horse are of the same colonr. On one i the 
saddle, on the other the girths. Ans. An insect called rautciin. Ia 
BihPr it ia called godrin. It is something like a centipede. They 
frequently go in couples, one on the top of the other. (23). 

W T T ~ ~ W W T , ~ ~ ~ ~ ? , C I T S ? ~ I I  y r p e n  5 
It lives in the forest crooked and in disarray. I ts  cap is black, 

and its coat red. Am. The jeweller's weighing-seed, Abrus p e -  
mton'ue. I t  is red with a black spot. (24). 

WT-ilf a, ww!? i i f ,  w *TI mu I 

. i n a s r ~ a w ~ , m m ~ s f V r ~ m r s b l o  t Y I I  10 
I cut it down in the forest, and carved i t  in the forest, and 

brought i t  out of the forest. In  August I let i t  loose, and it whirled 
about (in the water) like e phcicnp&worm. Am. A boat. (25). 

I A tree of dense leaves (many days) with twelve branches 

(months). Each with a bunch of thirty (fruit), and each with a 
I difEerent name. Ans. Years, months, and days. (26). 

A bit of wood becomes fruit on a branch apart, and yonr old 2 0  
woman relishes it. Ans. Mun'gd. The hard wooden like fruit of 
the horse-radish tree (Hyperanthera moringa), used as a condiment. 

(27) - 
i i t ~ m - % ~ a m ~ m ~ * ~ m r m - ~ n p = r  

- My uncle has nine hundred cows, which graze by night, and 25 
we folded by day. Ans. The stars. (28). 

h a r m ,  $3 nFw, a eYa r pa r 
An empty stomach, and a tail in the family way. Ans. A n  

ant. (29). 
~ w ~ , ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ c ? s T I I ~ ~ I I ~ ~  r 30 

When I go to yonr home, I open them (take them off) and sit 
down. Ans. Shoes. (30). 

*firarQ,vmfftwlt,a-rrf$~qfffsr4n its'er ?\ a 
An oil vessel (to cook in) below, an oil vessel (to cover it) above, 

and in i t  is melted great sweetness. Ans. Beesting's milk. (31). 35 

An earthen goat which eate bran. Beat i t  a little, and i t  cries 
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a lot. Ann. A kind of earthen drum called mindar, which is smeared 
with bran and water. (32). 

m w$t$wullrrcrr,~~~lt 'OTamwr I VKTI 11 99 11 

Where has my lord come with long beard and a broad face ? 
5 Am. A goat. (33). 

~ ~ - @ ~ * - @ , y ~ ~ w J l  
e-n d ~ n f  ~ n r g l j ) ~ ~ d r r s r ~ r ~ ~  a 

Without arms, without legs, carried a t  the shoulder. Murder 
is in its month, and i t  eats men as they stand.! Ans. A gun. (a). 

l o  B ~ V - ~ F B * + ? ? ~ ~ - ~ B W I  a m m m r r , w r * @ r m n  pwm 
A halo like a snake, white aa milk-foam, Know my riddle, o r  

else come to my country (and see what I mean). Ans. A neck- 
ring. (35) .  

~ ~ 4 t w h w i Y n ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 1  
15 No shade in a bare tree. Am. A chauk, or square mnd- 

platform on which trees LC. are painted. (36). 

' 8 ; r r m W - i r i q w ~ n ~ r n p ~ 1 1  
In a dry marsh the paddy-birds are bursting. Ans. Pop-corn 

(37). 
20 m 9 * f T m m * ,  * t ~ ~ g s l  

z@a?rift w ~ m x - $ , f i 9 9 h - 6 ~ 1 4 f k x n  P=II 

Seven ploughmen plough ploughs, great trouble for want of 
water ;:a j6gi stands doing austerities, a tree withont bark. Ans. A 
temple. Seven means here several. The ploughmen are the 

25 worshippers. No water is ever allowed inside. It is also compared 
to a jdgi and to a bnrkless tree. (38). 

m v , % - ~ ~ w * n ~ ~ n a z n  
A small boy who uses a load of wood for a toothpick. Ans. 

A fire-place. (39). 

30 irfa-% ~ w r ,  a%?-* ii I I-WI 4 Q%~-s M r  vdl n e o  r  
An earthen bullock (the ground), an earthen saddle (the fire- 

place). On it rides an earthen master. Ans. An earthen cooking 
pot. (40). 

erm-~fir?wta-araS II KTTI 8911 
35 A scum falls from above, and your mother eats it. Ans. 

Hail. (411). 
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W ~ ~ ~ ~ * , Q W T S + * I  

~ ~ ~ ~ % ~ ~ ~ , M ~ ? . I S ? I I ~ M L I ~ I  
(High up) close to heaven, close to heaven, above rings a bell 

(the pods rattle). Indra Rhjh (the rain) bursts its belly, and its 
owner pulls out its intestines. Am. The cotton-plant. (42). 5 

~ W B ~ ~ , ~ " ~ W T T I  rn-QdH2rn-8am 11 fi 11 891 

It fruits not and flowers not, nor do its branches bend down : 
and ss long as one lives, one eats it. Ans. Salt. (43). 

~tw~$$,mwm?r-$r 6 - b ~ ~  rs N 
The bullock grows up, and the cow runs away. Am. A pump- 10 

kin. As soon as a fruit is formed, the tendril grows forward leaving 
it behind. (44). 

nt Tm-~,*m-w*,fkT*&Upl 
7 ~ 9 1 - %  V W Y K  -3, Vln~1-Q i2r I I 8U. 11 

0 Ratan Singh, 0 R a h n  Singh, continually they tie up your 15 
hair (tie up the 1eaves.h the field). (Inside you) flow pipes of 
blood, and your bones are heaped in two heaps (one to be chewed, 
the other already chewed). Am. Sugarcane. (45). 

dt-w7Tif4~~fiBTTi1l?rm-m~ sf n 
A spoonfnl of mnstsrd seeds, which cannot be counted. Ans. 20 

The stars. (46). 

&m-i?rsFftmmp~ n + G n m , f % v a ~ ~ n e ~ u  son 

A black calf of a black cow. The cow remained behind, and 
the calf ran away. Ams. A gun. (47). 

f@dtpfim-wTrtn4+admn~1=1 25 

A tiger roars in a broken hut. Am. The Brr Brr of a hand- 
mill, (48). 

CHAPTER XXIX. 

POETRY. 30 

1. Ddhds. 

Although called ddluiuis, few of the following verses will scan. 
They are commonly sung by c o ~ h e r d s  in the month of Khtik 
(October-November), about the time of the Diwhli festival. As the 
people sing, they dance to the music., Few of the verses have any 35 
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connexion with each other; and still fewer have any poetical 
merit. Many are the merest doggrel, with hardly even sense. 

d . % T - i r f  V!37 TWT, 3-?IT il% +TaTii I 

m r o m - i r T ~ ~ n ~ n r , m e a r w + i m r  t r 
6 On the bank of the river is a sandal tree, a t  the foot of which 

there is %cattle-yard. A t  every branch is s, white calf, and the 
cows have wandered beyond the grazing limit. (1). 

afar gq g-gfimT, w* sq am I 

. ~ i * ~ ~ ~ s m f i m , a i t * m - % m r  p n 
10 I saw a, lop-sided brinjal, and I saw a fat cow. I saw one 

wearing a black blanket, and he is my wife's sister's brother. (2). 
w i i v w w f s , m w n * l  
aa-qi q V T K ~  m1m 9 m -fV I B n 

Can the leopard change his spots ? 

15 Yon may wash indigo, but the colonr is fast, nor does iron be- 
come gold ; no matter how much camphor yon give a crow to eat, he 
will never become a swan. (3). 

Skr 213, gS f-m I 

wa-* se *, q7wr-8 3 WR r 

20 God's morals are not ours. 

The. blue-jay eats the worm, while R i m  is ever shining in its 
month (its cry is " RBm, RQm). No matter what its actions are, 
my business is to adore it. (It is a sacred bird, has the entrde to 
heaven, and is worshipped). (4). 

25 W p m  WT *, &-'CIT an3 +a I 

w-%$%w*, q i f ~ f % f % W ~ ~ ~ ~ U . ~  

Too late. 
I 

At first you did not consider, when the be1 tree grew a t  your 1 
feet. Now what is the good of considering, for the tree is B u r -  

30 rounded by thorns. (51. 

m m w a i r w ,  mw*1 
9m)8imwji~, ~ - w w T ~ ~ ? ~ T I I ~  fl I 

e~sargi~w-m5w, f % ? J 6 i l * @ ~ T l  

zrqx q~3f 44tar-w, m-3 mr 1 Q r 
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- a r g ~ ~ a % s * ,  argshq%t 
m l i r ~ ~ s r $ w y ~ g ~ I m a ,  Imafiifiq-@i?Vn=n 

nib-@i3biii. vwm+in4t1 
s r ~ f i s r q x ~ ~ ,  ~ ~ T T B * ~ I C I  

The Englkhman k the best master. 5 
Slender slender is a stick, my brother, and slender are my 

limbs. Slender is my master, and his cowherd am I. (6). 
Whom do I call other masters ? They are like a heap of wood. 

I d l  the Englishman my master, who is like a pile of gold. (7). 
I came crying "master, maater." What age is my master? 10 

From chewing betel his lips are red, and lines show in his moutache. 
(8). 

I took tyre from a black vessel,* and made a lamp of camphor 
(to worship the gods). On the night of my master's birthday i t  
rained gold. (9). 15 

m m w - w & ,  6 g w 5 a m 1  
m*fiu*m, * m l q t m P J ~  t a u  

a3i 9 h - O ,  %ii wx I 
eta~gkGii*, n ? h w ? m r  t p n  

ibi7 i i h ~ - m ,  2- * I 

W s f i x T q r a ~ ~ ~ ~ n ,  * ~ i m l ~ t ? n  

s l w - t  4 - a ? ,  amr m G7-m I 
rnG$&?t, G w d - n t ~ n  
mw'df WIT im, yT VBlP I 
m ' d f a m a r ,  S T B ~ V T ~ ~ N  25 

Uowherds' lore. 
What do I call other cows which eat pawing the ground and 

digging with their feet i' 
That cow I call dun-colonred, which advances rubbing itself 

against us. (10). 30 
I call that cow an Audh one, which  give^ a b e  thick stream 

(of milk). 
Hence may the potter die who made my milk-pail narrow- 

mouthed. (11). 
&injar asks her lover, how does he climb the hill. 

* The earthen pots used for holding milk are smoked, to prevent the milk 
going bad. 

Q 
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Under hie arm he d e n  e white calf, which butts with its 
horns. (12). 

When a man tends cattle in low ground,+ hL body becomes 
much troubled. 

5 The ring on hia thinnest finger, slips up to his wrist. (13). 
In front I call out 'beat, beat,' behind I raise my bow, 
But the cow which I call white, kills the tiger and eata ita 

gnrss. (14). 
vaf@m-wf, wa3-I 

10 w-m*mY, mwmm~n t t r  
A prophet in his own country. 

The sandal tree ie on the hill, but fools call i t  b a d r .  They do 
not recognize the leaves of the tree, and cut it down by the roots. 
(15). 

15 mm;ma, Y P " W ~ ~ I  

mfim~rlw?, m n @ w - d l x r  t 4 1  
Practise virtue ; perform not austerities. 

Yon may worship,nnd yon may pound your body to f l o w  
(with austerities), but, saith Kabir DBs, the thirst of desire never 

20 dies. (16). 

*w*, ~ - ~ T * ~ I  

d M q l ~ - i r f ,  w ~ ? T * l  \QI 

There were five Pbqrjavas. Whose name was Jahadis P 
He who hit the mark of the fish in the pan, and won Draup3i.t 

25 (17). 
m .IvT *-m, qw-m-m Wm I 
*-m-?-w *m, m5 mfrm -m N fc n 

Three brothers, strong as Rhvaqa, Mahiriwqa, and Knmbha- 
karan, and a son as strong as M e g h d d g  peeled, and set up a pillar. 

30 (18). 

wmm*yfism, mfm-aqnl1 
srranf *~~~ i9wT,  ~ m , r l * y r  ~ C I  

Christmas comes but once a year. 

The' Diwdli comes quickly ; and once i t  goes, it is a long way off 

* N&hm i~ low ground near 8 village, where rain oolleots end ia impound- 
ed in the rainy season. 

t Bat thin war Arjnna. 
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(till it comes again). GO, go, Diwa'li to your home, and let the 
spring blow up ita dust.' (19). 

3iea Sr 8at ~ 6 3 ,  qm-q cm-mw I 

@ITrarifT~?-*T-ri~ ~ w * ~  I P * I  

Cowboys at play. 5 
I was playing a t  (crushing pulse in) millstones, and was trim- 

ming BangMi betel leaves. Yonr body and coat are the same, 
but yonr appearance is all changed. (20). 

Mna-ar*  ar-JIG, m4 m 1 

~ g r ~ l ~ ~ i m w r 9 1 ~ t 1  10 
The parrot has eaten up all the ears of corn. The straw i a  

tottering. Drink the milk of low-ground (pasture), after first 
a~mnging (lit., twisting and lifting) your moustache. (21). *+-, ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ l  

~ W R - S ~ W ? ,  ~ ! p - G W T T I  77 I 15 

Mount on the elephant Mah'mantti, and on its forehead p p  
the pad. (Yonr cow) the wife of a great man, will kill the lion and 
eat her lunch. (22). 

M a 3 m P r q P ; ,  ~ h w m V 1  
wq~vfimr*, W W ~ I P F I  20 

The pen shakes, the paper shakes, and the letter is not sent : 
when I remember (my love), my bosom burah and my limbs totter. 

(23) 

tinm?gqRm, %?itTfm?ht 
$ ~ ? T $ ~ ' ~ T ~ B F T ,  m**la81 p 8  II 25 

Yon make very delicate cakes of cowdnng-fuel and yonr lmke 
are curly. 0 fair one, yon are yourself beautiful. How old ie y o u  
husband ? (24). 

The DiwU in sn Autumn f d d .  Ph6gPn in 8 Spring moabh. 
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Laudator temporis aoti. 
RBjB Bali went away (leaving us) without his might (Kt. might 

disappeared without Bhima) and A j u n a  without his arrow. Books 
disappeared with Sahadbva, and generosity when Karla  went. 

(25). 
Amongst birds the fly-catcher is the most beautiful, and 

amongst snakes the maniycir8, amongst queens KanikB is the fa i res t  
and enchants the world. (26). 

RBma's darling was Lakshmana ; the darling of the PBndavas 
waa Bhima, Alhs's darling was Vdal. Each of these could conquer 
both armies (in a battle). (27). 

m-m-irt w wmlvf, mmT qm I 

G+!tmm-dwmw?, x y r T T i m n ? = n  
They (pilgrims) camp amongst the plantain leaves, and bathe 

n the YahBnadi. They worship a t  the temple of the Savari and 
of Nhrtiyaqa, where there is a fair image of the God. (28). 

**~fhnaa, a ~ 3 - I  
ar-srt a w - S  SF, vii wrr? m n pa r 

In  erery lane the cowherds carry staves and cry " Whose is 
the two year old ram that is going along with us 2" (29). 

wwrgvmrw?Hm-@, mgritw?k~ 
~ T ; Q ~ w W G ,  ~ ~ ~ - S * I P *  11 

(Hannmhn says) "What  news can I tell of our Lord (RBma) ? 
Hear, 0 heroic Bharata. The fair-faced one (Sit&) has been 
ravished, and Lakshmana (lies wounded) on the sea-shore." (30). 

i ) w f w d ~ i w l ,  ma4aTl  
~ - ~ w f ~ ~ ~ q & + h ,  ~ i i ? d 3 r n ~ % u p p u  

Oily and sleek-haired, adorned with flowers, he marches shoot- 
ing arrow-glances in the lanes. On such a man let no one trust. 
He is a beggar gallant. (31). 

wficm 3h-5 ifirsr mr, +$ w h w  I 
vrsrrafT%msrM, **i%mnppn 

On the bank of the river is a one-eyed crab, which screams out 
Kayo% Kayo'%. NOW, one-eyed crab, what will yon do 3 Rheum i 
flowing from your eye. (32). 

*fTm 3TG w>firn, 4 w r  39% TW-% I 

@ 8hTT 4 %?, ~ l *  --* 7% II pp W 

.m>y*R91 Tt, SR~&RBI m I 

ilei ~~ v? f m6l, fhaar-;iw+i pm r pe n 
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Wedding preparatwm. 
A man of the KO& caste is weaving silken cloth, a man of the 

Kos#d is weaving colonred cloth. The goldsmith is casting tinkling 
anklets, the ceremonies of taking the bride home are commencing. 

(33). 
The Kostci woman goes in front, followed by a woman of the 5 

cowherd caste. I n  the middle walks the oil man'& wife, her feet 
slipping when (any gallant) looke a t  her. (34). 

m ~ ~ - ~ * y m * i j f i m - ~ ~ ~  
*h~RG--i i¶ *it-@+ IPWI 

A home-burning. 10 
Burnt is the honour of my master, and his stable-pony is dead. 

The  bodice of my master's wife is burnt ;-it cost the price of nine 
parishes. (35). 

W T ~ T W ~ ~ T W ~  vmfHw3~1  
- W T W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  w r a p 4 d i m 1 1 ~ q  R 15 

Amantiurn irm. 
" Yon gave me tobacco, yon gave me baccy, and yon also gave 

me hard words. To-morrow or the day after yon will go to yonr 
husband's house, and then how will I remember yonr virtues ?" 
(36) 20 

*fiefiPfsTm8,fwT¶ ~~~I 

mplriwm-S, wSlW?tp~ u ape II 
Sixteen horns, thirty-two hoofs, and (twice) nine, i. e., eighteen* 

ears. The days of spring are come and every thing is red and 
yellow, (i, e., the holi festival is near). (37). 25 

srrb --I &, wr ale-iSi w w r  I 
mii m-S XPUWT, wai t  m-6 =m 11 pa n 
*-qwaY M - e i  T*, um-fi??rr Wm Wfm I 
Wvrn~rw+tTpT¶ & g l r l l m 1 p t ! u  
7 P t T ~ - @ M 9 ~ ~ % ~ l  30 
f*h,maitgw9 f k G w ~ ? k u  M *  11 

Sit6 in the forest. 
" 0 Kararauli bird of the black forest, 0 Chhachhdn bird of 

the Dhavai forest,-0 parrot of the Sbl forest, worship ye the 
name of Rhma. (38). 35 

Eight cowa and a cowherd have 8 x 2 = 16 horns, 8 x 4 = 32 hoofs, 
and 9 x 2 - 18 ear6 between them. 
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" The all-merciful (%ma) is B garden of trees, the darling of 
his parents. Fair of limb is my dearest brother-in-law ( L a k s h w a )  , I 

m d  dmk hued k my beloved (Rbma). (39)." 
(So saying) the daughter of RBjh Janaka fills her water-pot. 

5 She wipes her heel dry, washes her face, and gazes a t  (RBma'e) 
face and form. (40). 

2. Dadariylis. 
These also are sung by cowherds, but to a different tune. They 

are specially snug to each other by young lovers when courting and 
10 when they are a t  a distance from eaoh other, as, for instance, on 

opposite sides of a tank. 
I 

*~-*amm,Bji-%fW1l ~ & * , * ~ ~ I I \ I  
From smoking Indian hemp I got intoxicated. I saw yon, m y  

ooaxer, in every direction. (1). 

15 am%~?TV@?,&fhP31 U ? - B T ~ ~ * , V @ ~ I T ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ I I ~ N  
The cow is giving milk, and the buffalo is off milking. Yon, 

0 gallant smiler, coughed a t  (seeing) me. (2). 
ar@feuftrm,mr.(r4%1 ~ i ~ - % f m , i m ' ( r 4 % n ~ m  
The soldier stands and does not move away. The thirst of my 

20 eyes is not extinguished. (3). 

-%aym, W-I  rh-mi?t=iiwyj?,~aiii?l~ua 
Fine feathers make not fine birde. 

Yon weave a bordered cloth, but n3 one makes advances to 
yon. The flies am swarming about (your dirty body). (4). 

25 q ~ 3 f B P f m r ~ w r a 3 ~ 1  $ i i a f t ~ , d t - ~ r a i 6 i ?  un 
The soldier comes, but if he talks nonsense, his captain (mp- 

lover) will shoot him in the heart. (5).  
Tmft ~i+3--arr, *-a7 163 I 1 WR WR w i *  m-iir r 4 m 

I cook mongari fish in clarified butter. 0 friend, every word 
30 yon say pierces my liver. (6). 

W ? ~ ~ ~ , W W - W S E I T I  ~ m d t u G a , & m ~ ~ ~  
By the new tank there is a rest-home. There site a devout 

woman counting her beads. (7). 
&?-w*, &em, W W ~ U J W @ I I ~ I  

35 I was cooking, and came suddenly (out of the house). (Then 
finding her lover there, she says), Where have yon been these agea, 
my coaxer ? (8). . 

~ v ~ G ? , a s n - P ~ ~  .r-nm-3ird8,immpaca 
I' 
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The short-toothed elephant has a red addle-cloth (but no 
rider). On whose neck shall I throw the (wreath of) Tuscan 
Jasmine ? (9). 

I f M ~ F 2 , q i q t r P o r  
The fig leaves speak not. You sit dumb (like them) and do not 5 

speak. (10). 

, 1 W-W-TT WT, a inaf 1 ff I 
My honest (husband) has run off to cut paddy (and is not a t  

home). For whom shall I cook my vegetables and fish 2 (11). 

To her husband. 

I would keep yon at home (content with) eating a handful of 
grain (rather than going abroad to seek yopr fortune elsewhere) ; I 
would keep yon here, under my influence, my shampooer, my 
coaxer. (12). 15 

ms-ST d, e~m T* I ? i b ~  yw-* M, 6 ritVr I PP r - 
On yonr feet are shoes, and over them ankle-chains ; your bay 

k r s e  well becomes you. (13). 

I ;r"+m*,wmmnt~,n 
On yonr neck i a necklace, on mine a garland. I n  whose 20 

power ( l i t .  love) have you fallen, my coaxer? (14). 

? ' a ; S i b d , i i w ? t ~ G h ~  ~1~tilaraEi,3mmar9wi?'tntxn 
All round the borders are the Agasti (Gschynornena grandi- 

f i ra)  trees. In  the midst the village site. Fire has broken out, 
and the village of Kamar'dh (name of a place) burns. ( 2 5 ) .  25 

sr3t *, %fin I ?I% m ~W't-wf, Ski +t 11 t q  n 
The fire is alight and the chir'chira' (Achyranthus w e r a )  wood 

bums may a maggot fall in yonr one-eyed eye. (16). 
q ? t h 1 m r n w w u l  6 f i ~ 1 ~ - 4 n s r r , a r r ~ q ~ ~ a r m a ~ c n  

S'he describes how even his mare laments her locer's absence. 30 
The mare is greedy, but she won'b eat ( i .  e., s&er) her bit. 0 

mj4, (i. e., beloved one), she does not gallop to Kamar'dh. (17). 
d - w i  -1, w?-G wS7 I *T-3 qi$ BBT d? 11 tr= m 
With a water-vessel in his hand, and a, necklace on his neck, 

the beautiful bird (her lover) speaks from the mango orchard. 35 

(18)- 
nw?w,*rrm-~ ~ q * T l w u i r r ~ u ~  
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In  the new pond is much mud. My water-jar (has sunk and) 
does not rise. My fears are falling. (19). 

M~~~,w?.~PxI  m~mf  * , d % . h r ~ ~ p * r  
A small plantain is kem'and a big plantain is kerh. At the 

5 time of starting take the name of R&m (i. e., say good-bye) my 
beloved. (20). 

.li$m,*h~ 3R-4n;-TT&,%filii~a~%V~pt~ 

The Englishman is coming, his tents are being set up. For 
whom shall I bring limes and plantains ? (21). 

10 wgm~-w~,w~iii?m~ .ci\~frr;ii~e,rit-w%-iiirmvsppn 
Saddle the short-tusked elephant and make it go fast. Smil- 

ingly invite me, the lover, whom yon have entangled. (22). 

mrn q3, ym gaer3 I I m - G  UT-%, fin d II pa r 
To her lover. 

15 Leap over the thorns and spikes, and come. Fill your water- 
vessel with water and come in. (23). 

8 9 ~  US'?, w"m 3k I w7-BT mw a n i v y  WRY-% 3k 11 pe  -n 
With gram-pottage, by the branch of the clraraunfri tree, long 

watched I for you by the bank of the river. (24). 
40 a 

20 h - S  d?t, 6% Sw-iri I -4$r or? wwr-in my fnw-a? *ki Iprm 
I drew well-water in the bucket. Though I cry "nay, nay, 

coxcomb," you fall upon my body. (25). 
& - w ~ ~ % w F I ~ I  f i r " a r r r r d ~ , ~ m - i ~ w p a m  

Wearing shoes of real cowhide, my coaxer comes circuitonsly 
25 under pretence of (asking for) cowdnng-fuel. (26). 

sFfiw $w-@i, rn fagiw I %ij fl~ ~f$m, m-Gi P PC I 
There is a spangle on the head of the black bullock. How shall 

I come, my coaxer, for the mud (on the way is up) to (my) thighs ? 

I boiled forty cowries worth of milk. The F&jB is coming, I 
have spread a couch for him. (28). 

1 ~ a ~ ? T f i d w , ~ * m I p c ~ ~  
The door way rises, and the village quarter sinks. My coaxer 

35 comes in the midst of the village quarter. (29). 

wZ-w we, gM a 1 3  I m TIW w i i ,  w'4 ara n po I I 
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He is  cutting p a s s  for making a screen. Who knows where 
%ma will cast this earth (i. e., where I am destined to die). (30). 

a ~ % % , m m , h ~ m ~  l i f t $ w ? a t ~ , e m ~ v f h ~ ~ ~ p p n  
I went to the market aad bought a ommanut. Inside its heart 

21 ripening (is soft). Outside i t  is green (and hard). (31). 5 

mniPPr,,rrsn*rl "%3t.rrt:&,mShrtnpp~ 
In the new fenk ie much mud. Mp water (has sunk and) 

does not rise ; and my loins are weak (from grief). (32). 
WE%'&, f%W TFW I f~ *a, ~ ? 7  a* 11 FQ I 

A compliment from a village main. 10 

At  e-tly midday, yon went out for water. Your waist sways 
like a slim bmnho. (33). 

&-ii w*, m3t I i ibqw-p~  wr, a m   pit a pu a 
This year the tamarinds ripen flat (fair but sour within). On 

your mouth is mercy, bat within deceit. (34). 15 

Fm *, *nrm I I i 7 r - w  y?I% 2w t, ;lrn-~lQrl I PY n 
There is a aee-saw post by the new tank. Give me a awing on 

it, you who are watching me. (35). 
wwr, -4 T$IT I &VT h, 6?bm-iii v m  n pq H 

Turmeric for yellow, garlic for seasoning, them things will I 20 
8sk for, as I go round the Saturday M r .  (36). 

<B ?JV I ~ f k  Wl-JT%, ~ T ? T  & TT9T I1 PQ I 
I filled the spirits up to the top knot of the bamboo vessel. I t  

has taken fire, and your Kamar'dh is barning. (37). 
a"nur%if%r,w%a~~q~ ' F B T ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Z I G ~ ~ T I Q C : ~  25 

I made a wheel-ring* of soft iron. The swan (the lover) flew 
away, a d  left the bird (the beloved) a corpse. (38). 

9mrfftna,&a~-il W G % ~ - G r i r , p r g i r t - ~ n ~ a ~ ~  
Baying " I will eat them," I knocked down mangoes. Why 

have yon deceived me saying, " I will come ?" (39). 30 
mf?t,Fmam~ m - a t v m , ? . r r t : n i r i r a a u a  I 

My name became known 88 a golden ring. But, 0 Rijb, a t  
the time (of need) yon were of no Use to me. (40). 

+ W d 6  is a ring axed inside the nave of a oert wheel, to receive the axle. 
tree. 

R 
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CHAPTER XXX. 

Folk-tales. 

1. THE STORY OF RLMA. 

Das'rath, the Rbjh of Aj6ddhh had three queens, Kaufisilld, 
Ka inkgi  and Sumit'r4, and also four lovely lovely sons, Rbm-Chand, 
Lnchh'man, Bharath, and Sat'rnghan. Amongst these Rain was by 
f a r  t h e  most beautiful. While he was yet a lad, he went to 
the forest with his gurzi (preceptor) Viswamintar, and slew several 
migh ty  mighty demons. His younger brother, Lachh'man also 
was with Rbm, and also slew demons. How should this not be ? 5 
for  R4m-Chand was an incarnation of the Supreme God and 
Lachh'man was an incarnation of the God Sefis. Thence the 
t w o  brothers, with their gurh came to Janak-pur. I n  this Janak-PUP 
W ~ B  the realm of king Janak. He  had a daughter whose name was 
Chhith, and she was wondrous fair. Yea, the beauty of Chhitb was 10 
nntellable. Now king 3anak had made a vow, saying, ' whoever will 
break the bow of Mahhd6v which is in my possession, to him will I 
give my Chhith in marriage.' On this account great numbers of 
kings came from all countries, and amongst them, also these 
very two brothers, and Rbm-Chand broke the bow of Yahbd6v 15 
and no other king had strength sufficient to break it. Then 
Das'mth also came from Ajtiddhb, and a beautiful wedding of RBm 
and ChhitB took place ; and after that Rbm's three brothers were 
&o married to other damsels. Thus Rij4 Das'rath taking with 
him his four sons and his four daughters-in-law, returned to his 20 
own kingdom to Ajijddh4. Many days after this he put forward a 
proposal to seat Rim-Chand upon his throne, but in the meantime 
Kihikgi, Bharath's mother, became angry that he should set Rbm- 
Chand, who was Kaufisillb's son, over the kingdom, and leave her 
son Bharath with nothing. So Queen KainkBi went into her anger- 25 
chamber, whither Rijh Das'rath followed to remonstrate with her. 
There that Kainkgi demanded the fulfilment of two boons, which 
she had kept by her from before in reserve. One boon for which 
she asked was, that he should give the kingdom to her son 
Bharath, and the other that R i m  should dwell for fourteen years 30 
in the forest. On hearing this RhjL Das'rath sat with head bent 
(in sorrow) ; but when RBm-Chand-ji heard all this talk, he took 
ChhitB and Lachh'man-ji with him, and bade farewell to his mother, 
to the king, and to other people, and took the road to the forest. 
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Thus wandering ia 6Bs forest, and meeting holy men, they ar- 
rived at a, very diatant forest. Thither m e  Rawa&'a sister and 
Lschh'men-ji cut off her nose and ears. Then Rawanh's three 
brothers came with very great armies to fight, but RBm-Chand-ji 
hixed al l  of them. There Rawan4 heard of this, and came with 
his gv& Mirich, who %ook the form of an imitation deer after which 5 
Wrn ran with his amws, Tbempon, while Lackh'masn dso waa 
absent, Rawan6 (came there) disguised as an ascetic, and carried 
off Chhith to his own home at  Lankh. Then Rim-Chand-ji 
and Lachh'man-jf wandered about searching for Chhit4, and 
there, in the forest, made friends with Sugrinw and finurnin. 10 
Then a m  and Lachh'man, the two brothers, took an army of 
monkeys and beam to fight Rawani, built 8 bridge across the sea, 
and, having crossed by it, descended upon Lankh. Then there was 
a terrible fight, and Rawanl and his brother, and his huge sons, and 
all his armies of demons were killed. His kingdom was given to 15 
Bibhikhan, d Bib-Chasd-ji taking with him Chhiti and 
Lachh'man-ji and his monkeys and bears, on the completion af 
the fourteen years, returned to his AjijddhP, and began to reign. 

2. THE STOBY OF JJHOLL. 
This and the following story are very popular in Chhattisgarh and 20 

are sung in  greatly extended versions. As told here t h y  are much con- 
densed. 

I n  the land of the Fort of Narbraal ruled RBj& Xal. His son's 
name was Qholh and his daughter-in-law's Mirfi. Prince Dholh 
and Princess M8rh were very beautiful, more than can be told. 25 

Before their marriage the two performed austerities in honour of 
Mahadev and Pir'bati for twelve yeam, and obtained the boon 
that their wedding shonld be fortunate, and that they shonld pass 
their days in happiness. R4jh Nal gave his kingdom to his son 
Prince Pholi and said, " Go into all lands, and visit all the fonr 30 
quarters of the earth, but go not to the land of Fort Pingal4, 
where Rew4 Mtilin, whom they also call Harewi, dwells with her 
sister Parewh." Now what shonld happen, but Prince.phoU wenG 
into all lands, and all the fonr qnarters of the earth, and rts he 
wandered, made up his mind to go towards Fort Pingali. So 35 
Prince Dhol4 went and went, and on the road met seven sisters 
hnsking rice and asked them thus- 

1 " 0 damsels husking paddy, with pestles hung with flowers. 
I ask ye, damsels hnsking rice, to tell where is the Mhlin's house. 
Ah, I sm the fair Prince QholB." 
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That is  to say, " 0 damsels husking rice, on your pestles flowers 
are tied. I am the fair Prince DholB, show me in what direction is 
R e w 4  Mhlin's honse." Then the seven sisters, as they saw him, 
became entranced with his beauty, gave him a stool to sit himself 
upon, and giving him a vessel of tobacco for smoking, said, " This 
sister of us seven is RewL MLlin," and thereat they pointed out 5 
o n e  of themselves. But Prince Qhol4 did not believe their words, 
and went away saying aa follows- 

" I pass through the lanes, I pass through the byeways, I paas 
throngh the great market places. 

I pass through the houses of the Kosht4s (weaver caste), and I 10 
look in at  the windows. 

Ah, I am the fair Prince Qholh." 

Again he went along the road and met some village lads play- 
ing together. Then he asked them,- 

" Lads of the honse, play in the honse, but hear, lads, my words. 15 
I will give ye treacle and parched rice, tell me the M W s  honse. 
Ah, I am the fair Prince ?hol&." 

That is to say ;-" Lads playing in the honse, I will give yon 
treacle and parched rice, show me in what direction is Rewh Mblin's 
home." Then the lads tempted by the treacle and parched rioe 20 
showed him the way to Fort Pingalh. So Prince pho l i  gave them 
the dainties and started on his way, and as he went arrived a t  where 
in the land of Fort Pingal4 the two sistew Rewe and Parewh 
dwelt in the garden of a seven-storied palace. Now the beauty of 
RewB was extreme, and Prince Pholti stood in  the doorway of her 25 
honse, and said as follows :- 

" I open one door, I open a, second, I open a third, I open a 
fourth, I open a a t h ,  I open a sixth, I open a seventh. 

Ah, I am the fair Prince QholB," 

With these words DholP opened the doom with his own hand, 30 
and in the inner court sat himself down on a Tul'si platform. 
Then the two lovely sisters RewB and Parewa issued forth, and 
QholP addressed them as follows :- 

" Rew4 end Parewa, the two sisters, are a match. 
I, the youthful Dholzi, am come, and in the home did I 35 

weigh them. 
Ah ! I am the fair Prince Dhola. 

That is to say; " Ah ! Rewh and Parewh, both ye sisters ere 
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an equal pair. I, Prince Dholh, came and recognised you in your 
o w n  house." Then Rewh Milin, seeing the beautiful Prince, said 
as follows ;- 

" Where ar t  thou going and art come, 0 Rijh. What great 
work hath fallen (to thy lot)? 5 

Tell me a t  once. My youthful Dhol4, quickly explain. 
A h  ! the fair Prince Dholh." 

That is to say,--"Ah, fair Prince Dholh, whither art  thou 
going ? whence art  thou come ? what great work hath fallen to 
thy lot ? Tell me that, 0 youthful DholP." Then Prince Dholi 10 
replied, " I  am come here into this your house, to you alone." 
W h e n  they heard so much, then Rewh and Parewh both seated the 
Pr ince down in comfort, and gave him tobacco to drink (smoke), 
and betel to eat. While he was drinking the tobacco and eating 
the betel, the two sisters scattered over him yellow rice and cast 15 
t h i s  spell over him, "Le t  Prince Dholi live happily with us 
alone, night and day, and let him never go anywhere from our 
honse." This was because the sisters were entranced, when they 
saw his beauty, and hence they threw their enchantments over him. 
Then they held a sweet converse with him, and charmingly did 20 
they question and answer, and then they applied ointment and 
sandal to him, bathed and washed him, and gave him fine food to 
eat  and drink. Prince Qholri also became entranced, when he saw 
RewiL Mhlin, and began to stay on there. So when night fell the 
two sisters laid him in a fine bed with coverings. As he lived on 25 
there, the mutual love and affection of Prince Dholh and Rewi 
M4lin increased every day, and Dholb's younger sister-in-law, 
ParewA, as she saw how they came together, lived there in happi- 
ness. In this way twelve years passed over Dholh's (head) in: 
the land of Fort Pingalh, in Rewzi's honse, and then one day Prince 30 
3)holh remembered his own home and said as follows,- 

Twelve years ago I left my house, and no longer is my heart happy. a 

I Prince Dholb am grieved, am grieved ; for now memory of my 
home (lit. house and doorway) cometh to me. 35 

I brought ye a bodice from Fort Naraul, a bodice laced with silk ; 
Now the bodice of Rewi and ParewP is worn out, and (no longer) 

is my heart happy." 

That is to say :-" Ah, Rewh Milin, from my own country of Fort 
Naraul I brought you effih a silk-laced bodice, 8nd it also is worn out. 

s 
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1 h e l v e  y e u s  have I dwelt here, and now the memory of my home 
m m e t h  to me. Here no longer is my heart happy." When they 
heard these (words), Rewh and Parew6 said as follows :- 

" Grieve thou not, and be not mournful in thy heart. 
W e  Rew6 and Parewh have given thee our hearts, and our 

hope is in thy remaining." 

That is to say;-"0 Dholh grieve not in thy heart, be not dis- 
heartened. We two 'sisters only exist in seeing thee." But he 
replied, "the memory of my wedded wife cometh to me. Twelve 
yeam have passed and I know nought (of her). I will not 
remain. I will go to mine own land." 

While here this consultation of Pholh was going on, there the 
damsel Mix+ was distressed as she called the prince to mind. So 
one day she said to her maid, "twelve years have passed, and 
counting the days my fingers are worn away and my eyes have 
become hollow, but still my Lord doth not appear." And the maid 
aaid, "I have never gone outside the house, and from here the fort 
of Pingalhiseighty kosdistant, eo how shall I bring thee Prince 
Qholh ? " Again MBr6 spoke thus to all her maids, and asked them 
saying " Take care of me, and cause me to meet my Lord," but 
a l l  of them said "no." Then Mdrfi spoke to her parrot and the 
parrot replied " I am the bird of the forest. What oan I do ? But, 
0 Lady (lit. elder sister), Hear me ;- 

Grieve thou not, and be not mournful in thy heart, 
I am but a parrot, rtnd I will bring the news of Prince Pholh. 
Tear the border of thy garment for paper, and nse the 

collyrinm of thine eyes for ink. 
Write on it, ' Qholh come to me for (the feast of) the Dasahm.' " 

That is to say,-" Lady Mhr6, grieve not in thy heart. I will 
find a clue to Prince Dholh and will bring him. It is a few d a p  to 
the fesat of the Dasahrh. But do thou this ; tear the border of thy 
garment for paper, and use the collyrium of thine eyes for ink, and 
write in it, ' Let my Lord return by the Dasahrh.' " Then Princess 
IKhd did even so, and a t  her command the maid cut the parrot's 
chain, took it outof the cage, and gave it ghi and sugar to eat. 
Then the parrot a t  once flew up a league into the air, and MBr6's 
r&ter Sarnd (or SBrG) who was sitting near her said, " A parrot 
hath no certainty. No matter how much thou cherish it, i t  is a 
faithless bird. It hath flown away. Now what shall we do ? " 
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But the parrot descended, and hope came to both the sisfere, that of 
a truth our business will be done ; for the parrot said unto them. " I 
only flew up for this reason, to see how far I could fly." Then the 
paper w m  tied round the parrot's neck, and the parrot said as follows- 

" Fi rs t  0, Lady, accept my cry of ' Rhm, RBm,' while I make 5 
four salutations (to thee). 

For I am going to trace out Prince Dhol6, and some device will 
I make therefor." 

Princess M h d  said, " Thou, 0 Parrot art  very intelligent. 
W h o  else knoweth the future but thou ? Go, and retnrn after 10 
doing my business." Then the parrot crying " RBm, a m  " flew 
up, and flying night and day came to the forest, and there on even- 
ing falling, sat upon a tree. In that tree were sitting twelve 
thousand wild parrots, and to them the tame parrot said " RBm, 
RAm." Then the wild parrots asked the tame parrot his history, 15 
and he unfolded i t  all exactly as i t  was. Then the twelve 
thousand wild parrots asked the tame one to become their Gnrfi, 
and ts whisper unto their ears the initiatory formula. But the 
tame parrot said " I may not do this business now. It will cost 
five rupees, and will take time. I must go quickly (lit., there 20 
ha8 fallen quickness for me to go). At  the time of my return, will 
I do all this." Thus after talking all night, in the morning he flew 
away from them, and arrived a t  Fort Pingali, and began to eat and 
epoil the flowers and fruits of Rewh and ParewB's garden and seat- 
ing himself on a turret of the palace said this three times ; 25 

Hath a flash of lightning destroyed thee, 0 Qhol6, or the frost, 
Or do RewB and ParewB compel thee, that thon b s t  forgotten 

thy wedded wife." 

Prince DholB was seated by Rew6 and ParewB, when the word of 
the parrot fell upon his mr. So under the excuse of going to the 30 
neceseary place, he rose and went out to the parrot. When the parrot 

I saw him, he began to say, ' Alas, Prince what hath come to thee 3 
Thouhast altogether forgotten thy wedded wife. How hast thou 
w&sted away ? This Rewb is but the flower-girl of Princess MBrfi, 
and yet when thon didst see her, thon becamest entranced. Ah a m ,  35 
How has thy love and affection disappeared." Then QholB said as 
follows ;- 

I '' Parrot, a flash of lightning hath not destroyed me, nor the 
frost, 

Nor do Rewe and PaxewB compel me, nor have I wasted away, 
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Parrot,  nothing has happetred to me. I call fo mind my 
wedded wife three times a day. W b t  oan I d o ?  Rewh end 
Parewh never leave me for a moment. How can I go ? " Then 
the  parrot gave him the paper from its neck, end pholh read it. 
In it wae written the .whole afFair fmm the first. In  the mean- 
time the parrot kept prattling much, and aaying " RBm E L h . "  
Prince Dhol4 was a little angered, and meanwhile Parewb saw 
all this and told it to Rew4. Then Rew4 end Parewh brought 
Oh016 into the house. From inside Qhol4 began to call the 
parrot, which st first did not come, but afterwards it came and 
eat npon hie thigh. When the two sisters learned all this, they 
began to quarrel exceedingly with Qholh, and to say, "We will 
not let you go from here." Then they cooked and gave him to 
ea t  and drink, and Phol4 leaving the parrot alone went outeide, but 
R e d  also went with him, but, on the other hand, she had taught 
Parew4, and what did Parew4 do, but she took the parrot, and began 
to bnrn him in the fire-place. When its feathers began to bnrn a 
little the parrot pecked Parewh's finger so that she let him go, and 
straightway he flew away and seated himself on a turret of the 
p a l m .  Prince DholP also obaerved all this, but what could 
the  poor fellow do ? He carefully warned the parrot, and wrote 
this npon paper ;- 

" Grieve thou not, and be not monxnful in thy heart, 
I Prince Dholb will come on the day of the feaet of the 

Dasahrs, to my home in Fort Naraul." 

This paper he tied on the neck of the parrot, and said " Parrot, 
go thon and tay that I will also come after by the Dasahr4." The 
parrot took the peper, and saying RBm RQm flew away, .and came to 
that place in the forest where the twelve thousand parrots end he 
had first met. There he whispered into their ears the initiatory 
formula, and became their spiritual preceptor, and early next day 
flew and flew to Fort Naranl, and came to Princess MBr6's house. 
When &G saw him she began to ask him all the news, and the 
parrot told her all from the beginning, his adventures on the road, 
and all about Dhol4 and Rew4 and Parewi. He  then gave her the 
paper and said "RBm, Ititm, Lady MBd, now grieve thon not. 
Prince qholP will come home by the Daaahrh." When Prinoees 
M i n i  heard all this she became very joyful, and gave the parrot 
excellent ghz' and sugar to eat, and placed him in a golden cage. 
Then she began to watch the way for Prince Dholh. 
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But here (at Pingalti) what happened ? AN soon as the parrot 
was gone, Dholb began to consider how he oould escape therefrom. 
Now a friend of his, who was there, gave him good advice, and on 
hie advice what did PholB do, but he sat down to play a t  dice with 
&wB, and as he played he gave Rewb a roll of drugged betel to eat. 5 
She became intoxicated, so that her memory left her. Parewi waa 
then in the garden and Prince DholS suddenly called for a camel, and 
mounting on it fled from that place, and urged the camel into a 
gallop. I n  the meantime Parewb saw this, and showed it to RewS, 
who had come to her senses again, and the two sisters began to run 10 
after the camel but could not reach it. As they went, they came to 
a river, and Dhol& forced his camel into it, and Rewi and Parewh 
also followed and seized the camel by the tail. Then Dholb quickly 
cut off its tail, and urged his camel on. When the tail was cut off, 
R e d  and ParewB7s (hold on the camel) was loosened, and they began 15 
to float away in the river, and floating floating they came to the bank, 
and returned disheartened to  their own house. There lived they 
plnnged in sorrow. On the other hand Prince Dholb went on and 
arrived a t  Port Naraul in his land, and, in his own house, met Prin- 
cess M h i .  Then each told the other his story, and after an 20 
excellent talk began to eat and drink, and to pass their time in h a p  
piness. 

THE STORY OF CHANDL* 
There was a man named BBwan-Bir, a great hero, wise, and of a 

very stout heart. For six months he lay asleep devoid of sense and 25 
feeling, performing austerities, and so sound was his trance that no 

I 
matter how muoh you beat him or struck him, he never even rose. 
His name people even mention as a sayiug ;-" Bdwan had a blister 
on his leg, and (he did not notice that) nine hundred scorpions hid 
in it ";-for such a man indeed he was. His wife named Chandh 30 
W~LE very beautiful and used to live in a high palace well watched 
and guarded. Once on a time what should happen but f36wan Bir 
aaa lying in his trance, and Chandh saw a washerman of the village 
named Lori, and fell in love with him. Subsequently, bringing 
into m e  panders and bawds, they also had meetings, but i t  so hap- 35 
pened that this never took place in any one's house. Only out in 
the open, here and there did they sometimes meet and commu- 

I nicate with each other by the aid of panders and bawds. 

1 * Thie is an episode in the Gay6 epic cycle of Lorik, which will be found de- 
ffiribed in fip. Arch. 8urv. Imd., VIII, pp. 79 and ff. In the original version Chand 
pr CMdaini's hoabanrl is named Siodhar, not BLwan Bir, and the hero I~orik, not 
Lori, was a oowherd, not a washerman by caete. The epic ia sung by men of the 
go6ld oaste. G. A. a. 

T 
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One day Chandh sent word to Loii to come to her palace. Her 
palace was very high, straight and long, and below were set here and 
t h e r e  watchmen and guards. So for them also she showed him a de- 
vice. Then Lori having determined to go to the palace (went there), 
and near i t  met the first guard composed of men. ,To them he gave 
money. Then he met next a gnard of cows and cattle, and to them 
he gave very mnch fodder. Then a t  the third guard he saw monkeys, 
and to them he gave sweetmeats and grain. Then he came to (a 
gnard of) snakes and to them he gave milk. So these amused them- 
selves with eating and drinking. Then Lori arrived below the wall 
of the palace and stood, and from above, from the upper verandah,. 
ChandQ let down a noose, by which Lori might ascend to her; but 
whenever he attempted to catch hold of it, Chandh drew i t  up again 
(out of his reach). She thus laughed and sported, but Lori, poor 
fellow, fell into a great quandary saying '' I have come here through 
anch great dangers, and I cannot even get up above, what am I to 
d o  3 I f  I return, I have not any more money, or grain or sweet- 
meats, or fodder or milk with me. HOW am I to go ? " Then 
ChandB saw that Lori was much vexed, and no longer drew the rope, 
and Lori caught h d d  of it, and climbed up to the upper verandah. 
ThereChandb hid herself in another room, and Lori looked on this side 
and on that, and at  length when he was well vexed, he found Chandh. 
Then the two spent the night in sweet converse, and slept on a bed 
together. When the night was pawed and morning came, Lori arose, 
and taking money, fodder, glwin, sweetmeats and milk started, but 
in his haste he left his turban behind, and fastened Chandb's silk 
veil on his head instead. Then, as before, he used the noose, de- 
scended and, in the same way after giving presents and charming 
the guards returned to his own house. 

Afterwards, another person, a washerwoman who washed 
Chandi's clothes, went into Lori's house, and seeing the silken veil, 
recognised it. She also asked Lori abont it, and a t  first he concealed 
the matter, but finally told her all exactly about it. She then 
brought it to Chandb, and also having spoken mnch to her and made 
her ashamed, took away Lori's turban, and brought i t  to his house. 
From that time forth that washerwoman became the go-between of 
these two (lovers). 

Thus things went on for many a day, and BBwan-Bir 
remained still in his trance, and one day both ChandB and Lori 
talked abont leaving the country, and going to some other land to 
live there. As they went on talking, Chandi urgently persuaded 
Lori to leave the place and go to any where else. Lori's idea 
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waa strongly against going, 
but what could the poor fellow 
do, aa he wan fallen into WE- ' 
culties ? Sometimes being vex- 
ed, he would go up to BBiLwan- 5 
Bir, and kick him and pull him 
by the hair of his head, and 
etrike him with a stick and 
thus try to rouse him. But 
how could B8wan-Bir then get 10 
up, for he waa deeply engaged 
in his trance? A t  last when 
Lori waa rendered entirely 
helpless by Chanda's words, 
the two determined to run 15 
away. 

So one day h r i  and Chandh 
both got up a t  midnight, and 
departed. Outside the village 
was a cattle-yard, where dwelt 20 
Chandh's uncle. He  owned 
many cows and buffaloes, and 
lived comfortably in his honse. 
When they came there, the 
uncle kept them comfortably 25 
for three days, and strongly 
advised Chaudh not to do this, 
but to go back to her own honse, 
and offered to give her cows 
and buffaloes. But Chand4 waa 30 
a queen, and had abandoned 
her own honse and husband, 
whet did she care for bdaloes? 
She did not heed. Hence the 
two departed, and going going, 35 
came to a great forest, wherein 
to their good fortune was a pa- 
lace full of food and servante 
and every delight. They went 
inside and from within locked 40 
all the doors with the keys and 
began to live happily. 
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On the other hand what hap- 
pened ? Six montha paiiaed 
over RBwan-Bir in his trance, 
and- he awoke and saw'not ,  
C h a d  i n  his palacei He be- 5 
came agitated, and. dtiertlrards 
hearing ell about Lbri became 
exoeedingb oonfwed.*. ' So he . 6  

started forth fo trace themand ., 
came t o  the ,cattle-yard, bnd, 10 
got full information .from his i 

wife 's-brohrr Then he 'went: 4. 
forward and oame to the fore&,- . 
and from thL aide .an&, that 
heard news of the .place, and 15' . 
learned thati -the. bvera were 
there. Then in a.great a g e  he . 
tried to  open;dl t h e  d o m ,  bnt~ 
they were looked ,all round. 
Lo, as every device of his failed, 20 . 
he lamented and.mhmed~home . 
and began 40 live .alone i n  .his . 
ownm house. L 

* The verb is said to be derived from qm .a crow, and m e k t o  be 

agitated or oonfnaed like that bird. 

[Mr. Grierson hopes that it will be nnderstood that he ie responsible for any 
mistakes. in the sbove tinslatione. Before, however, they were printed off, proofs 
of the aelections were een6.Co the anthor for revieion,. and he made m v e d  verr 
nsefnl correationa. XD.) 
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On th Uopper Ooins of t h  Dynasty.-By DR. A. F. RUDOLF HOEBNLE. 
(With three Platee.) 

Early in 1889 a large hoard of 8,950 copper coins was discovered 
in a field, about 30 or 40  yard^ to the east of the old and mined fort 
(kot) of Mubarnmad Amin, which lies within the boundaries of t h e  
city of Jalandhar in the Panj4b.e 

Out of this hoard 1004 specimens were forwarded to me by t h e  
Deputy Cornmissioner of Jalandhar, for the usual examination a n d  
report to Government on ~ u c h  treasure troves. 

A careful examination proved that most of the coins were of S h e r  
Shhh and Isl4m Shhh ; only a comparatively very small portion belonged 
to Muhammad 'Adil Shbh. The numbers are:  of Sher Shih 738, of 
Isl6m Sh4h 234, and of Muhammad 'A'dil Sh4h 32. This, however, does 
not show the exact proportions. At first 504 coins were sent to me ; 
among these thore were about 2M coins of Sher Shsh and the rest of 
Islim and M$iammad. The next batch of 500 coins were all of Sher 
Shhh, especially selected for me. The real proportion of the coins of 
the  three kings in the hoard, therefore, is respect,ively about. 48, 46 and 
6 per cent. 

Among Sher Sh4h's and Islim ShBh's coins I found a very large 
variety ; especially among the coins of the former king ; and as hither- 
k but very little has been made known of the Stiri copper coinage, I 
have, in this paper, endeavoured to put together the results of my exa- 
mination in some detail. The most representative of the different 
varieties are figured in the accompanying plates. 

About the silver coinage of the Stiri dynasty a good deal of inform- 
ation has been published ; especially by Mr. C. J. Rodgera in his papem 
in the Indian Antiquary, vol. XVII  (for 1888), and in this Journal, vol. 
XLIX, LII, and LV ; by Mr. Thomas in his Chronicbs of the Pathdn 
Kings of Delhi, by Marsden in his Numismata Orientalia and by Mr. 
Gibbs in the Numismatic Chronicle, vol. V, (3rd Series), p. 225. But  the 
only notices of Stih copper coins, that 1 am aware of, occur in Thomas' 
flhronicles, pp. 402 and 403, where he describes two types of Sher Shih's 
dhrns, of which one is figured. Of this figured type, Mr. Rodgers has 
published two other mints in this Journal, vol. XLIX, p. 210. On p. 
413 of the Chronicler are mentioned a d6m and two smaller denominrt- 
tions of Islhm's copper coins, but none is figured. On pp. 416, 417, 
ibidem, are noted a d4m of Muhammad 'Adil, and a smaller denomination 
of Ibr4him and Sikandar, without any figures; but Mr. Rodgers has 

* See letter of the Depnty Commissioner of Jalandhar, No. 681, dated 21st Map 
1889 
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publ i shed  in  this Journal, vol. LV, p. 1% (Pl. VTII, fig. 4, 5), figures of 
I a d8m of Ibrihim as well as of a dPm of Sikandar. 

All the coins of the hoard, which I am now going to describe, are 
d6ms. There is not a single one of a lower denomination among them. 

T h e  copper coinage of the Shri Dynasty is distinguished by a 
s t r r tnge circumstance, which, if it has been noticed, has never been 
explained. Nor am I able myself to offer any satisfactory explanation. 
The manual and artistic execution in the majority of specimens, 
especially of Sher ShiLh, is remarkably good, so as to give the impres- 
s ion  t h a t  the dye-sinker must have been quite familiar with the Arabic 
or Pers ian characters which he engraved. Yet the legends are disfigured 
by t h e  grossest blunders, indicating great ignorance of the language in 
w h i c h  they are composed. Thus on the obverse the legend which ought 
to r u n  eJfl) $dl &> or &dl 9 c,@l &> commonly exhibits the follow- 

ing form Jjdl ddI +. The (nzin) of ud-didn is generally placed 

across the top of the I (alif) of 6 (nd). It may be seen in the obv. mar- 
gin of fig. 2, and on the face of figs. 13, 29, 38. I n  fig. 17, c, is placed by 
t h e  side of 6 in the usual faahion. Occasionally the correct phrase is 
m e t  with, or a t  least what closely approaches to it ; as in figs. 14, 15 
where we have &dl 9 &dl, On Islhm Shih's coins occasionally an- 
other blunder is met with, vb. ,  the form &dl w:dl as seen clearly on 
fig. 28. .A clue to the origin of the blunder seems to be afforded by 
t h e  obv. of fig. 15. Here we have the phrase given correctly, except 
tha t  a dot is placed over dunyd, thus ddl, &dl. It is easy to see how 

with ado t  over it, might come to be mistaken for & (i. e., d), 
and that thus the phrase ( &dl &dl ), as seen on Isliim's coins, 

would arise. The fist word [$dl having been changed to &dl, the , 
second word was, by some not quite intelligible process of reaaon- 
ing, o r  rather un-reasoning, changed to &dl and the intermediate 

) was omitted. The phrases &dl &dl or &dl are absolutely 
unmeaning. The word Jjdt might be read ad-din&, as a sort of 
hybrid plural form of din ' a day" ;-but even granting such a form, 
the phrase wonld make no sense. 

Another curious blunder is very common in  the legend of the 
1 obverse area of some coins. The legend ought to run @dly'l Jg+ $. 

Instead of this form, we very often find the following + 
I 

Y ~d,, or j l n k l l  8 4 1  &.es as on fig. 8, or sometimes even & 
++ &dl: These forms g&-e absolutely no sense ; almirah is nomen8e i 
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sad aLMmih; as the other word has sometimes been read,' is equally nn- 
intelligible. The error may possibly have arisen in this way (see fig. 8) : 
the draftsman of the inscription had written the alif and 16m of a2- 
7hu'with elongated up-strokes, reaching up to fi 'ah& ; by the side of 
them he had written mir (p ) and after i t  al-a (81) ; thus 

But the ignorant dye-sinker copied i t  in the senseless fashion as 
seen on the coins. The correct form &dl, however, is not uncommon, 
see figs. 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7. 

There are occasionally other blunders of s, less striking description, 
which the reader will easily observe for himself. Some apparent 
blunders of this kind may be due to the fact, that sometimes the size 
of the coin was too small to take in the whole legend cut on the dye. 

Sher Shfih, Faridu-d-din, reigned from A. H. 947-952, or A. D. 
1540-15e5. 

Ist Type ; square areas with inscribed sectional margins, on both 
observe and reverse. 

1, Variety: area inscriptions, as on Nos. 356 and 357 of Thomas' 
Chronicles. 

a, Sdvariety : date on obverse area,+ as in No. 356. The legends 
are as given in Chron., p. 402, except that the reverse margin reads in 
full b j h ,  &I &*~+1. The last two words are lost 
in Mr. Thomas' specimen. The dates and mints vary greatly. The 
following mints occur in the hoard : GwBZiyar, 94 specimens ; Agra, 51, 
Alwar 44, Shirga~h 60, Sambhal 19. A coin of Agra, is figured in 
Thomas' Chrm., pl. V, fig. 185; Mr. Rodgers has figured Alwar and 
Sambhd in this Journal, vol. XLIX, pl. XVIIIa, figs. 3, 4. I now 
give a figure of Gwlliyar, mainly to show the last word aju- of the 
marginal inscription ; see Plate 111, fig. 1. 

b, Subvariety : date on obverse margin, as on No. 357 of Thomas' 
Chrmkles. Dates and mints again var;y. The mints represented in the 
hoard are: Nirnol with 128 specimens, Hishr with 75, Kalpi with 20, 
Malot 6 t h  16, and Shirgarh with 3. No specimen of this subvariety 
has ever been figured. I give one of Kalpi, both sides, as i t  shows the 

* So by Mr. Rodgers in a MS. list of coins, given to the Indian Mnaenm by 
the Arohaeologioal Survey. I do not know what the word al-hdmill could mean ; and 
even if it were admissible, it would not remove the di5oulty of almtrah. 

t I call that the obveree whioh contain the legend j C  'ahad, etc. i 
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marginal legends comparatively well (Plate 111, fig. 2). The obverse has 
on the top &WI, to right .r?j q e *, bottom ddl, to left uli~~. The 
reverse r e d s  : on top JPliJ19t, to right, ak, bottom bLk, left 
blklu. The several portions are not always arranged exactly in the 
same way in the different species of coins ; but the whole legend 
is, I believe, always the same, and reads as given above. Further, 
the marginal legends are the same on all coins of both subvarieties ; 
the only difference being, that in subvariety a, where the date is 
not in the margin but in the area, the space thus left vacant, is 
filled up with ,.,UI. Accordingly, the marginal legends of this class 
of Sher Shah's coins (viz., type I, variety l), when fully preserved, 
run as follows, (and not as given in the Chronicles) : 

ob~. &dl, $4 ~?r; J ~ W J  [ u U t  ] 
m-Sulfdn ab-'bdil Faridu-d-dunyci wa &-din. 

Rev. aj(kL*u, 'UL dl Jli*t,!t 
Abul Mugafar fiallad Allhhu mulkahu wa salidnahu. 

I n  subvariety b, the place of u u t  is occupied by the date. 
Of Mabt, being a new mint, I give a reverse, Plate 111, fig. 3. 
Of His t ,  there are two variations. In one, the date is placed to 

the right, in the other to left of &F y;. I give a figure of each ; Plate 
111, fig. 4 has the date to the right; fig. 5 to the left; the date 951 
A. H. in either case. 

Of Shirgayh there are both subvarieties ; some specimens have the 
date on the obverse area, others on the obverse margin ; the latter are 
the much rarer kind. I give figures of both ; Plate I, fig. 6 has the 
date on the obv. area, fig. 7 on the obverse margin to tho right of fi- 
'ahad. Unfortnnately the latter is a bad specimen, but the date (951) 
can j w t  be recognized to the right of &F 9. 

Variety 2. New. Legend on obv. area the same as in variety 1, 
but on rev. there is d l  instead of the mint name. The date is on 

the obv. margin. No mint is mentioned. Plate 111, fig. 8 shows both 
sides : 

Obv., Area: & Margin : above Jd~ 
right 1 6  & 
below (~rldt 

left [ u l ~ ~ ) ~ ]  

Rev., Area : u - Margin : above [pkJt*l] 
UnK . right ["&I e below dl 
dl J1; left [&:aj(klu)] 

u 
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Variety 3. New. Legend on obverse area nearly the same as on 
variety 1, except that it hwfpl  for ; but in rev. area there ia 
914119 instead of the m e t  name. The deke is on the obverse area. 
No mint is mentioned. See Plate 111, fig. 9. Of this variety there  are 
three specimens, of which one shows the obv. legend in a sl ight ly 
different form; as  shown in Plate 111, fig. 10. 

A r e a  : Obv. Rev. 

wu' Or @I j ~ r h  

in Yt U 
r l b ~ d l  N o . l O @ i b l d l  >-A 

$ 4 9 1  
Variety 4. New. The m a  legends differ considerably. There is 

no mint or date on the areas. See Plate 111, fig. 11. 
Areae: Obv. Rev. 

There 3 specimens of this variety, one of which exhibits a rather 
different style, see Plate 111, fig. 12. The rev. wgh of this reads ao 
follows : 

above 

left &LbJlo, dSt. 
below +ul,!t (?) 
right : apparently t m m  of d a b  (?). 

Obv. margin is illegible. 
Note: There is one specimen of type I, of excessiveIy rnde 0x0- 

cution, the scrawls on which have a faint resemblmce to the nsnJ 
area legends of Sher Shih's coins. Ik is either a crude imitation or s 
forgery ; and not worth publishing. 

Type 11. Lettered &aces on obverse and reverse. 
Variety 1,  legends exactly as on No. 355 in Thomas' Chronicles, that 

is to say, with Su@n only (not as-Sultdn) on the reverse. There are four 
subvarieties, differing only in the arrangement of the words of the 
obverse legend. All have the date on the obverse. 

Subvariety a, with 68 specimens, some of which show on the rev. I 
an asterisk or quatre-foil (as a mint mark), but most are plain. 
See Plate 111, fig. 13. I 



Oh. R@v.. 

The date is 951. 
Subvariety b, with 40 specimens, of which some are again plain, 

while others sho t  an mterisk or quatre-foil on the reverse. See Plate 
In, fig. 14. 

Obv. Rev. 
*$ W +  wkl + + ' l , ? t  

dl . YI /L r or /Q~WYI X ~ H  or a&++ 
&cJl,4;Jll & l t r 9 W  axla ,,bL" dLLa 

9 6 1  dl, dl & ~ J I  & dl 

The obv. legend, in thi~l subvariety at least and in the next, has 
. clearly ad-dunyd wa ad-din (not at-din al-dindn). 

Subvariety c, with 10 specimens; the legends which give the full 
name of Sher Shih, are arranged as follows ; see Plate 111, fig. 15. 

Obv. Rev. 

JPF +91 
pk"p~~ r c  
dd~ QJJI f.2 

> *?! dl 

l b l  & &  
This coin is dated 951 ; and has the obv. legend in proper order ad- 
dunyri wa ad-din. 

Subvariety d ;  with 6 specimens ; the legends are the same as on 
subvariety b, but are arranged as follows ; see Plate 111, fig. 16. 

Obv. Rev. 
As on subvariety b. +' 

Va&ty 2, in every respect like variety 1, except that the reverse 



legend has as-Sul~lin, for &aha .  Thcre are four subvarieties, dsering 
only in the arrangement of the worde of the reverse legend. A11 have 
the date on the obverse. 

Subvariety a, with 39 specimens, some of which show on the re- 
verse an asterisk. The legends are arranged as follows, see Plate IV, 
fig. 17. 

Obv. Rev. 
v i  +!,!I 

/L='I~PY 1 a * nG 
&AJ t &dl Wlfi 

9 PA dt J1; 
In some specimens 411 is omitted from the rev. legend ; Plate IV, fig. 18. 

Rev. phJy 
a a& 

'hLJlfi 
&& 

Subvariety b, only one specimen; the legends are arranged aa 
follows ; see Plate 111, fig. 19. 

Obv. 
h on subvariety a jw!l 

iiG 

a e  
dl & 

Subvariety c, with 2 specimene; the legends are arranged a 
follows, see Plate IV, fig. 20. The obverse shows the mint mark of a 
mastika. The date is 950 A. H. 

Obv. Rev. 
As on var. 1, snbvar. 6. 

x u  

&lkWl 
dut 

This is a rather artistically made coin. 
Subvariety d, with 3 specimens ; the legends are arranged as in 

subvariety c, but the obverse gives the f u l l  name of Sher ShBh F&dn-d 
din. See Plate IV, fig. 21. The date is 951 A. H.* 

* Mr. Rodgers, in a MS. list of ooins, sent to the Indian Mnsenm, apparently 
describes a specimen of this kind (NO. 212 of the list of 1886-87). He reads the 
obverse: " fi'ahad al-Amir al-HdmC Faddv-d-d4n wa din&, 950, mint Hi&." 
None of my epeoimens give a mint ; and all read ad-dzcnyd, not din&. 
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Obv. Rev. 
As on var. 2, subvar. c. j w 9 l  

The as of as-Sultdn is not visible on the figured specimen, but is 
perfectly distinct on the two others, in other respects less good, speci- 
mens. 

Va&ty 3. This is a quite new variety, which has never been 
published. Both obverse and reverse legends are enclosed within a 
double marginal circle, the inner lined, the outer dotted. On the 
reverse both mint and date are given. There are three subvarieties. 

Subvariety a ;  with 7 specimens ; the legends are arranged thm ; 
see Plate 111, fig. 22. 

Obv. Rev. 

The mint is Bihnci on all specimens ; the date is either 950 or 951 
A. H. The exact arrangement of the obverse legend is difficult to re- 
produce in print. The letters91 are some what blundered. 

Subvariety b, with 10 specimens ; the legends, so far as reprodnce- 
able in type, are arranged as follows ; see Plate IV, fig. 23. The mint 
is Bicid, the date 951 on dl specimens. 

Obu. Rev. 
JJWI w y; itlll sl; 
,Yt*t dLLo ,b 

( JJt ) $'dl ,!I 8 1  

Subvariety c, 2 specimens; the legends are arranged as follows; 
see Plate IV, fig. 24. The mint is Bihh, and the date 951, on both speci- 
mens. 
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Variety 4. This is also e quite new variety, which has never been 
published.* There are 6 specimens, none of which is qnite perfect; 
the best is shown in Plate IV, fig. 25. They bear no date; the mint 
is Qil'&Bhirgayh. The legends ran a~ follows : 

Oh. &v. 
JAW ,Ut && 

8 1 - 2  +! ! I  
1 

rt 0 a 
ail& dl JLa I* 

The obv. reads: a-Sulidn aE'Adil Shm M h  &hallcrd Alliihu gal& 
whu ; the rev. Ddm-$-garb Qil'ah Sha'rgayh. 

Variety 5. This, too, is a new variety, hitherto unpublished. 
There are only two specimens, neither of whom is quite perfect. The 
mint is K W ,  the dates 950 and 94*. The legends run aa follows. 
See Plate IV, fQ. 26. 

Obv. Rev. 
, u t  dul 

mG 9 6 .  4 
w!,4 pJI; 

JJWI UP ............ ai, 

The obv. reads : As-Swlpira Abul Mugafar Sher Shih aG'Adi2 ; the 
last line is illegible. 

Isltim Shih reigned from A. H. 952--960=A. D. 1M5-1552 ; his 
other name was Jalcilu-&din. With the exception of type IV, none of 

I think I have aeen in Borne MS. liat of Mr. Bodgera a ooin of this kind 
mentioned. But I am not a m .  
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his coins, in the present collection, gives m y  mint name ; nor have I 
ever seen any other coin of his that gives mint.* 

Type  I, squaze aretts with inscribed sectional margins, on both the 
obverse and reverse. This is a quite new type, which I do not remem- 
ber having ever seen noticed. It has certainly not been published. 
T h e r e  are 6 specimens, none of which unfortunately is very perfect. 
On five of them the legends are arranged as follows, see Plate IV, fig. 27. 

Obv. Rev. 
Area : L\aE L Area: S ~ L I  

Sec t im : illegible. Sections : illegible. 
One specimen is arranged thus, see Plate IV, fig. 28. 

Obv. Rev. 
Area: W $ Area: L a l l  I 

dl .@YI f Jl3 ?L 
~ J J I  &dl a& fi 

dl & 

Sections : 953 below, Sections : jdL-'kl below ; 

others illegible. &I to left ; 
others illegible. 

It wonld seem, that this type of coin had the date on the obverse 
margin, but gave no mint. The obverse area-legend reads : fi 'ahad a& 
Amir al-Himiu-d-dinu-d-din, which is a enrions blunder ; but the double 
din is quite distinct. 

The reverse area reads : Isl.dcim Bhdh (bin) Sher Shdh b'ulga'n &allad 
AlMhu. 

The obverse sections gave the date, and, if they followed Sher 
ShAh's fashion, probably read as-Sul_tdn al-'Add Jaldlu-d-dunyd wa ud- 
din. 

! The reverse sections would appear to have read, as on Sher Shhh's 
similar coins, Abzcl Mugafar k&allad Alldhu mulkahu wa sul~cinahu. 

Type 11. Lettered surfaces on obverse and reverse. The legends 
are exactly as on No. 363 in Thomas' Chronicles; but the words are 

I 
- 

It  wonld seem, however, that a mint does oooasionally ooonr. Mr. Rodgers, in 
8 MS. list of coins given to the Indian Mnsenm by the Archrsological Survey, notices 

I one coin (No. 220 of 1886-18871, apparently a, variety of type 11, aa giving the mint 
Malot. 



differently arranged on different specimens. Accordingly there are 
several varieties, of all of which I shall show representative speci- 
mens, as none of them, I believe, have ever been fignred. The date is 
always on the obverse ; and no mint name is given. 

Variety 1, with 108 specimens; the legends are arranged thns; see 
Plate IV, fig. 29. 

Obv. Rev. 

4i  
0 

Ptqll*l  

d1$41 L"- IE rLt 

uCtJt &I IG& 
9 b l " L  &I & 

Most of the specimens show mint-marks of one kind or another. 
The specimen here fignred bears a twig. On some specimens the word 
bin is placed at the right-hand side, over Isl&m. 

Variety 2, with 72 specimens. The legenda are axranged thus : see 
Plate IV, fig. 30. 

Obv. 
AB above. 

Many of them have asterisks, quatrefoils, etc. as mint marks on the 
reverse. In some specimens the date is placed thus 

9 b r  & 
dr JI 

Variety 3, with 15 specimens ; the legends are axranged thns ; see 
Plate IT, fig. 31. 

Obv. &v. 
AB above. 

SK ~ L I  
aG ,UL 

*+ 
d l  iJ; 

Some specimens have mint- marks on the reverse. One specimen 
has the blundered legend ,.,I& for rL1. 

Variety 4, with 27 specimens ; the legends are arranged thns ; see 
Plate IV, fig. 32. 

I 
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Oh. 
As above. 

Variety 5, with 5 specimens ; the legends run rrs follows ; see Plata 
v, fig. 33. 

Obv. 
As before. 

Of tbe laet word sultcinahu only a faint trace is visible. The words 
SGh and bin which should follow IsMm, are entirely absent on all 
specimens, though it is possible that they may have fallen just outside 
the face of the coin. 

Variety 6,  with 4 specimens ; the legends mn as follows ; see Plate 
u, fig. 34. 

Obv. Rev. 
As before. [+'kt ] 

r b L 1  
n u  

UJ...$Zl9 
[ * ] d J l ' A  
["'U,] 

Variety 7 ,  with 1 specimen only ; the legends are arranged as follows 
soe Plste V, fig. 35. 

Obv. Rsv. 
As before ; 
b t e  953 (P) r k  +I &I 

al-:: + 
* crr"J- 
[dl A] 

Variety 8, with 2 specimem ; the obv. face is crossed by two pmllel  
lines, which take the place of the etter L of the usual obv., and which 
are intersected with a trefoil mark. The rev. legend appears to be 
intended for the usual one, but it is much blundered and hardly intelli- 

w 
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gible. The date is 956. Thia 'is a quite new vruiety, I believe. See 
Plate V, fig. 36. 

Rw. 
A.8 mael, 

but illegible. 

Variety 9, with 3 specimens ; they are of a miscellaneons kind, 
each differing from the other, and none agreeing with any of the prece- 
ding varieties. They ere, however, in a too imperfect state to be de- 
scribed or figured. As far as one can see, the legends of obv. and rev. 
are the usual ones, as appearing on varieties 1-7. 

Tme 111. New. Also lettered surfaces, but the legends differ 
from those on type 11. There is only one specimen, and that nnfor- 
tunably not quite perfect. The legends, as nearly as can be mpreaented 
in type, run as follows. See Plate V, fig. 37. 

Oh. 
JJWI 

The date on the obv. .is cut away ; and the end of the legend ia 
blundered ; the word still visible might be read @dl but for the dot 
which seems to turn it into uid~. 

Type IV. New. Also lettered wrfaces, bnt the legends differ from 
those on types I1 and 111. In point of execution, moreover, the coins of 
this type form an exception, their style being extremely crude, and their 
legends difficult to read. I give them, as they have been read by Mr. 
Rodgers, to whom I showed them and who informs me, that he "read 
them first about six years ago." But, I believe, they have never been 
published.* They are now shown in Plate V, figs. 38 and 39. T h m  
are five specimens. The legends run as follows : 

* In a MS. list of mine, given by the Amhreological Survey to the Indian Museum, 
Mr. Rodger6 notices two specimene of this type, Noe. 362 and 369 of 18861887. 
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Obv. 
+%+t)la 

d W l  a+ 

Instead of JJWI perhaps ujM~ should be read, as on some 
specimens'there is a distinct dot over the e. 

The mint, aii read by Mr. Rodgem, is Bhhdndiyah. I am not 
satisfied as to its correctness ; nor can I identify the place. Mr. Rodgers 
wggests that it may be intended for Ludhihd. 

On the reverse, Mr. Rodgem reads (bk) what I read 8hdh ; via., 

the cross bar. There is a distinct 8 h at  the end of the bar, on the 
left side ; and I am satisfied that my reading is correct. 

Mdpmmad S U h  reigned from A. H. 9GO-964=A. D. 1552-1556. 
He beam also the name of 'Adi l~h&,  which is found, however, only on 
h l  silver coins. (See, however, below.) 

Type I, lettered surface on obv. and rev.; the legends exactly 
as on No. 366 in Thomas' Chronioles, except that on all my specimens 
Abul Y ~ % h i d  is given as the ' kunyat ' of the king, instead of Abul 
Mugaffar, aii Thomas has it. Both knnyats are occasionally used by 
the same king. I have brought forward several other instances in this 
Journal, vol. LII, pp. 212--226. Mr. Rodgem, in a MS. list of coins, 
now in the Indian Museum in Calcutta, also mentions a coin of thie 
type of M+mmad Shhh with the knnyat Abul Muga$ar. A11 the 
specimens in the present collection, however, show the knnyat Abul 
Mujdihid. As, I believe, no coin of this type has ever been fignred, I give 
an illustration of it in Plate V, fig. 44). I t  ie dated 961. Its legends 
run as follows : 

Oh.  

+u' 
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For t,he sake of greater completenees I may here add two types of 
Muhammad Shih's dhma, of which there are no specimens in the 
present collection, but of which Mr. Rodgem notes one specimen each 
in his MS. list of coins, given to the Indian Mneeum in Calcutta  by 
the Archreolagical Survey (1886-1887). 

Type 11, square -ss with inscribed sectional margins, both on the 
obv. and rev. Mr. Rodgers reads the area legends (No. 229) a s  follows : 

Obv. ~ ~ I ~ Y I  w 2 
Rsv. tt+ nL=, & cr~G 

The mint Gwsliyar is given on the rev. area ; the date was pmbably 
given on the obv. mmrgin, as on the oorresponding coins of Sher Shhh. 
But the marginal legends are not given by Mr. Rodgers. Thomae, in 
his Chronicks, No. 367, also mentions Gwhlior-struck coins, but as he 
says that they are similar t o  coins of type I, i t  is not clear whether his 
coins and that of Mr. Rodgem were of the same kind. 

Type 111, to judge from Mr. Rodgem' description of this coin (No. 
227), i t  has on the obv. a square area with inscribed ~ectional margins, 
and on the rev. a lettered surface. The legends, as he gives them, mn 
a8 f0110~s : 

O ~ V .  area : @='1,p81 ~ b c  & 
Marqins, not r e d .  

Reu. alla all1 di 35'5 IIC ;kplQ crlkl-J~ J ~ @ I ~ I  

This is the only instance, known to me, of the use of the title 
'Adil on copper coins of Muhammad Shhh. 

Note on certain In&-Bamankn Coins found in Mt5ywdrd.-By DR. A. F. 
RUDOLP HOERNLE. 

(With a Plate.) 
AB the Plate V, prepared for the preceding paper on the Siiri copper 

coinrtge, affords sufficient space, I take this opportonity of publishing, in 
its lower half, representative specimens of the Indo-Srtssanian coins on 
which I published a full report in the Proceedings for November 1889, 
and which I suspect to have formed rm issue of the Hunnic leader 
ToramBqa, on his conquest of a portion of the Sassanide kingdom of 
Persia. For further information I must refer to that report. Fig. 41 
and 42 are specimens of Class I,  variety 1, subvarieties a and b, showing 
an imitation of Fir6z1s head in fair execution. In fig. 43 I have added, 
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for the purpose of comparison, a genuine coin of Firdz (from my own 
abine t ) .  Figs. 4% m d  45 are specimens of Class I, variety 2, sub- 
mr ie t iee  a and b. These show the imitation of Firbz's head in crude 
execution; in fact, but for the existence of the specimens of the first 
vsr iety,  i t  would be impossible to recognize m y  likeness to  Firha. The 
two subvarieties only differ in the relative position of the star and 
urescent on the reverse ; in subvariety a the star is on the left, and in 
subvariety b i t  is on the right side. Fig. 46 shows a specimen of Claas 
I, vaxiety 3, being an obverse with the moustached face. Fig. 47 is a 
specimen of Class 11, which beare a barbarian head in the place of the 
imitation of Firbz's head. 

P. 8. Since writing the above, I have come across, among a lot of 
half-forgotton coins of the Society, five specimeps of this Indo-Sassa- 
nian type. They were marked : " Received January 1871 ; five undefined 
silver ; donor Dr. Newman." With the exception of one which belonga 
to clam I, variety 1, they are in a very indifferent condition. 

The MBrw4r coins have, as usual, been distributed under the provi- 
sions of the Treasure Trove Act ; selected specimens having gone, among 
obhers, to the British Mmeum and the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 

On soms nezo or rare Hind4 and Muhammadan Coins. No. II. By DR. 
A. I?. RUDOLR HOERNLE. (With two Plates.) 

The first paper under this heading was published by me in volume 
LVIII of this Journal for 1889.. I published in i t  two gold coins, of 
Pammerddi Deva and Vira (or BBla) Varmma respectively, which were 
found among a lot of 506 coins, colleoted by B4bh P. C. Mukhe j i ,  on 
special duty with the Archaeological Survey, and which are now de- 
posited in the Indian Museum in Calcutta. A short classified list of 
the BBbG's collection was published in the Presidential Address, in the 
Proceedings for February 1889, on page 65. I now proceed to publish 
the more detailed account which was promised in that address. 

The collection contained (besides a very large number, more than 
a third, of illegible and useless speoimens) coins of the following 
classes : 2 Roman, 2 silver Venetian, 8 copper Bactrian, 22 earlier and 
later copper Indo-Scythian, 5 silver and 6 copper Gnptas, 3 silver 
Sanrashtrian, 2 copper Valabhis, 3 silver punched, 75 old Buddhist and 

I 107 old Hindh copper (including 42 of the Mitra, 16 of the Datta and 25 
of the so-called Satrap series), 1 copper Yandheya, 17 silver or copper 
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Indo-Saaaanian, 1 silver Arsaside, 1 silver Sasaanim, 7 gold a n d  1 
copper Rathor and Chandel, 2 copper KBsIpdr, 5 copper early RBjptit 
(Bull and Horseman type), 6 copper early Path&, Z copper KBngrA, 1 
copper MBlv6, and 4 modern coins.* 

I shall only notioe those which are either new, or for other reasons 
noteworthy. 

Among the ROMAN coins is one of Gallienus (A. D. 253-268), of 
impure silver, and probably a forgery, rte i t  has a blundered legend on 
the obv., IIVID CD for IMP. CP. The reverse has VIRTVS AUGG, 
and shows Gallien- and his son Saloninus standing fwe to face, holding 
conjointly a small globe on which is a small figure of victory. Compam 
the medallion described in Num. Chron., (New Series), Vol. VII, p. 6, 
pl. I, fig. 3. T h i ~  coin was obtained at  Bombay. 

Among the BACTRIANB, there is a copper coin of Soter Mepa, like 
that in Br. Mns. Cat., pl. XXIV, fig. 5, and perhaps in rather better 
condition. It shows on the obv. the head of the king, filletted, to 
right, apparently without any legend. The rev. shows a drapped 
fignre to front, apparently standing and holding a spear in each hand ; 
or i t  may be the enthroned Zeus as on the coins of Hermaens and others, 
the 'spear' being the eide-posts of the throne. Of the rev. legend 
there only remains ...... AEY BAEIA ....., There is probably a second 
specimen of this same coin, but there is nothing distinguishable on it, 
except.. . OTHP . . . on the reverse. I believe this is a rare coin ; and I 
am not sure that ita attribution to Soter M e w  is correct. 

There are, further, among the Bactrian6 two silver coins (dnpli- 
cates), the attribution of which I do not know. I believe this coin is not 
new, but I do not remember having seen it published. Accordingly I 
have shown it in Plate VI, fig. 1. Obv., helmeted head, LAECA ; rev., 
quadrip and MPO. Both specimens are from Bombay. - 

Both VENETIANS are of silver, on the whole of the same type. But 
one is of mere silver-foil and excessively crude execution, with no appa- 
rent legends, m d  is probably a forgery. The other, a silver dncate, is tm 
exwt counterpart of one published in the Nnm. Chron., Vol. VI, (third 
Series), pl. V, fig. 98 ; with the exception, however, that the name of 
the doge, along the left hand margin, is not Dandolo, but some other not 
quite legible name. Silver ducates of this type began to be struck from 
the time of Enrico Dandolo (A. D. 1192-1205). 

Among the INDO-SCYTHIANS, there are two copper coins, a NANA 
PA0 of Kanerki and a 'king's bust' (as in Brit. Mus. Cat., pl. XXVIII, 

The numbers end olaaeification dzer  slightly from those given in the Addmas, 
on account of some aeeless speoimene having sinoe been excluded, and some others 
re-classified. 
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fig. 9) of Hverki, of types only existing in gold. It would seem, there- 
fore, that  these two coppers are ancient forgeries, the gilt of which hae 
worn  off. 

There are also a small copper Hverki, of the ' elephant-rider ' type, 
and three small copper Bazdeo, of the ' S'iva and Bull ' type. These 
are well-known types, but neither of them, I believe, have ever been 
published. They are shown in Plate VII, figa. 1 and 2. They are 
miniatures of the corresponding coins of the ordinary size, as in Brit. 
Mm. Cat., pl. XXIX, fig. 2 and fig. 14, or Ariana Antiqna, pl. XI, 

e figs. 4, 7. The Bazdeo weighs 51,61 grains. 
There were no gold coins among the Indo-Scythians; and those 

e x k t  were all obtained at  Mathud. 
Among the LATER INDO-SCYTHIANLNB, there are two which on the whole 

show the type of the coin figured in Ind. Ant., vol. I, pl. XXXIV, fig. 
13 ; but in the present case, the medial cross-like symbol, on the obverse, 
is flanked not (as there) by two curves, but by two tridents. The re- 
verse hae the usual ' S'iva and Bull.' Weight 67.67 gra. See Plate VII, 
fig. 3. They are from Mathnr8. 

Among the GUPTA coins, which are all of the Sdsh t r i an  type, are 
two copper forgeries, portions of which are still well covered with 
silver. See Mr. Smith's remarks in his U o i w g e  of the Imperial hptao, 
in the Journal R. A. S. for 1889, p. 144. These forgeries are said to 
have been obtained at Kanauj. 

To the Gnpta class I am also disposed to refer the coin of which I 
publish three figures in Plate VI, fig. 9, 10, 11, and which, I believe, 
is a quite new type. There are three specimens, all of copper, and all 
in rather poor condition. One side is utterly unrecognizable in all 
three; on the other side (the obverse?) they all show three figures 
standing, a king with two attendants, dressed in tunics or armonr. The 
king, in the middle, facing front, holds up something in his right hand. 
The attendant to his proper left, holds the royal umbrella over him ; the 
attendant on his proper right holds a spear or standard in his right 
hand. In fig. 11 the king and the attendant to his left can be seen, 
while in fig. 10 the king and the attendant to his right are seen, 
also the umbrella over the king. Fig. 9 shows all three figures together, 
but they are di5cult to distinguish. I would attribute these coins to 
Chandm Cfnpta 11, of whom coins of the ' umbrella ' type, both in gold 

I and in copper, are known to exist. See Mr. Smith's Obinage, pp. 12, 13, 
91,138. In the latter coins the king has only one attendant on hie 
proper left, holding the umbrella over him. 

The two Valabhi coins I am disposed to refer to this class, because 
they closely resemble certain silver coins of the ' trident ' type, which 
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are usually attributed to the Valabhie (see E. Thomaa' paper in J. R. A. S.,  
vol. XI1 (Old Series) and Smith's Coimcge, p. 137). These general 
characteristics are those of the S d h t r i a n  group of coins. I believe, 
copper specimens have never been pnblished. Obv., head to right, 
covering the whole surface of coin; rev., trident surrounded by an 
imperfect marginal inscription. Weight, 29.50 and 23.97 grs. From 
Bhavanagar. See Plate VII, fig. 4 a and b. 

Among the RATHOR and CHANDEL c o b  were those two of Para- 
mmddi and Vira Vaxma which I have already mentioned. In this class 
-to judge from its general appearance--I would also plece the copper 

C 

coin which I have figured in Plate VI, fig. 7, though I am unable to 
read i t  satisfactorily. Curionsly enough the legends on the two sides 
aeem fo be identical, and to mn as follows :- 

a fb q v g[o]vi[?n]da c h  
T x q x  ra p o p  na 

.a  * de 
There was one coin in BBb6 P. C. Mukherji's collection, of which 

1 can make nothing. It is shown in Plate VI, fig. 8. The obverse 
ahown two bush side by aide, one rather smaller than the other. The 
reverse  ha^ what looks like I and B with a kind of cross between them, 
occupying about three-fifth of the surface of the coin ; below them snd 
separated by a line are four much effaced letters, of which only the third 

I 

is somewhat distinct and looks like the old N- w ja, but may be a 
capital E. The coin wae obtained at Mathurh. 

1 now proceed to describe the other coins figured in Plate VI. 
Figurea 2-5 all are h p t a  gold coins. received from Mr. Rivett-Carnad 
for Fig. 2 is a W-called Ghaptkacha of the usual type, 
and i t  is only shown in the plate, bemuse it is a rather well preserved 
specimen. Its weight is 115,6 p k a .  On what is probably the b e  at- 
tribution of these coins, see Mr. Smith's Obinage, pp. 74--76. Fig. 3 is a 
Samudra Gnpta of the ' battle-axe ' type, published for a similar reason. 
Its weight is 113, 7 pins. Fig. 4 is the Chandra Guptrr, 11, of the 
Class I1 A ' archer' type, referred to by Nr. Smith in the Addenda to 
his Coinage, p. 158. On the reverse the goddess is shown with her right 
leg flat, while the left is raised and supports her left elbow. Usa l ly  
she is represented with both legs croased flat. The weight of this coin ' 

is 123 grains. Fig. 5 is the Chandra Cfnpta 11, of the ' comhttmt lion' 
type, also referred to by Mr. Smith, ibid., p. 158. The legend on the 
obverse runs along the margin from the right to the left, but only its 
concluding portion, on the left, is legible. I t  is ' clever in 
killing lions.' Of the preceding letter only a portion is preserved, and 
it looks like a subjoined #a or $ ya ; it might be WE b?m#/a ' valiant,' 
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or vd?nchhya ' desired,' or eome such word. The reverm legend is 
&he nsnal f s p i m  'with the power of a lion.'* 

Plate VI, fig. 6 is the unique gold coin of the Bengal Sult_&n Jalilu- 
d-din Fat& ShBh, mentioned in the Presidential Address, p 66 of the 
Proceedings for February 1889. It was obtained from Maldah, were i t  
was found by a common man, wsshed out of the ground by the rains. 
It reads as follows : 

Obverse : UM? +@I ,#I L - I  +&I uU 
* uskJldLi$l c+i d 3 e f j J t  

B B v m  : +JI &I 9 +I JYI J ~ J J I  taJjLFJ~ p-4 
*A,. d,* W l k U t  IIC by& &I ulkU1 IIQ 

The legends may be translated thns : 
O~VWW : The Bnlt&n, who ie enlightened by the light of the Chosen 

(and) the Divine, who is entitled ' Snlthn of those who are devoted to 
vigils and contemplation ' ; 

Reverse: The S h a i a  who waits on the Qadam Ras61, Jalhlu-d- 
h y s l  mu-d-din Abnl Mugaffar Fstb Shsh, the son of the SultBn Mah- 
m6d Shhh. (Coined fmm) the Revenue of 890. 

JalMu-d-din is said to have reigned from 88-93 ; see this Jour- 
nal, vol. XLII, p 281. The cuin is da.ted 890. 

Q a h m  IGrtstil is the name of a famous place of pilgrimage near 
Dacca (see ibidem, p. %). Another is said to be nem Cuttack. The 
inscriptions of B a a  SSlih (iM., p. 283) always speak of two such places. 
It is probably t h  shrine near Dacca that is intended on the coin. 

On the silver coinage of the Sbi  a good deal of information has 
been already published, especially by Mr. Ch. J. Bodgers; see ante, 
p. 1%. Still a collection of coins, received in September 1889 from the 
Governmen$ of the N.-W. Provimes, enables me to add a, few novelties. 

Sher ShPh is profuse in the variety of design of his rupees, and i t  
may be well aa a matter of oonvenience, for the purpose of reference, 
to bring them iah some definite classification. . I  would suggest the 
following :t 

TYPE I, two squae areaa with marginal sedions. 
VARIETY I, areas eingle-lined, date and Nagari name on obv. 

axea ; ae-Sdicin d-'A'dil on rev. area. Common. 

+ Mr. Smith in Coinage, p. 88, has the remark : "A. C. has two coins of Chandra 
Guptn " killkg lion," under the ' lion-trampler' type!' Bat they would seem to be 
the -me as that now published. 

t The references in brackets are to published speoiniene. I regret that the 
Brit. Mum. Catalogue ie not available to me. 

x 
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Subvariety a, without naltanat. and without mint. (Chron., 
No. 351; Ind. Ant., vol. XVII, pl. I, fig. 2, 14 ; Mars- 
den, No. DCCXXX.) 

Subvariety b, with naltanat, and with mint on obv. mrtrgin. 
(Tnd. Ant., ib., pl. I, fig. 3, 5). 

VARIETY 2, axem single-lined, date and Ndgari name on obv. 
m a ,  mint on obv. margin; but as-Sulldn aE'ddil on 
rev. margin. Common. 

fjubvariety a, date on top. (Chron., Nos. 344, 352; Ind. 
Ant., ib., pl. I, fig. 4, 6.) 

Subvariety b, the same, but thin and broad. (Chron., No. 
353.) 

Subvariety c, date on left side. (Ind. Ant., ib., pl. I, fig. 13, 
pl. 11, fig. 17). 

Subvariety dl date a t  bottom. (Ind. Ant., ib., pl. I, fig. 1.) 
VARIETY 3, areas single-lined, date on obv. area, mint on rev. 

area, NBgari name on obv. margin. (Chron., No. 3M). 
Very m e .  

VARIETY 4, tUW&8 double-lined, date, mint and Nhgari name on 
obv. margin. (Ind. Ant., ib., pl. I, fig. 7 ;  probably 
Chron., Nos. 345, 346, 347). Rare. 

TYPE 11. Two circular areas, with circular margins. 
VARIETY 1, m a s  single-lined, date and NBgari name on obv. 

margin. 
subvariety a, no mint. (Chron., No. 348, pl. V, fig. 179 ; 

Ind. Ant., ib., pl. I, fig. 8, 9 ;  Mamden DCCXXXIII). 
Common. 

Subvariety b, tbe same, but thin and broad. (Ind. Ant., ib., 
pl. I, fig. 12, 15). Rare. 

Subvariety c, d t h  mint on obv. margin. (Chron., No. 350; 
Ind. Ant., ib., pl. I, fig. 11). Not uncommon. 

' 
VARIETY 2, areas single-lined, Nagari name and mint on obv. 

margin, but date on obv. area. (Ind. Ant., ib., pl, I, 
fig. 10). Rare. 

VARIETY 3, arem double-lined, date and Ndgari name on obv. 
margin, but mint on obv. area. (Ind. Ant., ib., pl. 11, 
fig. 16 ; probably Chron., No. 349). Very rare. 

TYPE 111, Lettered surfaces, no margin. (Chron., No. 348). 
Unique. 

TYPE IV, square coin, lettered surfaces, no margins or sections. 
(Ind. Ant., ib., pl. 11, fig. 18). Very rare ; perhaps forgeries. 

Tile main distinction between the two first varieties of type I is, i 
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t h a t  in variety 1 the title as-Sul~lin al-'bail is placed on the area, but 
i n  var ie ty  2 it is placed on the margin. Neither Mr. Thomas nor Mr. 
R o d g e r s  seem to have recognised this fact, as in all the specimens of 
v a r i e t y  2 which they have published, they omit to read as-Sultin al- 
'A'dil on the rev. margin ; see Chron., pp. 396, M1, Ind. Ant., vol. XVII, 
pp. 65-41. The fact is, that in the majority of coins of this variety, 
by some unlucky change, that section which contained the phrase is 
ent i re ly  or almost entirely lost. But in order to place this point beyond 
dispute ,  I now publish a specimen, in which the section referred to is 
in tac t .  It belongs to subvariety c, with the date on the left side of the 
area. Weight, 172.37 grs. See Plate VII, fig. 5. I have only seen 
t w o  specimens which had this particular section intact, though a large 
number  have passed through my hands. 

I may here note, that the NQgari names on the Sdri coins, pub- 
l ished in the Indian Antiquary, vol. XVII, pp. 65-67, are mostly mis- 
read.  For example, on No. 1 (p. 65) the name reads a & m, not 
a*-; onNo. 3 a * m , n o t a i t i f ~ ;  soalso on No. 5. On 
Nos. 8, 10, 16 it is d, not  if^. On No. 7, the NBgari name is not on 
the reverse (as given on p. 66), but on the obverse margin. On No. 6 
it is  entirely omitted (on p. 66), though it stands on the obverse area 

I (pl. I, fig. 6) and reads 3 8 ~ .  The top-curves of the i-vowel are 
here omitted, so that they all look like d-vowels ; or rather, I should say, 
t h e  top-curves are run into the cross-bar above the NBgari ; this is also 
the  case in No. 1 (pl. I, fig. 1). 

There is a great variety observable in the spelling of the NBgari 
name. Aa a rule the dental s (8) is used, though occasionally the pala- 
tal 9 (q) occurs, especially in the word Sri ( a ) .  Sher is spelled com- 
monly ser (*), often sir (*), rarely siri (m). Shiih is usually in 
spelled slih (m) or slihi (d) ; sometimes shhi (*), rarely sah (w). 
I have only met with one instance, in which S'ri is repeated. It is shown 
in Plate VII, fig. 6. This is a specimen of type I, variety 1, subvariety a. 
Weight, 172.93 grs. The NQgari portion runs thus : a # * d? (or 
perhaps it m a )  Si Si Ser Shhi. Another point worth noticing in this 
particular coin is the extreme crudeness of execution in the bottom 
section of the obverse marginal inscription. The right hand section 
still shows clearly enough ddt 3 ; accordingly I suppose that the rude 
scrawls in the bottom section are intended for,iJkllyl ; though perhaps 
they may be meant for +j, for the parts of the legends in 

the sevem1 sections do not always follow one another in proper order 

I (see e. g., Ind. Ant., vol. XVII, pl. I ,  fig. 14). But the curiosity is 

that, with the exception of the bottom section, the rest of the legends 
in the areas and sections should be so fairly well executed. 
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In Plate VII, fig. 7, I give a rupee of Islim Shih with a cnrionely 
blundered NBgari name. It seem to r e d  a w or a rlgil. 8N, 

probably the latter; but the r( (or W) of r(Vir and differ slightly 
from the rl. of a by an additional stroke, which would seem to take the 
place of, or indicate the omitted vowel of 11;88m and the omitted 
vowel w of qm. But i t  is hopeless to account for the ignorant 'vagaries 
of the dye-sinkers of those times ! Its weight is 171.71 grs. 

In Plate FII, fig. 8, I publish a new type of rnpee of M u b m m d  
Shbh 'Adil. I t  haa square areae with marginal sections, and a Naigari 
name, like his ordinary rupee; but i t  gives the mint name Jh6si on 
the obverse, and the date on the reverse a m .  Jhhsi is now a small 
place close to Allahabad. Weight, 170.71 gra. 

Areaa: Obv. 

a&"lhJ.- 
& dl & 

v"* 4 
3-rn 

Margins : illegible. top: &dl$ ()I 
left : 3 9 p ~  

bottom : illegible. 
right : 

Since writing my paper on the copper coins of the Sliri dpasty 
(a&, p. 154), I have accidentally come across a lot of half-forgotten 
Shri coins of the Society. I am able, from it, to add another variety 
and subvariety to my former list of dhms. 

Plate VII, fig. 9 gives a subvariety e, to type 11, variety 2 (anb, 
pp. 160, 261). +he date is 948. Weight 317.15 grs. The legends are 
arranged as follows : 

Plate VII, fig. 10 gives a new variety of type 11. It is, therefore, 
vmiety 6 (ante, p. 162). The mint is KBlpi, the date 94'. Weight 
307.00 grs. 
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Obv. Rso. 

1,  d t  

JJJ 'k"-Jl P 2  
+ kt 40  + 
aG rPhJ PP" 

I may also take this opportunity to give figures of two half-dims 
of Sher Shhh and one of I s l h  Shih from the Society's collection, aa 
a matter of convenience; for, I believe, figures of them have never 
been published. They ase simply miniatures of the corresponding 
dhnu3. 

Plate VII, fig. 11 gives a specimen of Sher Shih's half-dLm of 
type I, variety 1, subvariety b. See ante, p. 156, and plate 111, fig. 2. 
The mint is Kilpi ; and the date, on the obv. margin, barely visible, is 
95*. On the obv. margin ddl, with the final placed across the 
&if of ti, is clear. Weight 152.86 grs. 

Plate VII, fig. 12 gives a specimen of the same king's half-dim of 
type 11, variety 1, subvariety a. See ante, pp. 158, 259, m d  plate 111, 
fig. 13. The date is 951. The obverse reads clearly ,$dt &dl, with 
the a placed as above. Weight 156.01 grs. 

Plate VII, fig. 13 gives a specimen of Ialim Shih's hdf-dhm, 
of type 11, variety 2 or 3. On the reverse ~ J & I  falls outside 
the face of the coin ; so also the date on the obverse. The die, used for 
these half-dims, was evidently the same as that for the dims. Weight 
153.09 grs. 

I may add, that I fonnd among this lot of the Society's coins, two 
curious forgeries; vk., imitations in copper of silver rupees of Sher 
S h h  and Islim Shdh, which they resemble in size, thickness and 
design. One is an exact counterpart of Sher Shhh's rupee, as shown 
in the Indian Antiquary, vol. XVII, plate I, fig. 14, the other of Islim 
ShBh's rupee, as shown ibidem, plate 11, fig. 29. Their execution is not 
very good, but quite as good, as the silver originals. They look like 
old forgeries, intended to be silvered and passed as rupees. There is 
now no more any trace of silver to be seen on them. Their weight is a 
little short of that of a rupee, which would allow for the silver coating. 

Among a lot of rupees, lately received from Gnrdispur, in the 
Panjhb, I fonnd two of considerable interest. One is a rupee of Nhdir 
Shhh, struck in Peshawer in the year 1160 A. H. See Plate VII, fig. 
14. It is similar to those published by Mr. Rodgers in the Numismatic 
ohvronick, vol. I1 (third Series), pl. XV, fig. 2, 3 ; but its date is his- 
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torically noticeable, showing that NBdir retained his hold on Peshawer ,  
a t  least, till the year before his death. Weight 173.86 grs. 

The other is a rupee of somewhat doubtful attribution. It shows 
the title of ' ShBh JahBn the Second ' (Sh6hjahrin srini) ; and fur th is  
reason, I was disposed to ascribe it to Rafi'u-d-daulah, who is commonly 
known as ShhhjahBn the Second. But being doubtful, I referred t h e  
coin to Mr. Rodgers. He  informs me, that he also possesses a specimen 
of this coin, which he also had hitherto attributed to Rafi'u-d-danlah. 
But he now prefers to attribute these coins to ShBh '#lam I ,  who, h e  
says, in the beginning of his reign, called himself Mu'azim Shhh,-a 
name that occurs on the coin. The coin is dated on the reverse in sun 
ahad jalzis, ' the first regnal year ' ; on the obverse it has *** 9 A. H., 
which would agree with 1119, the first year of Shih ''#lam's reign. 
The mint is Tattah. I believe, my coin and that of Mr. Rodgers a r e  t h e  
only two specimens a t  preaent known to exist. Neither is in perfect pre- 
servation, and I give them both in Plate VII, fig. 15 a and b.  Weights 
175.76 and 176.47 grs. respectively. Mr. Rodgers reads the verse on 
the obverse as follows : 

Obverse: b>fl~! r)j>fl c~.*h j LSjb bS$. 

aLS. A+ JkL. ,$ ,Je nLC, 

With regard to one of the coins (No. 3), described in  my &st 
paper (see ante, p. 32), I have to make a correction.* At  that time, I 
believed it was unique or a t  least unpublished. I n  fact, however, it 
had been twice published before; once by Mr. Delmerick in this 
Journal, Vol. XLIV (for 18751, p. 126 (pl. IX, fig. 4), and afterwards 
by Mr. Rodgers, in the Proceedings, A. S. B., 1879, p. 179 (pl. IV, fig. 11). 
Mr. Rodgers was kind enough to point this out to me; and I much 
regret the oversight. With the evidence of these two coins before me, 
I agree with Mr. Rodgers, that that particular coin should be attributed 
to Tu&laq I. I was misled by the title al-Mutawakkil 'Ali Allcih, which, 
I supposed, might have been assumed by Tu&laq, in allusion to the 
comtemporary Walif .  Now it was the m a l i f  Abi 'Abdullih who 
bore that title, and who reigned, with an interruption of several years, 
from 763 till 808 A. H. ; see Chronicles, p. 258. And his date only 
agrees with Tuaaq 11. However, the date on Mr. Delmerick's coin 
decides the question. It shows clearly the number &> twenty, 
and though the unit and hundred figures are indistinct, it certainly 
places the coin somewhere between 720 and 729. This only agrees 
with Tughlaq I, who reigned from 720-725, but not with Tu&laq 11, 

* This coin, as well as the 0th0r0 from the Hoahanghbld find, noted as unique, 
are now placed in the British Museum, London. 

I 
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who reigned 7-791 A. H. T u a a q  I's title al-Mutawakkil 'A% Allcih 
may be compared with the title al-Mutawakkil 'BE ar-Rahman, which 
was assumed just a century later, by Mubhrak Shih (824-837 A. H.) 
and afterwards by the Lodi kings (Bahlol, Sikandrtr and Ibrahim); 
see Chronicles, pp. 333, 358, 366, 376 ; and also by 181th Shiih, see ante, 
p. 167. 

With regard to the Kumba Gnptrt gold coins of the 'peacock' 
type (Mr. Smith's Coinage, p. 105) it may be worth noting, that on the 
specimens of the variety a there are two peacocks on the obverae, 
whom the king is feeding ; and not only one, as all the descriptions 
which I have hitherto seen would seem to imply. On a specimen in 
my own collection the fore-part of the bodies of both birds is quite 
distinct, and even in the autotype figure, published by Mr. Smith 
(pl. 111, fig. l), the head of the second bird is quite distinct, behind 
the front-one. In the specimens of variety /3, however, there appears 
to be only one bird. 
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I The coins to which these notes refer, though present in^ neithw 
king's names, dates or inscription of any sort, are neverthereas very 
inberesting not only from their being the earliest money coined in Indin, 
and of a purely indigenous charader, but from their being stamped with 
a number of symbols, some of which we can, with the utmost con- 
fidence, declare to have originated in distant lands and in the remotest 
antiquity. 

I n  these symbols we may detect the forma which early men in tho 
infancy of our m e ,  adopt* to give expression in a visible shapc to t h ~ i r  
conceptions of the unseen, and to embody the crude but very widply 
apread beliefs which their speculations on such problems entlhled t,hem 
to evolve. 

The coins to which I shall confine my remarks are thoso to which 
the term " punch-marked " properly applies. The 'punch ' used to 
produrn these coins diBered from bhe ordinary dies which snbseqnently 
came info use, in that they covered only a portion of the surface of the 
coin or ' blank,' and impressed only one, of the many symbols u~ualIy 
seen on their pieces. They dsered moreover in the appearance pro- 
duced, since aa the punch was smaller khan the coin, each device 

! 
appeared to stand on the coin ina depressed area of its o m ,  ~wnnd,  
eqnare, triangalar, polygonal, or whatever was the s h a p  of the punch 

Y 
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employed. It likewise followed that one symbol thns comes to overlap 
and obliterate an earlier one and hence the difficulty of always deter- 
mining what symbols really occur on a coin, which has undergone many  
applications of the "punch." These coins may therefore be considered 
as forming a class by themselres of indigenous origin, though sub- 
divided into an earlier issue of round or oval picces, and a later-one of a 
rectangular form, to which the name of ' domino coins ' from their  shape  
has been applied. From the greater wear and corresponding loss of weight  
which the ronnd coins have experienced, General Sir Alexander Cun- 
ningham (whose opinion on such a question may be regarded as final) 
considers that the round coins were as I have stated, issued and i n  
~ n r r e n t  use, before the introduction of the rectangular pieces ; a n d  also 
that abont one-fourth of the existing punch-marked coins are ronnd, 
and three-fourths of the rectangular pattern. Small gold coins of th i s  
class are known, and there was also a copper currency as well, b u t  
the great bulk of these coins which has come down to us is silver. 
Some coins are formed of a copper blank thickly covered with silver, 
before receiving the impression of the punches, and this cotempomry 
(if not time-honoured) sophistication of the currency is found to occur 
subsequently in various Indian coinages, in the Graeco-Bactrian of t h e  
PanjBb, the Hindu kings of Kabul, and later still in various Muham- 
madan dynasties of the peninsula. The plating is extremely well 
executed and of the most durable character covering the edge of the  
coin as well as its surface. I was for some time a t  a 1088 to know by 
what means this was effected, so long ago as 500 B. C. perhaps, but I 
am told that a bright copper ' blank ' dipped into melted silver would 
become coated with that metal, and this I have little doubt was the 
plan followed. By this meam a number of copper 'blanks' thrown 
into a ladle of melted silver and well stirred abont, would all come out 
ready for the impression of the die or punch, and it is possible that 
' blanks ' thns surreptitiously prepared may have been introduced into 
the royal mint, and there struck with genuine dies, and the coins thus 
prepared substituted for an equal number of genuine pieces.* For most 

* As these plated ooins are olearly of ootemporary date with the rest and 
fashioned from dies of precisely the same character as thoae employed on genuine 
ooins, it seems by no means an undue or far-fetched assumption if we regard these 
pieces aa a portion of those very ooins (or identical in all respects) which the Brtihman 
Chtinakya, the adviser of Ohandra Gupta "with the view of raising resonroee, 
oonverted, by re-coining each Kahapana into eight, and amassed eighty Kofffl of 
Kahmanas", Yahawanse, quoted by Thomas, I .  c., Num. Orient. p. 41. These 
same kahapanas or ktirsh4papas, were of oonrse the ooins now nuder consideration, 
and it seems a very just estimate to take eight plated copper ones as the number 
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of t h e  information embodied in this paper as regards the histo~.y, weight 
a n d  value of these coins, I am indebted to the writings thereon of Major 
General  Sir Alexander Cunningham whose investigations may be said 
to have exhausted the subject, and for other information and a know- 
l e d g e  of several symbols not contained in my own collection I am nnder 
obligation to Mr. E. Thomas, whose article on Ancient Indian Weights, 
i n  Nuntirrmata Orientalia I have freely consulted. One thing which is 
specially striking about most of the symbols representing animals is, the 
fidelity ahd spirit with which certain portions of it may be of an animal, 
or certain attitudes are represented. The sketch may be rude and imper- 
fect ,  indeed i t  must be so from the limitations nnder which i t  was executed, 
but in most cases thore is not much doubt as to the animal intended. 
Man, Woman, the Elephant, Bull, Dog, Rhinoceros, Goat, Hare, Pea- 
cock, Turtle, Snake, Fish, Frog, are all recognimble a t  a glance. Some- 
th ing  of the same sort may be recopised in the stiff and angular hiero- 
glyphics of Egyptian sarcophagi, and Assyrian frescos and carvings, 
a n d  to go still further back into the dim past, we find the salient 
features of the Mammoth, Reindeer and Horse, rudely engraven on the 
implements in use with primeval man. 

I n  a work entitled "Antique Gems and Rings" published no 
longer ago than 1372 we find the author the Rev. 0. W. King, M. A. 
giving expreesiou to the following opinion concerning the ancieut coin- 
age of India (Vol. I, page 86). " It is universally acknowledged thnt 
the  inhabitants of the Indian Peninsula derived the use of coined 
money from the Greek subjugators of Bactria, and that the earliest 
Hindu pieces exhibit evident traces of being imitations, their rudeness 
increasing as their date descends, of the Gmco-Bactrian currency." 

Undoubtedly this opinion was in the main held by Wilson and 
Prinsep before the materials for forming rt correct judgment were gathered 
together, but this statement of Mr. King's affirms what is directly 
opposed to the truth, since the square coins in both silver nud copper 
struck by the Greeks for their Indian possessions, belong to no Greek 
national type whatever, but are obviously a novelty adopted in imitntiou 
of an indigenous currency already firmly established in the country. 

which might be prodnced by ' conl-ei.sio11,' from a genuine silver one. There is mnch 
too that may be urged in support of the plan adopted by the Brhhman, as these 
coins till thoroughly worn were in look and finish equal to those composed of silver 
throughout, and fur more houost and pleasing to look at than the petty Qorman 
currencies of debased silver, which were so common during the first half of the 
present century till the Fatherland wanmed her jnst place in the con~ity of nations 
and these wretched little principnlitics an11 duchies with their horrible cnl.rencies 
were swept away. 



Mnjor General Sir Alexander Cunningham who has irrefragably esta- 
blished this conclusion iu his essay on the coins of Alexander's successors, 
adduces several arguments which may here be briefly recapitnlated. 

First., there is the historical record of Quintus Curtius, who dcscr.ibes 
the Rhja of Taxila (the modern Shahdheri, 20 miles north-west from 
Rawal Pindi) as offering Alexander 80 talents of coined silver (" signati 
nrgenfi)." Now whet other, except these punch-marked coins could 
these pieces of coined silver have been ? Again, the name b y  which 
these coins are spoken of in the Buddhist s ,~t~aa,  about 200 B. C .  wm 
'pz~rana ', which simply signiflea ' old ', whence the General argues that 
the word 'old ' as applied to the indigenons ' kalal~a ', was u s e d  to 
distinguish it from the new and more recent issiles of the Greeks. 

Then again a mere comparison of the two claases of coins almost of 
itself suffices to refute the idea of the Indian coins b i n g  derived from 
the Greek. The Greek coins present us with a portrait of the  king, 
with his name and titles in two languages together with a qreat number 
and variety of monograms indicating, in many instances where they 
have been deciphered by the ingenuity and perseverance of General 
Cnnningham and others, the names of the mint cities where the coins 
were struck, and it is our ignorance of tlie geographical names of the 
period that probably has prevested tlie whole of them receiving their pro- 
per attribution ; but with the indigenous coins it is far otherwise, as they 
display neither king's head, name, titles 01- monograms of any descrip- 
tion. In  place of these last we find a great variety of symbols sorne 
distinctly Sivite, others Buddhist, others planetary, others relating to 
Aryan mythology and all, or the majority a t  least devoted to some esoteric 
allusion. I t  is true that Ueneral Cunningham considers that many of 
these symbols, though not monograms in e strict sense, are nevertheless 
marks which indicate the mints where the coins were struck or the 
tribes among whom they were cnrrent, and this contention in no wise 
invalidates the supposition contended for by me either that the majority 
of them possess an esoteric meaning or have originated in other lands at 
a period anterior to their adoption for the purpose they fulfil on the 
coins in Hindustiin. 

On but one rare type of copper coin of Agathokles (N~cm. Chron. 
N. S. Vol. VIII, 91. X, f. 6), do we find symbols (a tree and 'stupn') 
identical with those seen on the punch-marked or indigeqous coins and 
in  this case, from its rarity and the absence thereon of a Greek inscrip- 
tion, we are fairly just,ified in regarding it as an experimental issue in 
imitation of the local type of coins, which was soon abandoned and 
never repeated. The only point of similarity, a rectangular shape, is 
wholly unknown to Greek coins proper, and occurs on tlie Grreco-Bactrian 
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c o p p e r  issues, and a few small silver pieces in a region whcrc an indi- 
genous  coinage of that shape was already established, Taxila far example, 
w h o s e  indigenous copper coinage, was of an archaic square type, having 
a b l a n k  reverse and a number of Buddhist emblems and occasionally a 
word ,  stamped in the ordinary manner on the obverse. 

Another proof of the greater antiquity of the punch-marked coins 
w a s  d o r d e d  in 1853 by the discovery of a number of these pieces to- 
g e t h e r  with coins of five Greek kings, in a pot a t  Kangra. The Greck 
pieces in this 'find' were comparatively fresh, and the weight of this 
argument  is materially increased by the greater capacity for withstand- 
i n g  wear which these punch-marked coins with their design sunk below 
t h e  surface possess, over coins struck in the ordinary faahion. 

AE regards the weight of these coins and similar matters, I cannot 
d o  better thm quote the words of Major General Sir A. Cunningham 
thereon. "The Indian monetary system was essentially original, as i t  
differed from the Greek and from all other systems, in its nnit of weight, 
aa well aa in its scale of multiples. The ' Yaua ' or ' barley-corn ' is 
not known to Hindu metrology, but the unit of the system is the 
' rati' the bright red and black seed of the Abrus precatorius, the 
whole of the Indian money, whether of gold, silver or copper being cer- 
tain multiples of this well-known nnit. The Assyrian, Lydian, Ba- 
bylonian and Persian systems were raised chiefly by sixes, while tho 
Indian system was raised by fours with a sparing use of Jives in the 
higher multiples. Its nomenclature also is quite different and the corn- 
mon form of the money is not round, but square. Altogether the 
differences are so marked that I have no hesitation in stating my con- 
viction that the Indian monetary system is the original invention of the 
Hindu mind." 

The weight of the 'rati,' the General decided from 1000 average 
specimens to be 1.823 of a grain, or for purposes of ordinary calculation 
assumed i t  as 1.75 grains. 

The most common of these coins is the ' kirsha ' or ' k8rshapana ' 
of Manu, (whence our term Oush for money) the proper weight O F  which 
should be 56 grains, though this full weight is seldom reached. The 
weight of 20 of the heaviest coins in the possession of the General was 
as high as 55 grains each, whilst the average weight of good specimens 
is no more than 50 to 52 grains or taking an average of 700 specimens, 
the average is but 48 grains. 

The value of this coin is then discussed by the General with t,he 

~ following result. " The amount of pure silver in a full weight coin of 

I 
56 grains would therefore be only fonr-fifths of 56, or 44.8 gmins, 
which is exactly equal to four Attic oboli, or two-thirds of a drachma. 
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Here then we see how well the 'kPrsha' wonld have fitted in with 
the Attio monetary system adopted by the Greek kings of K a b n L  It 
is true that it wss different in shape, and of rude appearance, but these 
distinctive features were in its favour, as it could not be miataken for 
anything else. It wae a 8- obol piece even in the dark." 

Besides the ' kPrsha,' half ' k8rshaa ' also occnr sparingly, made 
nsnally by cutting the larger coin in two and 3-' k6rsha ' pieces also 
occnr, one of which in my possession weighs 175 p i n e ,  bnt Sir Alexander 
Cnnningham informs me these larger pieces are of less pure silver than  
the others, which may mconnt for its greater weight, as if of t h e  =me 
fineness the full weight of a 3 ' kPrsha' piece wonld be only 168 grains .  

The coins which have contributed the materials for the present  
paper are a small collection of my own, supplemented by an examination 
of the coins in the British Museum, for casts of some of which I have  to 
thank Mr. Poole who kindly undertook to get them made for me. Dr. 
0. Codrington also allowed me to examine a small collection of his, and 
General Sir Alexander Cnnningham placed the whole of hia fine collec- 
tion a t  my disposal for which my best thanks are here gratefnlly re- 
corded,asit will he seen how many symbols have been added from this laat 
sonrce. It is moreover in this last collection only, that any record has 
been preserved of the find spots of any of these coins, through even in  
this case, in too few instances to be of general avail. In  future, how- 
ever, let us hope, that when a ' find ' takes place of these 'pnnch- 
marked ' coins, a record of the symbols on them will be kept, before the 
collection is dispersed or melted down. Not less interesting than the 
explanation of the symbols themselves on these coins is the question of 
their origin, and the area on the earth over which they have spread. 
One thing is certain, uC., that the same identical symbols occurs in  such 
diveme lands as A~syria, Egypt, India and Scotland. 

To meet this stubborn fact, one class of thinkers seem to rely on the 
possibility of the same symbols being independently developed by very 
different races, a t  corresponding stages of their growth and civilization. 
Among these Mr. Thomas must be classed, as while admitting the 
foreign element of the Dionysiac panther and vine,* yet thus expresses 
himself of the issue of these pieces as a whole. 

'c In  brief, these primitive punch-dies appear to have been the 
prodnce of home fancies and local thought, until we reach incom- 
prehensible devices composed of lines, angles and circles which clearly 
depart, from Nature's forms." Num. Orient. Ancient Indian Weight, p. 

* This 'panther and vine,' is in my opinion no panther but a goat with good 
horns, fig. 221. Tha 'panther' on the coins of Agathokles is another matter which 
has no bearing here. 
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59, and in  the previous page Mr. Thomas observes-" The devices, in 
the open sense, are all domestic or emblematic within the mundane 
r a n g e  of simple people," which I understand to amount to a complete 
repudiation on Mr. Thomas' part of all connection between these Indian 
symbols, and the symbolism which originated in the religious systems 
of Assyria and Egypt. The idea that these marks are ' mint marks' or 
marks of attestation, impressed by local moneyers or money-changers, 
which  both Mr. Thomas and Sir A. Cunningham are agreed in supporting, 
is wholly distinct from the esoteric sense involved in the marks them- 
selves and is one which I have no wish to challenge, whilst wholly dis- 
senting from Mr. Thomas in regarding them as of spontaneous devolop- 
ment,  de novo as I may say on Indian soil. 

Take again the case of Scotland. In  that noble work ' The Scnlp- 
tnred Stones of Scotland ' issued for the Spalding Clnb, by its Secretary, 
John Stuart, in Edinburgh, 1856 and completed by a second volume 
issued in 1866, there are figured from Scottish stones, a t  least fourteen 
9ymbols identical with those found on Indian punch-marked coins (figs. 
260 to  269 and 271 to 274). No doubt this fact was unknown to Mr. 
Stuart ,  but he evidently took the same view of the local origin of these 
marks in Scotland as the "purely home fancieu" (to borrow the words 
of Thomas) of the Pictish race, as had been taken in India of them by 

! t h e  author above mentioned. In his preface to the second volume of 
Sculptured Stones of Scotland (p. 32), Mr. Stuart remarks-&' What- 
ever inference we may draw from the similarity of monnments in different 
countries, i t  mnst, to have any value, be founded on a wide and discri- 
minating observation of numerous examples and not on mere partial 
resemblances. In the same way the casual occurrence of isolated 
figures " resembling" some of the Scotch symbols on monuments in  
other parts of the world, affords no real aid in arriving st a conclusion." 

I One might be tempted to ask what Mr. Stuart wishes to be understood 
by " C Z S U ~ Z "  or " &wlated," but i t  is unnecessary to cavil at  this word, 
or that, or to quarrel over the phrase bf symbols "resembling" one 
another, when a clear case is established of fourteen identical symbols 
common to the sculptured stones of Scotland (the undonbted product of 

I a Celtic race,) and the most ancient pnnch-marked coins of India. 
In  his. first volume, however, Mr. Stuart quotes a letter from Mr. 

Chalmers which goes to the root of the matter. I n  a letter dated 
November 1851, Mr. Chalmers writes, "You S8y you do not see any 
means of connecting Gnosticism with oiir Celtic population, a t  the time 
when these stones were probably erected. When was that? and by 
which of the Celtic races ? But what was Gnosticism, a t  least as con- 
nected with Christianity ? Was i t  anything more, speaking generally 
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nnd not of tlle particular school whence it took its name, than a mix ture  
of Paganism (and especially of its emblems) with Christianity-and a 
very natural mixture-that might, and probably did, at  some time o r  
other, prevail more or less wherever Christianity was found ? " (Pre- 
face 1. c. p. xiv). Doubtless there are thousands of educated people 
to-day aa unconscious as Mr. Stuart, of the extent to which Christianity 
as regards its symbolism, has been riddled with the mycelium (to 
use a botanical simile) of the impure calt of Baal and Ashtoreth, a n d  of 
which the pomp aud symbolism of Romish worship or i ts  puny shadow 
in Anglican circles is the direct descendant and morphological outcome. 
I would here quote the word of (3. F. Browne in his paper on Sculptnred 
Stones in Scotland. 

" The resemblances in ornamentation oblige the observer to wonder 
whether races develope like ornaments, at  like stages of existence, 
though separated by half a world, and by ages of years. The geogra- 
phical distribution is one among many points of interest. No Scottish 
stone north of the Tay and Clyde can long be mistaken for a Northum- 
brian. A cultivated sense will tell whether an English stone belongs t.o 
Morcia, that is, the Nidlauds, or not, and will generally be able to dis- 
tinguish a Yorkshire stone from a Bernician. No stone of any of these 
families can be mistaken for an Irish or Welsh, or Manx stone. But, 
and the f~ict  is most startling, i t  would not be easy to tell, of whole 
groups of decoration, whether they belong to the Pictish monuments, or 
to the golden plates discovered by Schlieman a t  Mycenae." (Magazine 
of Art, Vol. VI, p. 15.) 

The above writer might have added to the above sentence the 
punch-marked coins of India as I have abundantly been able to show in 
the present paper. 

In  the remarks which follow, S. 'S .  S. stand for the 'Sculptured 
Stones ' of Scotland above mentioned, and following a coin, the letters 
0. C. indicate that it is in the collection of Dr. 0. Codrington; B. M. 
that of the British Museud; and A. C. that of General Sir Alexander 
Cunningham. The first symbol I shall quote as identical both on the 
coins and on sculptured stones in Scotland is the ' Swastica.' No. 232, 
of this paper (fig. 134). In fig. 260 I give a symbol from a stone at  
Balquhiddar, Perthshire (S. 8. S. Vol. 11, P. LXVII, fig. 3,) which is 
simply identical with the Indian. 

In  fig. 261, I give the form of a ' Friskelis' from the maiden stone, 
chapel of Garioch (8. 8. 8. Val. I, P1. 2, fig. 2,) and the symbol occurs 
frequently elsewhere and is identical in design with the archaic form of 
the ' l'riskelis' No. 5, of this paper (fig. 130.) On the maiden stone, the 
most conupicuous ornamcnt on onc sidc is a ' Triskclis' inside a circlc, 
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with three similar symbols round it, and the symbol is evidently one 
familiar to the men who fashioned these stones and crosses, and were 
f o n d  of both the ' muaetika ' end ' triskelis' as ornaments on their 
work. 

The solar wheel is the commonest symbol on the coins, and fig. 262 
is a, solar wheel of identical character from e rude stone a t  Knockando, 
Morayshire (S. S. S. Vol. 11, P1. CV, fig. 1.) On one of the three 
stones figured, which seem to belong to the same period is a Rnnic 
inscription of the rudest class, dating perhaps from the ninth century. 
O n  many scnlptnred stones, the sun is also clearly indicated as a rayed 
globe. (S. S. S. Vol. I, P1. LVII, LVIII, and Vol. 11, PI. XLVIII.) 
T h e  ' lingurn' or emblem of Mahadev No. 13, of this paper (fig. 186,) is too 
well-known fo need description, but this symbol is not only far from rare 
i n  Scotland, but gives rise (as I hope to show) to the most characteristic 
ornament, on these stones, de~ignated commonly by the feeble and un- 
meaning term of the ' S P B C ~ ~ C ~ ~  ' ornament. Fig. 263 is from a stone a t  
Kintradwell, Southerlandshire, (S. S. S. Vol. 11, P1. CIV,) and no doubt 
can exist that it represents a ' lingurn.' On other stones, more ornate but 
equally obvions examples occur. (S. 5. S. Vol. I, PI. IX and LV and a 
simpler form a t  P1. CXIII.) 

Symbol No. 3 (fig. 129) I have termed 'Twin spheres,' believing 
them to represent the sun and moon, but there is little donbt that fig. 
26% the  well-known ' spectacle ' mark is intimately related to it, and in  
the  cage of the Scottish symbol there is no donbt i t  is compounded of 
bwo ' lingwnm' combined or joined together by their 'spouts.' There is a 
great diversity of ornamentation and detail  at^ regards thia symbol, the 
simplest form and that which nearest approaches the Indian symbol is 
fig. 264, being from the Wemyss Caves (S. 8. 8. Vol. I, PI. XIV, of the 
illnstrations, fig. 2.) Another simple form, showing the central line 
do- the ' lip ' is seen on a stone a t  Logie, in the Garioch (8. S. S. Vol. 
I, P1. 111, fig. 1.) A very ornate form occurs on a stone a t  Rosemarkie 
&ss-shire (S. 5. S. P1. CVI.) Each half of the symbol contains nine 
spheres (the central one being common to both sides) en allusion perhaps 
to the nine months of prenatal life enjoyed by man. But the example 
which most inoontestibly proves the identity of the ' lingurn ' and ' Spec- 
k l e  mark ' ocour, on a stone at  Dyce, Aberdeenshire (S. S. S. Vol. I 
PI. IS, fig. 1.) On this stone occurs the single ' lingurn ' with the ' lip ' 
enlarged info cm oblong projection filled with an ornamental pattern. 
The ' lingurn ' stsnds in a circle, and alongside of it, is the same symbol, 
twinned or duplicated by the addition of another similar circle which 
converts it into the ordinary ' spectacle ' ornament. I n  case the 
central ' lingurn ' is beyond quostion, and surrounding it, and between i t  

z 
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and the snrronnding circle, is a fillet, (with a median line) forming a 
sort of collar round the ' lingurn.' This line is enlarged towards its ends 

I 
where they approach the ' lip,' and this in my opinion is an indication 
of a hooded snake or ' cobra' being intended to be understood as encir- 
cling each ' lingurn,' or rather two snakes joined, as there are two ' hoode ' 
(as I take them to be) one on each side, and in front of the ' lingurn, ' fig. 
270. There is another very curious variant of the twinned ' lingurn ' only. 
in this case instead of their being one ' lip ' in common, there  is one 
central circle (or pillar) in common (fig. 259,) and two ' lips.' These 
lips, however, do not project in the ordinary manner, but are each twisted 
round to the right, a t  an angle of 45 so that the median line of each 
8 lip ' does not coincide with the one opposed to it, but is parallel to it 
a very curious modification, and one that taken in conjunction wi th  the  
great variety of treatment of this symbol (the ' lingurn') on stones i n  
Scotland, leads to the belief that the artificers who wrought these works 
were familiar with the symbol and probably with the esoteric meaning 
i t  conveyed. (S. S. S. Vol. I, PI. CXVIII, fig. 2.) 

The next symbol I may mention as absolutely identical on Indian 
ooins and Scottish sculptures is No. 8, (fig. 149.) This symbol forms 
the central ornament of the Cross a t  Meigle (S. S. S. Vol:I, P1. LXXV) 
known as Guanora's Cross, the ornament of which essentially consists of 
symbol No. 8, in the centre surrounded by four symbols essentially the  
same as No. 16, (fig. 163,) which are connected by intermediary dots, 
forming an enclosing circle for the whole. This symbol copied from I 

Guanora's Cross is given in fig. 265. Another symbol common to India I 

and Scotland is NO. 148 (fig. 194.) The ' Wizard's foot,' (fig. 266) 
occurs on a stone a t  St. Andrews, Fifeshire (S. S. S. Vol. 11, PI. IX, 
fig. 5) accompanied by the common symbols on these stones, a pair 
of shears and a comb. I t  is a rare symbol both on the coins and 
~cnlptures. 

Another wholly identical symbol is No. 15, (fig. 153.) 
A form of this (fig. 267,) is seen forming the central ornament on a 

a cross a t  St. Keil's, Argyleshire (S. S. S. Vol. 11, P1. XXXII,) and on 
an elaborately carved stone a t  Iona (S. S. S. Vol. 11, P1. XLV.) In 
each case the symbol forms the centre of a larger disk, which may 
stand for the sun, whilst the symbol itself may be regarded as the type 
of deity, a t  the centre or throne of the universe. 

Fig. 268 is a variant of the same and identical with No. 101, (fig. 
154,) of this paper. I t  occurs four times on the superb cross a t  Kildal- 
ton in Islay, (S. S. S. Vol. 11, P1. XXXVII,) and also, rudely carved 
on a stone, which formed one of a ' stone circle ' a t  Balneilan, Bad-  
shire, of great antiquity (S. S. S. Vol. 11, PI. CIV). 
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Fig. 269, is from the end of a stone a t  St. Andrews (S. S. S. Vol. 
I, PI.  LXV.) It is essentially the name as No. 248, (fig. 225,) only 
wi thon t  the central object, and to the present day this figure is seen on 
b r a a s  images relating to, or used in the worship of 'Mahudev,' and 
associated with his emblems. 

The symbol 271 is from a rude fignre a t  Stonehaven, Kincardine- 
shire, (S. S. S. Vol. I, P1. XLI.) I t  is essentially similar to No. 14, 
(fig. 187). 

Fig. 272 is a remarkable symbol, of the type so common on the 
coins, of a tree, with what seems t o  be a box a t  its base, but which 
i n  reality is intended to represent a railing, or rude embankment of st#ones 
to guard it from injury. I t  occnrs on a large stone a t  Easic in Strathmore, 
(S. S. S. Vol. I, PI. XC,) associated with the 'spectacle' ornament, 
and is undoubtedly of the same class of sacred or eymbolical trees, as 
occnr on the coins, as NO. 170, (fig. 84,) thongh in this specimen the 
base is not preserved, but the character of what remains is similar 
and the peculiar square base in seen in Nos. 78, (fig. 73,) 70, (fig. 74,) 
182, (fig. 75). 

Symbol 273 is from a stones a t  Invergowrie (S. S. S. Vol. I ,  P1. 
I IXXXIX).  The centre of the stone is occupied by a cross and this 

I 
flymbol is in the lower right-hand corner. I t  seems analogous in import 
with No. 82, (fig 211,) though the fignre on the coin is not perfect 
enough for a full comparison. In the opposite corner of the stone is the 
head of an ass, facing the emblem. I s  it possible that in this juxtaposi- 
tion of symbols there is an allusion to the fact that the Ass was sacrificed 
to Priapw,* who may be considered as represented by the symbol of 
' Mahadev ' ? Symbol 274 occurs on a stone at  Abernethy, Perthshire, 
(S. S. S. Vol. I, P1. XLIS.) I t  certainly seems related closely to No. 
17, (fig. 136,) but a t  the same time ie a well defined variant thereof. I t  
is rare on Scottish stones, thongh No. 17 is common on the coinq. 

No less remarkable than the ' lingurn ' on sculptured stones in 
Scotland, and its variant the twinned symbol known as the ' spectacle 
mark' is another object usually found associated with the last. It is 
termed a ' sceptre' and consists of a rod angularly bent like a 

I Z with ornamental ends, which slightly differ from each other. One 
such end is seen in fig. 275 and the briefest in~pection is sufficient to 
ahow ita identity with the 'trisul' of Maha&, and in every instance 

I despite variation of detail, every 'sceptre' is found to consist of a rod, 
one end of which represents the 'trisul' or masculiue emblem, whilst 

I the opposite end, slightly modified always in design, represents the 

t * Ovid's Fasti ; Lit. 1, line 391. 
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female principle. One vary remarkable variant, fig. 276, occurs on e 
stone a t  Elgin (S. 8. S. Vol. I, P1. XVI, fig. 2.) I n  this the  ' t r iml '  
is replaced by a 'crescent' (an emblem it may be remarked w o r n  by 
'Maharlev') above an owl-head symbol, but the remarkable th ing  
about it is, that it is almost identical with an object borne in t h e  hamds 
of two of the principal figures, (seemingly a King and Queen) o n  some 
Hittite sculptures a t  Boghaz-keni in Cappadocia, described in Nature 
(March, 1888, p. 513) only on the Hittite emblem the owl-head is above 
and the crescent or V shaped substitute, below. Fig. 258. 

Symbol 277 is from e stone a t  Dunfallaudy, Perthshire, (S. 5. 5. 
Vol. I; Pl. XLVII.) There is a t  first sight a temptation to identify 
i t  with No. 57, (fig. 119,) but this I am disinclined to do, t~ I th ink  it 
is not unlikely that it represents rabher an ' anvil ' of iron, snch ae in 
India, goldsmiths use, fixed in a block of wood. This is rendered the 
more probable as on the left of it is a hammer, and on the other side 
a pair of t o n g  snch as a smith would use, and I merely quote it to show 
that mere similarity is not sufficient (other considerations apart) to 
establish identity in every instance. Each case must be weighed and 
decided on its own merits-and in this case we have a clear instance of 
the special toola of a man's trade being introduced in a group, and an 
instance also of a striking similarity of some tools then used in Scotland, 
to those still in use in the far East. 

I will now proceed to enumerate the various symbols which have 
occurred to me on the punch-marked coins that have come under my 
observation, but the coins are 80 very numerous throughout India, 
(albeit neglected by most collectors) that I have little doubt that 
many more symbols will eventually be recorded. The present list 
therefore I only regard as the nucleus for a more exhaustive record so 
these coins and their various symbols, which may exist in coUectio~m 
not accessible to me, or may yet be discovered from time to time in 
India. For purposes of classification the symbols may be conveniently 
divided into six classes M below. 
Class I. 

The human figure. 
This class of symbols, is small and inconspicuons on the 

coins, end I include therein such mythical forms fig. 
8 which is probably intended for Agni and fig. 3 which 
appears to have five heads. 

Class 11. 
Implements, arms and works of man. 

Under this head falls the ' stwpa,' with its numerous vari- 
ants, the bow and arrow, the ' steelyard ' and the mer- 
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I rent varieties of the design, which I have identified as 
a food 'altar ' or 'receptacle' for birds. 

Class 111. 
Animals. 

Among those which are more or less certainly to be re- 
cognised are, the elephant, rhinoceros, horse, bull, nyl- 
ghai, goat, hare, dog, jackal, civet-cat, peacock, river- 
turtle, Gangetic crocodile, frog, python,cobra and cat- 
fish or skate. Conspicuous by their absence may be 
mentioned the ' stag ' that is, any form of ' m i n e  ' 
ruminant. The antelope, the sheep, the monkey, 
the lion, tiger or leopard ; the leopard indeed is men- 
tioned by Thomas, but it ia not clear to me that 
this animal any where occurs, and the lion* and tiger 
would certainly not be hard to recognise if present. 
Neither is ally mythological animal as ' Qaruda ' or 
the ' Naga ' race seen on the coins. 

Class IV. 
Trees, branches or frnit. 

When trees are represented they ctre enclosed below with 
railings, sometimes supporting the ' chatra ' or um- 
brella and sometimes one or more ' Taurines.' They 
are very conventional in design, so that the species 
intended cannot be made out save in  one or two in- 
stances. 

Class V. 
Symbols connected with solar, planetary or Sivite worship. 

This is a very numerous class comprehending the 
' lingurn,' the ' triskelis,' the ' CacEuceus' and a vast 
number of symbols replete with esoteric allusions 
to the old planetary and solar conceptions of the re- 
motest antiquity,!comprehensively~alluded~b by Tho- 
mas "magic formuls." 

* For comparison I may add a list of the animals seen on the eculptured stones 
of Scotland in aeeociation with some of the symbols seen on these coins. There 
occur horseman and lion, hog ; bull; bear; ram ; wolf; fox ; stag, hind and 
fawn ; roebuck ; hare ; ass ; Baotriau come1 ; oat, several domestio dogs, otter ; 
seal ; hawk ; osprey ; salmon ; and among mythological creatures the mermaid and 
ma-horse. The 'elephant' (so called) I consider as a mythological or traditiona- 
animal, aa i t  ia invariably represented with a slender recnrved horn, and no doubt em- 
bodies a traditional idea of anlaaimal which waa only known by name or desoription 
to the d i e t s  who made-suoh frequent w e  of it, on these stones. 
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Claas VI. 
Miscellaneous and unknown symbols. 

These wine possess an Obverse and Reverse face as ie proved, 
by one face being more generally used than the other to receive the 
impression of the punches, and by the fact that the reverse punches 
are generally smaller than those used on the obverse. In many coins 
this is very clearly seen and as a rnle (though not without exceptions) 
the small punches or devices are used almost always on the Reverse 
side ae I term it. 

For the purpose of coming to some general idea of the comparative 
frequency of the different symbols and if any rnle oan be detected re- 
garding their restriction to the obverse or reverse only of these coins, 
I have tabulated the symbols observed on one hundred and fifty coins 
with the following result. 

On these 150 coins, ninety-8ix symbols are confined to the obverse 
area, twenty-eight to the reverse, while fifteen symbols only occur on 
both sides. Future observations will no doubt add to the number of 
symbols common to both obverse and reverse, but without probably 
interfering with the relative proportions above indicrtted.* 

The next thing that the examination of these 150 coins proves is 
that the most frequent symbol is that of the ' solar wheel' No. 10, fig. 
139, which occurs no less than one hundred and twenty times on the 
obverse and seven t ima  on the reverse. This disparity goes far to 
provo that the obverse was regarded rts the proper side whereon this 
symbol should appear. Tho next in frequency is the elephant No. 35, 
fig. 10 occurring thirty times on the obverse and once on the reverse, 
and this may therefore be regarded rts essentially an obverse symbol. 
Next comes a symbol which seems redly common to both sides; No. 17, 
fig. 136, which I regard as a variant of the ' Caduceus.' This symbol 
occurs twenty-two times on the obverse and fourteen times on the 
reverse. After this comes No. 25, fig. 51, a ' stupa ' with crescent 
above, which is found nineteen times on the obverse and seven times on the 
reverse. The only other symbols which reach two figures are No. 21, 
fig. 47, a 'stupa,' which occurs fifteen times on the obverse and once on 

The Obverse symbol6 are Nos. 4-9, 11, 14, 18, 19, 22, %, 27, 28, 29, 30, 81, 32, 
83, 34, 36, 87, 88, 39, 42, 43, 44, 47, 48, 49, 60, 52, 65, 56, 68, 69, 60, 61, 62, 65, 66, 
67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 78, 74, 77, 78, 81, 82, 84,86, 89, 90, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 
1 ~ , 1 ~ , 1 1 0 , 1 1 3 , 1 1 4 ,  115, 116,120, 121, 122, 125, 126, 129, 180, 131, 132, 183, 134, 
135,189,142,149,144, 145, 146, 14?,148,15~s 168,164, 165, 166, 157, 158,160, 161, 
162. Totd96. Reverse symbol6 6, 6, 7, 8, 13,15, 16, 64, 75, 76, 79, 80, 83, 85, 95, 
108,109,117,118,119,123, 124, 127, 128, 136, 137, l U ,  141. Total 88. Bymbols 
oommon to both side8 1, 8,10, 17, 19, 83, 25, 26, 35, 41, 61, 68, 88,112,138, Total 15. 



t h e  reverse, and No. 23, fig. 50, a 'stupa' and peacook which occnre 
six t imes on the obverse and ten times on the reverse. 

Of the most remarkable symbols conbed to the obverse may be 
mentioned No. 4, fig. 129, twin circles. No. 23, fig. 49, a 'stupa ' and 
dog. No. 24, fig. 48 a ' stupa ' with reliquaries or lamps. No. 27, fig. 91 
aud all its numerous variants Nos. 28, 29, 30, 31,32, 33, 66, 77, 100 and 
114. 

Of the moat remarkable reverse symbols may be mentioned Nos. 5, 
6 and 7, figs. 130, 131, 132, varieties of the 'triskelis.' No. 13, fig. 186, 
t h e  'lingwrn.' No. 15, fig. 153, three spheres. No. 64, fig. 160, a 
thunderbolt. No. 76, fig. 198, the emblem of Ishtar. No. 108, fig. 
158, spheres and triangle. 

The next lesson to learn from these 150 coine ie tihe proportion of 
symbols on the obverse and reverse sidea respectively. First i t  ia 
necessary to eliminate those specimens which are too worn to give 
correct information, that is, all specimens showing no more than two 
recognisable symbols on the obverse. Having made this correction 
there remain 128 coins giving 519 obverse symbols or as nearly as pos- 
sible four symbols, or allowing for symbols not sufficiently clear, or only 
partly seen, five symbols may be assumed aa a fair average for the 
obverse of these coins. 

To arrive at a similar average for the reverse is less easy, as some 
few coins have the reverses blank and devoid of any symbol, whilst the 
symbols are less well preserved as a rule on the reverse ; eliminating 
therefore all coins which have no symbols visible on the reverse, we find 
tbat 74 coins present 110 reverse symbols, or not more than one and a half 
symbol to each reverse, and this is not far through perhaps a little 
under the general average. 

From these remark0 the following general deductions may be made 

I which I merely adduce, that they may be sustained or modified by a 
larger review of these coins, than is here attempted. 

1. That these coins posses8 an Obverse and Reverse in later 
issues. 

2. That five symbols is about the average number on the obverse, 
I and not more than two on the reverse. 

3. That the impressiom are less distinct on the reverse, and the 
reverse ' punches ' or symbols frequently smaller. 

4. That occasionally the reverse is left blank especially in some 
copper coins, which approximate in character t o  some Buddhist copper 
coins, struck with ordinary dies. 

5. That some symbols seem to be confined and others to predomi- 
nate on the obverse and reverae respectively. 

1 
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6. That not two coins are precisely alike, two coins only having 
oome under notice with the same symbols on both sides, but the eymbols 
were differently arranged with relation to each other. 

So much by way of preliminary remark. 

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF SYMBOLS. 

1. d DOT, SPHRBE OB CIRCLE. Fig. 126. 
The simplest form used to represent the sun, or any planetary 

body is a dot, sphere or circle, such as occurs in fig. 126, or in composi- 
tion in figs. 128 and 131. It WW also esoterically used no d o n b t  to 
represent the persons of the Godhead in the old religions of A s s y h  and 
India, aa in figs. 153 and 163. 

One of the earliest systems of religion, elaborated by the reflective 
faculties of civilized man, was the worship of the reproductive forces 
of Nature, which, under the form of Sivite worship exists in  Ind ia  in 
full force a t  the present day. Scarcely distinguishable from this cu l t  
and coeval with i t  is the worship of the sun, and planets, as the  sun 
was regarded not only aa the most striking and appropriate symbol 
of Deity, but as directly and physically the source and sustainer of life. 
The ancients were as q6ck  ourselves in perceiving that without heat 
and moisture life wae impossible, and hence originated the philosophic 
id= of attributing mmculine and feminine attributes or functions to 
heat and humidity respectively. NO less obvious also was the analogy 
between the headship or fatherhood of the human family, aria the 
heavenly Fatherhood of the great Author of all, and the resulting idea of 
unity underlying all religion8 symbolism, whether represented by a pillar, 
such as Solomon erected in front of the Temple ; a round stone, such as 
represente MaharEev ('the great god') in every Hindu village, or the 
more complex symbol of the crux-ansata, borne in the hands of Egypt's 
deities, or disguised by being turned topsy-turvy and dubbed a 6 L  ball 
a& cross," when pressed into the religious ceremonial of our own land 
a t  the coronation of our Kings and Queens! Similarly the central 
unit of the celestial system was represented by a ball, or wheel, or some 
rayed device which alike represented the idea of unity and of the pro- 
gressive motion of the solar orb through the heavens ; and as in Pharaoh's 
dreams the event signified was one, though the symbols were diverse, so 
in  ancient religious symbolism, however varied the form, the id= con- 
d e d  beneath was ONE, the Unity of the Deity, which then as now 
among so many of ourselves, was not incompatible, with a fourfold or 
threefold conception of Divine persons in the Godhead ! 

W e  moderns are too fond of expressing our pity for such mis- 
guided idolaters as the ChaMscrns of old or the Parsees of to-day, but 
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w n l d  t h e  accused be heard before an unprejudiced tribunal, they would 
probably astonish their accusers by claiming to worship the same God 
as themselves ; the same God as the Psalmist of old, who declared. 

" The spaoione 5rmament on high, 
And all the blue ethereal sky, 

The spangled heavene, a shining frame, 
Their grsst original proclaim." 

I f  is true, we no longer pay respect to the symbols of the sun, from 
our reverence for that Being of whom the great luminary is a type, but we 
nevertheless use freely in-~cclesiaatical adornment and ritualistic wor- 
ship, symbols which are viewed reverentially, aa of Christian import, 
but which in reality a m  pagan in their origin, and esoterically 
oonnected with Nature worship, and the only distinction between the 
old worshippers and ourselves, consists in the somewhat humiliating one, 
tha t  the  former had a precise collception of what they really reverenced, 
which modern ritualists and hierophants certainly have not. 

Representations of the sun are not common on the sculptured 
stones of Scotland, but do occasionally occur. One of the most curious 
is on the Logie stone, in the Qarioch. (S. 8. S. Vol. I, P1. 111, fig. 2.) 
The sun is here represented as a circle with fonr opposing groups of 
alternately three and five rays, obliquely set (as in a 'triskelis ') and 
with some fonr rays on the inner side of the ci~umference, just as the 
Oghan ' characters would read if inscribed along a circular line. This 

is hardly accidental, but I cannot pretend to explain the relationship of 
these straight Oghan strokes to the symbol, though their connection 
seema beyond question. Another sample of Oghan writing on these 
stones also ocanr at Newton in the Cfarioch (S. S. S. Vol. I, P1. I.) 

The sun, as a round boss surrounded by rays forms a prominent 
ornament on the stone cross of Dupplin Castle, Perthshire (8. S. S. 
Vol. 1, P1. LVII,) another remarkable symbol probably solar in its im- 
port is seen on a stone from Bressay, Shetland, (S. S. S. Vol. I, P1. 
XCIV.) Thirr symbol occupies the most conspicnons position a t  the top 
of the stone and recalls to mind the solid wheel of a cart in Burmah 
(made of three pieces of 'iron-wood' or some other hard woodcut 
out of the solid), only this wheel (if so regarded) is formed of four in- 
terlocking pieces instead of three. There can be little doubt i t  represents 
an ancient wheel, and is here used a symbol of the stin. The whole 
design is very archaic, and there is a long Ogharr or Runic inscription 
down the sides. 

2. TEE CRESCENT MOON. Fig. 127. 
Anohher simple planetary symbol ia the crescent moon, that siderum 

regina bicornis' whose image forms so glorions an ornamont in the 
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The symbol probably represents the sun, and the mom a t  fuli, and 
this seems borne out by my specimen, as one of the circles haa fa in t  
traces of rays surrounding it, cts though to distinguish i t  from the other,  
representing the moon. 

The identity as I consider it, between this symbol and t h e  ' spec- 
tacle ' ornament, of Scottish antiquaries will appear less strange when it 
is aeon how in Scotland the so-called ' spectacle ' ornament (claimed 
as essentially the produd of Celtic art  and thought,) is in reality mixed 
a p  with and in fact compounded of Eastern and purely nature-worship 
or solar symbols. One of the simplest forma of the twin epheres  
(which phrase I prefer to 'spectacle') occurs on a stone a t  Logie, in 
the Cfarioch, (S. S. S. Vol. I, P1. 111, fig. 1.) It is formed of two circlea 
which I shall show are probably solar emblems, joined by two crescents, 
representing the lunar or feminine element. These symbols a r e  also 
united by the ' sceptre ' (eo called) one end of which is withont doubt  s 
simple ' trisul ' or emblem of Mahadsv. On fig. 1 on the same plate, a st i l l  
simpler example occurs alone without the sceptre, and on this i t  i s  seen 
a t  a glance that this mysterious 'spectacle' ornament is simply t w o  
' lingurn ' placed lip to lip, so that the projecting ' spouts ' or ' lips' overlap, 
or in other words, the two ' lingums ' have a common ' lip ' between them. 
The two ontermout lines, represent the base of the emblem seen from 
above, when the two symbols are thus fused into one. The median 
' fissure ' usually present in the projection or ' lip ' of the ' lingurn ' is 
here seen, bnt the ' s q t r e  ' ornament is omitted. 

On the stone a t  Insch, Aberdeenshire, known as the ' Picardy Stone ' 
(S. S. S. Vol. I ,  P1. VI, fig. 2) another example occnrs, accompanied 
by a symbol which I take to be a variant of the same. Instead of the 
twin spheres ' crossed by the ' sceptre ' or ' trisul ' of Mahadev, there 

is a serpent crossed by this latter symbol, and those who know, how in 
India the serpent is identified with the ' l<ngum,' and associated with the 
cult of Mahadev, will see the facility with which the ' serpent' may 
stand in place of the ' lingun~,' and how when sharply flexed, the folds of 
the body of the snake represent the two orbs of the ordinary ' spectack' 
symbol. The idea, however, now propounded that the spectacle mark is 
made up of two 'lingums,' is proved absolutely by a stone a t  Dyce 
Aberdeen, (S. S. 8. Val. 1, P1. IX, fig. 1,) on which are two figures; 
one a ' half-spectacle' symbol (as I may call i t)  composed of a circle, 
with a rectangular area in front equivalent to the ' lip ' of the ' lingw'; 
and an ordinary ' spectacle ' mark, in each end of which, (as well as on 
the above ' half-spectacle ') a complete ' lingum ' (symbol No. 4) is carved 
with the lips of each facing o2e another. The rectangular area in each 
symbol is ornamented with a pattern which may represent, six snakes, 
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b u t  this is not material. The last symbol is crossed by the ordinary 
'sceptre,' which in this case ends in a 'trisul' a t  one end identical 
w i t h  t h e  ' trisuls ' which by thousands ornament the temples of ' Maha- 
dev ' in India to-day. See fig. 275. Another variant of this 'twin 
sphere ' symbol is seen on a stone a t  Glenfnmess, N d m ,  (S. S. S. Vol. 
I 1 1 fig. 1 .  In  this, the ' spectacle ' mark is composed of two 
circles, enclosing seven spheres differing only from symbol fig. 149 of 
this paper, in the spheres being within a circle is one case, and within 
an hexagonal area in the other, the essential element, the mystical seven 
spheres  of Chaldean astronomy being the ssme in both. The 'sceptre ' 
in t h e  aymbol is of the ordinary character, a bent ' trisul ' of ' Mahadev,' 
o n e  end representing the male and the other end the female principle in 
nature .  The slight difference in the ornamentation of the two ends of 
t h e  'sceptre' is specially well seen in Plate No. XXV, (S. S. S. Vol. I,) 
where the two distinct ideas of the male and female principle are clearly 
conveyed by one end terminating in the ' trisul ' of Mahadev (passim) 
and the other is a ' crescent moon,' the emblem of the fomale energy in 
nature, and this slight difference is universally observable, mder  various 
guises, in all these so-called ' sqtres, '  but which are in reality ' trisuls ' 
of 'Mahadev ' and the emblem of his 'sakti ' combined. See figs. 275, 
276,) in this stone, the ' sceptre ' is united to the ' crescent ' symbol instead 
of the ' sywctacb mark ' and in the basal angle of the ' sceptre,' a pretty 
little ' triskelia ' is introduced, seemingly formed of three snakes with 
heads turned outwards. 

5-6. THE TBISKELIS, REVOLVING FROM LEFT TO RIGHT. Fig. 130. 

This symbol, though not mentioned by Thomas in connection 
with these ooins, occurs on the reverse of a coin in  my posseseion in its 
simplest and most archaic form, of three equal and quaai-semicircular 
limbs, united a t  a single point and revolving from left to right (fig. 130). 
On another coin (fig. 131), the solar significance of this symbol is  em- 
phmized, and a step made in the direction of later developments, by 
the three limbs boirrg made to emerge from a central and well defined 
disc. This symbol revolves from right to left. This i9 something of 
the same type as that figured on a coin of Lycia about B. C. 450. 
(Numisnmtic Ohronicb, 1886, P1. I, fig. 7), which is merely one of the 
many proofs of the vast antiquity and wide geographical range of 
this well known solar emblem. 

This simple form of the ' triskelis ' occurs not nnfreqnently on 
sculptured stones in Scotland, both alone, and in combination with 
other designs. It occurs (8. S. 8. V O ~ .  I, PI. 11, fig. 2,) toward the base 
of the Maiden stone, Aberdeen, where it forms the central ornament, a 
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single ' t&kelu ' mrrounded by three similar and equidistant symbole, 
except that the central ' trkkelw ' revolves to the right, while those snr- 
rounding it, revolve in an opposite direction. Theee symbols are snr- 
rounded by an ornamental border of the usual Celtic pattern, and the 
npper portion of the stone ia mupied by a cross and a human figure. 
Ils a aymbol of trinity in unity the symbols are appropriate, whether the 
design wae borrowed from paganiem unwittingly or not, but of the ex- 
treme antiquity of the design of the 'triskelia' i t  is needlese here to 
insist. 

Tho ' t&k& ' also appears several kima in company with the 
'szaaatika' on the celebrated Nigg Stone, Ross-shire (8. 8. S. Vol. I, 
P1. XXVIII) of which the npper part exhibite an altar with two figures 
in an attitude of adoration, and a dove descending with khe holy wafer 
in its bill. Below thk on either eido is a compartment, that on the 
right containing two large sphere6 ornamented with the usual Celtic 
interlaoed pattern, round a central ' trisblis ' ; and between tho large 
spheres, a smaller one ornamented with tho ' eumcltika ' whilst in the 
compartment on the left, the large spheres are filled with seven small 
spheres, m h  msrked with the ' aaaetika ' (or ' triskelie ' in one or two), 
and the corresponding small sphere instead of the ' swastika ' (as on 
the right hand) bears a 'b&ke&.' Yet in faoe of this it has been 
stated that "none of the symbols occur on this stone" (S. S. 8. p. 11.) 
From this I infer that tho existence of the 'triskclis' and 'swastika' 
was overlooked, and the symbols alluded to as not present, were those of 
purely Scottish extraction like ' comb ' and ' sceptre.' 

A very remarkable and pregnant instance of the ' triskelis ' occura 
again on the TJlbeter stone, Caithness, (8. S. S. Pol. I, PL SL, fig. 2,) 
where this eminently solar aymbol constitutes the centre of each 
' spectacle,' in the so-called ' spectacle ' mark. 

A remarkable form of the 'triskelis' appear8 on a sfone a t  St. 
Andrewe, Bifeshire (8. 8. 8. Vol. 11, P1. X, fig. 6,) the arms of the 
' triskelis' forming more than a complete circle, and thereby giving an 
extremely oblique and peonliar form to the figure, the revolution being 
to the left. 

The 'triskelu' occura also prominently on the Kildalton, eross, 
Argyleshire, (8. 8. 8. Vol. 11, PI. XXXVI,) in company with much 
sohr and sgm.bolioa1 ornamentation. 

7. TBISKELIS, BEVOLVING FROM LEFT TO BIGHT. Fig. 132. 

i n  this symbol the limbs are shortened till they resemble the c o p  
in the driving wheel of a tilt-hammer. 

The ' triskelie ' so fsr as I am aware does not occur on any of the 
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objects found by Schliermtnn at Hisearlik, though the 'maatika ' is com- 
mon enough there on poktery. At Mycenm however the ' trkkelis ' occurs 
(as I take it) in an ornate and pecnliar form, on the gold buttons found 
in the fourth twist, and also on the gold knob of a sword handle. 
(Schliemann's Mycenae, p. 264, figs. M9, 413 and p. 269, fig. 428). 
Fig. 409 suggests that the elements of the simple, yet elegant design 
comprise three ' lingurn-yonis ' circularly arranged, with the left ' labium ' 
of each prolonged into a curved arm and the srtme is seen in fig. 413. 
The aame peculiarity in the elements which make up the pattern is also 
seen in a 'swastika ' fig. 422'1. c. and in figs. 421 and 422a the pattern 
consists of three ' Lingurns ' in the centre surrounded by six others, each 
being separated from its neighbour by a band without end, formed by 
the nnited ' labia ' of all the lingws.' A most ingenious and pleasing 
device. 

8. CLUSTER OF NINE SPHEBEB. Fig. 149. 

Another planetary symbol as I regard it, oonsists of a circle of 
eight spheres, ranged round a central one. In  Mr. C. W. King's work 
on antique gems, Plate 11, fig. 4, a very similar device is figured on an 
Assyrian seal, only in this case there are but seven spheres round the 
central one, which presumably stands for the earth. If therefore the 
present symbol is planetary in its meaning, i t  must represent the earth 
and the seven planets of the Chaldean astrologers, ranged round some 
central object, whose meaning we have yet to discover. Now the cels  
brated temple or mound of the seven planets at Birs Nimroud is de- 
scribed by Sir Henry Rawlinson as consisting of seven stages each de- 
dicated to a separate planet. " The first or lowest stage was about two 
hundred m d  seventy-two feet square and twenty-six feet high, and was 
covered with bitumen to represent the sable hue of Saturn. The 
second stage was two hundred and thirty feet square and about twenty- 
six feet high, and the surface was covered with some tint resembling 
orange, to represent Jupiter. The third stage was one hundred and 
eighty feet sqnare, and twenty-six feet high, the surface colour being red 
to represent Mars. The fourth stage was about one hundred and forty- 
six feet sqnare and twenty-six feet high and there ie reason to believe 
that i t  was coated with gold to represent the sun. The fifth stage was 
about one hoPdred aad four feet qmm, b u t  Mtmn feet high d 
-loured light yellow to represent Venus. The sixth stage was about 
sixty-two feet sqnare, fifteen feet high and coloured dark blue so as to 
represent Mercury. The seventh stage wse about twenty feet square, 
''about fifteen feet high and covered with silver" representing of 
course the moon. Above the whole structure was a shrine or 
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temple, said to have been restored by Nabu-kudur-uzur (Nebuchadnez- 
ear). The central sphere therefore in the present symbol if, it is of 
planetary significance, may represent a central Holy of Holies, analogotls 
to the shrine crowning the temple a t  Bira Nimroud, round which the 
seven planets and the earth are grouped. 

On another Assyrian gem (cylinder) figured by Mr. King (1. c. PI. 
I, fig. 1,) occur two symbols evidently embodying the same idea, viz., 
seven bulls over the ball's neck, representing the seven planets then 
worsl~ipped, whilst the second symbol consist8 of a star with six rays, 
with a crescent above, wherein we see a symbol common to both 
planetary and Nature worship. As a planetary symbol it represents of 
course the seven planets, all told, whilst regarded as an emblem of 
Nature worship i t  represente the two Assyrian triads, and the Celestial 
Mother or feminine principle in nature, represented by the crescent .moon, 
symbol of Bshtaroth, Ishter, or Beltis, as it was separately personified 
in the religion of Assyria. 

This symbol of eight spheres round a central one is rare in Scotland, 
but occurs prominently in two instances. This symbol constitutes the 
central ornament of the cross at  Meigle, Perthshire, which tradition 
aacribes to the burial-place of Arthur's Queen 'Guanora,' (S. S. S. 
Vol. I, PI. LXXV). 

The same symbol also occurs on a cross at  Keils, Argyleshire, 
(8. S. S. Vol. 11, P1. XXXII,) with a trifling addition which goes far to 
support my explanation of the central sphere in this symbol. In  this 
cross the most conspicuous ornament is a circle embracing eight spheres 
ranged equidistantly from each other, whilst in the centre is another 
sphere, within which three balls are seen, an obvious mode, i t  seems to 
me of conveying the idea of central Deity. The surrouqding eight . 

spheres, appear to be each ornamented with the ' triskelis,' conveying 
the idea of the heavenly orbs revolving ronnd the throne of their maker. 

If only the first example had been known, those who are disinclined 
to admit a derivative element from paganism into the esoteric symbolism 
of these crosses, might object that the occurrence of the symbol was 
simply the result of chance, but this idea of chance is almost n e e -  
tived when a second instance occurs with a variation introduced tending 
to develop and render clearer the esoteric paganism lurking beneath. 

There is yet another design which I claim, as an extreme variant 
of the same symbol, on a stone from Bressay in Shetland (S. S. S. Vol. 
I, p1. XCV.) In  the centre is a sphere ornamented with an interlaced 
chain pattern. Round this sphere are four almond-shaped lozenges, and 
four somewhat irregular ovals alternating with each other and all 
seemingly linked together by a chain. The ' almonds ' are seen blocked by 
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) knots, either loops of Lhe main chain, or independently introduced, and 
in  t h e s e  loops I think the same esoteric meaning may be conveyed as i 
a t taches  to the bars crossing the cistrum of Isis. 

T h e  same valiant also occurs on the Cross a t  Kildalton, Argyleshire, 
(S. s. s. Vol. 11, PI. XXXVI). 

9. A RELIQUARY SURROUNDED BY SIX ' TAURINEB.' Fig. 185. 

It is not very certain what the central object of this symbol is in- 
t e n d e d  for. It is probably the object of uncertain import of fig. 63, 
which may be either a ' reliquary ', a 'lamp ' or an 'altar.' The 
'Taurines '  are simply used most likely as auspicions signs, as the 
' Swastika ' might be, or the sign of ' Qanesh ' by s Hindu merchant. 
T h e  symbol occurs on a coin in my possession. 

10. SOLAR WHEEL WITH STRAIGHT BAYS. Fig. 139. 

This though a planetary emblem has perhaps an equal claim to be 
considered a Buddhist one also by adoption. I n  the solar wheel the 
centre consists of a raised or solid boss or nave, whereby i t  may be dis- 
tinguished from the wheel used by man for industrial purposes, which 
has a hollow axis, the difference being clearly seen in fig. 143. The 

I 
normal number of spokes appears to he sixteen bnt the number varies 
from twelve to twenty-four, both being multiples of four the favonrite 
unit for calculation in India. I t  is the most prevalent symbol on these 
coins, and one which emphatically disproves the conclusion of Thomae 
that these symbols are the " produce of purely home fancies and local 
thought," as this solar wheel is an extremely common symbol on terra- 
cotta whorls, dug n p ,  by Schliemann a t  Troy, (Schliemann, Troy P1. 
XXII, fig. 329. 

The rayed sun is also met with on sculptured stones in Scotland, 
as for example on a cross near Dupplin figured in the Magazine of Art, 
Vol. VI, page 20, fig. 22. 

11. SMALL EIGHT-SPOKED WHEEL. Fig. 140. 

This symbol is probably solar also, as the axis is solid, and we can- 
not therefore regard i t  as a wheel used for industrial purposes as the 
wheel fig. 143. 

12. FOUR-SPOKED WHEEL. Fig. 141. 

I Rare on the coins and a variant of the last. 

13. SYMBOL OF MAHADEV AND HIE 'sakti ' (Durga). Fig. 186. 

This emblem of Siva and Durga, so universally worshipped through- 
out Hindustan is rare on these coins but occurs on the reverse of one 

B B 
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in my possession. It is identical in esoterical meaning with the emblem 
of Baal-Peor worshipped in Canaan by Jews and Gentiles alike a n d  is 
among many proofs how very ancient and widely spread were t h e  ideas 
ropresented by many of the symbols found on these coins, and how erl-o- 
neous were the view of Thomas that they are all the product of " home 
f ancies." 

On the antiquity of phallic symbolism, Inman's work. ' Ancient 
Faiths embodied in Ancient Names' may be consulted with advantage 
(sub voce Baal-Peor). This symbol i~ also found in places and associated 

. L with objects where the uninitiated would hardly e+s+=d. In the 

Magazineof Art, Vol. VI, page 20, fig. 21, the C r o ~ s  of the Niduari Picts  
i u  figured. The head of the cross is formed of a circle, with a ball 
in the centre, from which four of the emblems of Baal-peor radiate, the  
' lip ' of the symbols being directed outwards to form the arms ! 

The ' lingum' or symbol of Baal-peor occurs, however, too commonly 
on sculptured stones in Scotland and more than general allusion. It 

. occurs singly, or more commorlly ' twined,' forming then the ' spectacle 
mark' which seems so to have puzzled antiquaries. 

A simple ' lingum' is seen on a stone from Kintradwell, Snther- 
landshire, which differs in no material respect from the same symbol 
universally worshipped to-day in India ! and in this case i t  may be em- 
phatically asked, is the fortuitous and independent development of 
such a symbol in its hyperborean home, possible or reasonable. Gu- 
bernatis arrives at  a not very dissimilar conclusion from quite another 
point of view. 'The result of my enquiries will, perhaps, go far to 
prove that notwithstanding the splendour of our Christian art, and the 
fame of our civilization, the basis of Italian belief has till now remained 
pagan ; so that those of our housewives who are most a~siduous in their 
attendance a t  the great spectacles of the Church, and their observance 
of its ritual, are a t  bottom, the jealous custodiers and guardians of devilish 
superstitions and pagan fables." (Zoological Mythology, Preface, p. xxi.) 

14. SPHERE WITHIN A TRIANGLE. Fig. 187. 

I n  esoteric significance this is of precisely the same import as the 
last The sphere represents the solar or male energy of Nature, whilst 
the triangle or ' delta ' is an equally well understood female symbol. 

The symbol is from a coin in my possession. 
A variant of this symbol occurs on a stone at  Stonehaven (S. S. S. 

Vol. I ,  P1. XLI,)' but is rudely engraved and I hesitate to draw any 
conclusion therefrom. I t  is accompanied by the rude figure of a fish, 
and might possibly be intended for a scraping-tool, and used as a sign of 
his trade by some fisherman. 
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15. THEEE FJALL~  os uPHEtlEa. Fig. 153. 

- This is another symbol of Nature worship and stands for the male 
t r iad of t h e  Indian religion. I t  also originates in the remotest antiquity 

I as it is t h e  precise ho~llologue of the next symbol which exemplifies the 
A s s y r i a n  form of the same idea. I t  occurs on terra-cotta whorls from 
Troy (Troy, Plate XXII,  fig. 319) though on the whorl the dots.are 
f a r t h e r  apart, being ranged round the central perforation. In  modern 
t imes  th i s  religious symbol has degenerated into the sign of a pawn- 
broker 's  den. This symbol occurs as the central ornament on the Cross 
a t  Kei ls ,  (S. S. S. Vol. 11, P1. XXXII,) atid also on the cross at  Kildal- 
ton, ( S .  S. S. Vol. 11, P1. XXXVI,) and the slight variant of i t  No. 15b, 
(fig. 154,) no less than six times on the reverse of the same stone (Pl. 
X X X V I I ,  1. c.). This variant also occurs singly on an archaic stone a t  
Balneilan, Banffshire, (S. S. S. Vol. 11, P1. CIV,) where we can only 
suppose it is introduced as a symbol, for its esoteric meaning, as i t  
stallds alone and does not owe its existence to any necessity of orna- 
mentation or elaboration of design. 

16. FOUR SPHERES IN A SQUARE. Fig. 163 

I 
This is an extremely ancient symbol and occurs like the last, on 

terra-cotta whorls at  Troy (Schliemann XXII, figs. 317,318 and 322,l  c.) 
The  four dots are differently arranged in each instance, in figs. 317 and 

1 318 they occupy the four arms of a cruciform figure; in fig. 322, they 
intervene between four curved arms radiating from the centre. In an 
extremely ancient* carnelian bead from the Panjab in my possession, 

I pierced like a bead (that is through its greatest diameter) and not like 
a whorl in a direction vertical thereto, there occurs in the centre a 

I 
+ Some of these beads are flgured in rt short paper by myself in the Proceedings 

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for October 1869. There is no good series of these 
most curious beads in the British Museum, where considerable scepticism and lack 
of information still exists thereon, and the assertion of mine that the pattern is 
engraved in the stone previous to the application of the pigment is regarded by Mr. 
Brauks as ' nonsense.' Unfortunately for this ew-cathedrb verdict founded on negative 
gronnd, I .have specimens showing undoubtedly tha t  such was the course pursued, 
thongh not perhaps universally, and I take the present opportunity of reiterating the 
assertions made by myself twenty years ago, though they do not seem to  have 
penetrated snfficiently deep for acceptance in quarters where snoh knowledge might 
have been looked for. I speoially commend the note, appended to my paper on these 
heads to Mr. Frank's notice, before he comt~~i ts  himeelf to the idea of their being 
not older than the 15th century. 1 am aware that agates oan be variously stained 
by chemical solutions and otherwise, nnd the art  may have been known to aolne 
extent by the makers of these beads, but nothing can invalidate the fact, that on 
solne beads, the pattern has been also first cut iuto stone. 
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mmlification of the same design, rz croes with ehort arms, and a d o t  or 
ball in each angle, the radical idea in each case being the same,  fonr 
balls variously arranged, standing for the mystical ' Tetrrzm4.arnmaton.' 
the ineffable name among the Jews of Deity. In Hebrew t h e  
letters would be I. A. H. 0. ' I am that I am,' but the idea is older 
than Judaiem, and must be first sought for in the Assyrian conception 
of a male triad and a celestial mother, the fonr together being the pre- 
cise homologue of the triads or trinities of other religions, (see T h e  
Great Dionysiak Myth by R. Brown, Vol. I, page 58.) 

In  this symbol and the last we have two simple and very a rchs ic  
oxamplea of the two parallel lines which Nature worship has followed, 
viz., the Assyrian fourfold conception of Deity, and the Hindu threefold 
conception of the same power, both of which seem reflected in t h e  
doctrines respectively taught in the Romieh and Reformed churches of 
the present day. 

17. STAFF WITH LATERAL SEYICIBCLES. Fig. 136. 

This symbol I regard as a modified form of the caduceus. I t  is very 
common on the coins and is in reality the form the Caduceus usually 
assumes on them, the whole bearing a rude resemblance to a bale of 
cotton, but beneath which it is not hard to discern the elements of t h e  
caduceus rearranged. 

It is curione that this emblem when once established shonld h a ~ e  
fallen into desuetude in India as it is essentially related to the lord 
of life Mahadev, whose worship is still so popular there. I t  may be 
that the emblem had become identified with the powers of healing, 
which to the vulgar may not have appeared as connected with the deity 
in question, yet even so, i t  might have been expected that the serpents 
on the rod would have been sufficient to perpetuate the retention of the 
emblem in a land where the snake is deeply interwoven with the local 
religion and in particular with the cult of Mahadev. 

I n  Egypt the snake entwined round the rod of Thoth was doubt- 
less the African cobra, which is identical so far as symbolism is con- 
cerned with its Asiatic representative (Naja tripndians). Now among 
Hindus the ntmost respect is paid to this reptile, from mythological 
association, and should the continued sojourn of a cobra in 5 house or 
village be regarded as undesirable, or seem likely in this KaEi Pug 
of ours to lead to the death of the reptile from some profane hand, i t  
is inveigled or ceremoniously coerced into entering an earthen pot, 
which is then transported for some distance into the jungle where the 
animal is liberated. 
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18. CRESCENT ON A PILLER, WITH A ' TAURINE ' ON EACH BIDE. Fig. 179. 

This is a very interesting symbol, as exhibiting the relationship or 
transition between Planet worship and Nature worship or Siuaism. 
T h e  crescent may either represent the moon, viewcd simply as a pla- 
ne ta ry  object of worship, or as a symbol of the moist or female principle 
in nature, and as snch carried on the forehead of Siva (as on the gold 
coins of Vacru Deva) in right of his consort or sakti. The pillar is 
of course an emblem of Mahadev, Siva or Okro and as snch may be also 
regarded as equally a solar emblem, the sun, the great vivifying power 
in nature being the prototype of that deity, while the 'Taurine' is 
simply a different expression of the same idea. Among other facts well- 
known but little dwelt on by modern Hierophants is that Solomon 
erected in front of the temple, dedicated to the national God of the Jews, 
two pillars, which have been the source of much perplexity, not to say 
sorrow in the breasts of the orthodox, and it seems to me by no means 
improbable that Symbol 18 essentially represents one of these pillars. 
Whether the two were precisely alike, we do not know, but from their 
posseesing different names, it is probable there were corresponding 
though perhaps slight differences between them. On the left stood 
' Born ' s word indicating ' strength,' and there can be no possible hesita- 
tion in identifying a pillar thus ~mmed with the emblem of Baal or 
Nahadev. The pillar on the right was ' Jachin ' one of whose meanings 
(to choose the least offensive one) is 'stability' which is a feminine 
attribute, attaching, equally with fertility, to mother earth the great 
proto-parent of all. The present symbol exactly represents the idea 
sought to be perpetuated by Solomon's " Boaz and Jachin," and those 
celebrated pillars may therefore have been similar and paired, to re- 
present the equality of the male and female principles in Nature, or 
may have slightly differed from each other as their different, and very 
symbolical names suggest their having done. 

The two ' Taurines' in  the present symbol are mere repetitions of 
the idea embodied in the central pillar. 

19. FOUR 'TAURINES ' UNITED TOGETHER Ilh' CRUCIFORM FA8EION. Fig. 161. 

This symbol is a mere variant of NO. 64, (fig. 160) only in this case 
four LTaurines' are united in place of two. I t  is a common nature- 
worship symbol on these coins. 

I n  the catalogue of Greek and Scythic coins in the British Museum, 
PI. XXVIII, fig. 16, on a coin of Hooerkes, Okro, (that is, Mahadev or 
Siva) is represented carrying a wheel, which is an unusual symbol on 
these coins, but clearly points to the solar attributes of the god. 
Another ~~eculiarity of Okro on these coins is, that where he is repre- 
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sented with a goat in attendance, the god carries in one hand a drnm, 
but where the goat is not preeent, the drum is replaced by t8he usual 
forked thunderbolt, P1. XXVIII, figs. 14 and 15. The wording of the  
Catalogue is here not quite uniform, as the drum of fig. 14 is in the 
text described as a ' thunderbolt,' though the same object on P1. XXVI, 
fig. 13 is described as a ' drum.' Now this drum and goat may possibly 
refer to the wanderings of Siva, in guise of a mendicant Brahman, when 
in feigned disparagement of llimaelf he tried the faith of the maiden 
who had giveu her heart to the god, who stood unrecognised before 
her, aa so well told in the hymn of Sir W. Jones to Siva. Or the  
'drnm' so cnlled may be regarded in the light of a mace, the homo- 
logue of the Grecian thunderbolt, but the main point I t h i n k  to 
establish is that the so-called drum ia introduced only when the goat is 
bronght in as well. Fig. 63 probably represents the same article, 
whether ' drum,' ' reliquary ' or ' lamp,' and i t  not improbably repre- 
sents the firat, on Indo-Scythic coins, whilst on the older punch-marked 
coins it stands for the latter articles. 

20. A SPHERE SURROUNDED BY SEVEN OWL-HEADS. Fig. 96. 

This symbol is not mentioned by Thomas, but occurs in duplicate, 
unaccompanied by any other on a rectangular three karsha-piece in  
my possession, weighing 175 grains from Rawal Pindi. I t  consists crf a 
central boss, supporting seven equidistant and similar spokes or rays, 
shaped like the Greek letter ' phi ' with the projecting top stroke cut off. 
This shortened ' phi ' as I have termed it, is essentially identical with 
the symbol found on pottery and terra-cotta whorls a t  Troy, which 
Schliemann call 'owl's head' and identifies (with sufficient probability 
in my opinion) with the cult of Athene, (Schliemann, Troy, p. 312, fig. 
227). This symbol No. 20 may, however, be taken to represent the earth, 
surrounded by the seven planets, whom action on mundane affairs may 
be implied by the stroke connectinq each with the centre. We may 
further consider tho symbol as au esoteric allusion to the mystical pro- 
perty and attributes of the number seren, doubtless all originally based 
on the number of the recognised by Chaldsean astrologers. 

Seven was the Sabbatical number of the Jews, whose obligation to 
Assyria and Egypt, for much of their religious knowledge i t  is futile 
to question. Wl~en Noah constructed his ark seven clean beasts were 
selected to enter therein, and seven days' space allowed to get them into 
their places, and after seren months the whole happy family once more 
settled on ter~afirma. Seven were the years of plenty and of snbseqncnt 
famine foretold by the seven head of kine and seven ears of corn. Seven 
were the branches of the temple candlestick, and seven the victims of 
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e a c h  kind offered a t  the dedication of the ark. Seven were the planets 
worshipped in Chaldaea, and seven the days of the week. Seven was the 
number of the Pleiades, seven the Champions of Christendom, the ssgee 
of  Greece, the sleepers of Ephesus, and the Rishis of Hindustan. Holy 
was  the  seventh day in Hesiod's Calender (among others) for thereon 
L e t 0  gave birth to Apollo. Seven times did the tuneful swans (as Calli- 
macllus tells us in his Hymn to Delos) circle round the head of the 
goddess in her travail, and seven strings, in commemoration thereof did 
h e r  son attach to his lyre. Seven was the number of the gates of Thebes 
and the warriors who attempted to sack that city. Seven were the 
female captives, second in beauty to Argive Helen alone, whom Aga- 
rnemnon proferred to Achilles to win his forgiveness, and seven the 
folds of tough bulls' hides which fenced the heart of Telamonian Ajax. 
Seven were the horses of Surya and the Princeuses in the Indian tale 
of ' Punckhin,' but the examples might be multiplied indefinitely were 
i t  necessary, and we may even trace the idea in such larger totals as 
the appointed span of man's days, and the seven hundred wives of 
Solomon. 

Without therefore seeking for more positive indications whether 
this symbol bears a planetary reference or some other religious or esoteria 
allusion, we may feel certain i t  is not fortuitously septiform in design, 

I but intentionally framed, with reference in some way or other to that 
number which seems to dog the student through the mazes of 

history, mythology and folk-lore alike. 

21. A ' STUPA ' COMPOSED O F  TWO OR THREE HEMISPHERICAL CELLS. Fig. 47. 

The simple stupa is of rare occurrence on these coins, but the 
variants thereof to be enumerated below are among the commonest 
symbols after perhaps the 'solar wheel.' 

I Regarding the attribution of certain of these symbols to Buddhist 
ideas Mr. Thomas remarks in his essay on "Ancient Weights," Nurnis- 
mats Orientalia Part I ,  p. 58. " SO also amongst the numerous symbols 
or esoteric monograms that have been claimed as specially Buddhist, 
there is not one that is absolutely and conchsively an origination of or 
emanation from that creed." Now this assertion is altogether too hy- 
percritical to merit complete acceptance, though it may be partially 
tme. The Cross is an emblem by common consent of Christians, allowed 
to be symbolical of their faith, yet if we accept the above conclusion of 
Mr. Thomas, i t  would cease to have any claim to be so regarded, be- 
cause, long anterior to Christianity i t  was an esoteric emblem of a 
different character, or if we put aside this argument, still the instrument 
need by the Romans anteriorly to t,he birth of Christ for the punishment 
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of malefactors, cannot in any sense be regarded as originating in  his 
teaching, the definition whereby Mr. Thomas would seem to exclude the 
claim of many Buddhist emblems, to that name. To aesert, however, 
that now-a-days the Cross has no title to be regarded as a Christian em- 
blem is such obvious pedantry, that a similar contention against the 
acceptance of Buddhist symbols may be equally rejected on similar 
grounds. Again Mr. Thomas adds "The Boddhi tree was n o  more 
essentially Bnddhist than the Assyrian sacred tree or the Hebrew grove, 
or the popularly venerated trees of India at  large." Now this again is 
confounding two wholly difEerent matters, since the Assyrian tree and 
the Hebrew 'grove ' have no vegetable individuality save in the  name 
preposteronsly bestowed on them by euphemistic pedants, but are sym- 
bols of Nature worship homologons with the ' Sistrun ' of I& o r  the  
' lingum ' of Mahadev, while the trees reverenced by Buddhists in India, 
Ceylon, or Burma, owe their sole claim to respect to their historic (as 
believed) association with events in the life of Buddha. Despite there- 
fore the expressed opinion of so great an authority as Mr. Thomas, there 
are, I think good and sufficient grounds for still regarding some of these 
uymbols as Buddhist in conception and signscance. 

The stupa is represented either by three semicircles, one of which 
rests on the other two or with an additional row below, making six eemi- 
circles in all. That these are regarded as so many crypts or relic 
chambers in posse, is proved by those examples in which each division or 
chamber is seen occupied by a reliquary, shaped like a dice box, or the 
small Indian drum, called ' dag-dagi ' used by itinerant leaders of bears 
and monkeys. Besides the simple stupa, this symbol has many variants. 

22. ' STUPA ' WITH DOG ON THE SUMMIT. Fig. 49. 

In  this symbol a dog is seen standing on the s t q a  in an energetic 
attitude as though barking. What the precise meaning of the dog is in 
this situation, it is not easy to say. Mr. Thomas gives several figures of 
a dog, but strange to say, does not show one in connection with the s t q ,  
which is so generally the case, a s  to seem the rule though it often 
happens that but a trace of the stupa is preserved, and I have cer- 
tainly never seen a case where the dog was so figured aa to reuder it 
certain that he was not represented rts standing on a stwpa. Mr. Thomas 
speaks of the animal as the "objectionable dog" and elsewhere as a 

puppy, " but it may be questioned if the dog mas regarded as 
objectionable by those who placed its image on the stupa, or if i t  was 
merely introduced as a playful puppy without any ulterior significance. 

The figure of a dog in connection with a Buddhist stupa recalls to 
mind the use to which the animal was put in the bleak highland8 of Asia, 
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as the  preferential form of sepulture, over exposure to birds and wild 
beasts,  - in the case of deceased monks or persons of position in Thibet. 
S t range  and horrible* as i t  may seem to us to be devoured by domestio 
dogs, trained and bred for the purpose, i t  was the most honourable form 
of burial among Thibetan Buddhists. 

One of the most beautiful legends that the folk lore of any land can 
produce, is that in which the noble Yzcdhisthir takes high ground on be- 
half  of this animal, and actually refuses to enter the heaven of Indro 
nnlesa permitted to take the dog with him, which had attached itself to 
t h e  hero and his party during their laat sorrowful march together 
through the forest. The hero would not abandon to death and starva- 
t ion  on tho mountain side his four-footed companion even to enter 
heaven, and his courageous behaviour on behalf of hie humble attendant 
was rewarded by the discovery that it was no mortal dog, but the great 
' Yama ' himself in guise of that animal, who thereupon, as a reward for 
h i s  constancy permitted Yzcdhisthir alone to enter Indra's heaven without 
n~dergo ing  the common doom of death. 

We may compare the mediseval legend of the knight who passed 
triumphantly through a similar ordeal, and refused to enter heaven, 
while the soul of the frail woman with whom he had sinned was com- 
mitted to penal fires, and his self-abnegation was rewarded by the 
pardon of the partner of his sin, but beautiful as thie old legend is, it 
does not approach in pathos and high sentiment the Hindu legend of 
Yudhisthir and his dog. Bs a symbol of ' Yama therefore, the dog 
may figure above the stupa ; or the dog may represent the Vedic bitch 
Saramd, the messenger of Indra; and as the dog is standing on the 
stupa in a position often occupied by the crescent moon, we have a 
strong codrmation of a surmise on other grounds, by Gubernatis that 
~ a r a m i  is merely " another impersonation of the moon " (Zoological 
Mythology by Angelo de Gubernatis, Vol. 11, page 21). 

23. ' STUPA ' WITH PEACOCK ON TEE TOP. Fig. 50. 

I n  this case too we have an animal connected with Indra watching 

+ The direst extremity which the wretched Prian conjured up in imagination 
as following Troy's darkest hour, was to be eaten by his own dogs on hie o m  
threshold. 

c'On me at last the ravening dogs shall feed, 
When by some foeman's hand, by sword or lance, 
My son1 shall from my body be divorced ; 
Those very dogs which I myself have bred, 
Fed at my table, guardians of my gate, 
Shall lap my blood and over-gorged shall lie 
E'en on my threshold." Iliad XXII, 66. Lord Derby'e translation. 
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over the ' dupa.' Aa the peacock yearly sheds and renews his glorione 
plumes there may possibly lie hidden an esoteric allusion to a life beyond 
the grave, bnt. i t  is more probable that i t  ia used simply as an e m b l e d c  
animal, being covered with spots, in which one brand of the Aryan family 
saw the eyes of the unfortunate Argus, while in India the aame spots 
would represent the ' stigmata ' with which Indra was covered when the 
saint's cnrse fell on him. The peacock is, however, appropriately sacred 
to Indra, from the loud cries with which it greets and seems to call for 
the rain. 

24. STUPA ' WITH A BELIQUARY (OR LAMP) IN EACH CHAMBER. Fig. 48. 

I n  each chamber of this stupa, is seen, what I apprehend may be 
intended for a reliquary, shaped like the small Iudian drum, called ' dug- 
dugi' and need by itinerant leaders of bears and monkeys. I n  the 
stupas of Afghanistan described in Ariana Antiqua and other works 
no less than in those in India opened by Sir A. Cunningham there 
generally exists a relic chamber in the centre, containing a box of 
stone (steatite) or metal, in which a relic of some sort is deposited 
together with a few gems and coins both go!d and copper, and some- 
times an inscribed slip of gold. 

These objects may, however, represent lamps as General Sir A. 
Cunningham illforms me that the stupa of Barhut was "honeycombed 
with small niches all round evidently for lamps." This latter snpposi- 
tion is supported by the fact that each compartment of the stupeis 
provided with one of these objects and not merely the central one. 
The shape of the enclosed vessel certainly however supports the former 
supposition, aa Indian lamps are all shallow. 

25. STUPA ' WITH CRESCENT ON TEE TOP. Fig. 51. + 127. 
This* is the most general mode of representing this structure and 

the symbol is ostensibly a planetary one. The crescent may, however, 
refer to Xahadev, Lord of life and death, who is represented with the 
crescent moon on his forehead in right we may presume of his consort or 
' Sakti '. Parbati, also of course represents Ishtar of the Assyrian religion, 
the moon deity of the Hindu being the male Soma or deus Luna with 
the crescent moon represented behind hie shoulders. Ishtar it must be 
remembered is astronomically connected in the old Assyrian worship 
with the planet Venus, and it is in later times only that the attributes of 
Ishtar or the celestial mother, or virgin became associated with Artemis 
and the moon. 

+ The ommission of the creaoent over fig. 61 is an midentd error which the 
reader ie requested to correct. 
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Considering how commonly the crescent moon is associated with 
t h e  ' stupa ' on these coins, it does seem most strange tha t  in his article 
in t h e  Num. Orient. Mr. Thomas should thus expreas himeelf. " Under 
Class A (heavenly bodies) in the engraving seem most the single re- 
presentation of the Sun;  no other planet or denizen of an Eastern 
sky is reflected in early Indian mint-symbolization." Neither is the 
difficulty rendered less remarkable by any alternative explanation of the 
crescent being given by Thomaa, either when met with above the ' stupa ' 
or  in combination with the sun in symbol No. 3. (See fig. 128). 

26. ' STUPA ' WITH A TREE QR3WING OUT OF THE TOP. Fig. 52. 

I n  this symbol a tree is represented as growing out from the centre 
of a stupa and replacing its terminal chamber. Whether any particular 
tree is intended is not easy to say, but the symbol represents what must 
in India hare often been noticed with regard to these structures, v i z ,  
the growth from out of them of a large tree, often to their considerable 
injury, and this idea is perhaps intended to be conveyed by the topmost 
chamber being missing. The tree, however, seems to resemble more near- 
ly  the troublesome but vivacious ' cactus,' rather than any specimen of 
the more lordly 'Scus.' 

27. CENTRAL SPHERE SUPPORTING THREE ' Chatrm' ' UMBRELLAS ' OR 

BROAD-ARROWS.' Fig. 91. 

This symbol would appear to be Buddhist, but tinged with solar or 
Nature-worship symbolism. I t  consists of three ' chatras ' or umbrellas 
radiating from a central boss or sphere. Thomas calls these symbols 
collectively "mystic circles" which does not explain much. The 
' chatra ' is of course a royal emblem, and is a t  the present day seen over 
every Pagoda in Burma. I n  some coins of a later date than the 
present it is alao represented on the top of the stupa, as in those of the 
Kunandas. It is hardly distinguishable from the broad-arrow' (so 
called) which is in use in England to mark articles the property of 
Government, and which must rather be considered as related to the 
' c h t r a '  or royal Buddhist emblem, than to the classic weapon of Robin 
Hood. 

This symbol haa many variants, the simplest or initial. form being 
the present No. 27 which is rather rare. The same type of aymbol also 
occurs in the lowest stratum a t  Troy 23 feet below ths surface on terra- 
mtta whorls mixed with stone implements. In  this archaic form of the 
symbol the apex of the ' chatra ' is directed inwards instead of outwards, 
and the solar nature of the inner diek on which the 'chatrue' rest (as 
it were topsy-turvy) is placed beyond doubt by the nnmerous radiating 
linw snrronnding it. (Schlieman's Troy, page 80.) 
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28. ~ ~ B O L  27 WITH TRBEE INTERVENING BALM. Fig. 92. 

In this variant the 'chatras' are separated by three intervening 
balls, and the antiquity of this form of the symbol is proved by this 
identical pattern being fonnd in Troy, only the balls and "arrows " (as 
Schlieman calls them) are ranged on the terra-cotta whorls in fours instead 
of threes (Schlieman's Troy, Plate XLIII, fig. 458). This identity of 
bymbols used in Troy with those impressed on the punch-marked coins 
of India completely upsets the speculations of Thomas on their local 
origin. '' In brief these primitive punch-dies appear to have been the 
product of pure home fancies and local thought, until we reach incom- 
prehensible devices composed of lines, angles and circles, which clearly 
depart from Nature's forms." (Num. Orient. Ancient Indian Weights. 
page 59). Thomas then goes on a t  some length to except the design of 
the " panther of Bacchus with his vine " as of clearly foreign design 
and not the result of local thought. I am, however, unable to recognise 
any 'panther' in the objects figured as such by Thomas, or on any 
coins which have come under my notice, so till more decisive specimens 
are known, the occurrence of the ' Dionysiac panther ' must remain an 
open question. 

29. SYMBOL 27 WITH THREE INTERVENING ' Taurines.' Fig. 94. 

An essentially planetary or Nature-worship symbol. I t  occurs on 
copper coins found by Sir A. Cunningham a t  Eran. 

30. SYMBOL 27 WITH THREE ' Taurines ' IN SHIELDS OR OVALE. Fig. 98. 

31. SYMBOL 27 WITH THREE INTERVENING SEMI-CIRCLES. Fig. 93. 

I n  this form of the symbol, the balls are replaced by semi-circles 
which may represent ' chambers ' of a ' stupa,' as so commonly thus 
represented on these coins. 

3 2 .  SYMBOL 27 WITH THREE INTERVENING) 'RELIQUARIES,' OR 'LAMPS. 

Fig. 102. 

These objects are the same as symbol 191, which in sometimes seen 
within the chambers of the 'stupa.' It m y  possibly be intended for a 
' lamp.' 

33. SYMBOL 27 WITH THREE OWL-HEADS. Fig. 95. 

I n  this form, the ' balls' are replaced by a symbol which may be 
described as the Greek letter ' phi ' with the upper projecting limb cut 
off. I t  is essentially the same as occurs on eymbol 20 and is also fonnd 
on Trojan pottery, and has been designated "owl's head." (Schlie- 
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man's Troy, p. 323, fig. 227). A variant of the same design is seen 
carried in  the hands of the principal figures in the bas-relief a t  Boghar- 
keni, representing scenes in Hittite history. Fig. 258. (See Nature for 
March 1888, p. 513), and another variant is found on a Sculptured Stone 
in Scotland a t  Elgin. Fig. 276. 

34. HUMAN FIGURES. Fig. 1. 

The human figure is perhaps most usually represented by a group 
consisting of a man on the right and two women on the left. The male 
figure  ha^ two fillets projecting behind his head, which probably indicate 
royal rank. The women sometimes claep each other's hands, or else stand 
a little apart, and their hair is represented as fastened up behind the head 
into a projecting knot or 'bun,' the same mode of wearing the hair 
being also seen on the Kunamda coins. 

35. AN ELEPHANT TO THE RIGHT. Fig. 10. 

The elephant is an extremely common object on these coins and 
ia nsnally turned to the right. There is very little variation in the 
treatment of the device, though Thomas figures an example with a 
number of ' Taurines ' round i t  by way of border. 

36. A HAND IN A SQUARE, DISPLAYING FOUR FINGERS. Fig. 7. 

Thie is not a very nncommon symbol, but what it refers to is not 
very evident. Every one familiar with India must remember the two 
little foot marks, carved in stone or marked with red paint, on the spot 
where some devoted wife bade earth adieu as she ascended the pyre, 
which was soon to consume her husband's body and her own. Can i t  
be, that this is the hand of a 'sati ' in the act of distributing the last 
gifts to her relatives ere she mounted the fatal pyre ? In  some cases 
all the five fingers are displayed (as in Thomas' plate J. A. S. B., 1865, 
P1. XI), but the snrronuding square i there wanting. 

37. A RHINOCEROS. Fig. 13. 

The rhinoceros is rare on these coins, and in both the figures given 
by Thomas (J. A. 8. B., 1865, P1. XI), the horn, though undoubtedly be- 
longing to this animal, yet makes an unnatural curve forwards. The 
species intended is probably R. Sondakus, the lesser one-horned rhino- 
ceros, which a t  the date of these coins was probably found over the 
entire peninsula, and so late as Baber's time was hunted and killed by 
arrows and spears, in the Punjab, where it has long since been extermi- 
nated. On one copper coin in my own possession, the forepart of an 
animal is represented, which undoubtedly is intended for a rhinoceros, 
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with a long recurved horn. Fig. 14. The coin is round and v e r y  thick, 
and of a later type than the bulk of these coins, and is probably from 
Ujain, ss it is impressed with symbol 202 which s e e m  to belong to tha t  
mint in the opinion of Sir A. Cunningham. 

38. HUMPED BULL, COUCHANT BEFORE THE SYMBOL OF Maltadev. Fig. 15. 

The Indian bull (or cow) is a common symbol on these coins  and  
where the animal is associated with the ' lingurn,' thore can be no donbt  
that the Bull Nandi, the ' vahan ' of Siva is intended, as the a t t i t n d e  
of the animal on the coins is that in which ' Nandi' is represented 
in almost every temple of Mahadev. I ain not aware if t h e  allied 
animal the yak, which figures on the coins of ' Kunanda' is a l so  met  
with on the earlier issues, but I think i t  possible that some of the  s tand-  
ing figures of a bovine type may refer to that animal. See ' N o t e  on 
some symbols on the coins of Kunanda' J. A. 5. B., 1886, P a r t  I, p. 
161).* And here I would draw attention to an unacconntable statement 
of Mr. Rhys Davids in his essay on the ancient coins and measures of 
Ceylon, in Numisaata Orientalia, p. 30. Speaking of a temple a t  
Pnh t ipura  Mr. Rhys Davids remarks,-" That the temple is sacred 
to Viehnu is certain, from the fonr stone bulls on its summit, which are 
couchant like the bnll on the coin." The context goes to show that  
this is no accidental mistake of the printer, and yet nothing can be more 
certain than that in Hindustan the couchant bull is the emblem of Siva, 
his appropriate ' vahan,' aa ' Garuda ' is of Vishnu. Therefore so far 
from proving that the temple belongs to Vighnu, the fonr couchant bulb  
would seem indisputably to prove its dedication to Siva ! 

Mr. Rivett-Carnac in his paper on the snake symbol in India, 
throws out the ingenious query, if the prominent hump on the back of 
the Indian bnll may not have led to the selection of that animal as the 
' vahan ' of Siva from the resemblance of the hump to one of the ordi- 
mry symbols of the god a dark ronnd stone, and I think there is much 
truth in the idea. The material knowledge of the present day and the 
unsympathetic spirit of Western culture blinds us and deprives us of 
the capacity for viewing trivial objects in the light in which they pre- 
sented themselves to untutored men in the childhood of the earth. As 
Qubernatis remarks in reference to the genesis of myth from ordinary 
solar and atmospheric phenomena : " When faith was pure, when 
science did not exist, such illusions must have been continually awaken- 

+ For oonsideratiom of strict accuracy, I regret having naed (in common with 
other writers) the Tribal name for these coins, in place of the King's name who 
issued them, but having used the term Kunanda's, I prefer (with this explanation) 
still retaining it. 
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This dualism was doubtless not unintentional and found imitators in the 
West, in the case of those astute and religious men the Popes of Rome, 
when they converted the statues of Olympian* deities into objects of 
Christian worship. 

"Till Peter's keya some christened Jove adorn, 
And Pan to Moses lends his pagan horn ; 
See gracelea Venna to a virgin turned 
Or Phidias broken, and Apelles burned!' Dnnciad, Book 111. 

40. A NYLQHAO (Portar pictw). Fig. 25. 

This is an animal which has short straight horns, and is not humped  
like the Indian Bull. It is probably intended for the nylghao, an  
animal considered by the Hindus as allied to the bull and equally 
sacred. It ia not a common symbol on the coins and is unnoticed by 
Thomas. 

41. HARE IN THE MOON. Fig. 21. 

This pretty conceit, though by no means rare, is not mentioned by 
Thomas. I t  refers of course to the relation in Hindu mythology be- 
tween the Moon and Hare, the mythical hare being undoubtedly the 
moon. Gubernatis quotes one Buddhist legend in  which the hare is 
described as having been translated to the moon, as a reward for i ts  
having hospitably bestowed on Indra, in guise of a pilgrim, its own 
flesh to eat, no other food being available. (Zoological Mythology, 
Vol. IT, page 79). 

42. GOAT BROWSING ON A VINE. Fig. 20. 

This animal is not named by Thomas, but figured by him next to 
the rhinoceros, and also as a leopard, in the last figure of line 6, but 
on a coin in my possession the animal is provided with two straight 
horns and two very conventional or round ears, and below it, is figured 
a kid with the same conventional round ears, but no horns. The up- 
right staff in front of it, with berries down each side (fig. 76)t  may re- 
present a vine, conventionally, in which case the goat is probably w- 
presented in the act of browsing on the vine as goats are fond of doing. 
The symbol in fact illustrates those lines in Ovid's Fasti : 

* The tomb of Sannazarim, the poet, who died in 1530 was ornamented with 
rtatues of Apollo and Pallaa with the Gorgon's head : these fignres were snbsequent- 
ly altered in the prevailing fashion of the period, into figures of David and Judith ; 
the lyre of the former bccoming a harp, w U t  the head of Medasa was oonverted 
into that of Holofernes ! 

t This branch or staff should have been represented in front of fig. 20, ae it in- 
variably accompanies the goat. 
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"Rode, caper, vitem ! tamen hino, cum stab3 ad aram 
In taa qnod spargi cornna possit erit." 

Ind ian  goats display two types of horn, a straight horn of the 
' markhor  ' type (Uapra Falconeri), and a curved horn like that of the 
Nilghir i  ' wild sheep ' of sportsmen. (Hernitragus hylocrinus). The 
peculiar round ears, may be intended to represent an artificial shape, 
imparted to them as a mark of ownership, as to this day goats' ears are 
sometimes cut for that purpose. Specimens exist in the British Museum 
and in  my own collection. 

43. A KID. Fig. 22. 

There seems no reasonable doubt t h J  this animal is intended for 
the young of the goat placed above it on the coin, the youthful look of 
t h e  kid being well conveyed, and its ears being of the same conventional 
shape as thoee already described of fig. 20. I t  is probable therefore 
t h a t  two distinct ' punches ' were employed, the ' kid ' being struck 
wherever room was available for it. The coin is in my possession and 
I have noticed only I think another example in the British Museum. 

M. THE CIVET-CAT, ('CTiverra zibetha. The ' Katae ' of India) . Fig. 27. 
I 

This is probably one of the animals which Thomas ca& a "leo- 

I pard," which animal I have failed to recognise on the coins, a t  least 
with any certainty. The animal occurs seveml times and in all the 
better preserved samples, i t  is represented with a lengthened snout 
quite unlike the rounded face of any feline animal. The ears too are 
rounded, patulous and connivent quite unlike those of the dog, but on 
the whole, imparting to the elongated head the appearance of the civet- 
cat. On some coins a small animal with long ears, is introduced just 
in front of the nose of the civet-cat, whose action seems to be arrested, 
and to  represent that animal as seizing the hare, or as pausing in the 

I act of scenting it. If we suppose the hare to be a foolish young leveret, 
there is not too much disparity of size between it, and the large civet- 
cat of India which in my opinion the larger animaJ. is intended to re- 
present. 

1 45. A PANTHER (?) Fig. 19. 
I '  hi^ a n i d  hm not been noticed by me on any of these coins 

One of the animals so called by Thomas (fig. 20) is undoubtedly a goat 
and possesses horns ! The other (fig. 19) so regarded by Thomas is pro- 
bably a ' katas '. 

6. A ' gharial ' SEIZIN@ A ' hilsa.' Fig. 30. 

The first and second objects figured by Thomas Num, orient. 1. c., 
D D 
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line 7, refer evidently to one and the same subject, which though no t  ex- 
plained by the author is su5ciently clear to any one familiar w i t h  the 
Ganges, to leavo no doubt of the incident i t  is intended to convey. The 
rainy season in Bengal me may suppose to be a t  its height, the midday 
sun pouring down its intense rays, (' raining fire ' as the natives say) 
tempered only by freqnent cloud8 drifting overhead before the set of the 
Monsoon current. Nature is in her lustiest mood. The social Bayrts 
( Ploceus) weaving their pensile nests from some ' kujur ' palm on the edge 
of the cultivated land afford an illustration of what is everywhere going 
on in every grove, brake, or swamp, where the feathered tribes are  busy 
in attending to the wants of their young, or in preparations for their 
anticipated arrival. Standing on the banks of the sacred Ganges now 
in full flood, the traveller can but dimly discern the opposite shore 
across a broad expanse of turbid and seething waters, swirling onwards 
to the sea. Against this powerful stream, that prince of Indian fish, 
the ' hilsa' (Clupea ilisha, B. H.) is now striving to win its way from the 
sea to the spawning ground in the upper reaches of the river and one of 
the perils that beset its path, is the incident depicted on the coin. Sud- 
denly, a t  our feet almost, as we gaze down on the river from some lofty 
bank, against which the main stream of the river is setting, a long snout, 
a t  once seen to be that of a ' Gharial' or the fish-eating long-nosed 
Crocodile of the Qanges is protruded above the waves, and in the grip 
of its jaws a fine ' hilsa' is seen held well clear of the water. The 
hilsa ' is seized and held much as a pike is said to seize its prey, that 

is transversely aud after a bite or two is swallowed and the snout of the 
monster disappears as noiselessly as it rose. A living tomb has closed 
on its victim and another scene in the kaleidoscopic tragedy of nature 
has been enacted before our eyes. The salutary thought "omnes 
eodem cogimur" was probably not lost on the earlier settlers in  the 
Ganges valley and may have led to so pregnant an example of the un- 
certainty of life, a doctrine equally cherished by Christian and Buddhist 
alike, being perpetuated for its moral on these early coins. 

47. A PYTHON OR ROCK-SNAKE INCUBATING HER EGGS. Fig. 99. 

If I am correct in my interpretation of this symbol, i t  proves that 
long before our era, the observant Hindu or Buddhist, had noticed the 
remarkable peculiarity of the Python incubating her eggs, which till 
recent years naturalists were wont to regard with incredulity, till the 
fact was established beyond cavil by the animal in the Zoologid 
Gardens in London. The design on the coin has every appearance of 
being intended for a snake, folded round on itself, and the peculiar shape 
of the head suggests the python being the make intended. Within 



t h e  folds of the body are two oval objects which can hardly be meant to 
represent anything but eggs, and if this interpretation is not accepted, 
I am quite a t  a loss to suggest any other, but I fcel convinced the above 
is the correct one. 

48. A COBRA. (Naja tripudians). Figs. 31, 32. 

Neither this symbol or the last is mentioned by Thomas, nor does it 
appear  to be common on the coins, but on two specimens in my posaes- 
sion, what appears to be a hooded snake is seen, though not very well 
preserved. Considering the part the Cobra plays in Hindn mythology, it 
is rather curious it is not of more frequent occurrence, being sacred to, 
and symbolical of Vishnu and Siva alike. The Cobra is perhaps 
introduced as a fortunate and auspicious symbol, just as a snake in 
braes is used as a canopy for idol shrines or altars a t  the present day, 
a n d  which snake is furnished with one or a plurality of heads. Dr. 
Rajendralala Mitra, C. I. E., once informed me that a respectable 
Hindu family of good position in Bengal referred a certain reverse of 

I 
I fortune which overtook it, to the fact that in repairing the old family 

mansion, a number of Cobras which from time immemorial had occupied 
quarters below the basement of the building, had been dislodged, and 
either dispersed or destroyed. I t  may seem strange that a Hindn should 
not only tolerate but derive satisfaction from the presence of so danger- 
ous a guest in his abode, but I believe the zeuial tie thus established 
between the reptile and man is rarely dissolved through any misconduct 
on the part of the former. I can quite believe, that as bees are said to 
recognise persons they are in the habit of seeing about their hives, so 

I 

the Cobras in a house, may learn to recognise their protectors, and 
moreover the occupants of the premises knowing what sort of animals 
were about the place a t  night, would act with all necessary care in 
consequence. 

t The peaceful and nnvindictive and unaggressive disposition of the 
Cobra appears to be recognised not only in Bengal, but among the 
Karens in Burma who have, of course, a legend to account for it. Once 1 on a time the Great Bather summoned the reptile tribes before him to 
interrogate them as to how they would behave towards man, for in those 
days all snakes were poisonous. The Python replied haughtily that he 
should act as he pleased, for which arrogance he was driven into the 
water, which quickly washed away his poison and all his descendants 
have been harmless ever since. The Cobra, however, replied that he 
would not bite man, without provocation sufficient to bring tears into 
his eyes, and be therefore was allowed to retain his full venomous 
power. (Ilev. F. Mason). Fig. 31 is copied from Prinsep's Plate, of 
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Ancient Hindn Coins. (Edited by Thomas) P1. XX, fig. 25, rr, copper 
coin. Fig. 32 is from a coin in my own possession, of silver. 

49. A TRIONPX, OE RKVER TURTLE. Fig. 35. 

On one coin in my possession a turtle with its neck protrnded 
beyond its shell is seen in the act of swimming, apparently, and Thomas 
has the figure of one with a fish on either side, as though to po in t  out 
i t  is a water turtle and not a land tortoise which is represented. T h e  
animal may perhaps represent the mythical tnrtle which i n  Hindn  
cosmogony supports the universe, but i t  is more probably intended for 
an ordinary ' trionyz' which in the Indian rivers is so prominent an 
objoct, and would be one of the most remarkable animals in the eyes  of 
a people who had immigrated to the fertile plains of India, from t h e  
cold highlands of Asia, where such reptilea are unknown, or represent- 
ed by species of insignificant size compared with such powerful creatures 
as the ' Trionyx ' of the Ganges. The tnrtle is also regarded by some 
as a phallical emblem, and as the worship of Mahadev is clearly referred 
to on these coins, the tnrtle may be introduced a~ an emblem of his 
cult. 

The tnrtle is too infrequent on these coins, as compared with the  
very common elephant, to render it likely that by the tnrtle is intended 
the mythical opponent of the elephant, when both fell victims to the 
superior might of ' Qaruda,' and were carried off in his talons to be 
devoured by him. (See Zoological Mythology, Vol. 11, page 363). 

50. A FROG BETWEEN TWO ' TauPines,' Fig. 28. 

This symbol is not common, neither is it mentioned by Thomas. 
It is, however, very clearly represented on one coin in my possession, 
and has symbol No. 3 placed between the frog's front and hind legs. 

I n  Vedic mythology the frog represented the clouds, and the 
animal may well have served as the symbol of the rainy season, when 
the frogs are all life and activity. Even if  no esoteric meaning attaches 
to the animal, it is not surprising that i t  should find a place among the 
animals represented on the coins, in a land where it makes known ite 
presence in a highly vocal and jocund manner, a t  a season when nature 
is reviving from the enforced rest of the hot season and where the 
hopes and labours of the husbandman depend on the same conditiom 

elicit a gratalatory chorus from the frogs. 

51. TWO FISHES IN A TANK. Fig. 41. 

Fish are frequently represented on these coins and generally in 
pairs either side by side, or one behind the other. Bs they are h 
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qnent ly  represented in a tank apparently, some domesticated species of 
t h e  carp family may be intended, many of which are of large size, and 
w h e n  living in the vicinity of some temple are regarded as sacred, and 
remain unmolested. The doctriue of metamphychosis often too renders 
fish sacred, as in Kashmir where not long ago all fishing in the Jhilum 
within the city was prohibited as it was believed that the soul of 
Ghnlab Singh, was contained in a large fish, which usually resided 
somewhere in the river near the palace in Srinugger. 

52. FOUR FISH ROUND A SQUARE. Fig. 42. 

Thomas figures this symbol, which appears to be intended for fish 
in a tank or piece of water, with a small island in the centre with a 
pillar erected thereon (Num. orient. penultimate figure of line 7). 

53. A SILUROID FISH ; ' CAT-FISH.' Fig. 36. 

This is one of two figures given by Thomas seemingly intended to 
represent the same sort of fish. The peculiar shape of the head may 
b e  regarded as indicating the expanded gill covers which are v e q  
capacious in these fishes (Siluroids), whilst on one of the figures given 
by Thomas the tentacular filiments about the mouth are well displayed, 
which are so conspicuous in the cat-fishes, which are indeed so called, 
fmm their 'whiskers.' My friend Dr. 0. Codrington has suggested 
that. a species of ' Trigon ' or ' ray ' is intended, and I myself once thought 
so, but I incline rather to a ' Silnroid ' as being one inhabiting inland 
streams with which the mass of people would more likely be familiar, 
and the shape of the h h  points rather to an exaggerated outline of the 
distended gill covers, than to the body of a 'Ray.' The evident pro- 
sence of tentacles or barbnles, however, on one specimen ia the strongest 
reason for regarding i t  as a ' cat-fish.' 

54. AR EBTUARINE SNAKE ? (Cerberwr rhynchops). Fig. a. 
The triangular head of this snake is suggestive of a viperine tree 

snake, but the above estuarine snake, which has a peculiarly repulsive 
head probably intended, and it is one too with which fishermen are 
familiar, and all dwellers on the banks of tidal streams in India. 

55. A RAISED GRAIN-STORE WITH ' Thyrsos ' I N  FRONT. Fig. 55. 

This symbol may be intended for a house, but I think it is rather 
intended as a grain store, constructed of mats coated with clay, and 
raised on posts out of the reach of vermin. I t  may be presumed that 
had a house been intended, a door and some moans of access would have 
been indicated. On the right of the store is e ' Taurine ' wh&t on the 
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left stands a pole or ' thyrsw ' whose counterpart may be seen in every 
cantonment bazar or lines of a native regiment, in the form of a tell 
bamboo, the fillets on the Greek 'thyrsos' being replaced by  a long 
streamer of cloth by way of ensign. 

56. FOOD RECEPTACLE FOR BIRDS. Fig. 118. 

57. A LATER EXBMPLl OF THE SAME (ON THE C O I N 8  OF Kunanda). Fig. 119. 

Of these symbols Mr. Thomaa writes : " I am unable to conjectnre 
the intent or import of the singular etnblem which appears below the 
'Swastika.' An earlier form of the device occurs on the introductory 
weight currency, but this outline suggests no more intelligible solution 
of its real import than the more advanced linear configuration" (See 
Note on some of the symbols on the coins of Kunanda, J. A. S. B., 
1886, Part  I, No. 3, page 167). 

These devices do not seem to me hard to interpret. The first or more 
archaic symbol of the punch-marked coins is probably intended for a 
'begging bowl' of a Buddhist monk, the two ears on one side, repre- 
senting the ends of the band, by which the bowl ie partly supported 
round the neck of the mendicant friar, as he wanders round to colleot 
the offerings of the pions. Symbols No. 3 are mere accessories intro- 
duced here as in many other cases simply as snch. The upright pole 
whereon the bowl or receptacle rests, is for the purpose of enabling 
birds to have access to the food without their lives being placed in 
jeopardy from cats or dogs, which would be the case were the food 
thrown down on the ground. Feeding animals of all sorts ia a meri- 
torious act in a Buddhist, but some criminality would attach to one, 
who through inattention, was the cause of an animal losing its life, ee 
for example, tempting e bird by the offer of food within reach of a a t  
or dog, and hence probably the invention of the device represented by 
these symbols. 

58. A BOW AND ARROW. Fig. 56. 

The bow was the national weapon of the Aryan colonist of India 
long before the British yeoman made his favourite arm feared and vic- 
torious on many a well-contested field in France or in Flodden's fatal 
plain. I n  the %mayan all the troubles which befell King Dasaratha 
and ended in the banishment of Ram were due to the unhappy ac- 
cident of the king killing with his arrow the young ascetic in mistake 
in the forest for a wild animal, from which we learn that proficiency 
with the bow was a regal acoompliehment in thorn days. Of the fin 



Pandu brothers, Arjun was a noted archer, and his nnlucky escapade in 
bringing down a miritculous fruit, the property of a 'Mnni' or Hindu 
saint,  is the subject of a pretty poem by Sir W. Jones, familiar probably 
to mos t  readers of this Journal, and another example may be quoted 
i n  t h e  favourite hero of the Panjab, Rusalu, "Sahl  Byne's redoubted 
son " whose bow of might brought down the ltakus Pagrbutt; no wonder 
therefore that the bow should appear on the coins whether any esoteric . 

meaning attached to the symbol or not.* 

59. A STEEL-YARD OR HAND SCALES. Fig. 9. 

This is not very common, but seems without doubt intended for a 
' steel-yard,' in this instance probably made of ' bamboo.' 

60. A FISH. (SO designated by Thomas). Fig. 45. 

This creature may with equal probability be regarded as a, centipede 
(Bwbpetrdra). The Ggure is copied from ' Thomas '. 

61. THREE HUTS, THE OENTIUL BEING THE LARGEST. Fig. 59. 

As on these coins a man is usnaIly represented with two wives, it 
seems probable that the taller or central hut is intended to represent the 
man's, or perhaps the joint dwelling of the family, whilst each of the 
emaller huts alongside of the central one, represents the separate dwell- 
ing of each wife. 

62. A CROSS WITH ITS ARMS TERYINATINQ IN TREFOILS. Fig. 196. 

This is on emblem which may be seen at  the present day in  Chris- 
tian churches, on the altar for example of East Budleigh Church. The 
f m r  arms of course indicate the three male and one female person of 
the Assyrian godhead, four persons and one god; whilst the trefoil ends 
stand for symbols of the masculine triad an idea which has survived 
to, and flourishes in our day, and was the religions germ-cell of all 
faiths which divide the godhead into persons or indulge in similar 
monkish subtileties. 

63. SPHERE SU~UROUNDED BY FOUR ' Taurines.' Fig. 99. 

From a coin in my own possession. It is not common. 

64. A THUNDERBOLT. Pig. 160. 

For want of a, better name I have termed this common symbol a 
'thnnderbolt' though in  reality it is probably intended for a, composite 

see Eafioimento of the Legend of Basmaloo, J. A. 8. B., 1864, p. 128. By 
Major J. Abbott. 
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symbol uniting two ' Taurines' with a double mua ansata. Regarding 
the centre of the emblem as a circle, with which the circle of the above 

I 
four symbols is supposed to correspond, we have an intelligible explans- 
tiou of the elementa entering into the formation of this otherwise obscure 
symbol. 

65. HUMPED BULL OR COW STANDING. Fig. 18. 

Thie Bnimal ie sometimes depicted as standing, and is usually 
b e d  to the right. Thomas, however, figures one turned to the left. 

66. SYMBOL 27 WITH THREE INTERVENING SHIELDS WITH CENTRAL DOTS. 

Fig. 97. 

Thie p b o l  is figured by Thomee, and is not common. 

67. A CROOODILE (?) Fig. 33. 

A very indistinct symbol on one coin, perhaps intended for t h e  
above animal. 

68. WELLS IN A GARDEN. Fig. 89. 

This symbol probably represente a garden. In the centre, is a 
' Thyrsos,' or ite Asiatic homotype. The low circular objects a t  each 
end probably represent the low wall by a well which terminates the 
water conduit in one direction, and the upright poles with cross levers, 
are the ' Shadoof,' the common me- of raising water for irrigation 
throughout the Eaat. It is a common symbol. 

69. A ' Thyrsos' between two fish. Fig. 39. 

70. A TREE GROWING B ~ M E T R I C A L  FROM A BQUARE ENCLOSURE. Fig. 74. 

This box-like base, probably represents the brick enclosure, with 
which sacred trees are often fenced in, for protection and support. 

71. A TREE, OR A BRANCH OF WILD DATE PALM (Pbnix). Fig. 68. 

72. A TREE, PERHAPS A C Y P R E ~ ~  OB Obnqer. Fig. 70. 

73. A DOMESTIC IMPLEMENT FOR CLEANING COTTON. Fig. 228. 

If this is not intended for a ootton gin, I fail to comprehend it. 
The symbol is a rare one. 

7 4  Ax INSECT ? Fig. 54. 

This symbol occnra on a coin in my own possession, and though 
very clearly defined cannot be very confidently explained. It certainly 
resembles an insect but may be perhaps intended for some fruit. 
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75. A RUDE CELTIC CROSS (P) Fig. 206. 

I have seen no specimen which clearly shows what this is intended 
for, b u t  it recalls in general appearance a rude stone cross of Celtic de- 
sign, and with the proofs before ns of the occurrence of ornamentation 
on Celtic crosses identical with symbols found on these coins, the idea of 
the prototype of a Celtic cross being also found on them is not so ex- 
travagant as it might a t  first sight seem to be. 

76. AN ALMOND-SHAPED LOZENGE, WITHIN A SIMILAR AREA. Fig. 198. 

This 'almond' on Assyrian gems is understood to stand rts the 
emblem of Ishtar. In  more modern times it came to be called ' uesica- 
piscis,' and is the well-known shape used for medals of the Virgin Mary. 
(See Inman, Ancient Faith embodied in ancient names sub vow, ' Oha- 
eubk) .' 

77. No. 27 WITH OVALS BETWREN THE ' Ohtrau.' 

This ie a mere variant of fig. 92. 

78. A TREE, SEEMINGLY ENCLOSED BELOW. Fig. 73. 

This very peculiar symbol is not very rare, though it is far from 
clear what is intended by it. The basal portion looks like a box or 
enclosure, from each side of which a tree seems to shoot np, the right' 
hand branch being taller than that on the left, and both ending in stiff 
cross twigs or shoots. 

79. A TREE, OF A PECULIAR BOTTLE SHAPE. Fig. 80. 

80. A BRANCH IN AN ALMOND-SHAPED LOZENGE. Fig. 82. 
I 
I 81. A BRANCH IN A CIRCULAR AREA. Fig. 85. 

82. A PILLAR ON AN EMINENCE. A " Uilgal." Fig. 211. 

i 
It is curious to find on these coins an emblem so widely spread as 

the ' Cllz'lgal,' (The sun's heap of stones'). The pillar* is of course a 
solar emblem, or one dedicated to ' S i v a k , '  and the heap of stones ia 
accumulated round it by every passing traveller doing reverence by 
contribnting a stone to the existing collection. 

For full partionlare regarding ' (;lilgals' whether in Indie Cenaan, or Enrope, 
reference may be made sicb voce to Inman's ' A m k t  Faithe e~nbodied +n ancient 
names' or Colonel Forbes Leelie'r 'Early Racw of ko t land .  

E E 



83. A SQUARE WITHIN A CIRCULAR AREA. Fig. 210. 

An extremely simple symbol of infrequent occurrence. 

a. A COW NILQHAIE. 

On some coins an animal is seen without horns and with a somewhat 
finer head than an ordinary bovine, and i t  seems not improbable tha t  
the cow of the ' blue bull ' (Portax) may be intended. 

85. A TBAPEZOIDAL FIGURE WITH SQUARE MARKS INSIDE. Fig. 125. 

I am quite unable to snggest an explanation of this curious symbol. 
The ' blocks' inside fill up the s p e  more closely than is seen in t h e  
figure. 

86. THREE ' 5 y ~ S - i '  (?) ON AN OVAL BODY SUPPORTED ON TWO LEGS. 

Fig. 201. 

This also is a very obscure symbol which I am unable to offer any 
explanation of. I have noted several examples, none very clear. 

87. A SQUARE TO THE LEFT OF A TRIFID BRANCH IN A RECTANGULAR AREA. 

Fig. 205. 

A similar type of symbol fo fig. 203. I t  occurs on the reverse of s 
coin in my possession. 

88. A STAR OF EIGHT POINTS. Fig. 144. 

89. A BRANCH WITH A CIRCLB. 

Figs. 85, 86 and 87 seem all variants of this design. 

90. A SMALL TREE. Fig. 79. 

This is not a rare symbol, but is always a small device, and not very 
conspicuous. 

91. A RUDE FIGURE PROBABLY REPRESENTING A MAN WITH A WATER POT. 

Fig. 5. 

92. A SYMBOL OF UNKNOWN IMPORT. Fig. 210; 

Occurs on a coin in the collection of Dr. 0. Codrington. 

93. A CROSS ABOVE A ' Taurim.' Fig. 108. 

Copied from Thomas' Plate (Num. Orient.). 
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94. A GROUP or 'fungi ' (? 3) Fig. 83. 

Th is  is not a very rare symbol, but a very obscure one. It seems 
h a r d l y  probable that 'fungi' are intended but no alternative snpposi- 
t ion  presents itself. 

95. 8. PARALLELOGRAM DIVIDED INTO TRIANGULAR SEGMENTS. Fig. 123. 

A somewhat uncommon symbol on a coin in my possession. 

96, A ' Thyrsos' WITH A CANOPY ABOVE. Fig. 38. 

The central object is a pole with an oval head, not rare on these 
coins, and which I am inclined to identify with the ' Thyrsos ' of Greek 
mythology. On either side are two objects which may be intended for 
fish, and above is a semi-circular canopy. 

97. TWO FISH (?) WITH A POLE BETWEEN AND A SEMI-CIRCLE BELOW. 

Fig. 37. 

I t  is very doubtful if these objects are fish or the precise meaning 
of the semi-circle. It is essentially identical with No. 96, and the 
same explanation will apply to both. 

98. A ' Thyrsos ' BETWEEN TWO ' Taurine8 ' I N  A TRIANGULAR AREA. 

Fig. 181. 

99. A ' FAN ' PALM, OR TAL TREE. (Borasms). Fig. 64. 

100. A HUMAN FIQUBE WITH THREE DOTS ABOVE IT. Fig. 2. 

Perhaps intended for Siva. 

101. THREE DOTS IN A CIRCLE. Fig. 154. 

This symbol is identical in import with No. 15. 

102. FOUR ' Taurines ' IN A SQUARE. Fig. 164. 

103. A CIRCLE SUPPORTING TWO ' Chatres ' and two ' Taurines. 
Fig. 103. 

This symbol appeare to be furnished with a handle. If this is 
really intended, it would seem to be connected with the 'sistrum' of 
Isis, and to represent a variant of that Neture-worship emblem. 

104. A VINE. Fig. 76. 

This is part of a composite symbol, not very mre on the coins, and 
which Thomas calls a leopard and vine. In  the best examples, however, 
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the animal is  clearly a goat (see fig. 20), and the plant a conventional 
~px%sentation of a vine (?) 

105. A BOW AND ARROW. Fig. 58. 

On this symbol there is  a sort of loop attached to the string, the 
precise meaning of which I do not recognise. 

106. FOUR SQUARES WITHIN A SQUARE. Fig. 111. 

107. A WG. 

Thomaa represents the dog independently, giving no less than  
eight figures of the animal or allied species. Of these the fourth figure 
is probably a goat and the fifth a 'jackal;' but, so far as I can judge, t h e  
dog is always represented standing on the top of a ' stupa,' and i n  no 
other position. Occasionally toward the edge of a coin, a dog is Been 
by itself, but rarely, if ever, so placed as to preclude the supposition 
that the ' s t u p  ' was there, but that its impression had fallen outside 
the area of the coin, the upper part only of the device, namely, the dog, 
being impressed. I do not wish, however, to go the length of affirming 
the dog never appears independently, but such is rarely the case, and I. 
regard i t  as a culpable license of the artist not representing the dog, in 
the attitude he almost invariably is seen in, that is, on a stupa, because 
it was necessary to Mr. Thomas' theory that he should not by rights 
be there. Strangely too, not only is the dog omitted but the peacock 
likewise, which is always seen in no other position than on the top of a 
' stupa.' Thomaa wholly ignores the peacock ! 

108. SIX BULS OR DOTS ARRANGED IN luv EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE. 

Fig. 158. 

This symbol is a triangle each side of which consists of three dots. 
Whichever way this symbol is viewed, i t  presents three triangles stand- 
ing each cn its own base, or three pyramids ae they may be termed, the 

being a male emblem and in the centre is a fourth t r i aq le  
with ite apex below, or the inverted pymmid or ' delta ' which esoteri- 
a l l y  represents the female principle in nature. This will appew at 
once, if the ' balls ' are connected with dotted lines. 

109. A RECTANGULAR SYMBOL IN A SQUARE AREA. Fig. 116. 

The elephant on the copper coins of Eran is more freely t r -M 
than the somewhat cramped and conventional animal so common on the 
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d v e r  coins  of this series, due probably to the later date of the larger 
Eran coins. 

111. AN UNKNOWN OBJECT. Fig. 88, 

112. A SOLAR WHEEL. Fig. 138. 

T h i s  is clearly a solar wheel, with sixteen curved rays or in other 
words,  a wheel compounded of four 'swmtikm.' 

113. Bow AND ARROW IN A SQUARE. Fig. 57. 

114. SYHBOL 27 ONLY WITH sm ' ohatras.' Fig. 229. 

115. A ' Thyrsos ' AND APPENDAQES WITHIN AN OVAL AREA. Fig. 178. 

This symbol occurs on a coiu in the collection of Sir A. Cunningham 
and is the only example that I have seen. 

Rare, however, as this peculiar symbol is, two variants of i t  appear 
to me recognisible on inscribed stones in Scotland. S. S. S. Vol. 11, p. 
cxxvii) also figured in the Magazine of Art. Vol. VI, page 17. One 
variant is on a stone from St. Vigean's and consists of a scroll springing 
from a trefoil centi-e, and crossed by two spear-heads, which if produced 
would meet in the trefoil. (Fig. 12 1. c.). I n  this variant the ' Thyrsoe ' 
i s  replaced by the trefoil, with which i t  is esoterically relabd as a Diony- 
siac or solar symbol. The second variant occurs on a stone from near 
Meigle, Rossie Priory, (Figs. 4 and 16 1. c.) and on one from St. Madoc's 
(Rg. 20). In  this variant two ' Thyrsi ' (as I should term them) joined 

I below, transfix an inverted crescent, either plain, or ornamented with 
scroll-work. 

I 
Another variant, or a t  all events a symbol esoterically related to the 

present one is perhaps seen in  Fig. 220 to be described presently. 

Whatever this symbol is intended to represent, it certainly occnm on 
sculptural stone in Scotland. A very clear example of it occurs a t  

~ Inveravon, Banffshire, (S. S. 8. Vol. I, p. xv), accompanied by some 
other symbols, but without anything to throw light on the object intended, 
and the only suggestion I can offer is that it may be a rudely executed 
variant of a ' tingam ', which idea is corroborated by a variant of it a t  
Tillytarment, Aberdeenshire (S. S. 8. Vol. 11, P1. CIX) on which an 
inner circle is inscribed, approximating it therefore to the usual form of 
that symbol. 
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117. A DOT WITHIN A CBOS~. Fig. 227. 

This may eaaily be regarded aa a Rosicrucian symbol. The Rosi- 
aruoians (who were allied in ideas with the Templars) adopted as their 
badge a symbol of which the present is scarcely a variant. It consisted 
of a cross engraved on one side of a transparent red stone, and on the 
reverae side over the junction of the limbs of the cross was engraved a 
rose ; or as viewed through the stone, a red rose, crucified on or attached 
to a cross, whence the name of Rosicrncian, or Red Cross Knight. Here 
we encounter a galaxy of pagan ideas. The Cross, prior to its appropria- 
tion by Christians, waa an old nature-worship symbol, one of whose names 
waa 'LThor's hammer," and was connected by its parallelism of ideas 
with the Sun. Row Adonis waa the Sun in his lusty prime, and when 
the sun was slain by the boar of winter, he was changed, as the beauti- 
ful old fable relates, into a red rose. 

Woe ! Woe ! for love's own Queen, since stretched in death 
Adonis lies, the beautiful, whose blood, 
Poured forth like water on the thirsty earth, 
I s  matched by tears from Aphrodite's eyes. 
Where fell those tears anemonies upspring, 
And where each ruddy drop, Lo ! blooms a rose. 

Bion Idyl I. 62.* 

The Rosicrucians in their day aimed, however, (despite the absurd 
stories current about them) a t  little more probably than what Romanists 
and Ritualists are endeavouring in modern times to effect, wiz., to adorn 
the faith they love with the symbols and gew-gaws of pagan-, the 
meaning of which they try to conceal under high-sounding names of their 
own, or of which perhaps the bulk of these ' puir bodies ' may be honest- 
ly ignorant. 

This symbol occurs on a coin in the collection of Sir A. Cunningham. 

118. A RUDE HUMAN FIGURE HOLDINU A CLUB I N  THE LEFT HAND. Fig. 3. 

Above it are five dots, and these are probably intended to represent 
five heads. As the ' Lingam ' has sometimes five ' he&,' this figure is 
probably intended for Siva. 

119. AN UNKNOWN OBJECT, OR ORNAMENT. Fig. 212. 
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120. A SQUARE DIVIDED INTO NINE SEGMENTS WITH A DOT I N  TEE CENTRE. 

Fig. 112. 

121. 8. SNAKE (?) WITHIN A REC~'ANGIULAB AREA. Fig. 207. 

It is not very obvious what this object is, as i t  is too blunt for any 
ordinary snake, but perhaps the so-called ' two-headed snake ' may be 
meant (Eyr Johnii). 

122. Two HUMAN FIGURES. 

This  is a rare symbol and occurs on a coin belonging to Sir A. 
Cnnningham. 

123. FOUB DOTB IN A SQUAEE, WITH A MARK ABOYE. Fig. 113. 

A curious but somewhat obscure symbol. 

124. A BUDE HUHAN FIGURE. Fig. 4. 

A club which seems to rest on the ground, and some indistinct 
object, perhaps a water-pot in the other. 
125. A CROSS FORMED BY TWO ' 0hatra.s ' AND TWO ' Taurines.' Fig. 105. 

I 126. A.N EIGHT-POINTED BTAR WITHIN A CIRCULAB AREA, GIRT BY SIX 

' Taurimes.' Fig. 151. 

127. WHEEL AND BELLS. Fig. 142. 

This symbol occnrs on a coin in the collection of Sir A. Cnnningham, 
and if my interpretstion of it ie correct, is one of the most interesting in 
its relation to ths religions usages of mediaaval Europe. The wheel has 
eight spokes and outside the periphery eight bells. The use of bells in 

I Buddhist worship is well known, but I was surprised to find in the 
work of Wilhelm Liibke on " Ecclesiastical Art in Germany during the 
middle ages " a precisely similar instrument f ip red  under the title of 
Maos-bells,' only in the larger illustration a rope was added to pull the 

1 wheel, which is not seen on the coins. Judging by modern analogy, how- 
ever, the motive power in India may have been water, and the essential 
part only of the arrangement, a wheel carrying bells, introduced on the 
coin ! Liibke writes : " Here we may mention also the Vass-bells with 
which were given the signs of the principal movements in the sacred 

I service. Some were arranged in an artistic manner, so that a number 
of bells were united on a small wheel, which turns on an  axis and is 
moved by a chord." Page 154, fig. 120 (1. c.). 

The specimen figured by Liibke was from Clerona, in Spain. 
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128. TWO 8EMICIBCULAR OBJECT0 IN  A RECTANQULAB AREA. Fig. 202. 

Theae objecta recall the caps of the Dioecuri, in Bactrian coins of 
a later period, but i t  may be doubted if these are the objects intended. 
It is not quite clear, from the condition of the croin, if there may not be 
a third similar object, now e&ced. 

129. A C B O ~ ~  ENCLOsWG NUB ' TcZuritWd' WITH FOUB CBOSBEB OUTSIDE. 

Fig. 177. 

This eymbol partakes of a Rosicrucian charaoter. In  the centre 
of thia cross is a dot, or it may be a ' rose '. Round this central dot ,  four 
' Taurina * arranged with the points directed outwards, whilst in the  
outside angles formed by the are= of the crose, are inaerted four oirclea 
each containing a cross. 

130. A BOAT (?). Fig. 60. 

This is a very obscnre symbol. If the symbol repreaenta a boat, the 
central object must represent a standard with a crescent at  the top, and 
a maet on either side of it, with sloped yards : or these ' masts ' may be 
the poles used for raking water from wells by means of a long lever, 
whilst the central object may represent a ' thyrros ' or staff in the midst 
of the garden ; the vessel wherein they stand, however, is not so easy fo 
explain, if not a boat. 

131. FIVB DOTS BANGED ROUND AN OVAL. Fig. 220. 

Thia a curiously obscnre symbol. I have sometimes been inclined 
to consider it intended for the foot-print of aome animal, as a bear ; bat  
.the idea is not probable. 

132. TWO ' C h t ~ a 8  ' AND TWO SHIELDB, ON A SPHERB, WITH A ' Tatwine * 
ABOVE AND A HANDLE APPABEHTLY BELOW. Fig. 106. 

This p b o l  resembles No. 103, in seeming to be provided with a 
handle. A t  the top is a ' T a u h e  * and on the sides are two ' chtrar ' 
separated by two triangular ahielda with their apices inwards. 

133. WHEEL OF N U B  SPOKES WITH FOUE ' Taurinee '. Fig. 150. 

This wheel ia of conree a solar emblem. 

1%. SPHEBE OB WHEEL WITH EIGHT BHORT BAY& Fig. 145. 

It may possibly be a variant of fig. 142. 
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135. UNKNOWN DESIGN, IN A TRIPARTITE AREA. Fig. 208. 

This  is a most ambiguous symbol, till a better preserved specimen is 
obtained. 

136. WHEEL OR SPHERE WITH SIX RAYB. Fig. 146. 

137. A BRANCH AND ANOTHER OBJECT IN A RECTANGULAR AREA. 

Fig. 203. 

I The object on the left hand bears some resemblance to a Greek K. 

138. A SHORT-TAILED CAT, (SUCH A8 THE BURMESE RACE) ON THE TOP OF 

A POLE. Fig. 24. 

This is a curious design, and may be intended to repre~ent a cat 
which had climbed to the top of an elevated food-i-eceptacle, in pursuit 
of prey. The square box is probably intended to represent a railing or 
eome sort of enclosure round the object. The Burmese race of do- 
mestic cats has a short tail, intermediate between the Manx cat, and the 
common race, and it is possible the artist had some such animal in 
view. 

139. A HARE WITH A ' Taurine' BENEATH. Fig. 23. 
140. A BRANCH. Fig. 69. 

141. A L O T U ~  OR OTHER WATER PLANT. Fig. 81. 

A fish sheltering under the leaves seems to indicate that a ' lotus ' 
is the plant intended. 

142. A TREE, PERHAPS A Oa~tws OR Euphorbia 80 COMMON IN THE WARY 

VALLIES OF THE WEBTERN HIMALAYAS. . Fig. 71. 

143. A HIGHLY CONVENTIONAL FIGURE POSSIBLY INTENDED FOB Agni; OR 

THE UPPER LINE INSTEAD OF FLAMES, MAY BE INTENDED TO REPREBENT 

EIGHT HEADB. Fig. 8. 

14. CENTRAL BALL WITH THREE SYMBOLS RADIATING FROM IT. Fig. 159. 

This is a remarkable symbol. At  first sight the three objects sur- 
rounding the central ball might be regarded as ' fish,' but there is little 
doubt they are intended for tho object regarded by Dr. Codrington as a 
variant of the ordinary ' Taurine ' fig. 219. The symbol ia enclosed 
within a well defined area of corresponding shape. 

145. A FIBH, WITHIN AN OVAL AREA. Fig. 44. 

I am not quite free from doubt if I am correct in designating the 
r F 
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objects on these three coins, (as well as on many others) as ' fish,' as they 
boar considerable resemblance to that modification of the ' Taurim ' 
symbol, effected by adding lateral appendages, resembling fine. 

This symbol is figured by Sir Walter Elliot in h k  article on the  coins 
of Southern India, in Numismata Orientalia, Plate 11, fig. 64 where t h e  coin 
is erroneously recorded as of gold. The coin has snbaequently been 
fignred and described by Dr. Codrington in the Bombay Branch Royal 
Asiatic Society. I t  is essentially the symbol of Tanrns, (symbol 3 of 
this paper) with the addition on each side of two quasi-legs, o r  fh. 
Dr. Codrington ingeniously, and in my opinion correctly, identifies it with 
one of the masks used in a Buddhist Mystic Play figured in J. A. S. 
Ben. Vol. XXIV, fig. 8, by Capt. H. H. Godwin-Austen. The figures are 
photographs by Capt. Melville, and the mask in question represents a 
Bull's or Yak's head, with two short ears a t  the base of the horns. I n  
the small symbols on the coins, these ears seem to be reproduced by two 
short strokes, having the appearance of short legs, or fins, but by means 
of the link afforded by Dr. Codrington's coin from Wai, some of these 
' fish ' symbols may be with equal probability assumed to be mere variants 
of the simpler and more frequently used ' Taurine ' No. 3 .  

146. A SPHERE BETWEEN TWO ' Taurinee' IN A RECTANGULAR AREA. 

Fig. 169. 

147. A PALM TREE, PERHAPS. Fig. 65. 

148. THE ' Pentagram ' OR WIZARD'S FOOT. Fig. 194. 

This is the symbol which Mephistophiles, (in Goethe's matchless 
drama) declares his inability to pass over. As a mystio symbol of the 
Trinity it was held to be all powerful in coercing demons in mediseval 
times. It is o five-pointed star composed of three equal and similar tri- 
angles which intersect each other. 

149. SEVEN DOTS OR SPHERES WITHIN A HEXAGON. Fig. 155. 

A planetary symbol no doubt. 

150. A CIRCLE SURROUNDED BY NINE SPHERES WITH A CENTRAL ONE. 

Fig. 156. 

151. RHOMBOIDAL SYMBOL IN AN OVAL AREA. Fig. 1 9 0 .  

152. PERHAPB A RUDELY DESIGNED SQUATTING FIGURE. Fig. 213. 
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153. AN ALMOND-SHAPED SYMBOL BURROUNDED BY FOURTEEN DOTS. 

Fig. 199. 

This is merely a highly ornamented variant of No. 76, and essenti- 
a l ly  the ' vesica-piscis' of medimval and Romish decoration. Romish me- 
da le t s  for the use of nuns and young persons assume this form even now. 

154. 8. SYMBOL OF UNKNOWN IMPORT. Fig. 209. 

This looks like a child's wooden horse, but its real meaning from 
this single specimen can hardly be guessed at. 

155. FOUR ' Taurines' ROUND A CROSS, IN A SQUARE AREA. Fig. 184. 

The Cross here is the old T with a crescent above, aud it is either 
mounted on a pedestal, or surrounded by a railing. 

156. A ' Trisketis ' WITH A ' Taurina ' BESTING ON A CROSS. Fig. 167. 

This is a remarkable symbol. It consists of a ' Triskelis ' (as in fig. 
131) within a triangular area, and on the left of i t  a cross supporting a 
' Taurine' turned over to the right,, forming a crux ansata with ears, as 
it were. 

157. 8. WHEEL OF FOUR SPOKES, SURROUNDED BY SIX ' OWL HEADS. Fig. 104. 

This of course i a solar symbol. 

158. A CIRCLE AND CROSS-LINE& Fig. 117. 

The design is rather obscure. 

159. A Triskelis AND ' caduceur ' UNITED. Fig. 133. 

This very remarkable symbol is I believe a compound one, and not 
formed fortuitously by the union of two. It consists of a ' T~iskelis ' re- 
volving to the right within a circular area, and joined above to a symbol 
No. 17, which I regard as a mere variant of the ' Caduceus ' or staff of 
He,-m.as or Bsculapius. 

160. SYMBOL NO. 34 ONLY THE MAN HOLDS A CLUB. 

On one coin in tho possession of Gen. Sir A. Cunningham appears 
the figure of a dog with no apparent connection with a stupa, and i t  may 
therefore be occasionally so represented, but its usual poeition is that of 
fig. 49. 
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162. A LEAF OF A ' C a c i ? ~ ~ '  TREE, (Opuntia). Fig. 72. 

The ' Cactus ' (so called) or Opuntia is a common tree in India and 
in places thrive8 so vigorously as to become troublesome. There is little 
doubt that the object here given is intended to represent a branch of this 
plant, the identity of which is cleverly touched off by the groups of 
spines along its edge. 

163. A TRIANGLE IN A TRIANQULAR AREA. Fig. 193. 

164. A SQUARE IN A SQUARE AREA. Fig. 109. 

165. A ' TRISUL ' ON A STAND. Fig. 191. 

This symbol is almost identical with one found on Gnpta coins a t  a 
later period. (See V. A. Smith's Catalogue of Gupta coins, J. A. S. B. 
Vol. liii, Part I, P1. V, fig. 84.  

I t  is not a little remarkable that the ' trisnl ' or trident in any form, 
though so common on coins of a later period, is nowhere represented on 
these early punch-marked coins. The present symbol is, however, very 
suggestive of a transition from the ' scarabeus ' of Egyptian hierogly- 
phics to the trident of Greek and Indian art. Mr. R. Sewell has, I 
think, conclusively shown the intimate connection between the ' Scara- 
beus ' and the ' trisul ', ' caduceus ', and ' tri-ratna ' of Greece and India, 
and the present symbol is not improbably a very angular and conven- 
tional rendering of a ' scarabeus ', wherein the genesis of the trisul ie 
sufficiently indicated. The central prong represents the rostrum or 
head of the beetle, the outer prongs, its forelegs, the pentagon below, 
its body, and the two supports, the hind legs-(See Mr. Sewell's Early 
Buddhist Symbolism, Journ. Royal Asiatic Soc. 1886, p. 398.) 

The horse does not occur on the silver coins, to my knowledge, but 
is found on large square copper coins, of a later or transition period, as 
exemplified by coins in the British Museum and others procured a t  Eran 
by Gen. Sir A. Cunningham. 

168. h UNKNOWN OBJECT. Fig. 204. 

169. A POPPY HEAD, OR SOYE FRUIT. Fig. 90. 

I am acquainted with no fruit which resembles this symbol more 
than a poppy head, and the identscation is not improbable as the poppy 
was probably cultivated a t  the period these coins were struck. 
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170. A TREE OR BRANCH WITH FRUIT. Pig. 84. 

A somewhat similar mode of representing fruit is seen on some 
aculptnred stones in Scotland. 

171. SIX DOTS IN A PARALLELOGRAM. Fig. 124. 

172. MYSTIO SYMBOL OF DELPHI. Fig. 195. 

This symbol was inscribed over the entrance to the shrine at  Delphi 
and its significance is unknown. There was an upright stroke in front 
of it, and some have thought it a symbol of the male triad and female 
unit ,  but this ie far from certain. I ts occurrence, however, on an Indian 
coin is a curious circumstance that can hardly be considered accidental. 
It may be objected that it is nothing more than the Greek E ; but why 
shonld this letter appear on a coin probably anterior to the Greek iuva- 
sion ? Moreover, although Greek letters are common on Greek coins, the 
present symbol is the only one on these coins that can be construed as a 
Greek letter, and I prefer therefore to regard it, not as a letter, but a 
copy of the Delphic symbol, whatever that may stand for. 

This ie on a large square copper coin, probably from Eran, and as 
previously stated, of a later period than the bulk of these coins. The 
horse is in a spirited attitude with one of the fore-feet uplifted, as if 
etamping or pawing. 

There are two or three coins with the symbol fignrod by Thomas on 
them, but these speoimens prove the animal is A goat possessed of horns 
and not a ' panther ' as Thomas avers. In  the best specimens, symbol 
No. 329 is seen over the goat's back. 

175. A ' Taurine ' AND A SQUARE WITHIN A RECTANQULAB AREA. Fig. 168. 

176. A ' Etupa,' BENEATH A MOUND. Fig. 46. 

This ~gmbol  seems to represent the primitive ideal of a ' Stwpa ' 
composed of three chambers or cinerary receptacles, beneath a hemis- 
pherical mound or ' tumulzds,' and there seems no alternative snpposition 
for the semicircnlar line enclosing i t  above, other than that it represents 
the earth heaped above over the d c d ,  such as the Greek army erected 
over the ashes of metis' son- 

bK7lj hrt ?rpodXotq, i?ri nXarci 'EMrp7rdvrctr, 
6s KEY rrlX€#JaV+ i~ T O V ~ ~ ' ~ L V  dv8pcIotv €Zrl 
TOTS, d~ vib Y ~ L u ~  ~a\( o? pedrm9cv ZOOvrab 
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" These with a glorious tomb we mounded o'er, 
We, the divine host of Achaian men, 
Towards Hellespontus, on a beard of shore, 
Sign for all mariners afar to ken" 
Now and hereafter ". 
Odyssey. Book XXIV, Worsley's translation. 

177. A CURVED MARK WITHIN A BQUARE IN A SQUARE AREA. Fig. 114. 

A symbol of obsoure import. 

178. A CROSS WITH THREE ' Taurines ' AND A LOZENGE. Fig. 180. 

Above these symbols is a semicircle, which may be intended for a 
* tumulus,' or the canopy of heaven perhaps. It ia essentictlly identi- 
cal with No. 180, fig. 182 and No. 193, fig. 183, but has the lozenge 
symbol in addition. The lozenge is of course the emblem of Ishtar or 
the ' vesica-pis& ' of modern Ritualistic language, and in the cross we 
probably have a variant of the ' Thyrsoe,' in combination with a ' Taur- 
ine' above and one on either side, a combination again seen on the next 
symbol. 

179. A ' Taurine ' AND ' Thyvsos ' I N  A CIRCULAR AREA. Fig. 170. 

180. A CROSS BETWEEN TWO ' Taurimes.' Fig. 182. 

This ' cross ' has an upper cross-bar, which seems to support some 
object, not clearly seen, but probably a ' Taurine.' 

181. Two ' Taurines ' AND TWO RELIQUARIES IN A SQUARE. Fig. 266. 

182. A TREE, RISING FROM A SQUARE BASE. Fig. 75. 

This square base probably represents either a railing or a protecting 
wall of stones built round the tree, as is still the practice in India, 
affording a t  once protection to the tree and a seat beneath its shade 
during the heat of the day. 

183. A BRANCH WJTHIN A NEAT TRIANQULAR AREA. Pig. 67. 

184. HUMPED BULL COUCHANT BETWEEN TWO FISH ? Fig. 17. 

In this instance the Bull is couchant before an object which may be 
intended for a fish, whilst a similar symbol is seen over the bull's rump. 
I am by no means satisfied, however, that the object really is intended for 
a fish, and think i t  not improbable that symbol No. 236 is intended, 
which is a variant of the ordinary ' Tuurine' symbol ( see fig. A of 
Dr. Codrington's paper 'on some old silver coins found near Wai'; 
Bombay Branch Royal Aaiatic Society's Journal). The small size of 
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t h e  symbol renders i t  difEcnlt to determine what is really meant, but if 
Dr. Codrington's suggestion of its relationship to a bull's head mark 
used i n  Ladak Mystic plays be correct, these additional side strokes, 
resembling fins, in reality represent the earn of the Bull, though the die- 
engraver himself may not have correctly understood the true meaning 
of t h e  symbol, and failed accordingly to give it an intelligible character. 
It is not a very rare symbol though usually indistinct. 

185. FOUB FISH (3) WITHIN A CIRCULAE AREA. Fig. 43. 

186. AN OVAL FILLET I N  A SQUARE. Fig. 152. 

187. A BRANCHED OBJECT IN A CIRCULAR AREA. Fig. 87. 

188. TWO TALL OBJECTS WITH A LOWEB ONE AT THE SIDE. 

I am unable to guess a t  what these objects are intended to represent. 
They bear a sort of resemblance to those decorative designs on Christian 
ornamentation termed, ' nails of the cross,' but they are not ranged in  
trefoil patterns as the ' nails ' are. 

189. SEVEN SPHERES WITHIN A CIRCLE. Fig. 157. 

This is a variant of, No. 149, (fig. 155) and is in doubt a symbol 
of planetary import. 

190. A BQUARE, WITH AN INSCRIBED STROKE. Fig. 189. 

191. A RELIQUARY OB LAMP WITHIN A SQUARE ABEA. Fig. 63. 

This symbol occurs on one coin in the British Museum. I t  may be 
regarded as a reliquary, or else as a drum, it being of the precise form 
of the small Indian drum, or ' dag-dagi ' carried in the hand by jugglers 
and wandering performers with bears and. monkeys, with a knotted 
string attached to the middle which acts as a striker when shaken 
backwards and forwards. I t  may also be a lamp. 

192. A ' Stupa' OF THREE CHAMBERS WITH TWO FISH (3) BENEATH. 

Fig. 53. 

This symbol occurs on a coin in the British Museum, and is identical 
with fig. $6, only i t  has two objects beneath within an enclosed area 
which may signify fish in a tank, and be intended for miniature specimens 
of symbol No. 236. 

193. A PIBH (?) ON A CROSS WITH A ' Tau&e ' ON EITHER SIDE. Fig. 183. 

I It is probable that in many cases where the object resembles a fish 
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like the above, it ie redly a variant only of a ' Taurine ' turned on its 
side. 

194. A HARE WITH A LEVERET. 

From a coin in the British Museum. This symbol is not well pre- 
served, and i t  is possible i t  may be intended as a variant of No. 4141, b u t  
the position of tho animals differe. 

195. FOOD RECEPTACLE WITH RAILING AND ' Taurine.' Fig. 122. 

This is a variant .of No. 226, both being on a large square copper 
coin of later type procured by Gtenl. Sir A. Cunningham at Eran. - 

196. A RAKE FOR GRAIN, OR HABROW (P) Pig. 197. 

197. FOUR ' Taurinss ' I N  A SQUARE, SEPARATED BT A LINE. Pig. 165. 

198. A WHEEL WITH THBEE BPOKELI. Fig. 137. 

This is clearly an archaic form of the ' Triskelis.' 

199. A JACKAL WITHIN A BECTANGULAR ABEA. Fig. 26. 

The tail is rather short for a jackal, and still more so for a fox, to 
which the figure also bears some resemblance. 

200. A TREE. Fig. 66. 

201. THREE ' Taurilzes ' AND A CROSS. Fig. 230. 

This symbol is figured by Thomas from a coin probably in the 
British Museum. I t  consists essentially of a crux alwrata resting on o 
square base, with a ' Taurine ' turned on its side above, and s ' Taurine' 
on either side. It is a variant of No. 193 (fig. 183) with the square 
railing below added. The figure is very faulty. 

202. CROSS AND BALLS. Fig. 172. 

205. AN EIGHT-SPOKED WHEEL WITH HOLLOW NAVE. Fig. 143. 

Besides the solar wheel another sort of wheel is also met with, 
which is not mentioned by Thomas. It haa eight spokes, is larger than 
the solar wheel. and differs essentially therefrom in having a hollow 
axis, from which I infer it is intended to represent a mechanical wheel 
of human construction. It is not easy to say why a cart-wheel should 



be p laced  on these coins, but it may not improbably represent a sacred 
wheel, such as in Thibet ie used to rotate prayers on, and is driven by 
w a t e r  power for that purpose. I t  may seem very absurd to us, but not 
more so perhaps than the custom in Catholic Europe to pay for ' masses ' 
fo r  the soul of some deceased sinner. 

T h i s  symbol is from a ooin in my own possession. 

206. ' Thyrsos ' BETWEEN TWO CIRCLES ENCLOSING FOUR BALLS. Fig. 176. 

Figs. 171 to 176 would all seem to be variants of one symbol which 
in the opinion of Sir A. Cunningham is the mint mark of Eran. Except 
fig. 171, which occnrs on E silver coin in the British Museum, these 
symbols all occur on large copper coins procured by Sir A. Cunningham 
at Eran, so that in this instance the territorial rtssignment of the symbol 
is fairly made out. The gradation between the different variants is well 
observed. The simplest form is fig. 171, fonr balls or circles arranged 
in a lozenge. Fig. 172 shows four balls each with a central dot con- 
nected by the arms of a cross. Fig. 173 shows four circles eaoh contain- 
ing fonr balls, and fig. 175 is similar, but has a cross, each arm termi- 
nating in a ball, interposed between the circles, without their being 
attached thereto. Pig. 174 is of a more ornate character, consisting 
of four circles connected by a cross, eaoh medium circle containing a 

Taurine ' and each lateral circle a swastika.' 
Fig. 176 is a variant, which seems to indicate an approach to symbol 

115 (fig. 178), being essentially similar in the elements composing it. 

207. A TREE SUEROUNDED BY A RAILING). Fig. 77. 

This fine symbol clearly shows a sacred tree surrounded by a 
railing. Each branch is trifid, but i t  is not possible to hazard a guess 
at what tree is intended. 

208. A BULL TO RIGHT. 

This symbol occnrs on a large square copper ooin from Eran of later 
date than the silver coins. These largo coins of the Eran mint probably 
are in fact transitional between the old punch-marked, and later coins 
struck in the usual manner, many of the punch-marked symbols retaining 
their place on the later dies. 

209. A SIXTEEN-PETALLED LOTUS. Fig. 148. 

Both this and No. 211, (fig. 147) are from large square copper coins 1 fmm Eran. 

210. CROSS AND sALL8 WITH ' Taurines ' AND ' Swastikas.' Fig. 174. 
O Q 
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211. AN EIGHT-PETALLED LOTUS. Fig. 147. 

212. A ROW OF DOTS, BETWEEN PARALLEL LINES. Fig. 217. 

At first sight this resembles the ' vine ' as conventionally represented, 
but the vine is represented with two rows of dots arranged on each side 
of a central stem, whereas the present ' dots ' are in a single row en- 
closed by side liues. I cannot suggest what is intended by the symbol .  

213. A FILLET OR BAND ORNAMENTED WITH Taurines.' Fig. 216. 

214. A TREE WITIIIN A RAILING. Fig. 78. 

A symbol of the same type in No. 207. Both are from t h e  large 
square copper coins from Eran, which from their size admit of clearer 
details and execution, and the ' punches ' and figures are larger t h a n  is 
usual on the silver coins. 

215. A ' Taziri~ze ' IN A CIRCULAR AREA. Fig. 188. 

216. A BOAT OR ' CORACLE,' WITH TWO ' FISHES ' (?) Fig. 62. 

217. CROSS AND FOUR CIRCLES EACH ENCLOSING FOUR BALLS. Fig. 175. 

218. AN ELEPRANT TO THE LEFT. Fig. 11. 

This animal is common on the coins, and is usually turned to the 
right. Thomas gives nine figures of elephants, one of which only is 
turned to the left. Another of these figures is surrounded by a frame 
of ' taurines.' In India the elephant is symbolical of Indra and the 
animal is probably intended for ' Airivatas ' the elephant of Inare. 
The symbol is an animal personation or embodiment of those huge banks 
of dark clouds, which during the rainy season traverse the vault of 
heaven, and in India form so striking an object. Especially welcome to 
the parched earth is then the advance of Indra's elephant ( 'Nimbus'  
of meteorology) and i t  has given rise to the pretty metaphor in  the 
Meghadhta which Griffith thus renders : 

" When on a day in June, he* upward cast 
The aching eyes, lo ! on the mountain lay 
A glorious cloud embracing it., so vast 

1 
As some huge elephant, that stoops in play 
To trample down the bank, that bars his onward may." 

* The bauished Yaksha, servant of Knvera (tho God of Wonlth) and the prin- 
cipal personago in the piece. 
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219. FOOD RECEPTACLE WITHIN RAILINQ WITH TWO ' chatras.' Fig. 121. 

A distinctly Buddhist symbol.* 

220. THE CADUCEUS, OR STAFF OF BSCULAPIUS, OR HERUES. Fig. 135. 

T h i s  symbol in its classic form is rare on the coins, but occurs on a 
copper coin procured by Sir A. Cunningham a t  Eran ; there are two 
aspects under which this symbol may be regarded. I t  may be identi- 
fied w i t h  the staff of Aesculapius or the wand of Hermes, endowed with 
power of life or death, which Cylleqios bore when conduoting the souls 
of t h e  suitors to Hades. 

""EXr 82 &@Gov prrh X ~ p a l  
KaX$v, Xpvarlqv, 6 T' bSpGv +para O&iyc~, 

Sv Z~UEL, 70;s 8' a h  K ~ L  ~ T V U ~ O Y T ~ S  iYclP~~." 

or it may be regarded simply as an astronomical symbol, rcpresenting 
the  Sun and Moon conjoined, and equally applicable as a symbol of 
Nature-worship. I prefer, however, to look further back and regard i t  
apar t  from Greek association, and to view it as a variant of the still 
more ancient symbol of Egyptian worship, the Crzcx ansata. The Crwx 
ansata is compounded of three elements, an upright staff, two cross 
limbs and a circle. Now, the classic caduceus in its simplest form as 
in fig. 135, is similarly made up of these thrce elements, slightly modi- 
fied, and their relative position changed. Take the Crux al~sata and 
remove the side limbs of the cross, and we have a circle supported by a 
staff. Slightly curve these two limbs and replace t,hem above tho circle, 
and we have the classic ' caduceus ' represented by fig. 135, and this I 
take to be the origin of the symbol, and if so, i t  affords an interestiug 
proof of the widely spread belief aud the extreme autiquity of some of 
the symbols used to typify it, which recur on these coins. 

221. IN SYYDOL 221, (FIG. 107) WE PERHAPS HAVE TEE ' CADUCEUS ' IN A 

STAGE OF ARRESTED GROWTH, O R  A VARIANT PRODUCED DURING PROCESS 

OF CONVERSION. Fig. 107. 

A still further proof of the plasticity of mythological symbolism 
lies in the fact that tho ' Caduceus ' is either represented as two serpents 
turned round a rod (its classic form), or in place of two serpents a 
lighter form of the ' Caduceus ' is made by simply attaching No. 3 sym- 
bol to a staff as in the round copper coin of Azes (Ariana Antiqua, PI. 
VII, fig. 12), though the symbol on the coin there figured, is really a 
slight variant from the usual type, the bottom part of No. 3 symbol 
being there formed by a loop of the staff, formed by the top being bent 

* The ' chatras ' on the railing, are aocideutally omitted in the fignre. 
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round crozier fashion, adding another morphological link in t h e  genealo- 
gical chain whioh binds our modern hierophants through t h e  Pontifex 
Maximus of both old and modern Rome with Nature worship and the  
cult of Baal. The ' nomen' may be ohanged, but the Nnmen is the w e .  

222. FOUR CIRCLES ENCLOSING POUR BALLS, BUT WITHOUT A CROSS. Fig. 173. 

223. A FIGURE TO RIGHT HOLDING A SHORT STAFF. Fig. 6. 

This may be intended for the figure of a 'chobdar' o r  Court 
functionary, but is rather obscure. It is on one of the large copper coins 
from Emu, on which many new types appear which are not f o u n d  on 
the earlier coins. 

224. A GOAT BROWSING ON A VINE. Fig. 221. 

On this coin, which is in the British Museum, the horns are clertrly 
88811. 

225. A BOAT OB ' CORACLE.' Fig. 61. 

226. A r o o D  RECEPTACLE WITH LOOP TO THE LEFT AND RAILING BELOW. 

Fig. 120. 

This symbol is on a copper coin from Eran. The oldest form of 
thie ' receptacle ' seems to be the one provided with two ears as in fig. 118. 
This ' loop ' or ear is there contracted into a short straight stroke as in 
figs. 120, 121, 122; whilst the loop is entirely dropped in the latest form 
of the symbol, as seen on the coins of Antagha, fig. 119. 

227. A CURVED FILLET DEVOID OF ORNAMENT. Fig. 214. 

228. SYMBOL 92, ONLY OVAL# BETWEEN THE ' chatras ' IN PLACE OF SPHERES. 

Pig. 100. 

229. AN ELEPHANT TO THE RIGHT WITH A FRAME OF ' Taurines.' 

A figure given by Thomaa. 

230. AN EEL WITH A FISH (P) ON EITHER SIDE. Fig. 40. 

This symbol is figured by Thomas. It is doubtful if the lateral 
objects are fish. 

231. A TURTLE BETWEEN TWO FISH (?) 

Figured by Thomas. 

232. THE ' swastika.' Fig. 134. 

Figured by Thomaa. 



233. A WHEEL OF FOUR SPOKES. 

Figured by Thomas. A solar symbol, no doubt. 

234. A TWINNED ' Taurine ' I N  A CIRCLE. 

Figured by Thomas. 

235. AN ELEPHANT TO THE BIQHT, WITH TRUNK RAISED TO SALUTE. Fig. 12. 

This is a popular attitude of the elephant in Buddhist sculptures 
aa well as on Buddhist coins. The symbol was figured by J. Prinsep 
(PI. XX, Ancient Hindu coins). 

236. THE ' WAI ' SYMBOL A. Fig. 219. 

This symbol occurs on a silver coin found near Wai in the Shtthra 
collectorate, and is described by Dr. 0. Codrington in a paper in the 
Journal of the Bombay Branch Royal Asiatic Society, who thus observes : 
" The figure on the obverse looks a t  first sight like the representation of 
a n  insect with fa t  body, short legs, pointed head and branching horns or 
large claws ; but I think it may be identified with a common symbol 
on Buddhistic coins which has been mentioned as like that of Taurus, 
and is well shown on page 211, Vol. I, of Thomas's Prinsep's Indian 
Antiquities, where i t  is on a die of a similar shape to that of our coin. 
It will be seen, however, that the figure on this coin is more elaborate ; 
there are the two legs on either side and the pointed angular head ; and 
these marks, with the general ~ h a p e  of the figure lead to an identifica- 
tion of i t  with the Trisul symbol seen in the .Buddhistic sculptures and 
carvings, which the more rude similar marks hitherto ponrtrayed, as 
found on coins, do not. This is the mystic symbol found commonly in 
the carvings of the Sanchi end Amravati Topes. It crowns the 
pillars of the gateway of the former Tope, and is on numerous other 
positions, as may be seen in almost any of the Photographs or Plates 
in Fergnsson's Tree and Serpent Worship and in Cunningham's Bhilsa 
Topes, and by both these authors is described as symbolioal of Dharma. 
It is seen too, commonly on the feet of Buddha, together with the 
chakra or wheel. In  photograph No. 8 of a paper on " A Mystio Play 
performed in Ladak " in Journal A. S .  B. Vol. XXXIV, the mask 
representing a bnll's head is nearly the same in outline as the figure ou 
our coin. This is not a little interesting in connection with this being 
a Buddhist symbol and like the sign of Taurus." 

Now with much of this I fully concur, though the resemblance of 
this symbol to a Trisul is far from obvious. By aid, however, of the 
photograph of the mask, used in tho mystic play, the puzzling side 
appendages are seen really to represent the Bnll's ears, and the whole 
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symbol bears therefore a sufficient resemblance to a Bull's head to be 
regarded as a variant of the ordinary ' Tuurine.' By a further process 
of degradation, I am inclined to believe that the puzzling symbol, which 
I have often alluded to in this paper as a "fish," has originated ; a n d  
that in many cases a ' Taqcrine ' ie really intended and not a fish, as in 
figs. 17, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 62, 159, 183 and 230. 

This coin weighed 110 grains, and was therefore a two kamha piece. 

237. Two ' Taurit~es,' TWO ' chatras ;' A BALL, CRESCENT AND HANDLE. 

This symbol is figured by Thomas. 

238. A ' Swmtika ' TURNING TO THE LEFT. 

Figured by Thomas. 

239. A CROSS WITHIN A SQUARE. Fig. 162. 

Two of the arms of this cross are (on the coin) very slightly 
longer than the others, probably unintentionally so. 

240. FOUR BALLS. Fig. 171. 

This is the simplest form of a symbol that assumed a variety of 
shapes at  a later period, and conjoined with a cross, a somewhat profnse 
development on the coins of Emn. The symbol occurs on a silver coin 

- 
in the British Museum, but is rare on the early coins, but reappears on 
the later coinages of Ceylon and South India. 

241. THE ' WAI ' SYMBOL C OF DR. CODRINGTON'S PAPER. Fig. 220. 

This curious device was the commonest on the coins found a t  Wai, 
which embraced 50 specimens marked with this symbol, consisting of 
karshaa, two-karshas and half-karshas. Dr. Codrington in his paper 
thus describes it-" On a round area are three circular prominences 
arranged on a triangle, round one of which is a ring ; from this ring two 
lines pass to each of the other prominences, which are not surrounded 
by a ring, making the whole look like a driving wheel with connecting 
bands passing to two smaller wheels as is seen in a machine." Dr. 
Codrington also adds '' Perhaps i t  is intended to represent the nave 
of the chalira ' or wheel with garlands hanging on it, as in P1. 48, 
fig. 1 of Fergusson's ' Tree and Serpent Worship.' I cannot add any- 
thing to this suggestion beyond the opinion that though of unusual 
design and composition, it is of distinctly Shivite character. 

242. AN ARROW-HEAD I N  AN OVAL AREA. Fig. 101. 
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243. A BUDDHIST SYMBOL. Fig. 215. 

Figured by Thomas and common on later issues, but not noticed by 
me on punch-marked coins, and unfortunately Thomas gives no refel-ences 
to the coins whence his devices were copied. 

244. Two SEMICIRCLES JOINED. Fig. 218. 

Thomas figured this symbol which has all the appearance of being 
the upper portion only of No. 25, fig. 51, with fig. 127 added. 

245. TREE WITH RAILINGS SUPPORTING TWO ' Taurines.' Fig. 222. 

246. JACKAL LOOKINQ UP AT A TREE, PROTECTED BY A RAILING. Fig. 223. 

This symbol is well executed and looks as if designed to perpetuate 
the fable of the ' fox and grapes.' 

247. FOUR CIRCLES EACH WITH A CENTRAL DOT. Fig. 224. 

These circles are ranged in a lozenge, obliquely, and not in a square, 
and reappear on the coins of Ceylon and South India. 

248. SYMBOL OF Baalpeo~ OR ' Mahadev ' WITHIN A CROSS. Fig. 225. 

I n  this symbol, of purely Shivite character, we can trace the proto- 
type of the design of the Rosy Cross round which in mediseval times so 
many curious ideas were abroad. The cross, in the old form of a T, is a 
well-known nature-worship symbol, and under the name of Thor's 
hammer was reverenced, long prior to the introduction of Christianity, 
among our fierce Scandinavian ancestors. But nature-worship is 
dualistic, the female element being represented concurrently therein. 
The ' lotus ' is one of the numerous feminine symbols, and in Europe a 
' rose ' would not unnaturally replace the exotic ' lotus,' so that the 
' Rose' of the Rosicrucian sect is the female analogue of the Si~ivite 
' lotus ' which conjoined with the T forms the dualistic or androgynous 
symbol of the Rosy Cross. 

249. THREE SPHERES IN A NAR~ZOW OVAL AREA. Fig. 226. 

Occurs on one coin in the British Musenm. 

250. A VARIANT OF NO. 4. Fig. 231. 

On a coin in the British Musenm is a variant of No. 4, fig. 129. In  
this the circles are replaced by two well designed hexagons within a 
narrow oval area, contracted in the middle. 
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A symbol on the large copper coin of Eran. 1% is like No. 202, fig. 
172, but htla no central dot. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS ON THE ' PUNCH-MARKED' COINS 
OF INDIA. 

No. Fig. 
1. 126. Circle, sphere, or dot. 
2. 127. Semicircle or crescent. 
3. 1'28. Ball and crescent. The ' Taurine ' symbol, so called. 
4. 129. Twin spheres (the ' spectacb ' symbol of Scottish 

antiquaries). 
5. 131. Triskelis, revolving to the left. 

6-7. 130-132. Triskelis, revolving to the right. 
8. 149. Cluster of nine spheres. 
9. 185. Reliquary (?) surrounded by six ' Taurines.' 
10. 139. Wheel of the sun. 
11. 140. Eight-spoked wheel . . . . . A.C. 
12. 141. Four-spoked wheel. 
13. 186. Symbol of ' Baal-peor ' or of Siva and his Sakti. 
14. 187. Sphere or dot in  triangle. 
15. 153. Three spheres. 
16. 163. Fonr spheres in a square. 
17. 136. Staff separating six semicircles. 
18. 179. Crescant on a pillar between two ' Taurines.' 
19. 161. Fonr ' Taurines ' cruciformly united. 
20. 96. Sphere surrounded by seven ' owl-heads.' 
21. 47. ' Stupa,' of either two or three tiers, (3 or 5 chambers). 
22. 49. ' Stupa ' and dog. 
23.. 50. ' Stupa 'and Peacock. 
24. 48. ' Stupa ' with ' reliquary ' or ' lamp ' in each chamber. 
25. 51. ' Stupa ' and crescent. 

. 26. 52. ' Stupa ' and tree growing out from it. 
27. 91. Sphere with three ' chatras ' or umbrellas or " broad- 

arrows." 
28. 92. No. 27 with three spheres between the ' chatras.' 
29. 94. No. 27 with three ' Taurines ' between the ' chatras! 
30. 98. NO. 27 with three ' Taurines' within shields or 

ovals. A.C. 
31. 93. No. 27 with three hemispheres between the ' chutras! 
32. 102. No. 27 with three reliquaries or Lmps between the 

' ohatras.' 
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No. Fig. 
33. 95. No. 27 with three ' owl-heads ' between the ' chatras.' 
34. 1. A man and two women. 
35. 10. An Elephant to right. 
36. 7. A hand in a square. 
37. 13-14. A Rhinoceros. 
38. 15. A Bull couchant before a ' Li~tgam.' 
39. 16. A Bull couchant before rt ' Taurine.' 
40. 25. A Wylgao (?) (Portax pictus). 
41. 21. The Hare in the Moon. 
42. 20. A goat (browsing on a vine). 
43. 22. A kid (of the last). 
44. 27. A civet cat (Viverra kbetha) cmd some small animal. 
45. 19. A panther (?) T. 
46. 30. A ' gharial ' seizing a ' hilsa.' 
47. 29. A ' Python,' incubating her eggs. 
48. 31-32. A cobra, (Naija tripudians). 
49. 35. A Trionyx or Gangetic three-toed turtle. 
50. 28. A frog. 

, 51. 41. A pair of fishes in a tank. 
52. 42. Four fishes round a pillar in rt tank. 
53. 36. A siluroid fish, or skate (?) 
54. 34. A snake (Cerberus rhyncAops ? ) 
55. 65. A raised ' paddy ' or grain store. 
56. 118. A raised receptacle of food for birds. 
57. 119. A later type of No. 56. 
58. 56. A bow and arrow. 
53. 9. A ' steelyard,' or scales for grain. 
60. 45. A fish (so called by Thomas) perhapa a ' Scolopendra.' 
61. 59. Three huts. 
62. 196. A cross with trefoil ends. 
63. 99. A sphere surrounded by four ' Tatwines.' 
64. 160. A ' Thunderbolt.' 
65. 18. A Cow or Bull standing. 
66. 97. No. 27 with three shields, each with a central dot. 
67. 33. A crocodile (?) 
68. 89. Wells in a garden (?) 
69. 39. Two fish, with Thyrsos ' between. 
70. 741. A tree. 
71. 68. A tree, or branch of some palm (Phmniz ? )  
72. 70. A tree, or branch of some conifer. 
73. 228. A domestic implement, perhaps for cleaning cotton. 

H H 
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No. Fig. 
74. 54. An insect (?) 
75. 206. A rnde pillar or stone cross of Celtic type. 
76. 198. A fillet or almond ; (emblem of Ishtar.) 
77. ... No. 27 with ovals between the ' chatras.' 
78. 75. A tree (?) 
79. 80. A bottle-ehaped tree i?) 
80. 82. A branch within an almond-shaped lozenge. 
81. 85. A branch within a circular area. 
82. 211. A pillar or ' Gilgal.' 
83. 110. A square within a oircular area. 
84. ... A cow Nylgai. 
85. 125. A trapezoidal fignre with square marks inside. 
86. 201. A oval body on two legs, with three thyrsiform objects 

above. 
87. 205. A square to the left of a tried rod. 
88. 144. An eight-pointed star. 
89. 86. A branch (?) within a circle. 
90. 79. A small tree. 
91. 5. A rude human figure. 
92. 210. A trapezoidal symbol of unknown meaning. 
93. 108. A cross above a ' Taurine.' 
94. 83. A group of three upright objects. 
95. 123. A parallelogram divided into segments. 
96. 38. A ' Thyrsos ' (?) between two fish. 
97. 37. A similar symbol. 
98. 181. A ' Thyrsos ' between two ' Tazcrines ' in a triangular 

area. A. C. 
99. 64. A fan-palm (Borassus). A. C. 

100. 2. A human figure with three dots above. A. C. 
101. 154. Three dots within a circle. A. C. 
102. 164. Four ' Taurines ' in a square. A. C. 
103. 103. A circle with two ' chatras ' and two ' Tazcriaes.' 

A. c. 
104. 76. An upright vine stem and grapes. A. C. 
105. 58. A bow and arrow, with loop (?) A. C. 
106. 11 1. Four squares within a square. A. C. 
107. ... Adog. A.C. 
108. 158. Six balls or dots in a triangular ares. A. C. 
109. 116. A rectangular symbol in a square area. A. C. 
110. ,. Elephant to right. A. C. 
111. 88. Unknown object. A. C. 



No. 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
118. 
119. 
120. 
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Fig. 
138. 
57. 
229. 
178. 
115. 
227. 
3. 

212. 
112. 

Solar wheel with sixteen oblique raye. A. C. 
Bow and arrow in square. A. C. 
No. 27 only with six ' chatras.' A. C. 
' Thyrsos ' with appendages within an oval area. A. C. 
Sphere on stout pedestal. 
A dot within a cross. A. C. 
Five-headed figure with a club. A. C. 
Unknown object. A. C. 
Square divided into nine segments with dot in 

centre. A. C. 
Snake (?) within a rectangular ares. A. C. 
Two human figures. A. C. 
Four dots in a square, with mark above. A. C. 
A human figure with a club in right hand. A. C. 
Two ' Taurines ' and two ' chutras ' forming a cross. 

A. C. 
Eight-pointed star or wheel within a circle girt with 

six ' Taurilus.' A. 0. 
Wheel and bells. " Mass bells " of Medisval Europe. 

A. C. 
Two semicircles in a rectangular area. A. C. 
Dot in cross, with four ' Tawrines ' and four crosses 

outside. A. C. 
Perhaps a boat or a variant of No. 68. A. C. 
Five dots ranged unsymmetrically round an  oval. 

A. c. 
Handled circle, two ' chatras,' and two shields with 

' Taurine ' above. A. C. 
Wheel of four spokes, with four ' Taurines.' A. C. 
Sphere with eight short rays. A. C. 
Unknown object in a tripartite rectangular area. 

A. c. 
A wheel or sphere with six rays. A. C. 
Trifid branch and another object, in a rectangular 

area. A. C. 
Some climbing animal on a pole. A. C. 
A hare, with a ' Taurilze ' below. A. C. 
A branch. 
A fish sheltering under a plant (water lily ? ) A. 0. 
A Cactus, or Euphorbia. (T.) A. C. 
Perhaps intended for Agni. A. C. 
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No. 
144. 
145. 
146. 

Fig. 
159. Three symbols d i a l i n g  from a central ball. A. C .  
44, A fish in an oval area. A. C. 
169. A sphere between two ' Taurilaes ' in a rectangular 

area. A. C. and B. M, 
65. Perhaps a palm tree. A. C. 
194. The pentagram or " Wizard's foot.'' A. C. 
155. Seven spheres within a hexagon A. C. 
156. Nine spherea round a circle, with a sphere i n  the 

centre. A. C. 
190. Rhomboidal symbol within an oval area. A. C. 
213. Perhaps a rudely sketched squatting figure. A. C. 
199. An almond-shaped emblem surrounded by fourteen 

dots. A. C. 
209. Symbol resembling a toy home. A. C. 
1841. Four ' Taurines' round a railed cross, in a square 

a r e s  A. C. 
167. A ' crua alzsata ' with appendages and a ' Triskelis.' 

A. C. 
104. Four-spoked wheel surrounded by six owl-heads. 

A. C. 
117. Cross lines within a circle. A. C. 
133. ' Triskelis ' and symbol 17. A. C. ... Symbol 34, only the man holds a club. A. C. ... A dog. A. C. 
72. A cactus leaf. A. C. 
193. A triangle in a triangular area. A. C. 
109. A square in a square area. A. C. 
191. A ' trisul ' on a stand. A. C. 
192. A donble trisul.' A. C. 

A horse to the right. A. C. 
204. An unknown object. A. C. 
90. A poppy head (?) A. C. 
84. A branch with fruit (?) A. C. 
124. Six balls within a rectangular area. B. M. 
195. Mystic symbol of Delphi. B. M. 

A horse to the right, stamping. B. M. 
Goat and vine. B. M. T. 

168. ' Tawine ' and square, in a rectangular area. B. M. 
46. A ' Stupa ' beneath a mound. B. M. 
114. Curved mark within a square. B. M. 
180. A ' l'hyrsos,' lozenge, and three ' Tauri,zes.' B. M. 



No. 
179. 
180. 
181. 
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Fig. 
170. A ' Thyrsos ' and ' Taurine ' in a circular area. B M. 
182. Two ' Taurines ' and a cross. B. M. 
166. Two ' Taurines ' and two ' reliquaries ' in a square. 

B. M. 
75. A tree with railing (P) B. M. 
67. A tree in a triangular area. B. M. 
17. A Bull ' couchant ' with two fish (?) in a rectangular 

area. B. M. 
43. Four fish (?) in a circular area. B. M. 

152. An oval fillet in a square. B. M. 
87. A branch in a circular area. 

Two tall objects and a lower one at  the side. 
157. Seven spheres within a circle. B. M. 
189. A stroke within a sqnare. B. M. 

63. A reliquary (or lamp) within a square area. B. M. 
53. Symbol 1'76, with two fish (?) in a tank below. 

183. A fish (?) or a cross, with a ' Taurine ' on each side. 
B. M. 

A hare and leveret following 3 B: M. 
122. Food receptacle with railing and ' Taurine.' B. A. C. 
197. A rake (?) 
165. Four ' Taurines ' in a sqnare divided in two. A. C. 
137. A wheel of three spokes, a form of the 'Triskelis.' 

A. C. 
26. A jackal within a rectangular area. A. C. 
66. A tree with six branches. A. C. 

230. Three ' Taurines ' and cross. R.  M. 
172. Cross and balls. 

A Horse to right. B. A. C. 
A lotus flower. B. A.  C. 

143. Eight-spoked wheel with hollow nave. 
176. A ' Thyrsos ' between two circles enclosing four balls. 

B. A. C. 
77. A tree surrounded by a railing. B. A. C. 

Bull to right. B. A. C. 
148. Sixteen-petalled lotus. B. A. C. 
174. Cross.and balls with ' Taum'nes ' and ' Swastikas.' 
147. Eight-petalled lotus. B. A. C. 
217. Dots between parallel lines. A. C. 
216. Ornamental fillet or ribbon. B. A. C. 

78. Tree and railing. B. A. C. 
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No. Fig. 
215. 188. A ' Taurine ' in a circular area. A. C .  
216, 62. Two fishes (?) in a boat. &. A. C. 
217. 275. Cross and four circles enclosing four balls. 2E. A. C. 
218. 11. An Elephant to the left. A. C. 
219. 121. Food receptacle, railing, and two ' Chatras.' 1E. A. C. 
220. 135. ' Caduceus ' or staff of Aescnlapins. B. A. C. 
221. 107. A variant perhaps of a ' Taurine.' B. A. C. 
222. 173. Four circles enclosing four balls, but no cross. 2E. A. C. 
223. 6. Man holding curved weapon (P) B. A. C. 
224. 221. A goat browsing on a vine. 
225. 61. A boat or ' coracle ' (?) B. A. C. 
226. 120. Food receptacle with ' loop ' to left, and railing. LE. 

A. 0. 
227. 214. A curved fillet. B. A C. 
228. 100. Circle with three ovals and three 'chatras.' LE. 

A. c. 
229. Elephant with ' Taurines.' T. 
230. 40. An eel in an oval area. T. 
231. A turtlo between two fish. T. 
232. 139 The ' Swastika.' T. 
233. A wheel of four spokes. T. 
234. A twinned ' Taurine ' on a circle. T. 
235. 12. Elephant to right standing with tmnk. 
236. 219. ' Tazcrine ' with lateral appendages. Wai. 
237. Two ' Taurines ' two ' Chtras  ' on ball with crescent, 

and handle. T. 
238. A Swastika turning to left. T. 
239. 162. A cross within a square. B. M. 
240. 171. Four balls. B. M. 
241. 220. The ' Wai ' symbol C. of Dr. Codrington's paper. 
242. 101. An arrow-head in an oval area. 
243. 215. A Buddhist symbol. T. 

I t  is far from clear what this symbol is, though it is just possible 
it may be a portion of the Buddhist symbol commonly known as the ' Tri- 
ratna.' One serious objection, however, to this is, that the ' Tri-ratna,' 
strange to say, does not appear to occur on those coina. Possibly this 
may be claimed by Mr. Pincott as an argument in favour of his theory 
that the ' Tri-ratna ' is represented in its " most condensed form " by 
the ' Swastilca ' which is occasionally seen on these coins. 

Speaking of the ' Swastika,' Mr. Pincott remarks "This curious 
object in reality represents simply a given space, divided into four 
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equal parts, united in the centre; and this suggests a metaphorical 
combination of the four castes united in a common society, the bent 
divisional arms of which appear to indicate revolutions, or recurrence, 
i. e., the  endless revolution of recurriug births and deaths. When looked 
a t  carefully, each side, as i t  revolves, suggests the figure of the ' Trisula,' 
the emblem of Dharma, while the whole circulating object represents 
the  ' Ohakra ' or Buddha ; and the four compartments depict the four 
castes or Sangha. Thus this venerated symbol presents us with the 
most condensed form of the ' Tri-ratna; ' and ascribing to i t  that mean- 
ing, we have a full and satisfactory explanation of its wide diffusion over 
every district to which Buddhism has penetrated" (Royal Asiatic 
Society Journal, 1887, p. 245.) I confess I see nothing whatever of this 
condensation of chalk into cheese, and were it so, it explains nothing of 
the significance of the symbol in times anterior to Buddhism. This 
difficulty did not escape the notice of Mr. Pincott, who thus ingeniously 
avoids it. "It is quite possible that this distinctly Buddhist emblem 
may have an accidental resemblance to some object venerated by other 

I nations." Really this recurrence to the argument of "accidental re- 
I semblance " between objects which are identical, can hardly be allowed 

greater weight now, than when urged a century ago, that 'fossils' were 
the result of 'accidental resemblance ' to shells and such like organisms, 

I but were not really organic bodies a t  all ! I t  seems to me refining, under 
the exigency of a, theory, beyond the bounds of probability or reason, to 
maintain that the ' Swastika ' so common an object on terracotta whorls 
a t  Troy (see Schliemann's Troy) merely bears an accidental resemblance 
to that  symbol, but is in reality something entirely distinct. 

1 Mr. Pincott also objects to those who view the 'Swastika' as a 
solar emblem, that were i t  so, it would not be made to revolve in op- ~ posite directions. The same objection might be urged against the 

I ' Tr'riskelk ' as a solar emblem, but it is one to which I do not attach 
any importance. It it not jmprobable that the symbol, when revolving 
from left to right, may indicate the sun's visible course through the sky, 
whilst the same symbol, when it revolves in the opposite direction, 
may represent the unseen conrse of the great luminary, when returning 
along his nocturnal path to the spot wherein he is wont to rise. 

It is of conrse quite true that the ' Swastika ' may, by adoption 
have come in time to be regarded as distinctly a Buddhist emblem, as 
the ' Cross ' is Christianity, but in neither case did the symbol originate 
with the faith i t  subsequently became selected to represent, and if thia 
obvious conclusion is only frankly admitted, no necessity will remain 
for having to fall back on the inadequate, not to say exploded argument 
of " accidental resemblance." 
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No. Fig. 
2 .  218. Symbol figured by Thomas. 
245. 222. Tree and railing supporting two ' Taurines.' B. M. 
246. 223. Jackal before tree (vine ? ) and railing. B. M. 
247. 224. Four circles arranged in a lozenge form. 
248. 225. -Symbol of Baal or Mahadeb within a cross. B. M. 
249. 226. Three spheres in line in an oval area. B. M. 
250. 237. Variant of No. 4. B. M. 
251. Cross and balls. A. A. C. 
252. Crescent moon above a ' stupa.' 
253. Symbol No. 20 only the ' Tanrines ' are enclosed in 

ovals. 
254. A square between two balls, in an oval area. 
255. Three balls, (No. 15) but in a square area. 
256. Sgmbol No. 24, but with 'Taurines' in place of 

' Camps.' These last five are from oval silver coins. 
257. Wheel above a tree. 
258. 258. Hittite symbol. Cappadocia. 
259. 259. Variant of ' twinned ' Lingam.' Scotland. 
260. 260. Swastika. 9 2  

261. 261. The ' Triskelis.' 3, 

262. 262. The wheel of the Sun. ' P 

263. 263. The ' Lingam.' 9 )  

264. 264. The ' Twinned Lingam.' 9, 

265. 265. Cluster of spheres. 9 ,  

266. 266. The ' Pentagram.' 9 9 

267. 267. Three spheres. 99 

268. 268. Three spheres, (variant). 33 

269. 269. Cross. 9 9  

A cross of very near this shape, that is, a square, with four equal 
similar squares inscribed on its four sides, was discovered in the 

third tomb at Mycens by Dr. Schliemann. I t  is usual to regard this 
symbol as a variant of the ' Swasfika,' and i t  is one still venerated and 
in use in lndia at  the present day. I have before me a small brass slab 
2-75 by 2.25 inches procured a t  Poona, wherein are assembled an 
interesting group of objects of worship. In  the centre of the raised 
river in front, with a, perforation to carry off the holy water which has 
trickled over the images, is placed a cow's mouth. I n  the farther right 
hand corner squats Ganesh, the elephant-headed god. In the farther 
left hand corner stands the Bull Nandi, with a cincture round the baa0 
of his horns, the preoise nature of which I cannot make out. I n  the 
centre stands a lingam in the centre of the ' yoni' symbol, and im- 
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mediately behind i t  a small figure which I have no certain mean8 of 
determining, but which may perhaps represent Parbati, the consort of 
the ' lingam ' Lord. To the left of the central ' lingam ' is a five-headed 
' lingam ' or pyramid of five balls. Next to this 5-headed symbol in front 
is a cross of the shape of Fig. 269 of this paper, whilst immediately 
behind the cow's mouth are the Sun and Moon, Figs. 126 and 127, the 
former being on the right hand. The near right hand oorner was oc- 
cupied by a standing figure, now broken away, which accident no doubt 
led to the whole finding its way as old brass into the dealer's hands 
from whom I purchased it. 

A rude representation of this form of the ' swastika ' is seen on e 
'whorl' from Troy figured by Schliemann, (1. c., P1. XXV, fig. 414, 
but the shape is rare a t  Troy, though perhaps figs. 317, 318, 319 and 
320 on P1. XXII may be intended for variants of it. 

270. 270. Linga with Cobras. Scotland. 
271. 271. Dot in triangle. 1 9  

272. 272. Enclosed tree. 9 )  

27 1. 273. A ' gilgal.' S D  

274. 274. Semicircle8 round staff. 9 9  

275. 275. ' Trisul ' of ' Mahadev.' 8 )  

276. 276 Trisnl (variant.) s t  

277. 277. Indian Goldsmith's anvil. s, 

Indea to Symbols. 

Fig. No. Fig. No. Fig. No. Fig. No. Fig. No. Fig. No. 

226 249 
227 117 
228 73 
229 114 
230 201 
231 250 

Exotic 
Symbols. 

258 258 
259 259 
260 260 
261 261 
262 262 
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Fig. No. Fig. No. Fig. No. Fig. No. Fig. No. Fig. No. 

Whilst the present paper has been going to press, a number of 
additional symbols have been brought to light, which may m well be 
here recorded, some being altogether new, whilst others are mere varieties 
of symbols already noticed. 

278. A ' stupa ' surmounted by a ' Taurine ' with two ' Tazcm'nes ' 
on either side. This symbol is No. 21, with the addition of a ' Taurim' 
above, and others on each side. I t  occurs on an oval silver coin in my 
own cabinet. 
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279. A bear standing to the left with its head reverted, as if in 
the act of gazing a t  some object behind it. This is also on an oval 

. silver coin in  my own cabinet and the only example ,I am acquainted 
with. The figure is rude but the outline very characteristic, and the 
animal may even be identified with the snow-bear by one acquainted 
with both species of bear occurring in the Himalayas. 

280. A circular ' boss ' surrounded by pear-shaped bodies separat- 
ed by trifid branches. A curious and wholly unintelligible symbol. 

281. A ' rat ' to right within a circular area. This occurs on an 
oval silver coin in my own cabinet. The animal has a moderately long 
tail, and a rat is the only animal that i t  can be intended for. '1t is a 
' reverse ' symbol. 

282. An egg or some oval body. This symbol occnre on the same 
coin BB the last,.also on the reverse. 

283. Two balls or circles, with a dot in the centre, and connected 
by a T, the whole within an oval nrea. Tlris too is a reverse symbol 
on the same coin as t t e  last. 

284. Symbol NO. 199, with two fish below within an oblong tank. 
285. Symbol NO. 1 with a ' Taurine' on the right, within a rec- 

tangular area. Whether there is another ' Taurine ' on the left is not 
certain. 

286. This symbol is related to, or a variant of No. 137. I t  is a 
curious symbol and seems to contain two letters of identical pat- 
tern as those met with on terra-cotta seals and pottery a t  Troy 
(Schliemann's Troy, page 24). That on the left resembles a rudely 
formed 'psi,' whilst that on the right cousists of an upright stroke, 
with a short sloping stroke on either side. On the terra-cotta seals, these 
two letters are combined into a monogram, with two additional characters 
added on the right, and it is not improbable that similar characters are 
intended in figures 85, 86 and 87, on Plate I1 of this paper. Fig. 205 
seems a mere variant of fig. 203, whero the left hand character is re- 
placed by a square. 

288. Bow and arrow, with a ' T ~ u ~ i n e  ' below, the whole enclosed 
within a symmetrical area. I t  may be observed that the ' bow ' depicted 
on these coins is not the straight long bow used by the aborigines a t  
present, but the elaborately curved bow, straight'in the centre, with 
curved ends. 

288. Symbol No. 29, only the ' Tuyrines' replaced by square- 
headed nail-shaped objects. 

289. Symbol No. 28, only circles replaced by ovals, enclosing 
lamps '  or whatever fig. 63, Plate I, may be intended to represent. 

1 290. A ' Taurine' in n square area. I t  is seldom this symbol 

occurs by itself. It is on a square silver coin in my own cabinet. 

I 
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291. Symbol No. 214, but the base with only four divisions. 
29.2. Symbol 285 in miniature ; (a ball between two ' Taurines,' 

end used on the reverse of a coin.) This supports the assertion that 
the reverae ' dies ' were cut smaller than those intended for the ' ob- 
verse ' of a coin. 

293. Two fish, facing each other in oblong tank. 
294. Symbol No. 21, only the hare stands within a complete 

circle, the fall moon prob8bIy. 
295. - Symbol No. 5, only reversed. 
296. A cactus plant, branching. 
297. A tree with two branches on each side. 
298. Symbol No. 28 only circles replaced by ovals enclosing ' Tall- 

rinee.' 
299. Symbol NO. 29 only ' chatras ' replaced by bideuts, by which 

I mean a trident with the central prong absent. This ' bident' is 
e remarkable and rare symbol. I t  occurs associated as above on a single 
square coin in my own cabinet, and what is very curious, four similar 
'bidenta' constitute the spokes of two small lead wheels, dug up at 
Mycenee, and figured end described by Schliemann in his work on 
Mycenae pages 74 and 112, No. 120. 

300. A wheel with six spokes. This is e wheel rather than a star, 
as it possesses 8 oentral boea or nave. It is a 'reverae ' symbol of small 
size. 

801. Seven rhomboidal hexagons radiately ranged round a central 
ball. Eaoh hexagon has two short and s i r  long sides, one of the short 
sides being placed inwards in contact with the central ball. I t  occurs 
on the same reverse na the above. 

302. Symbol No. 28 only the circles replaced by ovals, each enclos- 
ing a ' triekelis.' 

303. Ball with a ' Taurine' on each side and two ' Taurinee' 
facing each other above and below, or six in all. 

304. Symbol No. 13 united to a ' Taurine.' 
305. An indistinct animal to the right. The ears suggest i t  may 

represent a pig. 
306 Symbol NO. 27, but with the ' Chatrae' separated by a 

' Trbkelis ' or some similar object. 
307. A turtle to left of a tank, with two ' Taurinee ' above tank. 
308. A spear-head, or, Pipal-like leaf, surrounded by dots, seem- 

ingly thirteen in number. 
309. A muahroom-shaped area, with a central dot, surrounded by 

three dots, end one below. 
310. A parallelogram with a central dot, surrounded by four ' Tau- 

rilzw.' 
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311. A drinking cup. This object is of somewhat uncertain 
import. It is essentially part of symbol Nos. 42 and 174, though the 
association was not a t  first perceived. It always occupies, however, the 
s a m e  position over the goat's back and may be regarded aa either a 
d r i n k i n g  cup or an altar. It is a slightly tapering cone, expanded 
above, i f  we regard it as an altar ; or below, if we regard i t  as a cup ; 
the t runcate  end representing either the base of the altar, with expand- 
ed tip, or the lip of a drinking vefisel, with an expanded base. Good 
specimens always show i t  over the goat's bnck, and in some csses the 
symbols seems to be spotted or studded with ornamental dots, which 
r a t h e r  favour the idea of its representing a cup. 

312. Symbol No. 146 only the ' Taum'nes ' face in opposite direc- 
tions. 

I would here make a few remarks on those symbols on the coins, 
which  we can recognise without hesitation on the gold ornaments found 
in t h e  tombs of Agamemnon and his companions (as so regarded) in 
M y c e n s ;  and one hardly knows which most to admire, the a t e r i a l  
wealth and great artistic talent i n  design indicated by the contents of 
these  tombs, or the acumen find perseverance which enabled Schliemann 
to bring to light after forty centuries or more, the personal relics and 
possessions down to their very arms and ornaments, of the actors in the 
immortal Epos of 'windy ' Troy. 

To commence with the 'Triskelis.' An extremely elegant and 
graceful form of this symbol occurs on a gold ' button' (Mycens NO. 
383), where i t  fills the acute, or upper and lower angles of the central 
lozenge, and is mentioned without being named (Schliemann for some 
reason or other nowhere using the term Triskelis ' either in his ' Troy ' . 

l 
or 'Mycens') in the description of this button at  page 262, and this 
is the  sole instance among the figures of this extremely beautiful form 

I 

of the symbol. On another button, however, (1. c. No 382) a ' Triskelis ' 

I (recognised as such by Schliemann 1. c. page 261) occupies the same 
position as the last, in the acute angles of the central lozenge, but is of 
an altogether stonter design, ar~d composed of three circinate arms (or 
legs) of the peculiar art-type adopted by the Mycence wolkmen. A 
third variety of ' Triskelis' occurs on two buttons (1. c. Nos. 409 and 
418j which I consider made up, of three highly differentiated 'omegas ' 
(to use Schliemann's term for the symbol identified by me with the 
mow familiar ' lingam-yohi ') with one arm or ' labit~m ' much elongated 
beyond the other (artis causLi) and recurved so as to impart a circinate 
or pot-hook form to the ' omega ' symbol. Other specimens and variants 

i of the ' Triskelis' occur on buttons, Nos. 377, 428, 510, 511 (1. 0.)  and 
one specimen of a reversed ' Triskelis,' revolving from right to left, No. 
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Another import symbol on the coins which we can recognise at 
Mycenm is the 'Swastika,' which occurs as the central ornament o n  
several of the objects figured, (1. c. Nos. 382, 383 and 385, 422 and 428). 
It is of the usual form, resolving from left to right, the four side pegs 
(so called) being clearly seen in one and differing only from the symbol 
so common on Trojan pottery, and later ' Swastikas, ' in being formed 
with curved lines in place of angular, in accordance with the prcvailing 
character of ar t  among Mycenm workmen. The most interesting, how- 
ever, and perhaps the commonest of all the symbols discovered at  
Mycenee is that termed the 'omega' by Schliemann, (a very happy 
name could we only adopt i t  in place of the current one, aa i t  forms 
truly the alpha and omega of all Nature Worship), but which I a m  
inclined to identify as an archaic, but  a t  the same time a highly 
specialized and ornate form of the ' Lingam-yoni ' of later times. The 
elements of both symbols are the same, a central dot with a surrounding 
circle, in one part of the periphery produced into a ' spout ' composed 
of two 'labia' separated by a groove. I n  the ordinary form of the  
symbol the 'labia ' remain united, but in the artistic form prevalent a t  
Mycenm, the ' labia' are separated and recurved (omega-like), with the  
obvious intent of their being thereby rendered capable of artistic treat- 
ment, and of being worked up into patterns in vogue there. The 
simplest form of this ' omega ' symbol is where it stands alone, as in the 
acute angles of the central lozenge of a button (1. c. No. 377) or where 
two opposed ' omegas' form the central ornament of a button (1. c. Nos. 
378, 381, 384 and 386). In  another (1. c. Nos. 379 and 421) the central 
boss ' is ornamented with three ' omegas,' with their ' spouts,' or ' labia ' 

directed outwards, and round them, six other 'omegas' with their 
spouts ' directed inwards, the ' labia ' of all these 'omegas' uniting into 

an endless band, which winds in and out between the central 'dots' or 
' liiagams' and those ranged outside of them, Oivpa i8&Oa~! I n  another 
superb specimen of the goldsmith's art, (1. c. 422a) the outer band, 
immediately encircling the nine confluent 'omegas,' i s  rayed, thereby 
indicating the solar relationship of the symbol, and on another button 
(1. c. 422) the same rayed border is seen enclosing the peculiar form of 
' Swastika ' alluded to above as prevalent a t  Mycena, the fourfold sun, 
or ' four-balled Chakra, ' Ujain symbol as i t  is also called. Pig. 171 occurs 
on two buttons (1. c. Nos. 406 and 411) where the- symbol is seen witb 
slight variation as four equal and equidistant upheres. On another 
button (1. c. 404) the  four spheres are replaced by four ' omega ' symbols, 
pointing outwards, and with their ' labia' con0ueut sad  forming the 
inner periphery of the design. 

The most curious variant, however, of the ' omega ' symbol ia that 
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seen on three buttons ; (1. c. 405, 407, and 412) wherein the central dot 

l or ' Zingam,' ie surrounded by a labyrinth formed by four pair of fantas- 
tically recurved and elongated ' labia,' beneath which guise, however, 

, t h e  exper t  in such symbols fiuds no difficulty in tracing the design of a - 

four-spouted ' lingam,' analogous with the four-headed or five-headed 
' Zingam' now seen in Hindustin. Another significant symbol also, 
n s e d  in Mycenm jewellery is Fig. 227, which appears on three buttons, 
(1. c. 378, 383 and 885). In the two first quoted instances, a row of 
t h e s e  crosses is nsed as an ornamental border to the central lozenge, 
w h i l s t  in the last instance, the cross within a circle fills up the acute 
a n g l e s  of the central lozenge. The fact of this symbol not occupying a 
more prominent position may perhaps be due, to the preference displayed 
in ornamental art in  Mycenze, for rounded and fluent designs, rather than 
t h o s e  of angular pattern. 

A cluster of seven spheres identical with Fig. 157 found on the 
coins, is seen on a button (1. c. 398), and a variant of the same (1. c. 
399) wherein each of the spheres, except the central one, is a variant 
of the 'omega' symbol. Yet another variant of this symbol occurs 
(1. c. 401) wherein seven ' omegas ' are ranged round a central sphere. 
Another rare symbol on the coins Fig. 129, may I think be recognised on 
a gold bntton (1. c. No. 397), where within a sqnare area, fonr such 

I ' twinned spheres, ' each pair enveloped by a sigmoidal cincture or band, 
a r e  ranged round a central dot, the peculiar feature of the :twinned 
sphere ' being skilfully made prominent. 

Schliemann was evideutly much struck with the peculiarity of this 
" beautiful intaglio " as he terms it, but his interpretation of it, I am 
wholly unable to accept. He  resolves this symbol into 'lfour long 
knives, whose handles are prolonged into spirals," (1. c. p. 263). I n  my 
opinion the knives or blades are simply the four blank arcs of a circle, 
which intervene between the internal sqnare and the periphery of the 
bntton, and I can see no ground whatever for regarding the ' twinned ' 
or paired circles, as ' handles.' Had there been only fonr spheres, instead 
of eight, it is conceivable that these might have been regarded as 'ears,' 
or ' loops to four knife blades, but the ' twinned ' or paired spheres are 

I clearly seen and bear, in my opinion, not the remotest resemblance to 
knife-handles. Another interesting symbol on the coins of symbolical 
import is Fig. 158. Two distinct variants of this are met with on the 

\ Mycenm jewels. On one button (1. c. No. 410) six equal spheres are so 

I disposed as to form an equilateral triangle, within a circle, and in the 
space between the periphery and the central sphere in each side of the 
triangle, a cluster of three small spheres is introduced (though only one 
perfect cluster is seen in the engraving), making nine in all. Another 
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variant of this symbol is seen in the centre of the elaborate gold button 
already alluded to (1. c. 382) where in place of six spheres, we find six 
hexagons similarly arranged in form of a triangle, and round about in 
the intempaces ere six small spheres. 

Fig. 9. THE BALANCE OB SOALES. 

That the balance has always been an object of deep symbolical 
import may be judged from the fact of two miniature gold balances 
being found by Schliemann in the third tomb a t  Mycens. The beams 
of these balances were formed of tubes of gold, strengthened by a stick 
inside, while the scales were ornamented with a butterfly in one cage and 
8 six-petalled flower-like ornament in the other. Dr. Schliemann re- 
marks : "Of course these scales can never have been used, they were 
evidently made expressly to accompany the bodies of the three princesses 
into the grave, and they have therefore, undoubtedly, a symbolic sign%- 
cation, I may here call attention 60 the scales in the wall-paintings of 
the Egyptian sepulchres, in which are weighed the good and bad deeds 
of the deceased." 

Fig. 157. 

This symbol is seen conspicnously On the splendid gold d i d e m  
found on the head of one of the three bodies interred in the third 

a t  Mycenae. The main fillet of which this diadem con- 
sbts was 25 inches long, ornamented with 12 bosses identical in design 
with Fig. 157, three in a row above, five in a central row, and four below, 
each such boss ' alternating with others representing a lotus or 
flower, with from 9 to 12 petals, almost identical with Fig. 147 only with 
more nnmerous petals, (vide Schliemann's Mycenae, p. 145, Pig. 281.) 
A cariom example of the deliberate prominence given where possible to 
the seven in ancient symbolism is afforded by the golden cnttle- 
fish obts;ined a t  Mycense and figured by Schliemann in his great work 
(p, 268, Fig. 424). These cuttle-fish fifty-three in number and all per- 
fectly alike, are remarkable for possessing not eight arms (as one might 
have expected from the number of arms which furnish the name the 
~ ~ ~ i l ~  Octopodidw), but seven only, and there can be no question, that 
these old g~ld-workers of Mycense were aware that, as a matter of fact, 
cnttle-fish are a t  certain seasons found with seven, instead of eight 
arms, and that they deliberately selected the myutical number of seven 
arms, &her than the more usual one of eight. We of course know that, 
it is the cattle-fish only, which is reasonably deprived of one of its 
arms, a 108s which is repaired before the following year, but which 
aurious 6 moult' did not escape the observation of the Greek fisherman, 
or the appreciation of the prehistoric worker in gold. 
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Chhuttisgar : notes on its tribes, sect8 and castes.-By P. N. BOSE, B. SC. 
(LoND.) F. (3. S., Deputy Superintendent, Geological Survey of India. 

[Reoeived 3rd Ootober :-Bead 6th November 18901. 

$ 1. A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF CEHATTISQAR. 
I Name.-The Bengal-Nagpur Railway will open up a tract of country 
' which is now but little known to the public. In  the Central Provinces, 

it is called " Chhattisgar." Two derivations of the name have been pro- 
posed. According to the Central Provinces Gazetteer,* Chhattisgar owes 
its name to thirty-six (clrhattis) forts (gar) included within it. Serious 
objections, however, have been urged against this interpretation by 
Mr. Beglar of the Archseological Survey.+ While in Behar he heard a 
tradition, that ages ago, in the time of Jartisandha, thirty-six families 

; of chhmirs had emigrated from that country and settled in a country 
i far to the south of it, which was called I' Chhattisghar " (thirty-six 

families). He wrts not a t  the time aware of any country which bore 
t,hat name, and his inquiries with regard to i t  being ineffectual, he 
became mther sceptical abont ita existence. When, however, offici~l 
duty brought him to Chhattisgar, the tradition he had heard in Behar 
came back to his mind. Here was a country far from Behar, and south 
of it, the people of which appeared to him to be singularly like the 
Beharis in language, dress, manners, and customs-a people, too, of 
which the chimhrs formed a very important element. Mr. Beglar 
suggests that Chhattisgar derives its name from the thirty-six families 
of Behari chhmhrs who settled there ; according to which interpreta- 
tion ' Chhattisgar ' should be spelt ' Chhattisghar.' Considering, that 
long intercourse had..'made Mr. Beglar perfectly familiar with the 
Beharis before he visited Chhattisgar, his interpretation becomes au- 
thoritative. Besides, it promises to throw some light on the history 
and affinities of one of the most remarkable peoples that inhabit India- 
the  Chhattisgari chtimhrs. We must say, however, that as the word ie 
pronounced by the people, it is difficult to make out whether " Chhatis- 
ghar " or 'I Chhattisgar " is the correct spelling ; we have adopted the 
latter cs the one in current use. 

Physical and political Geography.-Chhattisgar aa an administrative 
division of the Central Proviuces comprises the districts of Raipnr, 
Bilsspur and Sambalpur, and including Baatar, covers an area of abont 
53,000 square miles. But Chhattisgar proper includes Raipur and 
Bilaapur only ; and we shall use the term in this restricted sense. I t  
compriees a central plain covering an area of about 10,000 square mile8 

t Aroh. Sam. Rep. Vol. VII. 
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surrounded by a forest-clad hilly country of a somewhat wider extent 
(about 12,000 SqUare miles) ; strictly speaking, the plain country alone 
should be called Chhattisgar, and i t  is only for the sake of convenience 
that we have included the surrounding hill tract within it. The con- 
trast between the hill and the plain country is sharp and striking. 
The former is clothed with thick jungle, little cultivated, and sparsely 
populated, the population consisting chiefly of aboriginal tribes. To 
the shikari, it affords sport in abundance ; the tiger is especially abun- 
dant in the southern, and the wild buffalo in the eaatern jungles, while 
iu every direction, the antelope, the spotted deer, and other varieties 
of game may be found. The plain, on the other hand, is almost flat, 
perfectly denuded of jungle, well cultivated, and thickly populated. 
With the exception of a small narrow strip in the western portion, i t  
is what is called khalsa, that is, under the direct management of the 
British Government. The hill tracts are partitioned amongst rt num- 
her of zamindnre and feudatory chiefs, who pay an annual tribute. 
The zamindars maintain their own police. The feudatory chiefs, whose 
gross revenue in most cases does not exceed that of second-class zamin- 
dars in Bengal, are invested with authority equal to that of a Holkar or 
Nizam. They not only keep their own police, but also have their Jails 
and civil and criminal courts. 

Ueology and mineral resoccrcea.-The configuration of the conntry 
well illustrates the intimate connection between geological structure and 
physical features. The plain is formed of Vindhyan sandstones, marls 
and limestones, which have been but little disturbed from their normal 
horizontal position. The hills surrounding it are, on the other hand, 

of older rocks which have undergone considerable distur- 
bance and metamorphism. A t  the north-emtern extremity, about 
Korba there is a considerable outcrop of the coal-bearing strata (Gond- 
wan& System). The results of the coal-exploration conducted by the 
Geological Survey are not very encouraging with regard to the ground 
f =versed by the Bengal-Nagpur milway ; but, not very far from it, 
there is one tract near Korba where workable coal of good quality has 
been found. I n  the hills to the north, west, and sonth extensive iron- 
ores of exceptionally good quality exist. Iron-smelting is still carried 
on there to some extent in the primitive fashion. But with the open- 
ing of the railway, the industry already on the wane, will probably be 
hearly extinct. Copper and lead-ores exiet ; but their extent is not yet 
known. The sandstones of the plain are largely used for building pnr- 
poses ; and the limestones are quarried chiefly for road metal. In  places 
the limestone is tolerably pure and would yield lime of good quality. 

Jl~nglo produce.-Of forest produce, lao and Hurra (HariGki, 
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Terminalia citrina) are the most important. The former flourishes best 
on K w a m  (Carthamus tinfosius) end P a l h  (Butea frondoea). But it is 
also grown, though to e very subordinate extent, on Baer (Ziziphwr 
jujuba) and a few other trees. The lac is mostly taken to Miraapur. 
The Hurra is exported to Europe, through Bombay. 

Agriculture-Chhatthgar i q  or rather hae been the land of plenty. 
To the people of the neighbouring districts, i t  has long been known as 
khalauti, or the " Land of the Threshing-floos." Rice, wheat, and 
linseed are the chief crops. Rice and wheat were formerly sold-and 
that too not so very long ago-at fabulously cheap prices. Only five 
or six years ago, after the opening of the Nagpur-Chhattisgar Railway, 
rice need to be sold, a t  some distance from its terminus a t  Nandpon, 
for He. 1-41 or less per maund. But the price in  1889 was Rs. 2-8, 
w d  will no doubt go up still higher when the Bengal-Nagpur Railway 
@em is completed. 

1h the southern and eastern portion of Raipur, as well as in Bilas- 
pur generally, rice is the principal crop. In  the western portion of the 
plain, wheat appears to be more largely grown than rice. Wherever 
there is black soil (ka~llcdr) wheat is preferably sown on i t ;  whereaa 

' rice ia chiefly grown on sandy soil. Rice, however, is the principal 
crop. The area on which rice is grown in the districts of Raipur and 
Bilaspur amounts to nearly two million acres, whereas the wheat area 
does not amount to more than 130,000 acres. 

History.-The earEest traces of man we found in this district are 
some bone and pottery mounds by the Seonath river. They invariably 
occur in the plain country. Who the men were it is difficult to sur- 
mise. But, whoever they were, they had pnssed the stone age, and had 
been in the habit of using iron implements. In the south-western por- 
tion of the district of Rnipnr, away in the jungles, there are remains of 
rude forts and temples which tradition  ascribe^ to a race of Gauli kings, 
No reliable iuformation, however, is available about them. To a later 
period, belang the ruined temples and Sati pillars of Balod, Gurur, 
Sirpur &c., some of which date back to the beginning of the Christian 
era. Mr. Beglar of the Archseological Survey finds evidence in an 
iuscription of the exteniiion of the Chalukya power right iuto the heart 
of the modern district of Raipur.+ 

The authentic history of Chhettisgar dates back only to the middle 
af the eighth century, when Raja Suradeva of the well known Haihsi 
family ruled a t  Rahnpurt  in the district of Bjlaspnr. The place is now 

Amh. Snrv. Rep. Vol. VII. p. 141. 
t Central Provincee Gazetteer, p. 90. Mr. Beglar would not allow this town 

any greater antiquity than the middle of the 16th oentury. (Op .  cit.,  p. 165). 
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overgrown with jungle; but, extensive tanks and ruins testify to i ts  
former grandeur. Nineteen kings of the Haihai line had preceded 
Snradeva, but all that is known about them is of the vaguest charac- 
ter. Surrounded by barriers of high hills on all sides, Chhattisgar 
entirely esosped the Muhammadan invasion, and the Haihai dynasty ruled 
undisturbed till the middle of the eighteenth century when the country 
came under the sway of the Bhonslas of Nagpur. 

Of less antiquity than the Haihaibansi rulers of Ratanpnr were the 
Qond kings of Garha Mandla, Lanji and Chanda. The western portion 
of Chhattisgar, included in the zamindaries of Sahuspur-Lohara, Qandai, 
Dhundi-Lohara, &c. belonged to one or other of these dynasties. 

I n  1818, Chhattisgar came under the superintendence of British 
officers; and in 1854, on the lapse of the province of Nagpur to the 
British Government, i t  was formed into a Deputy Commissionership with 
head quarters at  Raipur. Since then a separate Deputy Commisaioner- 
ship has been established for Bilaspnr. 

I have left out the higher Hindu castes, BrBhmans, RAjputs, Kbym- 
thas and Beniyls ; the Muhammadans too and such castes as Dhobi, Mehter 
&c., who are chicfly met with in towns, have been omitted from these 
notes as they do not present any special features of interest, being 
settlers from Northern or We~te rn  India. Even of the specially 
Chhattisgari people, these notes do not pretend to be exhaustive, as 
they treat of those only with whom I came into personal contact. In  
thus restricting myself I hoped to have avoided errors into which second- 
hand information often leads,* and to have attained correctness by 
sacrificing completeness. 

The people, as elsewhere in India, may be broadly divided into 
Aryan and non-Aryan, or, perhaps less logically into Hindu and Abori. 
ginal. Either of these methods of classification would answer well 
when we have to deal with such well-marked Aryan or Hindu castes, as 
BrBhmans, Klyasthas, and BeniyBs, on the one hand, or such well 
marked non-Aryan or Aboriginal people as t3e Jungly Gonds on the 

* I may illustrate this by an instance, which will be referred to later on. The 
Central Provinces Gazetteer (to which I am greatly indebted) describes the caste 
of Hblvis to be distillers; and Sherring quotes this description in his great work 
on " Hindu Tribes and Castes," (Vol. 11, p. 147). I did not, however, come aoroaa 
a single H61vb who was a distiller ; and I was told, that there was no such Hblvi in 
Chhattisgar or anywhere else. There is, however, a clan of the Telis called Hblib, 
who are distillers by profes~ion. It is this similarity of name whioh probably led 
to the confusion. 
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I other. But, it is difficult exactly to define the ethnological position of 
a good many of the castes treated of in these notes. The chirmLrs, for 
instance, one of the largest and most interesting castes in Chhattisgar 
are looked down upon by the Hindns, and in their faith they are rather 
aggressively anti-Hindu-the word Hindu being used in its popular 
sense. Yet, physically the chBm6re resemble their Aryan more than 
their non-Aryan neighbonrs; and it is impossible to place them in 
either of these categories without giving rise to serious objections. 
Similar difficulties are experienced in alessifying snch castes as the 
Kanwi'rs the Pankis end HBIvL. In  the present state of our know- 
ledge a rigid system of classification wonld, I think, be rather disadvan- 
tageous than otherwise; I have not, therefore, adopted any. I may, 
however, mention in passing, that the Gonds have nnqnestionable Dravi- 
dian affinities, and that the Bhunjiyas, the BaigBs, the Komhrs. and the 
Saonras probably belong to the Kolarian group. Whether the Sndra 
caates such as the Telis, the MirrBrs, the KoshtBs &c., are Aryan or non- 
Aryan, or a mixture of the  two, i t  is difficult to say exactly. I do not 
think any of them is of parely Aryan blood, some of them may be 

I Hinduised non-Aryans. The process of transformation is still going on. 
The greatet number of the Goxlde who have settled in the plain country 

I amongst the Hindus have adopted the manners and customs of the latter. 
They are proud to be called Hindus, and are aahnmed to own affinity 
with their brethren of the jungles ; and some few have succeeded so far  
as to be recognised as Hindus. Some of the caates are probably of 
mixed descent. The Dhnr Gonds appear to be snch. 

Some castes or sub-castes are due solely to differences of habitat 
and environment; others to inequality of social position. The castes into 
which the Gonds are subdivided seem to be mostly explicable by one or 
other of these canses. Those who have settled in the plains have been 
greatly affected by their Hindu environment. They have entirely for- 
gotten their own language, have taken to Hindu manners and customs ; 
and will on no account have social intercourse with their brethren in the 
jungles. Thus we have two great castes, one comprising settlers in the 
plain country, and the other dwellers in  the jungles. Amongst these, 
again, minor castes wonld be formed owing to geographical and social 
canses. A barrier, snch as a range of hills, wonld prevent intercommuni- 
cation and social intercourse and give rise to castes. People of high 
social position, those, for instance, who claim kinship with the once 
powerful Gond kings of Garha-Mandla, Lanji &c., would not associate 
with those of s n  inferior status, and would thus form a caste by them- 
selves. 

The sects of the SatnSmis, the Kabirpanthis and the Mtin Bhina are 
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very interesting. The followers of the last named sect were not sepa- 
rately entered a t  the last census; they are not, in fact, mentioned. 
This is an omission which it may be hoped, will not recur a t  the next 
mnsus. I n  the districts of Raipur and Bilaspur the Kabirpanthis nnm- 
ber 230,526, and the Satntimis 356,533. A t  the last cexlsus the popula- 
tion of these districts including Hindus, and Aborigines, numbered nearly 
three millions. The Kabirpanthis and the Satnimis, therefore, together 
form about 24 per cent. of the entire population. The Kabirpanthis do 
not appear to believe in any God beyond their Guru to whom they accord 
divine honours. The MBrirs and the Bhnnjiyas also did not express 
their belief in any God. They have sthbpada in their houses for their 
ancestors to whom they give offerings periodically. 

The Satnamis are Monotheists, but like the Kabirpanthis they 
worship their Gum. The MBn Bhrins are Vaishnavas. 

All these sects, the Kabirpanthis, the Satnimis and the Min BhBns, 
abjure caste and eschew flesh and fish and spirituous liquors. A section 
of the Satn6mis abstain even from smoking. 

Rice is the priricipal food of the people in the plain country, and 
kodo that of the Gonds and other tribes living in the jungles. Spiritu- 
ous liquor (prepared from mhowa flower) is indulged in chiefly by the 
Gonds, especially those who live in the jungles. 

The clothing of meu is usually of the scantiest possible dimensions ; 
but, that of women is, as a rule, ample apd decorous. In the  interior, 
strong, coarse, indigenous cloth is still largely in use ; but with the ex- 
tension of railways it is to a large extent giving way to cheaper, more 
showy, though less durable cloth of Manchester make. The fate of the 
weaving castes like that of the iron-smelters is sealed. 

There are certain practices which are common to most of the tribes 
and castes described in this paper, and which may be conveniently men- 
tioned here. 

Re-marriage of widows is a general practice. A widow is allowed 
to wed herself to the younger brother of her deceased husband-a CUE- 

tom which appears to have largely prevailed in ancient India. She 
can, however, marry almost anybody she pleases in  her own caste. The 
essential part of the ceremony of such marriage consisting, I am told, 
in making presents of churis (thin glass or earthen bracelets) to the 
bride-who, in her widowed condition, remains without any ornaments 
wha;tever-is d l e d  churi marriage. Being inexpensive, i t  is oftea 
resorted to by impecunious wife-hunters in preference to regular mar- 
riage which is rather costly. Marriage is certainly not allowed to be s 
failure in Chhattisgar. A man can of course take to himself as many 
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wives as  his means will allow; and a wife can leave her lord for any- 
body else provided the latter compensates the injured husband, the 
damages being rated according to the customary marriage expenses of 
the  caste. 

The practice of worshipping the Thhkur Deo and U t h  is almost 
universal. The former is the village god, and is worshipped by all the 
villagers twice a year, in the months of Pans and Chaitra. The Deo 
consists of a collection of peculiarly shaped stones usually placed on a 
sort of dais under an umbrageous tree. In ~ r u ~  Subdivision (Raipur 
district), stool-shaped stoues with two legs (supposed by General 
Cunningham to be Buddhist remains) take the place of the Thakur 
Deo. Elsewhere, he is supposed to be embodied in characteristically 
shaped pebbles. Besides the stones strictly representing the Thakur 
Deo, nnmbers of others are placed by their side. In fact, the seat of 
the Thakur Deo is a sort of local museum. Any curiosities found in 
the neighbonrhood, either pebbles or other rock specimens or remains of 
old temples &c. are carefully deposited there. Before leaving a village, 
I always made it a point to pay my respects to the Thakur Deo, and 
the visit was always interesting, and sometimes instructive as well. 

The worship of the Thakur Deo consists in sacrificing goats and 
fowls, and having a good feast. I n  some villages the headman (matgu- 
ear) collects subscriptions from the villagers, and the expenses of the 
festival are met from the fund so raip,ed. 

MBt6, called also Bhavirni and Kilikh at  places is the well known 
goddess of smallpox. She is greatly drea.ded, and universally worship- 
ped, being carefully lodged in a thatched shed in the outskirts of the 
village. She is usually represented by a pebble ; a trident, an earthen 
lamp, and a pot for milk or water being its necessary adjuncts. She is 
worshipped in Baisakh with sacrifices of fowls. 

Bhim Sen represented by his celebrated club, a large piece of stone 
daubed with vermilion, is universally venerated. Mr. Hislop says* that 

his worship is spread over all parts of the country, from Berar to the 
extreme east of Bastar, and that not merely among the Hinduised abori- 
gines, who have begun to honour Khandoba, Hanumhn, Ganpati, &c. 
but among the rudest and most savage of the tribe." This universal 
popularity of Bhim Sen (who cannot be any other than the well known 
PBndava) is a rather curious fact. 

Belief in witchcraft is universal. People coming from Jabalpur and 
other places are in mortal terror of the Chhattisgaris who are supposed 
to be past masters in the black art. A Jabalpur servant of mine-a 

Op. Cit.  p. 16. 
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Christian to boot-would aacribe his fever from which he sufEered 
greatly to the malice of 8 fellow Chhattipgari servant. I have been told 
many stories @bout the doinp of supposed witches. At one time they 
were punished by the villagers rather heavily, but since the establish- 
ment of British rule, the witches have had a rather easy time of it. 

5 3. DE~CRIPT'ION~ OF THE TRIBE& SECTS, AND CABTEE. 

The Gonde.+ 

Distribution.-The Gonds extend from Hoshangabad on the Nar- 
badb to the Godbvari south of Bastar, a distance in a line of over 4.00 
miles. The area of the country occupied by them is about 120,000 square 
miles. According to the laat census they number 2,040,355 souls. 
Scattered over such an extensive country through no less than 18 dis- 
tricts, generally separated from one another by difficult natural barriers, 
i t  is no wonder, that we should find important local differences among 
them in language, religion, manners and cnstoms. The wcount given 
here relates chiefly to the Qonds of Chhattisgar with whom the writer 
had personal intercourse. 

Whence the Qonds came, and when they settled in India ere points 
on which but little light has been thrown as yet. From their language 
they appear to belong to the Dravidian section of the aboriginal popu- 
lation of India, and to be more closely allied to the Tamil than to the 
Telugu subsectiou.t 

Gondi Songs.-The late Mr. Hislop, to whom Indian science owes 
so much, collected some highly interesting songs of the Gonds. These 
have been published with an abstract English version in 8 work entitled 
"Papers relating to the Aboriginal Tribes of the Central Provinces." 
They had never before been committed to writing, bnt have been handed 
down by tradition. It is probable, therefore, that we have not got them 
in their original form ; indeed, embellishments from Hindu mythology 
are clearly discernible in their present garb. Still, the main structure 
of the songs is clearly recognised to be Gondi. They are five in num- 
ber, but are linked togehher into one story, in which the gradual social 
evolution of the Gonds may be distinctly traced. The first song treats 

+ Mr. Hislop observes : " The name of Gtond, or Gund, seems to be a form of 
Kond, or Kund, the initinl gutturals of the two worda being intemhangeable ... . Both 
terms are most probably oonneoted with Kadd-the Telugu equivalent for a moan- 
tain-and therefore will eignify the ' hill people.' " (Papere relating to the Aboriginal 
Tribee of the Central  province^, p. 3.) 

t Caldwell'e I' Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Langnages." 2nd edition, 
pp. 6.3-616. 



of the creation of the world and of the Bonds. It preaents a very life- 
like picture of the primitive condition of the Gonda When they were 
born. 

"Hither and thither all the Bonds were scattered in the 
jungle ; 

Places, hills rtnd valleys, were filled with the Qonds. 
Even trees had their Gonds. How did the Qonds conduct them- 

selves ? 
Whatever comes across them, they must needs kill and eat i t ;  
They made no distinction. If they saw a jackal they killed 
And ate it; no distinction w a ~  observed; they respected not ante- 

lope, sambar and the like. 
They made no distinction in eating a sow, e quail, a pigeon, 
A crow, a kite, an adjutant, a vulture. 
A lizard, a frog, a beetle, a cow, a calf, e he- and she-buffalo, 
Rats, bandicoots, squirrels-all these they killed and ate. 

I 
, . So began the Gonds to do. They devoured raw and ripe things ; ~ They did not bathe for six months together; 

They did not wash their faces properly, even on dunghills they 
would fall down and remain. 

1 Such were the G o n h  born in the beginning. 
A smell was spread over the jungles. 
When the Gonds were thus disorderly behaved. 
They became disagreeable to Mahadeva, 

! Who mid ; " The caste of the Gonds is very bad ; 
I I will not preserve them, they will ruin my hill Dhavalagiri ; 

I perceive here and there smells.' " 
I n  a note on this passage, the editor observea : " Thia somewhat 

sarcastic description . . . . of the habits of the Gonds is probably of 
Hindn origin." But, the description is not a t  all sarcastic ; nor ie i t  
even exaggerated. I have personal experience of Bonds whose habite 
are exactly the same aa those so vividly depicted in the above passage. 
In fact, the present normal condition of the Gonds living in jungles is 
not  far different from the primitive condition described in it. 

The song then goes on to relate how for their misbehaviour all the 
Gonds except four were imprisoned by Mahdeva. The four Gonda who 
emaped the fate of their brethren, 

" . .. . . . . .. . . . tmvelled onward over hills. 
Thence they went and saw a tree rising upright aa a date tree, which 

they climbed and looked about. 
They said : ' There is no hiding place for as.' 
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But, one of them laoked end aaw a place named Kachikopa Lahu- 
gad.+ 

They went by the jungly road and searched that place." 
The second song relates how the four runaways firat lived, by hunt- . 

ing done, and then gradually learnt rude cultivation. Lingo, who is 
worshipped by some classes of Gonds aa a god, was brought into exis- 
tence by Bhagavan to better the condition of the Gonds. He went to 
the four Gonds who had taken refuge a t  Kachikopa Lahugad, and was 
kindly received by them. They had been living on game which they 
ate cooked or raw. Lingo told them to cut down trees and get a field 
ready. But, 

" ...... Their h a n h  were blistered, and each blister was as large as an 
Aola fruit.? 

They threw down their hatchets and came to Lingo, 
(And said) : " Our h n h  are blistered, therefore we threw down our 

hatchets." 
They went aside and sat down. Then arose Lingo and held a 

hatchet in his hand, 
And went on cutting trees; the trees fell, their roots were dug up. 
Thus he began to cut down jungle. In  an hour he made a good 

' 

field. 
(They said) : " Our hands ere blistered and not one tree have we 

cut down. 
But Lingo in one hour has cut down several trees ; 
He has made the black soil (appear), and has sown rice and hedged 

it round." 
This is the sort of cultivation which the Gonds learnt, which in 

many parts they still practise, end which they would not leave for any 
other if they could help. It goes by the name of D6hi. Since the prohi- 
bition of the reckless cutting down of trees in British territory, the 
Gonds have had to take to the plough in some parts, but nowhere do 
they appear to have done so with a heart as yet. 

The four Gonds of Kachikopa Lahugad were unmarried. Lingo 
set out in search of wives for them. An old giant of the name of 
Rikad Gawadi had seven daughters, Lingo inserted a bamboo stick in 
the hollow of a gourd and made a guitar. 

"He plucked two hairs from his head and strung it. 

* a The meaning in Gondi is the 'Iron Valley-the red hills '; a nomenolatnre 
very applicable to the mineral prodnote and external aepect of many hills in the 
Oond country." (Hislop, op. cit. part 111, p. 6, foot note.) 

t Banskrit, Kmalaki, Phyllanths rmblica (Willd.) 
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He held a bow and fixed eleven pegs to that one stick, and played 
on it. 

He  approached the fire where Rikad (Xawadi was sleeping. 
The giant seemed like a log lying close to the fire ; his teeth were 

hideously visible. 
His month was gaping." 
The effect of music on the mind of a savage is well 'described. The 

old giant had, in fact, been so charmed that he gave Lingo free permis- 
sion to take his daughters away. Lingo brought them and married 
them informally to the four Gonde of Kachikopa Lahugad. In time, 
however, they got jealous of Lingo, though most unreasonably, and 
killed him. 

I have not space for any more extracts from the songs, enough, 
however, has been quoted already to show how interesting they are, and 
how valuable from an ethnological point of view. 

The third song relates the revival of Lingo, and his delivery of the 
Gonds who had been imprisoned by Mahadeva on account of their filthy 
habits. The fourth song treats of the subdivision by Lingo of the Gonds 
into tribes, and the institution of the worship of the Gond gods ; and 
the fifth takes another step towards civilisation-the institution by 
Lingo of the rites of marriage among the Gonds. 

Distri5ution of the Gonds in 0hhattisgar.-The Gonds try fo avoid 
the plain country where they have to compete with the Hindus and 
Satnami chamars, and prefer to live in the jungle-clad hills, especinlly 
in the feudatory states and zamindaries where they can satisfy their 

- natural propensity for jungle produce, and where they can to a certain 
extent avoid using the plough which thpy hate. In  that portion of the 
district of RBipur which is called khalsa (i. e., managed directly by the 
British Government), and which consists chiefly of an open plain coun- 
try, the Gonds form only 18.6 per cent. of the total population and the 
greater majority of them more or less Hindnised, whereas they muster 
strong in the feudatory states, especially in Kanker, which is entirely a 
hilly country, where they form no less than 62 per cent. of the total 
population. In the feudatory ststes of Khairhgar, Nhndgaon and 
Chhnikh4d4n, which, in their physical features combine the charactere 
of KBnker and of the khalsa portion of Rsipnr, the Gonds form about 
24 per cent. of the entire population. 

Types of 0ivilisntion.-There is another feature about the distribu- 
tion of the Gonds which is noteworthy. Those who have settled in the 
plain country approximate to the Hindus ; indeed, aspire to pass ru, such. 
They have forgotten their dialect, and are often ashamed to own affinity 
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with their brethren of the hills whom they hold in undisguised contempt. 
Like their Hindn neighbonrs they eschew beef and pork. Some of them 
worship Bindu gods, snch aa Mahhmhi, Mahhdeo, and entertain Brahman 
priesta; and some assume the holy thread. The chiefs of Kawarda and 
Khairsgar, though, I am informed, of Gond origin, call themselves 
Kahatriyaa ; and the chief of Khairhgar has succeeded in forming allian- 
ces with needy Kshatriya families. Most of the plains Gonds, especi- 
ally those who are well-to-do, call themselves Hindus, and are proud to 
be recogni~ed aa snch. They worship, however, almost invariably, the 

* 

great Gond god-the Budha Deo. 
The farther one goes away from the plains, the more Qonde are 

found unaffected by Hindn influence and approximating to the primitive 
type. I n  fact, the stages of civiliaation represented historically in the 
songs referred to above, are here represented in space, the comparatively 
civilised Hindnised type prevailing in the cultivated plain country, and 
the primitive type in the wildernesses bordering it. The hill Gonde are 
more or less omnivorous; and altogether in their habits approximate 
very closely to their primitive ancestors, who, as related in the song qno- 
ted above, were imprisoned by Mahsdeo for polluting the hill Dhavala- 
giri. They never have anything to do with Hindn go& or Brahman 
priests. 

From the vocabulary of the Gonds it is possible to form some idea 
of their primitive civiliaation. They not only have names for most wild 
animals and forest trees with which they muat have been well acquainted, 
but there are special Gondi terms for snch domesticated animals ss the 
elephant, the horse and the camel. The only weapons for whioh there are 
Gondi names are the hatchet, the trusty and constant companion of the 
hill Gond, and the bow and arrow, whioh most aboriginal people are very 
expert in using. For barber, carpenter, and weaver, they have no Gondi 
names ; and they still stand in little need of snch dserentiated profes- 
sions. Plough they call ndgar, a Eindi word ; and as, already observed, 
they have not taken to it with a heart as yet. They have their own 
terms for iron, and for workers in iron-iron smelting ia still iargely 
practised by them. But for oopper and gold the terms are Hindi. They 
appear to have been in the habit of bartering in  kind as they have no 
special term for any kind of coin. They can connt in their own dialect 
only up to ten, beyond that they connt in Hindi. They have Gondi 
terms for snn, moon, stars, day, evening and night, but none for week 
month, and year. Altogether the social progress which the Gonds 
attained waa of a very low type ; and i t  ia no wonder, that aa smn aa 
they came in contact with the more civilised Hindus, they should have 
endeavoured to fake to the waye of the latter. 



Phylysical apearbnce, chracter, &.-The physical featuras of the hill 
Gonds are distinctly Mongolian. I found the Mongolian characters moet 
pronounced in the wild country on the borders of Chhattisgar and 

f Mandl-thick lips, scanty hair, compressed nose, and short stature. 
But in the plain country, it is often diffioult to tell a Gond from a Hindu, 
the former having approximated to the latter not only in habite, but also 
in  appearance. The men are slim, well built, and active (on occssions), 
dexterous in the use of the hatchet, and in the jnngleg of the bow. Like 
moat other aboriginal tribes, the Qonds are very strongly addicted to 
intoxicating drinks. When not under the influence of fear, they are 
lively, frank, and truthful. One could not wish to have more agreeable 
and more nsefnl companions in the jungles than they are. The clothing 
of the men is of the scantiest possible dimensions; but the women are 
aa a rule decently clad. Both are very fond of ornamenting themselves 
with trinkets. 

I Deities.-Budha Pen is the great god of the Gonda. He is univer- 
4 l y  worshipped, even by those who have become Hinduiaed. Two 
grand festivals appear to be held in his honour, (in the months of 
Miigh P and Bhidra?) when the usual offerings of cocoanut, htelnnt 
ikc., are made, and cows, goats, and fowls are sacrificed. The sacrifice 
of the cow is considered an essential part of the worship by the hill 
Gonds. A few stones daubed with vermilion represent the god. Ser- 
pent worship is prevalent to some extent. There are images of aerpenb 
at Sahnspur, in Sahnspur-Lohara ramindari, and at  Ambagar in Chauki 
zamindari. I was told at  one place, that the serpent is worshipped every 
threo years when a vessel of milk is left for him. Lingo ia held in great 
veneration in some parts ; bnt, elsewhere, the very name ia unknown. 
Dnlha Deo, who is the great god of another aboriginal tribe, the Baigae, 
is also greatly esteemed in some plaoes, aa also the Hindu god, Maha- 
deo. 

Besides these, there appear to be special minor deities for each got. 
The Gonds are divided into 5 gots. One of these gots comprises war- 
shippers of three deities, another of four deitiea, a third of five deities : 
and so on. The three deities of the first of these got8 are, I wsa told, 
the bull, the tiger, and the crocodile ! These animals are considemd 

I sacred by, and would not contribute towards the food of, those who 
belong to this particular got; but the members of the other got8 would 
not scruple to eat the flesh of any of these animals ! I cannot, however, 
vouch for the correctness of thh information ; I often inquired about the 
got-gods, but never got any satisfactory answer. The four deities of 
the four-god got are, I waa informed at one place, the Budha Deo him- 

I self and his three brothers, Aginkumhr, Ranshma, and Audia Singha; a t  
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another place I was bold, the four gods were the tortoise, the crooodile, 
a kind of fish called boa ,  and a ferocious bird the name of which was 
given as sarewi. 

The Uonds of course believe ih evil spirits and witches. But they 
do not appear to have any clear idea of a next world. Notwithstanding 
repeated questioning, I failed to  certain if they had any word for it. 

There ia no regular priesthood amongst the Gonds. The nuptial, 
funeral, and similar ceremonies are performed under the lead of aged 
relatives. But generally in every village there is a man who is supposed 
to have the power of charming tigers, or preventing by mantras such 
calamities ss drought, cholera &c. He is called " Baigii." The name is 
derived from a tribe called Baigas to be mentioned later on who are 
especially credited with these powers. 

In  some parts, a group of villagers acknowledge a head called Son- 
wani who presides a t  panchayets to settle disputes. 

Ceremonies,--After a period varying from a few days to one month, 
the child i~ named and caste people are fed. 

Marriage usually takes place after puberty. There is no restriction 
as to the number of wives which a man may take to himself. But, 
marriage being a costly concern, i t  is only the well-to-do who can indulge 
in polygamy. The ceremony consists of four stages, a t  each of which the 
bridegroom has to spend according to his social status. I n  the first stage 
called sag& (a kind of betrothal), the bridegroom has to make a present 
of rice, liquor, and some caah to the father of the bride, and of chwri, 
andphlcnri (silk tape for the hair) to the bride. The second stage 
(barokhi) consists in bringing the bride to the home of the bridegroom 
-a reversal of the ordinary Hindu process-when presents of grain, 
olothes, and cash have to be made to the father of the bride. A t  the 
third stage, the bride and bridegroom are anointed with oil and tur- 
meric and they go round a pole seven times. The ceremony takes place 
with great feaating and the usual drunkenness. The fourth stage of 
the ceremony consists in sending the bride to her home. 

When the bridegroom has not the means to make the necessary 
presents to the father of the bride, he serves the latter as a labourer 
for a period varying according to the price set upon the lady. 

Burial and alemation.-The dead are usually buried with head to 
the north and feet to the south. Great care is taken of the graves of 
distinguished persons. Earthen mounds are raised over these, which 
are kept very clean, and protected from the RUn and rain by a shed. 
Rude clay figures of men and horses are kept on the mound, symbolio 
probably of the way in which the departed have gone to heaven. A few 
days efter death, the srddh takes place, when oaste people are fed. 



I 
I When cremation is practised-aa i t  is by those who are somewhat 

Hinduised-mounds are sometimes raised over the ashes of the dead. 
These monpds usually point north-south, but sometimes east-west. 
Quantities of paddy are sometimes put on the mounds, as offerings to 
the spirits of the dead. 

Gates.-The Gonds, like the Bindus, are divided into oaetea, of 
which I have met with the following :-* 

1. X j .  
2. Kureti. 
3. Khatalwb. 
4. Dhur. 
5. Koitor or JhAriB. (Sometimes J s o  oalled Rhvan~amsi). 
6. PardhSn (including PBthBria, and also Agar%?) 
The first three csetes have conformed more or less to Hindu cua- 

toms, and count among their members a large number of well-to-do 
Gonds, auoh as  the zamindars of Chauki and Sahuspnr-Lohara. They take 

I the holy thread, and, as, a rule, venerate Hindu gods. But they may 
be distinguished from the Hindus, by their worship of the Budha Deo, 
either openly or in secret. The plains Gonds belong almost exclusively 

I to one or other of the first four classes. The hill Gonds belong almost 
I 

quite as exclusively to the Koitor or Jh6riS c las~.  
1 Jharia literally means jungly ' ; and Mr. Hislop observest that the 

~ meaning of ' Koitor ' is " evidently associated with the idea of a hill " ; 
so that, the name of the fifth class would appeas to signify simply Gonds 
who inhabit the jungle-clad hills. Those who settled in the plain 
country, and imitated the manners and customs of the Hindua, began to 

I look down upon their brethren of the hills. Hence the former would 
have no social intercourse with the latter; and thus 6wo great classes 
wonld be naturally formed. A further subdivision of the plains Gonds 
is probably due to social and local causes. The Raj Gonds, for instance, 

I claiming kinship with the royal families of Garha-Mandla, and Lanji, 
would naturally form a caste. 

The Dhur Gonds, who are very numerous in the plain country, occupy 
a lower status in society then those mentioned above. I suspect the 

Mr. Hislop mentioam the following division into twelve and a half classes in 
imitation of the Hindns: R4j, RaghnwB1, Dadave, Katnly6, Phdbl, Dhobi, OjhyB1, 
Thoty61, KoilabhntBI, Koikopil, Kolim, Mbdyhl, and an inferior sort of Pkdbl, a .  
the half-oaate. These divisions probably hold in the conntry about Ch6nd4 and N Q p  
par. KatnlyB is probably identical with the KhatalwL of Chhattisgar. Pad61 ia 
identical with Pardhhn Or P4thM ; Knreti and Dhnr cannot be identified with any 
of the olasses mentioned by Hislop, and appear to be peonliar to Chhattisgar. 

t Op. Cit. p. 11. 
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name is of Hindu origin, being corrupted from ' Bidnr,' which signifies 
the mixed descent of the caste. Amongat the peculiarities mentioned to 
me d the caste, one is that their marriage is consummated in one day, 
whereas that of the others takes several days. 

The PardMm form a small caate. Their social etatus is considered 
lower than that of the other Gonds. The Aga7iad, who are iron smel- 
ters, appear to form a subsection of them, aa also the P6tGris who 
correspond to the Bh& of the Rajputa. 

The village 'Baiga' mentioned before not nnoften belongs to the 
Pardhan caste. The name Psrdhan appears to be of Sanskritic origin, 
signifying ' chief ' ; and i t  is rather strange that the caste should be held 
in such low estimation. " About the Mahadeve hills " observes Mr. His- 
lop# " the higher Pardhhna act as Pnjaris, and the lower as rude mmi- 
c h ,  the Koitors eeeming to look down upon both offices as somewhat 
menial." 

The member$ of the o a a k  mentioned above belong to one or other 
of the following gots :- 

I. Worshippers of three Deities. 
(1) Marum. 
(2) Sori. 
(3) Khosro. 

I .  Worshippers of four Deities. 
(4) Tekam (a kind of tree, the teak). 
(5) Neitam. (Nei = a dog). 
(6) I h G m .  (Charcoal ? or from kar, cock P). 
(7) Singram (or Sindram ? after a variety of fish). 
(8) Malgam. 

111. Worshippers of five Deities. 
(9) ahtiore. 

(10) Pnreti. 
(11) KibuhkL 
(12) Porte. 
(13) Pudm. 
IV. Worshippem of six Deitiee. 

(14) WikkB. 
(15) Kattam (Kachlam P) 
(16) Earaim. 
(17) ErkBrh. 
(18) Paoli. 
(19) Mampoi. 

Op. cit. p. 18. 
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(20) Kuroti. 
(21) Tumrekke. 
(22) Seliim. 
(23) Ett i .  
(24) Otti. 

V. Worshippers of seven Deities. 
(25) Kunjam. 
(26) MBrai (MBra = tree). 
(27) Dhuma. 

&c. 
It would be interesting to know the signification of these terms. 

The meanings of a few I could gather are given. I t  will be seen that 
they refer to some tree, or animal. The names of some of the special 
gods of the five groups just mentioned have been given before. They 

I refer mostly to animals, such as the crocodile, the bull, the tiger &c. 

I The gots into which the worshippers of the three deities (which are 
the bull, the tiger, and the alligator) are divided are what are called 
Bhaibunds, and they cannot intermarry; they must form alliances with 
other gots. Similarly the worshippers of the four deities are Bhaibunds; 
and so on. I t  is interesting to note in this connection, that the 
'' Kols are subdivided into two or three hundred groups each of which 
is called after an animal or a tree ; and the rule is that a member of a 
particular animal group, such as the snakes, the tortoises, the eels, or the 
mangoosea, may not marry within that group."" 

Select Pocnbula y. 
I 

ENGLISH OB HINDI. G ~ N D I .  REMAEKS. 

Appears to be a corruption of the 
Hindi word. 

Corruption of Hindi. 

0 )  Cereala kc.  1 
Wheat I gok 
Peas 

1 Ashar 
Urid 
Kodo 
Gram 
Arsi 
Paedy 
Rice 
Tilli 
Bread (Chapati). 
Flom 
Salt 
Tobacco 
Sugarcane 
Liqnor 

batraln 
rahari 
pnpul 
koda 
nadei 
&IS& 
wanji 
nnka 
nong 
sBdi 
pindi 
naor 
mBkn 
claoda 
didogo 
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Corruption of Hindi. 

ENQI,IBH OB HINDI. 

(b) Domesticated ani- 
male &a. 

Cow 
Calf 
Dog 
Cat 
Sheep 
Goat , 

Pip 
Horse 
Elephant 
Camel 
Coak 
Hen 
Egg 
Milk 

(a)  Wild animale 
Tiger 

Bear 
Nilgai 
Sambar 
Deer 
Wild dog 
Jackal 
Rabbit 
Peafowl 

(d) Wild and cnl- 
tivated treee. 

Teak 
S6j 
Dhowra 
Mhowa 
Bija 
Peepnl 
Tendu 
Bchara 
Mango 
Brinjal 

( 0 )  Metals, imple- 
ments, &o. 

Iron 
Copper 
Silver 
Gold 
Hatchet 
Spear 
Matchlock 
Bword 
Bow 
Arrow 
Fort 
Battle 
King 

GONDI. 

t h a i  
p6S 
n6i 
bi& 
bhedal 
bakr4 
paddi 
podbi 
h6ti 
hntnm 
whgoti 
kar 
mench 

pnli6l 
chital 
arjal 
dhnmoi 
m6n 
kodr& 
kher6 n8i 
kolhiM 
ma101 
mal 

teki  
mardi 
werma 
idu 
bija 
g6hma 
tnmri 
dondera 
mark& 
singihha 

kaohi 
tLm 
knro 
sons 
m6rs 
gork6 
bandnk 
talwC 
wil 
k6nn 

E 6 i  
r6ja 

BEMARKS. 

Hindi. 
Corruption of Hindi. 

Do. Do. 

Do. Do. 
Do. Do. 
Do. Do. 

Ghoghoti (Hislop). 

Hindi. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 

Do. 
Do. 
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Do. 
Addreeeed as Btibn. 

Do: Nnni. 

ENGLISH OB HINDI. 

h~ 
sport 
Plough 

V) Miacellaneone. 
Barber 
Carpenter 
Weaver 
Smith 
Shepherd 
Village 
Pice 
Rupee 
Kandi 
Leaf 
mower 
Fruit 
Marriage 
Bridegroom 
Bride 
Infant 

3 
Middle-aged man 
Middle-aged wo- 

man 
Old man 
Old woman 
Bun 
Moon 
Star 
Evening 
Month 
God 
Goddeee 
Witch 
Truth 
Falsehood 

Hindi. 
Do. 

The Bhunjiyas. 

001~~1. 

- 
ma1 
h6wing 
=="IF= 

mtin 
bad& 
mehrh 
khBti 
kopa 
n&r 
paie6 
rnpeb 
kand4 
6ke 
pmg6r 
pkdi, k4is 
madmi 
dnl6h 
dnli 
chhiiw& 
ohndnr 
tndi 
rei& nun 

m&ju 
eeda 
eedo 
din 
nalench 
snkknm 
din ndit 
m&hi&na 
Pen. 

dhnki, pasro 
thanka 
f h d i  

DZ)istribzctwn.-The Bhnnjiyas are found in the south-eastern portion 
of the Raipur district, in the Kharirrr and Bindra Nawagar samindaries. 
At the census of 1881, they numbered 4,721. 

Language.-The language of the Bhunjiyas ie ourionsly like Bengali, 
se the following vocabulary will testify : 

English Bhunjiya. 
Hair ... kesa. 
Head ... mucia. 
Face ... mnkha. 
Eye ... bmkhi. 
Nose ... nha .  

RE -a. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 

(Name of a oante.1 

Hindi. 
Do. 
Do. 
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English. 
Thigh 
Horse 

Dog 
Tiger 
Bear 
House 
Rice (uncooked) 
Rice (cooked) 
Road 
Sun 
Moon 
I 
Yon 

BI~unjiya. 
... jBnn. 
... ghodb. 
... kukura. 
. .. bigha. 
... bhhln. 
... ghara. 
... chhla. 
... bhhte. 
... mBrga. 
... snraj. 
... chandra. 
... ami. 
. . . tumi. 

Worship.-The Bhunjiyas do not appear to have any gods. They 
venerate the sun and the moon, and have sthdpan6.s for their ancestors to 
whom offerings are made. There is a PnjBri for a certain number of 
villages, who corresponds to the Baigii of the aonds. He is supposed to 
possess the power of checking epidemics and the rarages of tigers, 
and receives voluntary contributions from the villagers. 

Ceremonies, food, &.-The marriage ceremony lasts for three days, 
and presents are made to the father of the bride as usual. After mar- 
riage, the cooking utensils are thrown away. If the wife visits her 
father's home she appears to get a very cold reception, at  least so i t  
would seem to a stranger; for she is not allowed to enter the house, but 
has to live outside and cook for herself. 

The kitchen, which is invariably detached, is kept scrnpnlously clean, 
ornamented on the outside with red paint. There is a sort of veranda 
attached where the male members (who are not allowed to enter the 
kitchen) partake their meals. The ladies of the household, carry their 
scruples to such an extent, that should anybody (not a Bhunjiya) even 
touch the kitchen, i t  becomes polluted and mnst be burnt down ! The 
Bhunjiyas never use any metallic vessels, which are considered impure. 

The men are allowed to drink liquor and to eat fowls, but tliey 
appear to be very slow about availing themselves a t  least of the former 
privilege. For e most wholesome check is exercised by the fair sex, 
which more civilized people wonld do well to imitate. I am informed 
that the ladies of the house who never touch spirite, wonld not admit 
the men into the sleeping apartments if they smelt of liquor, and aa 
they are forbidden entry into the kibhen, the fate of inebriates mnst be 
a very hard one. 

I was told by one informant, that on festive occasions, the invited 
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guests are given uncooked i c e  and dB1, which they cook separately and 
eat. I learnt from another sonrce, however, that on such occasions the 
male guests would be allowed to eat together, but not the female. All 
the observances of the tribe are evidently meant to preserve great purity 
amongst the fair sex. 

The dead are buried. A hatchet and vessels for drinking water 
are left on the grave. 

I am told, cnrionsly enough, that the gots of the Bhunjiyaa are 
similar to those of the Gonds. 

Saomras. 

Distribution.-A branch of the great Savara tribe. Like the Bhun- - 
jiyas the Sevaras are found in the south-eaatern portion of the district 
of Raipnr. At  the last census they numbered 3,849. They are good 
cultivators, and not expert a t  woodcraft like the Bhunjiyas and the 
Kom4rs. 

Worship.-The Savaras have sthBpanBs in their houses for MahB- 
lachmi to whom offerings of fowls &c. are made in Chaitra. Dulhh 
Deo also is worshipped. 

Language.-From their language they a p p a r  to be allied to the 
Bhunjiyaa. A few English words and their equivalents in the Savara 
tongue are given below. 
Snn . . . . . . . . .  bela. . . . . . . . . .  chil. 
Moon . . . . . . . . .  yon. I % boar . . . . . . . . .  bariha. 
Water 
Bird 
Tiger 
Bear 
Dog 
Cat 
Cow 
Paddy 

. . . . . . . . .  p&n. 

. . . . . . . . .  chiri. 
. . . . . . . . .  bigh. 
. . . . . . . . .  bh4ln. 
. . . . . . . . .  knknr. 
. . . . . . . . .  billi. 
. . . . . . . . .  g4y&. 
. . . . . . . . .  dhin. 

Pig (domesticate) 
Cloth . . . . . .  
Month . . . . . .  
Tooth . . . . . . .  
Son . . . . . .  
Daughter .. ... 

. . . . . .  Eye 
Nose . . . . . .  

ghnmi. 
dhnti. 
tnqd. 
d h t .  
pilL. 
tngil. 
ihkh. 
n4k. 

Ceremonies.-The young are buried, and the old cremated; caste 
people are fed three days after a death. 

Unlike most other tribes i n  Chhattisgar, no money present is made 
to the father of the bride. 

Gots : Khutia, JuriB, Jhhkar, Mtijhi, &c. 

K o d r s .  

Distribution.-These are found in the same parta aa the Bhunjiyas, 
and numbered 3 , a l  at the last census. 

Worship.-Dnlha Deo, Bhavhni, and the Earth, besides Rhur 
Gos4m and Kachna Dhuma, who are represented by stones put np in 
jungles are venerated. 
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Vocabula y. 
Father 
Sister 
T i e  
Son 
Daughter 
Pieca 
DU 
Wheat 
Bullock 
Arrow 
Bow 
Tobacw 
Wood 
Bird 
Dog 
Cat 
Iron 
Thigh 

bib&. 
bii. 
mintin. 
non6. , 

cheda. 
ch6n. 
d6n. 
pit. 
bails. 
k6npda. 
dhanu. 
dhnngii. 
darn. 
litto. . 
kmeklo. 
bilb. 
lohi. 
jam. 

Foot 
Leg 
Hand 
Finger 
Arm 
Ear 
Nose 
Month 
Head 
Hair 
Beard 
Tiger 
Leopard 
Shrnbar 
Boar 
Sun 
Moon 
Go 
Give 

pn* 
repi. 
put06 p6te. 
BntakG. . 
dhmnt. 
kina. 
nhi .  
tamnda. 
mnda. 
w6n. 
gmh. 
bkh .  
dnrkh. 
jiv4d. 
barhha. 
suraj. 
jond. 
jio ch4L 
dih6. 

The general term for addressing women is " dgrhin," that for 
addressing wife is " jhi." 

From this vocabulary, it will appear, that while certain words are 
common to the Bhunjiya and Savam dialects, there are others which are 
peculiar. 

Nanners and Customs.-For marriage the bridegroom has to serve 
the bride's father for a certain period (4 years or so)-& custom which 
is met with also amongst the Gonds and some other tribes, when the 
father of the bridegroom is not in a position to make the needful pre- 
sents to the father of the bride. Amongst the Komirs, however, there 
does not appear to be any alternative. This is probably owing to their 
chronic impecuniosity, as they are bad cultivators, worse than the 
Gonds, and-subsist mainly upon sport and woodcraft. 

The men drink, but not the women. AS amongst the Bhunjiym, 
greater pnrity is expected of the women, than of the men. The latter, 
for instance, are allowed to partake of food cooked by Gonds, whereae 
the former are not. 

The young are buried, and the old cremated. 
Cots.-As in the case of the Bhunjiyas, i t  is rather strange, that 

the names of the gots should be similar to those of the Gonds, from 
whom they appear to be radically different in language. Some of the 
gots named to me me Neitam, Sori, Markam &c. 

Names of men -Lmhmn, J h r i a ,  Budhu, Bahadwr, 80. 
Names of women.-Nari, Lachmi, Dukhdei kc. 



1 BaigL (Bhumiaa). 
1 These are most numerous in the wilds of the Mandla district and 

there is only a sprinkling of them in the north-western portion of 
Chhattisgar in the feudatory state of Kawarda. Like the hill Gonds, 
they are strongly averse to cultivation and prefer living on jungle pro- 
duce. In  their features, they have not the marked Mongolian characters 
which the Bonds have. They shave their head in front ; and the long 

1 back hair is tied in a knot behind. They speak the Chhattisgari dialect 
in Chhattisgar. 

I 
I DulhO Deo is the great god of the Baigb. But Bhavhni is also 

worshipped. The Baigas are greatly respected by the other tribes and 
are sometimes called Bhurnias. Some of them are supposed to be gifted 
with supernatural powers, especially in checking the ravages of tigers. 
The priests of the Qonds (who are themselves Gonds,) are called Baigha. 
Hence some confusion has arisen ; and the Baigh tribe in Bilaspur waa 
probably owing to thh reason included amongst the Gonds at the last 
census. The tribe, however, is quite ditinct physically as well aa in 
language and other characters. 

The essential portion of the marriage ceremony consists (as in the 
case of the aonds and most other tribes) in going round a pole 7 times. 

Clots.-Mdrai, Dhurmi kc. 
The Binja'whs. 

There is only a sprinkling of these in the eastern portion of 
Chhattisgar. From the fact that DulhP Deo is their principal deity, 
they appear to be closely allied to the Baighs. 

Clots.-Lhni, Mbnji, Endja, Lden kc. 
Kanwa'rs. 

The Kanwbs claim descent from the Kshatriyas, and worship the 
JaghraphPnd, whom they consider their chief deity. But they also 
appear to recognize Dulha Deo, the great god of the Baigaa, and Bndh& 
Deo, the great god of the Qonds. The dead are also buried, an essen- 
tially non-Hindu practice. In fact, the Kanwirs combine in themselves 
partly aboriginal and partly Hindu characters. 

0ermoniee.-Five days a fbr  a birth, the caste men are fed. At 
marriage, the bride and bridegroom, both anointed with oil and turmeric 
go round a pole 7 times at the bride's as well as a t  the bridegroom's. 
The bridegroom puts on the holy thread at the marriage ceremony. 

When parents die, the head is shaved clean, and after 5 days caste- 
men are fed: on the death of other relations, the head is only prtrtly 
ehaved. 

With regard to food and drink, the Kanwhrs, at least professedly, 
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are etrictly Hindu, fowls and pigs as well as intoxicating liquors being 
prohibited. 

Gats.-Bag-dehria, Dhankul, Khanrddhar, Bnnjdri &c. 

The Hdlvh. 

Mr. Hislop classes the. H&lv4s with Gonds.* Following him, 
Mr. Sherring does the same ; but the h t t e r  has them also amongst non- 
aboriginal tribes.? Their affinities are doubtful, but, whatever they 
may be, I doubt the kinship of the HSlvhs to the Gonds. 

The HdlvSs are an agricultural tribe found in the southern portion 
of the Raipur district. They speak the Chhattisgari dialect and profess 
to have come from Bast,Sr. Their chief deity is Kanhdlin who ie 
worshipped with sacrifices of goats &c. The chief reasons which lead me 
to think that they are not Gonds, are (1) the fact, that they do not vene- 
rate the BudhS Dm, which even the most Hindnised Gonds do ; and (2) 
the fact, that the gots of the H4lvBs are quite distinct from those of the 
Gonds. 

In  the Central Provinces Gazetteer,$ the HBlvSs are said "to gain 
their living chiefly by distilling spirits, and worship a pantheon of glori- 
fied distillers, at  the head of whom is Bahadur KalB1." This statement 
has also been quoted by Sherring. But, there must be some confusion, 
as I have not come across a single HMvB who earns his living in the way 
represented here; nor are the HBlvPs aware of any members of their 
caste doing so anywhere. 

Except on occasions of marriage and similar festivities, they profess 
to abst,ain from drinking. 

The dead are buried. 
GOTS : Mahla, Raut, Pdtae &G. 

Cha'mcir (Satmimi Sect). 
The chSm4rs form the largest caste in Chhattiagar, numbering 

248,429 in the Raipnr, and 95,020 in the Bilaspur district, that is to say 
they form about 12 per cent. of the total population of these districts 
which is estimated a t  3 millions. 

The chhmirs, except a few to be mentioned later on, all belong to 
the Satnlmi sect. They are a fine, sturdy race of agriculturists, 
rather tenacious of their rights, and, as they are united, quite capable 
of holding their own against the Hindus who look down upon them 
with great contempt. They also sometimes call themselves Rai D4sk 
after RSm Dbs, " a chdmhr reformer and disciple of Rdmhnand who 

Op oit., Vol. 11, p. 147. 
+ Op oit., Vol. 11, p. 108. 
$ Op oit., pp. 221-122. 



I lived in  the 15th century ; the modern Satnhmi creed is a revival of the 
doctrines of RBm D6s preached by Cfhhsi Daa in the early part of the 
present century."* Ghisi Daa, an unlettered but thoughtful chhmhr, 
was deeply impressed with the degraded condition of his community, 
who were strongly addicted to drink and other vicious habits. He  
gradually acquired considerable influence by his wisdom and high moral 
character, and gathered round him a handful of devoted followers. One 
morning he collected them, and telling them to assemble all the ch& 
mirrs a t  a particulnr spot after six months, himself retired behind the 
hills in the south-eastern portion of Cl~hattisgar to meditate and hold 
communion with God. On the appointed day a large concourse of the 
Chhattisgari chdmBrs was brought together to receive God's word from 
Ghitsi DBs. The reformer slowly appeared with the rising sun and gave 
them the message ; which was to the effect, that there is only one true 
God (the Sat NBm), that all men are equal, that the idols of the 
Hindus are false, and that meat, intoxicating liquors, and smoking are 
interdicted. The assembled c1iBmhrs received the message with great 
enthusiasm and the SatnBmi sect was established. Ghhsi DBs became 
their Guru or Primate and declared the office to be hereditary. 

The ch6mirs gradually found out, that i t  was hard work abstaining 
from all the good things of the world, and those who wished to indulge 
in smoking, formed themselves into a sub-sect called Chw~gili. A chungi 
is a leaf (preferably that of Palbs, Butea frondosa) rolled into the form 
of a pipe in which tobacco is smoked: hence the name of the sub-sect. 
The Chungim, however, appear to have unrestricted social intercourse 
with the more orthodox members of the community. 

The dissemination of the Satnhmi doctrines infused new life into 
the chimhrs, and they rose to positions of comparative influence and 
respectability, which apparently made them an eye-sore to their Hindu 
neighbours, to whom the very name of chlm4r is a byword for all that 
is degraded. Besides, the protest of the Satdmis  against the idolatrous 
practices of the Hindus aggravated the enmity of the latter. Several 
attempts were, I am told, made against the life of GhAsi DBs, but none 
succeeded. But, his son and succsssor Bilak Dbs was murdered in 1860. 
Periaecution to any seriou~ extent is of course impossible under British 
rule, but affrays between the Hindus and the Satnrimis, now and then 
occur. Where the latter are in the minority, the former, I am informed 
would not allow the gnru of the latter to ride on an elephant and go in 
procession through their villages. 

The gnru guea on tour in great state, with elephants, camels, and 

* Hnnter'~ Gazetteer, Vol. XI, p. 372. 
Y M 
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a large following. The name of the present gnru is Agar DBe. The 
Satdmis  prostrate themselves before him and give him presents woord- 
ing to their means. He hw his deputies called Bbhndiris scattersd all 
over the country, who collect hi8 dues ; sometimee, villages are farmed 
out to them a t  fixed amounts. The Bhhdhris represent the gum in 
all sooial ceremonies. It ie said that the bride assooiates with the 
guru or hie representative before entering her husband's home. But 
the ch4m4rs stoutly deny this, and assert it to be a calumny invented by 
their Hindu enemies. It is d S c u l t  to get a t  the troth in this matter : 
the bride appears to be presented before the guru or his deputy, lbnd 
she hw to make a present to this functionary. 

The Hindus assert that the Satdmis  do not act up to their dm- 
trines. There are, of course orthodox and heterodox people amongst 
a11 castes, and some Satnhmis certainly do not abstain from meat. 

The Satnamis salute by bowing low, lifting up their left leg, and 
exclaiming ' Sat Nhm, Sat N4m ! Their worehip consists in exclaim- 
ing these sacred words a t  sunrise and sunset. [ " Sat N4m " means 
' the right or true name,' i. e., the true god.] 

The dead are buried. Relations are fed on the third, fifth, tenth 
or fifteenth day. 

The Satn4mis do'not observe any clam distinotions amongst them- 
eelves and are a very compact body. 

Clots : Kusari4, Bhatbahari, Banjsra, Jarkaria, Aril, &o. 

OMnuir (Muchi.) 
The Satn4mi ch4mhrs have no intercourse with those who prepme 

hides or work in leather. Bs in other parts, carcasees of animals con- 
tribute to the food of the Mnchis. 

Worship Dnlh4 Deo onae in two or three years with offerings of 
rice, &c. 

Kabivpanthie. 
These am followers of Kabir, a disciple of the reformer R4m4nand, 

who preached in Northern India in the fifteenth century. The doctrines 
of the Kabirpmthie are similar to those of the Satnemis : like the latter 
they are enjoined to abstain from flesh food and spirituous drink, to 
observe no caste distinctions and not to worship idols. Both forms of 
faith me protesta agai~mt the idolatry and caste-system of the Hindun 
on the one hand, and the vicious habits of the aborigines on the other. 
There is, however, one point of eeeential difference. Satn6mism for& 
bly enjoins belief in one Bod, whereas Kabirpanthism does not do 80. 

Indeed, beyond the guru, and the ordinary village deities like Th6knr 
Deo, and the goddess of small-pox, I am not aware if the Kabirpanthis 
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~ have any other object of w d i p .  A11 the Kabirpmthie I questioned 
did not certainly declare their belief in one God, as the Satniimis in- 
veriably did. 

Kabirism notwithstanding its anti-Hindu tenets is not in such 
bad repute amongst the Hindus as Satdmiam is. This is probably due 
to the fact, that the latter is professsd by chim4rs only, whereas the 
former counts amongst its followers many Hindus, not excepting even 
Br6.hmax.w and Rajputs. The Pauk6.s form the greater majority of the 

i Kabirpanthis of Chhattispr ; I have not met a single Pauk4 who is not 
a Kabirpanthi. The Ganhs, Telis, MBrBrs, Knnbis, &c., contribute 

I 
I 

large numb-, the Telis especially. In  these oases, those who become 
Kabirpanthis are not excommunicated, but continue to live with their 
caste people : for instance, a Teli's becoming a Kabirpanthi would not 
interfere with his marrying into a non-Kabirpanthi Teli family. The 
Brahmans end Rajputs, on becoming lbbirpanthis, are renounced by their 
castes. Their number, however, is small and they are amply compen- 
sated by the bestowal on them of all the fat  posts of the order. 

Though the Satdmis  and the Kabirpanthie equally profess dime- 
I gsrd for caete distinctions, the latter do not carry their disregard into 

practice, or do so to a limited extent. Though Kabir, the founder of 
the sect, preached the equality of all men and had Muhammadan as well 
as Hindu followers, I have not come across a single Mnhammadan mem- 
ber of the order in  Chhattisgar ; and i t  is certain that a chhmhr will 
not now be admitted. The Kltbirpanthie I have met, usually observe 
caste restrictions ; a Teli Kabirpanthi, for instance, would not eat food 
cooked by a Paukh belonging to the same order. 

The ceremony of oonversion is very simple, consisting in blowing the 
mantra into the ear of the convert, and placing a necklace of wooden 
beads round his neck. 

The constitution of the order is similar to that of the S a t d m i  sect. 
There is a guru who ia venerated, worshipped I should say. The gnru 
lives st Qwarda, the capital of a feudatory state of the same name, in 
the north-western portion of Chhattisgar. Like the Satntrmi gnru he 
ocmaionally goes aut on tour in great pomp. He has got his deputies 
called Bhiind41-ie and Mohants dispersed all over the country, who make 
converts, collect contributions, and officiate a t  social ceremonies. 

The dead are buried. A grave is dug, and the corpse laid in i t  with 
the head to the north, and a Mohant or, in his absence, some elderly Kabir- 
panthi blows into its ears some sacred names, and pours into its mouth 
some cocoanut oil, after which every member of the party with his back 
to the grave, throws a handful of s ~ i l  into it, then he turns towards the 
grave and fills i t  up. Those who can afford raise a memorial over it. 
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After three days the head is shaved entirely by near, and partly by re- 
mote, relations. The kinsfolk assemble a t  the house of the deceased 
and squatting round a raised dais (called chauk6) sing sacred songs. 

The H ~ T Z  Bhciu Sect. 
This sect is similar to Bhe Kabirpanthi and Satnhmi sects, in that 

they all abstain from flesh and spirituous drink and disregard caste. 
The MBn BhBus believe in Vishna, and the Bhagavadgiti is their sacred 
book. They are, in fact, Vaishnavas. There are monks and nu- who 
are vowed to celibacy ; but the larger number are Grihasthas, i. e., house- 
holders. The followers of the sect are most numerous in Berar. I n  
Chhattisgar there are not many, and those I met are all householders. 
The KBtiBs (a weaver caste) appear to have been converted en masse; 
there are also followers of MBn Bhiu amongst the Telis, Kunbis, &c. 
I waE told, that their guru lives a t  some place near Ramtek in the dis- 
trict of Nagpnr. The process of conversion is very simple, consisting in 
blowing the mantra into the ear of the person who desires to be initiated. 

In Chhattisgar, BrLhmans are respected by the MBn BhBus, and I 
did not notice any ill-feeling between the two whioh is said to exist in 
Berar.* 

Kunbi. 
An essentially agricultural class, allied to the next caste the Kur- 

mi. In  the last cinsis returns the number of the latter for the dis- 
tricts of Raipur and Bila~pur is given as 99,620. But the Kunbi is not 
separately mentioned, and must be included in this number. 

A good many of the Kunbis belong to the MBn BhBu sect just de- 
scribed. They worship Vishnu, abstain from flesh food and intoxicating 
liquors, a d  bury their dead. The others worship Mahhdeo, eat goat's 
flesh and fish, and practise cremation. The two classes can intermarry 
if they belong to the same clan. 

There are two clans,-1, the JhBriB; 2, Puroli, the former Jeing, 
as the name signifies, restricted to the jungles, and the latter to the 
plain country. The division is evidently due to habitat. The two clans 
do not intermarry. 

Those who practise cremation preserve a few bones, and, in the 
case of the old and well to do, take them to some sacred place and 
deposit them there. Bones are so deposited i= the MahLnadi a t  Rrtjim, 
and in a stream called the Narbada near ChuikhBdBn. 

Caste men are fed 10 days after death. 

Kumi. 
Allied Lo the Kunbi. 
Gots : Charnhha, Manhha, Singror, Pitaria. 

f Gazetteer of Barar, quoted by Sherring, op. cit. Vol. 11, p. 164. 
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Teli. 
A large agricnltnral and trading caste numbering a t  the last census 

203,503 in Raipur, and 61,3241 in Bilkspur. 
The Telis are divided into five clans, viz.,- 

I. Qarb4ria-those who have came from Qarbli, M4ndl4. 
11. Kanojb-those who have come from Kanoj. 

$11. JhQriB-those who live in the jungles. 
IV. EkbanhiBs. 
V. HQliBs-Distillers. 

The Garbirks are divided info 32 gots: Boir, BBgh, Sanichhra, 
Hirwani &c. 

Qots of the Kanojia Telis : Sonsat, Sirsat, Souger, Jomutar,  &c. 
Gots of Jhirias : Atbhiili, &c. 

Ahir. 
Also called Rhnt and Qair4. Number a t  the last Census in Raipur 

' 141,983; in BilBspur, 85,546. Shepherds, servants, cultivators. 
Worship Dulha Deo, Budha Deo, &c. The A'hirs have a great 

featival about Dewali time, when they go about dancing and singing, 
richly bedecked with strings of cowri shells. 

They are divided into three clans based I believe, on habitat : 
I. JhBrii-those who live in the jungles. 

11. KusuriB. 
111. Kanoji4-those who are said to have come from Kanoj. 
Gots of the KusuriQs : AmBdkr, BBghwCr, Xarktim, &c. 

The Khl4rs are ,  a rather numerous class, and met with throughout 
Chhattisgar as distillers, traders and cultivators. They appear to 
derive their name from ' kal' which is Gondi for liquor, distilling being 
their main occupation. At  the last census they numbered 20,307, in 
the Raipur district. 

Worship.-The chief deities are Dulhi Deo, RBtm4, the latter being 
represented by a h t  piece of gold or silver. One informant told me that 
Bhagavhn is the only pdkk6 god they worship, the others being what he 
quaintly expressed as Gtch6. In  the southern portion of Chhattisgar, 
BCrhddur Kalaria and her son Sasan ChBb4ri are worshipped in the Holi 
time. They were evidently very successful distillers, and lived a t  Sorar 
and Gurur, where the remains of their distilleries are still said to be 
preserved. 

Swbdivision.-The Chhattisgari Khlhrs are subdivided into two 
classes : 

I. DarsenB. 
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11. Qajbh6tiB (jnngly Kullrn). 
The Damen4 are further subdivided into the Chhota and the Bara 

Darsena, of whom the latter are eaid to abdain from liquors. 
Some of the Kal41-a belong to the Kabirpanthi sect. 
The dead sre buried with the head towards the north. 
Gob : Neore, N&, DhnmB, Sonwmi, h. 

McfPh. 
Called also PBtel and MBli. At the last Census numbered 35,096 

in Raipnr, and 24, 541 in Bilaspur. Gardenere and cultivatore. 
The head of the MSrsrs is usually shaven in front in the form of a 

semicircle. The hair is kept long and tied behind in a knot. 
They do not appear to have any speoial objects of worship except 

their ancestors, to whom they offer horn. 
The Bastaris Mdrbre, who appear to be of Qond origin, and with 

whom the other MB&e have no eocial inte~moarse, worship the Uond 
gods, BuG6 Deo, and DnlhB Deo. 

There i~ no special ceremony for marriage, beyond .that kinsfolk are 
feasted at  the time. The bride comes to the house of the bridegroom 
with her relations and s top  there for five days. One wife only ia 
allowed. 

Fish is eaten; but me& and intoxicating liquor are prohibited. 
Some MBrh  become Kabirpanthis, when they are said to abstain from 
fish a h .  

PauM. 
With the next named caste nnmber 35,128 in Raipnr. They earn 

their livelihood as watchmen and weavers, end make but indSerent 
cnltivatora. 

They all profess to belong to the Kabirpanthi eect. 

Bcieral6. 
Closely allied to the Pauk4, and follow the same professions. 
A good many become Kabirpanthis. These have no sooial inter- 

conme with the Shkat (Shkta) GBndBs, whose chid deity is Dnlh6 Deo. 
There are three clans: (1) Bajauk, those who play on tomtoms 

&c:, (2) MohariB (3) Baida.ri4. 

Barzjdrd. 
A n  adventurous class of traders. Before the opening up of the 

railway, the Banj4& used to carry on a roaring trade. Even now 
strings of BanjBd pack-bullooks are to be met on the highways leading 
from Chhattir~gar towards, MhdlB, and Jabalpur. The BanjBrb are an 
essentially nomadic tribe, scarcely ever settling down at any place for 
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l a considerable time. They are, however, now taking to agriculture a t  
I places, as their hereditary occupation does not any longer pay, as i t  used 

to do a few years ago. 
I At the last Census, the Banjhris numbered 8,518 in the Raipur 

district. They worship BanjBri, a goddess represented by a piece of stone 

I daubed with vermilion during Dewali. No priests are required except 
at marriage, when the services of a BrBhman are put into requisition. 

I The Banjiris, I am told, make converts of Gonds and other tribes. 
For some time before, and dnring the Holi festival, the BanjPrB women, 

1 old and young, in gala d res~ ,  go about in batches from house to house, and 
village to village, dancing and singing, expecting, of course, presents of 
money or grain. 

The women put on a large peculiar, conical bonnet, by which they 
may be easily recognised. 

The Banjirhs are divided into 18 Gots of which I could get names 
for ten only. Bhukti6, Urtih (Bartia P), RSurih (or LburiP), Jharbola, 
Trie, Kent, Korri, PBlthiS, Mur, Bidant. 

I Keot or Kewht. 
Numerous in the plain country ; a t  the last Census their number 

for the districts of Raipur and Bilaspnr is given as 85,690. Fishermen, 
cultivators. Chief god-Devi or DurgB (with four hands). They eat 

I pork. 
Bhzci. 

Allied to Keot, and very likely included in it a t  the last Census, as I ~ do not find it separately mentioned. 

Mehrci. 
A large class, numbering 26,796, in the Raipur districts at  the last 

Census. The MehrBs act as kotwBls (watchmen) of villages in the 
western portion of Chhattisgar. They also follow agricultural and other 
occupations such as weaving. 

Worship NhrByana, and MahBdeo. Some are followers of MBnbhBn. 
There is one class of MehrBs calling themselves Beici who worship 

BhagavBn or SbrajnBrhyana, and are said to abstain from beef and in- 
toxicating drinks. They have no intercourse with the other Mehri 
who will eat anything they can get hold of, carrion not excepted and 
who are considered very low in the estimation of the Hindus. 

The dead are buried with the head to the north. Some selected spot 
in the house is consecrated to the dead. Caste people are fed three 
days after death. 

I 
Kcitid. 

A small ceste of weavers. They are mostly followers of MBnbhPu. 
1 The dead are buried. 
I 
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A rather large class. Mostly weavers. At the last Census they 
numbered 17,433, in the district of Raipnr. 

Gods Dulhti Deo, Rdtmii (represented by a flat piece of gold or 
eilver, also worshipped by the Kalbs). 

There are two subdivisions (1) Chhattisgari, (2) Mahratti. The 
former mnst have been long settled in Chhattisgar, and the latter mnst 
be newwmers. The two clans have no social intercourse with each 
other. 

Burial and cremat.ion are both in vogue. 



ERRATA. 
Notee on a Buddhist Mmaetery at Bho( @(in, Journal No. 1, 1890. 

Page 6B, line 26, read Ud6ainae for Udisia. 
3s 58 s, B 1, or I t  

,, 66 ,, 17 put '89 after January. 
,, 31 read & for 9 
,, 8 p t  i after Bagam. 
,, 9 & 10 read Dasnami (having ten namee) is the collective name 

of the followem of theae four disoiplee. for Daanami 
(having ten namee) is the naine of these four disci- 
plea and their followers colleotively. 

,, 21 ,, Upanishads for Upsniehatr. 
,, 2 from foot read pretension for prenteneion. 
, 1 , ,, ,, contain8 ,, contain. 
,, 6 ,, ,, ,, places ,, place. 
I ,  9 IS 1, 1, Q4 1, 96. 
,, 14 read Him for him. 
,, 16 ,, allow them to for allow to. 
,, 8 from foot read had rendered for has rencered. 
,, 17 ,, ,, ,, occasion ,, ocoass~on. 
,, 1 read Bengal for Bengel. 
,, 4 ,, predilection for predeleotion. 
,, 16 ,, en tmted  ,, trusted. 
, 1 ,, Brahman, and aaid for Brahman, aaid. 
last line ,, M. Amiot ,, Mr. Amiot. 
line 1 ,, confectionery ,, confeotionary. 
,, 6 ,, gave him dismissal ,, gave hie dismissal. 
,, 14 ,, whom devotion for whose devotion. 
,, 2 & 8 ,, hospitality ,, hospitability. 
,, 6 ,, oonseorated ,, oonaeoratad. 
,, 85 ,, Mwrs. IS MI-* 
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